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IF YOU CAN DO THIS TEST GO ON TO UNIT 1

Key structures
A Word Order.

Rewrite these sentences using the joining words in parentheses:
1 My hotel room overlooked a courtyard. There was a fountain. There were several trees, (in which ... and)

2 Uncle Charles looked everywhere for his glasses. He could not find them. (Though)
3 During Christmas, there was extra work at the post office. A great number of students were employed to help, (so

much ... that)
4 I don’t want to see that film. It had poor reviews. (because)

5 Wages have gone up. Prices will rise. The cost of living will be higher than ever. (Now that ... and)

6 The police searched everywhere. The missing boy could not be found. His dog could not be found. (Although ...
neither... nor)

1 James Sullivan will give a lecture at the local library next week. His book on the Antarctic was published recently.
(whose)

8 Fares have increased. The railway company is still losing money. The employees have demanded higher wages. (In

spite of the fact that ... because)

9 He gave me a fright. I knocked the teapot over, (such ... that)
10 The climbers reached the top of the mountain. They spent the night there. ( not only ... but ... as well)

B Composition.
Write two paragraphs in about 150 words using the ideas given below:

1 Circus act — a man was walking on a tightrope — rode a one-wheel bicycle — carried two others on his shoul¬
ders — the crowd clapped his performance.

2 The man returned to give a repeat performance — tight-rope again — he did a hand-stand on the one-wheel
bicycle — lost his balance — the crowd gasped — the man grabbed the tight-rope :— he was still holding on to
the bicycle — climbed on again and rode to the other side.

C Verbs.
a What happened? What has happened? What has been happening?

Give the correct form of the verbs in parentheses:
The mummy of an Egyptian woman who (die) in 800 B.C. just (have) an operation. As
there (be) strange marks on the X-ray plates taken of the mummy, doctors (try) to find out
whether the woman (die) of a rare disease. The only way to do this (be) to operate. The
operation, which (last) for over four hours, (prove) to be very difficult. The doctors

(remove) a section of the mummy and (send) it to a laboratory. They also
(find) something which the X-ray plates not (show). The doctors not (decide) yet how the
woman (die). They (fear) that the mummy would fall to pieces when they (cut)

it open, but fortunately, this not (happen). The mummy successfully (survive) the opera¬
tion.
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Pre-Unit Test 1

b What happened? What was happening? What used to happen?
Give the correct form of the verbs in parentheses. Use would in place of used to where possible:
I (travel) by air a great deal when I (be) a boy. My parents-(live) in South

America and I (fly) there from Europe in the holidays. An air hostess-(take) charge of me
and I never (have) an unpleasant experience. I am used to travelling by air and only on one occasion
have I ever felt frightened. After taking off, we (fly) low over the city and slowly-(gain)
height, when the plane suddenly ■ (turn) round and (fly) back to the airport. While we

(wait) to land, an air hostess (tell) us to keep calm, and to get off the plane quietly as soon

as it had touched down.

c What will happen?
Give the correct form of the verbs in parentheses:
Busmen have decided to go on strike next week. The strike is due to begin on Tuesday. No one knows how long it

(last). The busmen have stated that the strike (continue) until general agreement
(reach) about pay and working conditions. Most people believe that the strike (last) for a week. Many
owners of private cars (offer) ‘free rides’ to people on their way to work. This (relieve)

pressure on the trains to some extent. Meanwhile, a number of university students have volunteered to drive buses
while the strike (last). All the young men are expert drivers, but before they (drive) any of
the buses, they (have to) pass a special test.

d What will happen? What will be happening? What will have been happening?
Give the correct form of the verbs in parentheses:
I have just received a letter from my old school informing me that my former headmaster, Mr. Reginald Page,
-(retire) next week. Pupils of the school, old and new, (send) him a present to mark the

occasion. All those who have contributed towards the gift (sign) their names in a large album which

-(send) to the headmaster’s home. We all (remember) Mr. Page for his patience and under¬
standing and for the kindly encouragement he gave us when we went so unwillingly to school. A great many former
pupils-(attend) a farewell dinner in his honour next Thursday. It is a curious coincidence that the day

' before his retirement, Mr. Page-(teach) for a total of forty years. After he (retire) he
-(devote) himself to gardening. For him, this be an entirely new hobby.

e What happened? What had happened? What had been happening?
Give the correct form of the verbs in parentheses:
As the man tried to swing the speedboat round, the steering wheel came away in his hands. He (wave)
desperately to his companion who (water ski) for the last fifteen minutes. Both men hardly __
(have) time to realize what was happening when they (throw) violently into the sea. The speedboat

-(strike) a buoy, but it-(continue) to move very quickly across the water. Both men just

-(begin) to swim towards the shore, when they (notice) with dismay that the speedboat was
moving in a circle. It now-(come) towards them at tremendous speed. In less than a minute, it__
(roar) past them only a few feet away.

/ Give the correct form of the verbs in parentheses:
1 Captain Scott-(find) that Amundsen (reach) the South Pole before him.
2 We just-(move) to a new house but we (be) dissatisfied with it.
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3 When I (meet) him two weeks ago, he (tell) me that he just-(return) from the

south of France.
4 Many new records (set up) in the next Olympic Games.
5 He always (go) for a walk every morning before his illness.
6 By next June, I (study) English for three years.
7 While the two thieves (argue) someone (steal) their car.

g Give the correct form of the verbs in parentheses:
Though people have often laughed at stories told by seamen, it now (know) that many ‘monsters’
which at times (sight) are simply strange fish. Occassionally, unusual creatures (wash) to
the shore, but they rarely (catch) out at sea. Some time ago, however, a peculiar fish (catch)

near Madagascar. A small fishing boat (carry) miles out to sea by the powerful fish as it pulled on the
line. When it eventually (bring) to shore, it (find) to be over thirteen feet long. The fish,

which since (send) to a museum where it (examine) by a scientist, (call) an
oarfish. Such creatures rarely (see) alive by man as they live at a depth of six hundred feet.

h Write a report of this conversation as it might appear in a newspaper:
‘At the time the murder was committed, I was travelling on the 8.0 o’clock train to London,’ said the man.
‘Do you always catch such an early train?’ asked the inspector.
‘Of course I do,’ answered the man. ‘I must be at work at 10.0 o’clock. My employer will confirm that I was there
on time.’
‘Would a later train get you to work on time?' asked the inspector.
‘I suppose it would, but I never catch a later train.’
‘At what time did you arrive at the station?’
‘At ten to eight. I bought a paper and waited for the train.’
‘And you didn’t notice anything unusual?’
‘Of course not.’

i If.
Give the correct form of the verbs in parentheses:

1 If they (not bring) to the surface soon they may lose their lives.
2 If explosives are used, vibrations (cause) the roof of the mine to collapse.
3 If there had not been a hard layer of rock beneath the soil, they (complete) the job in a few hours.

j Give the correct form of the verbs in parentheses:
I tried to wake up my wife by (ring) the doorbell, but she was fast asleep, so I got a ladder from the shed
in the garden, put it against the wall, and began (climb) towards the bedroom window. I was almost
there when a sarcastic voice below said, ‘I don’t think the windows need (clean) at this time of the
night.’ I looked down and nearly fell off the ladder when I saw a policeman. I immediately regretted
(answer) in the way I did, but I said, ‘I enjoy (clean) windows at night.’
‘So do I,’ answered the policeman in the same tone. ‘Excuse my (interrupt) you. I hate
(interrupt) a man when he’s busy (work), but would you mind (come) with me to the
station?’
‘Well, I’d prefer (stay) here,’ I said. ‘You see, I’ve forgotten my key.’
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D Other verbs.
a Supply the correct form of have to or should in these sentences:

1 I’m sorry I couldn’t get here on time. I (go) to the bank.

2 I (go) to the dentist yesterday but I forgot all about it.

3 We (begin) work at 9 o’clock but we never do.

b Write these sentences again using have with the verbs in italics:
1 ‘I shall deliver the parcel,’ said the shop assistant.
2 Are you going to clean this suit?

3 When will you dye this jacket?

c Supply the correct form of can or able to in the following:
1 you show me the way to the station please?
2 1 gave him a few lessons and he soon swim.
3 They jump into the sea before the boat sank.

4 You not leave this room until you get permission.

E A and The.
Put in a(n) or the where necessary.
After reading article entitled ‘ Cigarette Smoking and Your Health’, I lit ciga¬
rette to calm my nerves. I smoked with concentration and pleasure as 1 was sure that this
would be my last cigarette. For whole week 1 did not smoke at all and during this time my wife suffered
terribly. I had all usual symptoms of someone giving up smoking: bad temper
and enormous appetite. My friends kept on offering me cigarettes and cigars.
They made no effort to hide their amusement whenever I produced packet of sweets from
my pocket.

F Supply the missing words in the following:
Perhaps the-extraordinary building of the nineteenth century was the Crystal Palace which was built in
Hyde Park for the Great Exhibition of 1851. The Crystal Palace was different all other buildings

-the world, for it was made of iron and glass. It was one of the (big) buildings
all time and a-of people from countries came to see it. A great goods were sent
to the exhibition from various parts of the world. was also a great of machinery on display.

G Supply the missing words in these sentences:
1 There will be a dance tonight the Green Park Hotel.
2 The players our team are all red shirts.
3 He returned England August 10th.
4 I’ll meet you the comer Wednesday.
5 I always feel tired the end of the day.
6 As soon as he got-the taxi, he asked the driver to take him the station.
7 We’ll go for a walk the afternoon.
8 He’s incapable controlling the class.
9 He is not interested anything outside his work.

10 I don’t want to be involved this unpleasant affair.
11 He failed-his attempt to reach the top of the mountain.
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13 I am not satisfied ___
14 I think someone is knocking
15 His debts amount

12 The surgeon decided to operatete the patient.
your explanation.

___ the door.
£500.

Special difficulties
A Words often confused.

Choose the correct words in the following sentences:
1 You can divide this apple (among) (between) the two of you.
2 He arrived late as (usually) (usual).

3 Mr. Simpson has been appointed (director) (headmaster) of the school.

4 What shall we do with this old (clothing) (clothes)?

5 Ialways wear out (clothes) (cloths) quickly.
6 His instructions were not very (clear) (clean).

7 You should wait until the road is (clear) (clean) before crossing.
8 Did you (wash) (wash up) your hands?
9 Idon’t feel in the (mood) (temper) for a walk.

10 Whatever you do, don’t lose your (temper) (mood).

1 1 This coffee is (too) (enough) hot for me to drink.
12 The questions were (fairly) (enough) difficult, but 1 managed to answer them.
13 He is (enough old) (old enough) to know what is right.
14 You should use (petrol) (benzine) to get those stains off.

B Write sentences using each of the following:
1 Get up, get over, get away, get out.

2 Keep off. keep out. keep in. keep up.
3 Take in. take up. take off. take away.
4 Run into, run out of. run away, run after.
5 Make up. make for. make out. make up for.

C Write sentences using the following:
I Turn yellow.
2 Go sour.
3 Grow dark.
4 Fall ill.
5 Come true.

6 Get angry.
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D Complete the following sentences using so ... I or neither ... I.
1 She reads a lot and
2 You shouldn’t work so hard and--
3 You are mistaken and .

4 You will regret it and
5 Tom telephoned him yesterday and--
6 She hasn’t been well and

6
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Unit 1

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE STUDENT

Before you begin each exercise, read these instructions carefully. Read them each time you begin a new
piece. They are very important.

How to work — Summary writing
Unit 1 contains twenty passages. You will be asked to write a summary of a part of each piece. In Unit 4 of
Practice and Progress you were given the main points and asked to join them up. Connections were provided
in the text. Now you will be expected to find the main points yourself and supply your own connections. The
Comprehension questions which are given should be answered in note form. Your notes should be very
brief.
I Read the passage two or three times. Make sure you understand it.
2 Read the instructions which will tell you where your summary should begin and end, and exactly what

you will have to do.
3 Read again the part of the passage you will have to summarize.
4 Answer each of the Comprehension questions in note form to get your points.
5 You will find parentheses at the side of the questions. These show you how the answers might be joined

to form sentences, but you will have to use your own joining words. You may ignore the parentheses if
you wish to join the points in your own way.

6 When joining your points, you may refer to the passage if necessary, but try to use your own words as far
as possible. Your answer should be in one paragraph.

7 Read through your work and correct your mistakes.
8 At the end of your summary, write the number of words that you have used. Remember that words like

‘the’, ‘a’, etc. count as single words. Words which are joined by a hyphen also count as single words.
You may write fewer than 80 words, but you must not go over the word limit.

Example
Work through this example carefully ar.d then try to do the exercises in Unit 1 in the same way.

Silent enemies
Few countries will admit officially that they employ spies. However, from time to time, a spy is caught and
the public sometimes gets a glimpse of what is going on behind the political scenes. Spies are rarely shot
these days. They are frequently tried and imprisoned. If a spy is important enough, he is sometimes handed
back to an enemy country in exchange for an equally important spy whom the enemy have caught. Few

5 people have the opportunity to witness such exchanges, for they are carried out in secret.
On cold winter morning on December 1 7th last year, a small blue car stopped on a bridge in a provincial

town in northern Germany. Three men dressed in heavy black coats got out and stood on the bridge. While
they waited there, they kept on looking over the side. Fifteen minutes later, a motor boat sailed past and drew

9
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Unit 1 Instructions
up by the river bank. Three men got out of the boat and looked up at the bridge. The men on the bridge

10 silently walked down the stone steps leading to the river bank. No words were spoken when they met the
men from the boat. After a while, the motorboat moved off and three men returned to the bridge. Now, only
two of them were wearing black coats. The third was dressed in a light grey jacket. Anyone who had been

watching the scene might not have realized that two master spies had been exchanged on that cold winter

Summary writing
In not more than 80 words describe what happened on the morning of December 17th from the time a small
blue car stopped on a bridge. Do not include anything that is not in the last paragraph.
Answer these questions in note form to get your points:

1 Did the car stop or not?
2 How many men got out?
3 How were they dressed?
4 Where did they stand?

6 Did a motorboat appear or not? J
7 Where did it stop?
8 Where did the men go?
9 Why did they go to the river bank?

10 Did the boat move off or not?
11 Who accompanied the men in black coats?
12 How was he dressed?
13 Did they return to the bridge or not?
14 Had two master spies been exchanged or not? ]

Points
1 Car stopped.
2 Three men got out.
3 Black coats.
4 Stood — bridge.
5 Looked over side. "1
6 Motorboat appeared. J
7 Stopped — river bank.
8 Men — down steps.
9 Met boat.

10 Boat moved off.
11 Man accompanied by others.
12 Grey jacket.
13 Returned — bridge.
14 Spies exchanged.

morning.

5 Where did they keep looking?

A possible answer

10
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Summary writing
After the car stopped, three men in black coats got out and stood on the bridge, They kept looking over the side until a
motorboat appeared. When it stopped by the river bank, the men on the bridge silently climbed down the stone steps to

meet the men from the boat. As soon as the boat moved off, a man in a grey jacket accompanied by two men in black
coats returned to the bridge. Two master spies had been exchanged.

(81 words)

Vocabulary
In this exercise, you will be asked to explain words and phrases. You may use a phrase to explain a word if
necessary. Try to find another word to replace the word or phrase in the passage.

Example
Study the example below to find out how this is done:
Give another word or phrase to replace the following words as they are used in the passage: employ (1.1); from
time to time (1.1); gets a glimpse (1.2); rarely (1.2); frequently (1.3); handed (1.3); witness (1.5).

A possible answer
employ: provide work for.
from time to time: now and again.
gets a glimpse of: is able to see briefly.
rarely: seldom.
frequently: often.
handed: given.
witness: see.

Composition
Composition exercises are based on ideas suggested by each passage. You will be given two types of
composition exercise:
1 You will be asked to expand a number of uncompleted sentences so that you write a paragraph of about

150 words. You are free to expand each sentence in any way you please providing that what you write
fits in logically with the rest of the passage.

2 You will be given a full plan which contains notes for an essay in three paragraphs: an Introduction,
Development, and Conclusion. You should write a composition of about 200 words based on these
notes. You are quite free to add ideas of your own or ignore ideas that are to be found in the plan.

Examples
Work through these examples carefully and then try to do the composition exercises in Unit 1 in the same
way.

11



Unit 1 Instructions

1 Composition
Write an imaginary account of how one of the spies mentioned in the passage was caught. Expand the

following into a paragraph of about 150 words.
Colonel Hepworth had been employed In time, he rose to the position of-Soon after his ap¬
pointment No one suspected the Colonel until_

_________
Even then, it was impossible to-

because However, Hepworth was The police noticed that he-and-One
evening, they and found him After Hepworth was-it was learnt that-He
had

__
(54 words)

A possible answer
Colonel Hepworth had been employed in the War Office for years. In time, he rose to the position of Chief Private
Secretary to the Minister. Soon after his appointment, important people in the War Office began complaining that many
State secrets had become known to the enemy. No one suspected the Colonel until a stranger telephoned the police and
claimed that he had received large sums of money from Hepworth to obtain information about airbases. Even then, it
was impossible to make any arrest because nothing could be proved against him. However, Hepworth was watched
closely. The police noticed that he often stayed behind in the evenings and was often the last person to leave the War
Office. One evening, they suddenly burst into his room and found him holding a pile of secret documents. After Hepworth
was arrested, it was learnt that his real name was Christopher Bulin He had become famous for his work as a spy
during the war. (about 160 words)

Now here is the same question with a different set of facts and different presentation:

2 Composition
In about 200 words, write an imaginary account of how one of the spies mentioned in the passage was
caught. Use the ideas given below. Do not write more than three paragraphs.
Title: The spy.
Introduction: Officer — War Office — trusted.
Development: Expensive car — large sums of money to spend — flat — parties — money ‘inherited’ — police checked
story — false — flat watched — visited by members of Uranian Embassy.
Conclusion: Police entered flat — documents — transmitter — ‘officer’ confessed.

A possible answer

The spy
Andrew Whibley worked as an officer in the War Office. Though he did not have an important position, he was

trusted by everybody.
One day, Whibley arrived at his office in a very expensive car. Although his salary was small, he appeared to have

large sums of money to spend. He rented an expensive flat and gave parties for many of his friends. When he was asked
how he had suddenly got so much money to spend. Whibley explained that he had inherited a large fortune from an aunt
who had died a few months before. However. War Office officials were suspicious and they asked the police to check
Whibley’s story. The police soon discovered that Whibley had not been telling the truth. They kept a close watch on his
flat and noticed that members of the Uranian Embassy often went there.

The police entered Whibley’s flat when he was out and discovered copies of several secret documents and a radio
transmitter which had been hidden inside a piano. After Whibley was arrested, he confessed that he had been receiving
large sums of money from the Uranian Embassy to obtain official secrets.

12 (about 200 words)



Letter writing
Follow the instructions given undereach passage.

Unit 1 Instructions

Key structures and Special difficulties
When you finish your Letter writing exercise, go on to the language exercises that follow. In this Unit, you
will be given the opportunity to revise briefly each one of the Key structures dealt with in Practice and
Progress. You may refer to Practice and Progress if you have forgotten anything. New Special difficulties
are introduced after the Key structures. The work you do in grammar is based on material contained in the
passages. Refer to the passages frequently. They will help you to understand the grammar and to do the
exercises.

Multiple choice questions
This is a form of comprehension test in which you are asked to choose the correct answer from a number of
suggested answers. This exercise tests your ability to understand the meaning of the passage you have read

and also to recognize grammatical and lexical errors in English.
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Lesson 1 A puma at large 3131 It33tl$F

5

10

15

Listen to the tape then answer the question below.
*JT o

Where must the puma have come from?

Pumas are large, cat-like animals which are found in America. When

reports came into London Zoo that a wild puma had been spotted
forty-five miles south of London, they were not taken seriously.
However, as the evidence began to accumulate, experts from the
Zoo felt obliged to investigate, for the descriptions given by people
who claimed to have seen the puma were extraordinarily similar.

The hunt for the puma began in a small village where a woman
picking blackberries saw ‘a large cat’ only five yards away from her. It immediately ran away when she saw
it, and experts confirmed that a puma will not attack a human being unless it is cornered. The search proved
difficult, for the puma was often observed at one place in the morning and at another place twenty miles
away in the evening. Wherever it went, it left behind it a trail of dead deer and small animals like rabbits.
Paw prints were seen in a number of places and puma fur was found clinging to bushes. Several people
complained of ‘cat-like noises’ at night and a businessman on a fishing trip saw the puma up a tree. The
experts were now fully convinced that the animal was a puma, but where had it come from? As no pumas
had been reported missing from any zoo in the country, this one must have been in the possession of a
private collector and somehow managed to escape. The hunt went on for several weeks, but the puma was
not caught. It is disturbing to think that a dangerous wild animal is still at large in the quiet countryside.

New words and expressions £-i*i
puma (title) /'pjuimo/ n. c
spot (1.2) /spot/ v. W tb , ti
evidence (1.4) /'evidans/ n. p
accumulate (1.4) /e'kjuimjuleit/ v. c
oblige (1.5) /o'blaidy v. c
hunt (1.7) /hAnt/ n. ill 5 S'

blackberry (1.8) /'blaekbari/ n.
human being (1.9) /.hjuimon-'biuq/ AH d

corner (1.9) /'ko:na/ v. PS
trail (1.11) /'treil/ n. —
print (1.12) /print/ n. Epfll
cling (1.12) /klir)/ (clung /klxq/, clung) v.
convince (1.14) /kan'vins/ v. fj£......fjgJjft
somehow (1.16) /'sAmhau/ adv.

disturb (1.17) /di'st3ib/ v. 4“ ATÿ$

Notes on the text
1 at large itfc&ffSzb “iEiS I IT ” . IEJ & ” Wf.g ,
2 When reports came into London Zoo that a wild puma had been spotted forty-five miles south of London,

45 that 31 WJ M.fiJ
reports fftHMitiu, BiHftcfW 03# .

3 feel obliged to do sth. U “lUsi'j 0
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Unit 1 Lesson 1

4 it left behind it a trail of, Ti iS" In T °
a trail of fL left (Hikin', behind it T »

5 puma fur was found clinging to bushes 41 > clinging JikJJC.'fTÿin], itLiLfLiio' puma fur MiipÿhS.in -. h Xi
41 As no pumas had been reported missing ... /o]pf3, missing *>

6 in the possession of, A =

), fcf&SmSs 45 £M*fc£«-R

a, MIIL,
fttlfflat, Sfe±:£P£ 20
JL, -»±A£gT-$ftj£ia&ftfcT££Mvii!itt.#i/F£«rtr*J&7/ll9J,
WHIW*ÿ . fir AJ&ÿmÿaÿJjiLT =

UKMSB? m, 0
.SHKnffratrTif/i/hM#,

mm&mR&mm . XÿA*§4> .

Summary writing
In not more than 80 words describe how experts came to the conclusion that the animal seen by many people
really was a puma. Do not include anything that is not in the passage.
Answer these questions in note form to get your points:

I What sort of reports were received by London Zoo?
2 Were the reports similar in nature or not?
3 Who saw it first?
4 Did it stay in one place, or did it move from place to place?
5 What did it leave behind it?
6 Were paw prints and puma fur found as well or not?
7 What was heard at night?
8 Was the animal seen up a tree or not?
9 Were experts now sure that the animal really was a puma or not?

Vocabulary A] >c
Give another word or phrase to replace the following words as they are used in the passage: spotted (1.2);
accumulate (1.4); obliged to (1.5); claimed (1.6); extraordinarily similar ( 1.6); immediately (1.8); convinced (1.15).

]

3

1
]

Composition ipx

Describe the occasion when the woman picking blackberries saw the puma. Expand the following into a
paragraph of about 150 words.
Mrs. Stone had spent the whole morning ... It was nearly lunch time, so she decided ... She was just ... when she heard
a noise in ... Then she saw an animal which ... She knew it was not a cat because ... The animal suddenly ... and she

15
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thought it was going to ... She dropped her basket and ... Hearing the sound, the animal ... after which, Mrs. Stone ... and

ran all the way home. She told her neighbours that ... but they did not believe her. She also telephoned the police but
they... (86 words)

Letter writing $ it % ft

On a full page, show the exact position of each of the following:
The address and date; the beginning of the letter; the Introduction; the Purpose; the Conclusion; the letter-ending; the
signature; the postscript. Supply all necessary full stops and commas.

Key structures U
Simple, Compound and Complex Statements, #- 9'\ £] fa (IKS 73) (#

2 73

Exercise & H
Underline all the joining words in the passage. Note carefully how simple statements have been joined to
make compound or complex statements.

Special difficulties *£ A

Where had it come from? (1.14)

Instead of saying: It is better to say:
About whom are you talking? Who(m) are you talking about?
That is the film about which I told you. That is the film I told you about.

(Compare ISD 28) (*t fctfg 2 28 1*3® )

Exercises & s\
A Complete these sentences by adding a suitable word to the end of each one:

1 What are you looking ?
2 Where is your mother going ?
3 Whom has the letter been sent ?
4 This is the house I was born

5 What does your decision depend ?
B Write these sentences again changing the position of the words in italics. Where possible, omit the words

whom or which.
1 He is the man about whom we have heard so much.
2 The shelf on which you put those books has collapsed.
3 From whom did you receive a letter?
4 This is the road by which we came.
5 Where is the pencil with which you were playing?

16
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Multiple choice questions 2
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.

Comprehension
1 Experts eventually decided to investigate

(a) because they did not believe that pumas existed in England
(.b) because they wanted a puma for the London Zoo
(c) when a woman saw a puma in a small village
(d) because people’s descriptions of the puma had a lot in common

2 What particular piece of evidence persuaded the experts that a puma had been seen in the village?
(a) The puma had not attacked the woman.
Cb) The woman had described the animal she had seen as ‘a large cat’.
(c) A puma had come very close to a human being.
(d) The puma had behaved like a cat.

3 What was the problem the experts were unable to solve?
(a) How the puma had managed to cover such great distances within a day.
(b ) How the puma had escaped from a zoo.
(c) Whom the puma had belonged to.
(d) How the puma had climbed a tree.

Structure Hfa
4 The accumulating evidence made the experts the animal was a puma, (lines 4-6)

(a) to think (b) thinking (c) think (d) thought
5 People said the puma, (lines 5-6)

(a) to have seen (b) to see (c) they saw (d) they had seen
6 it immediately ran away, (lines 8-9)

(a) Observing her (b) On being observed
(c) Having been observed (d) On her being observed

7 Pumas never attack a human being except cornered, (line 9)
(a) they are (b) being (c) that they are (d) when they are

8 The experts were now fully convinced that the animal a puma, (lines 13-14)
(a) must be (b) should have been (c) can only be (d) could only have been

Vocabulary >H
9 The woman saw ‘a large cat’ five yards away from her. (lines 7-8)

(a) at least (b) four or (c) no more than (d) within
10 A puma will not attack a human being unless it feels itself to be (line 9)

(a) in a comer (b) in a trap (c) at an angle (d) under cover
1 1 A business man on a fishing trip is probably someone who (line 13)

(a) sells fish (b) fishes for pleasure
(c) nets fish (d) earns his living as a fisherman

12 A private collector is a man who collects (lines 15-16)
(a) for his own benefit (b) on his own
(c) in private (d) unknown to the public 17



Lesson 2 Thirteen equals one + -HT—

5

10

15

Listen to the tape then answer the question below.

Was the vicar pleased that the clock was striking? Why?

Our vicar is always raising money for one cause or another, but he

has never managed to get enough money to have the church clock
repaired. The big clock which used to strike the hours day and night
was damaged many years ago and has been silent ever since.

One night, however, our vicar woke up with a start: the clock
was striking the hours! Looking at his watch, he saw that it was one
o’clock, but the bell struck thirteen times before it stopped. Armed
with a torch, the vicar went up into the clock tower to see what was going on. In the torchlight, he caught sight
of a figure whom he immediately recognized as Bill Wilkins, our local grocer.

‘Whatever are you doing up here Bill?’asked the vicar in surprise.
‘I’m trying to repair the bell,’ answered Bill. ‘I’ve been coming up here night after night for weeks now.

You see, I was hoping to give you a surprise.’
‘You certainly did give me a surprise!’ said the vicar. ‘You’ve probably woken up everyone in the

village as well. Still, I’m glad the bell is working again.’
‘That’s the trouble, vicar,’ answered Bill. ‘It’s working all right, but I’m afraid that at one o’clock it will

strike thirteen times and there’s nothing I can do about it.’
‘We’ll get used to that. Bill,’ said the vicar. ‘Thirteen is not as good as one, but it’s better than nothing.

Now let’s go downstairs and have a cup of tea.’

New words and expressions

equal (title) /'iikwol/ v. raise (1.1) /reiz/ v. % (Ifc)
vicar (1.1) /'viko/ n. torchlight (1.8) /'toitjlait/ n. fefnfdfc

Notes on the text fxii#
1 woke up with a start: ...

with a start, $617 = — start „
2 recognize as, tAtHII □

3 Whatever are you doing up here? ffi-pff" A?
whatever what Mil4*, ft I?, ,

4 You certainly did give me a surprise!
do o do „

5 Ihirteen is not as good as one, but it is better than nothing.
» 13 TSMTinU 1 Tff, fg&tt l T**S£7.
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fkitfeJc]* 3cM>7 °
-ASM, Af+Xÿ “tl£” ftiMT! 7 l *$fr, nJJijW#-a»7

13 T7# . o fff fcffi#, ffeSJa-ÿA, s,±iA*
3Pfi*Jfijfc»J£J£±fcb!F ■ £*F£»i O

“fft£j£ft&±ffi7f+7, fcfcfc?” ttBH&imf**l o

“at.ieiinmm: . “*?/i7s»rr, .«, . ”

“*M**teS*ifc7H£!” ttWift, . 7il, #XflBftB*7,
?S(®7NW O ”

“M*8t£fcfi, ttW," o “7fg, #ÿHgmiÿ7, <H®, l *£&*» 13 T, Xÿjit
HcEAtg**7 . ”

“A»li$Wt®7, tfc#,” ttilffift o “13 TJ67ifl ! T*f, ta&lfc i Ttfe7*a « *, »gf]

3PE . ”

Summary writing #
In not more than 80 words describe what happened from the moment the vicar woke up. Do not include
anything that is not in the passage.
Answer these questions in note form to get your points:

1 What woke the vicar up?
2 What was the time?
3 How many times did the clock strike?
4 Where did the vicar go? 1
5 What did he take with him9 J
6 Whom did he see in the clock tower?
7 What did Bill Wilkins say he was trying to do?
8 Had Bill Wilkins succeeded in repairing the clock or not?
9 Was the vicar pleased or angry? “]

10 What did he offer the grocer? J

Vocabulary 7] >c
Give another word or phrase to replace the following words as they are used in the passage: vicar (1.1);
repaired (1.3); damaged (1.4); silent (1.4); with a start (1.5); caught sight of (11.8-9).

Composition itx
Write a composition of about 200 words using the ideas given below:
Title: A sticky business.
Introduction: A small village — the church clock suddenly stopped — no one could explain why.
Development: The vicar climbed into the clock tower — found that the clock had been invaded by bees — full of honey
and wax.
Conclusion: A bee keeper was called — removed the queen bee — the other bees followed — the clock was
cleaned — working again.
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Letter writing
Write six phrases which could be used to begin letters to friends.

Key structures A M 1$

What is happening? What always happens? U 'If
(IKS 74) <#UL!f5 2 W* 74 i**«*]SS)

Note that with the word always we can sometimes say:
Our vicar is always raising money. (1. 1 )

He is always getting into trouble.
She is always writing letters.

Exercise s\
Underline the verbs in the passage that tell us what is happening now. Note how they have been used.

Special difficulties & A
Phrases with In. (Compare ISD 43, 80) ( iff It SB 2 MB 43, 80

Study these examples:
‘Whatever are you doing up here Bill?’ asked the vicar in surprise. (1.10)

Please write in ink, not in pencil.
We have a great deal in common.
The swimmer seemed to be in difficulty, but he managed to reach the shore in the end.
I didn't feel well so I spent the day in bed.
We have received fifty applications in all.
The thieves were disturbed and left in a hurry.
I can't borrow any more money: I'm already in debt.
Mary's in love with a sailor.
There wasn’t a person in sight.
He didn’t realize that he was in danger.
The little boy was in tears.

Exercise s\
Use a phrase with in in place of the words in italics.

I I left home very quickly so as not to miss the train.
2 I suppose I shall finish this eventually.
3 In the early morning there was not a person to be seen.
4 Shall I write with a pen or with a pencil?
5 They haven’t many interests which they share.
6 Why is that little girl crying?
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Multiple choice questions £
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.

Comprehension a#
1 The church clock did not work because

(a) it was too expensive to repair

0b) it disturbed the vicar’s sleep
(c) Bill Wilkins only worked at night
(d) the bell had been out of order for many years

2 The vicar was surprised to see Bill Wilkins in the clock tower because
(a) Bill Wilkins had been hoping to surprise him
(b ) it was an unusual time and place to find him
(c) he had expected to find a figure
(d) the clock had struck thirteen times

3 The vicar offered Bill Wilkins a cup of tea because
(a) he thought that Bill Wilkins was thirsty
(.b) thanks to him, the clock would now strike once an hour
(c) he was grateful for the trouble Bill Wilkins had taken
(d) he was pleased to have been woken up for nothing

Structure iklfa

4 In the past the big clock the hours. (11.3-4)
(a) struck always (b) always struck (c) was always striking (rf) has always been striking

5 It was not until the thirteenth stroke the bell stopped. (1.7)
(a) before (b) when (c) so that

6 The vicar asked Bill doing in the church tower. (1.10)
(a) what was he (b) what he was (c) what he is

7 ‘I it all right, but I’m afraid ...’ (11.15-16)
(a) shall mend (h) am mending (c) have mended

(d) that

(d) whatever was he

8 ‘We’ll get used to .

(a) hearing
that, Bill.’ (1.17)

(b) hear (c) the sound

(d) mended

{d) having heard

Vocabulary >c
9 Money which is collected for a cause is known as (11.1-2)

(a) cash (b ) a fund (c) a scholarship
10 A grocer is a man who (1.9)

(a) runs a shop (b) eats a lot (c) sells bread
11 ‘I’ve been coming here for weeks now.’ (1.11)

(a) every night (b) all night (c) the following night
12 ‘ , I’m glad the bell is working again.’ (1.14)

(a) Yet (b) Good (c) Just the same

(d) an investment

(d) surprises people

(d) several nights

(d) Even now
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Lesson 3 An unknown goddess

5

10

Listen to the tape then answer the question below.
£&&&*% T fi M o

How did the archaeologists know that the statue was a
goddess?

Some time ago, an interesting discovery was made by archaeologists
on the Aegean island of Kea. An American team explored a temple
which stands in an ancient city on the promontory of Ayia Irini.
The city at one time must have been prosperous, for it enjoyed a
high level of civilization. Houses — often three storeys high —
were built of stone. They had large rooms with beautifully decorated
walls. The city was even equipped with a drainage system, for a great many clay pipes were found beneath
the narrow streets.

The temple which the archaeologists explored was used as a place of worship from the fifteenth century
B.C. until Roman times. In the most sacred room of the temple, clay fragments of fifteen statues were found.
Each of these represented a goddess and had, at one time, been painted. The body of one statue was found
among remains dating from the fifteenth century B.C. Its missing head happened to be among remains of the
fifth century B.C. This head must have been found in Classical times and carefully preserved. It. was very
old and precious even then. When the archaeologists reconstructed the fragments, they were amazed to find
that the goddess turned out to be a very modern-looking woman. She stood three feet high and her hands
rested on her hips. She was wearing a full-length skirt which swept the ground. Despite her great age, she
was very graceful indeed, but, so far, the archaeologists have been unable to discover her identity.

New words and expressions

goddess (title) /'godis/ n. s,
archaeologist (1.1) /.aiki'obdjist/ n. fi
Aegean (1.2) /i:'d3i:3n/ adj. ri

explore (1.2) /ik'spb:/ v. c
promontory (1.3) /'promantari/ n. 'MM
prosperous (1.4) /'prosparas/ adj. r±) r,

W, r.
civilization (1.5) /.sival-ai'zeijan/ n. h
storey (1.5) /’stoiri/ n. fi
drainage (1.7) /'dreimd3/ n. flMK- g
worship (1.9) /'wsijip/ n. it

sacred (1.10) /'seikrid/ adj. TFWLN],
fragment (1.10) /'fragment/ n. 5ÿ K'
remains (1.12) /ri'meinz/ n. ifiiS;,
classical (1.13) /'klaesikal/ adj.

reconstruct (1.14) /.riiksn'strAkt/ v. fdSl
rest (1.16) /rest/ v. JikS
hip (1.16) /hip/ n. JSJ&, TO
full-length (1.16) /.fuI'lerjG/ zzz//.
graceful (1.17) /'greisfal/ adj. J
identity (1.17) /ai'dentiti/ n. JHft

Notes on the text i:

1 the Aegean island of Kea, =. allele]
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2 Ayia Irini, RfrJE ■ tfclJg, jg* , Irini *3? ‘W” .
3 The city at one time must have been prosperous, for it enjoyed a high level of civilization. M#/E— SetS

HI o must have been « at one time, »

4 Roman times, ( 200- &7C 400) 7#S.
5 date from, illSIS1] „

6 Classical times, tail] l!f'P®B'j'fA o

7 the goddess turned out to be ..., o

3 sit®, ra
o SBÿIBHI*,

m±mmw7ÿm .
15 ffi«aa£3?3itftt-Mfcffitif#w«0f . ftjs+swsw-fBi

15 . »+*-»*, tttiig

15 ffi«BWj9?i*«r+*»w, «J5fc£&7ciffl 5 .
ttWJ»«-j£M*#lig?ÿli»rfta*A8r*a, #3H7«K.'W«if . BPte£ÿitf, -EtHIS0J5fej&X«JlMf

. 4fe#®
3 £R, s7xi, ®®±7*mb, ffitt&sftxiAit » xa,

Summary writing
In not more than 80 words describe what archaeologists discovered in an ancient temple on the island of
Kea. Do not include anything that is not in the last paragraph.
Answer these questions in note form to get your points:

]

]
]
]

Vocabulary i*1 >EL

Give another word or phrase to replace the following words as they are used in the passage: explored (12);
ancient (1.3); prosperous (1.4); storeys (1.5); beneath (1.7); fragments (1.10); remains (1.12).

Composition 'ft x
Write an imaginary account of how the archaeologists explored the sacred room of the ancient temple.
Expand the following into a paragraph of about 150 words.

1 Where did the archaeologists find clay fragments?
2 What did they represent?
3 Had they once been painted or not?
4 Where was the body of one statue found?
5 Where was its head found?
6 Were the fragments reconstructed or not?
7 How tall did the goddess turn out to be?
8 Where did her hands rest?
9 What was she wearing?

10 Is her identity known or not?
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After walking round the ancient city, the archaeologists ...This temple ... On entering the sacred room, the archaeolo¬
gists ... After this, workmen began digging and soon discovered ... They also found ... The archaeologists carefully ...
They were astonished to find that ... The goddess was ... She ... Although the archaeologists ... they were unable to find
out her name. (52 words)

Letter writing #\t %
Write six phrases which could be used to end letters to friends.

Key structures £
What happened? —#.&■£- *t (IKS 75) 2 75

Exercise & >\
Suppose that each of the following verbs were used to describe what happened yesterday. What would be
their correct form?
Yesterday l ... leave, lay, lie, choose, raise, rise, beat, bite, catch, hear, sing, think, show, run, lose, begin, fall, feel.

Special difficulties *£ A
Words often misused and confused
A Happen. Study these examples:

Its missing head happened to be among remains of the fifth century B.C. (By chance) (11.12-13)
I happened to find the ticket in my pocket. (By chance.)
It happened that I found the ticket in my pocket. (By chance.)
I couldn’t find out what had happened. (What had taken place.)

B Storey and Story. Study these examples:
Houses - often three storeys high - were built of stone. (11.5-6)

C Worship and Warship. Study these examples:
The temple ... was used as a place of worship. (11.9-10)
The Arethusa used to be a warship.

Exercises & 3
A Complete the following making a sentence out of each:

I She happened
2 It happened
3 Tell me what____
4 If you happen

B Use the words storey , story, worship, and warship in sentences of your own.

Multiple choice questions
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.
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Comprehension
1 The interesting discovery made by the archaeologists was--

(a) that the city had once been prosperous
(,b) that the temple had been used as a place of worship
(c) they found the fifteen statues had been painted
(d) that they were not the first to have found the head of the goddess

2 The city ‘enjoyed a high level of civilization’. This is confirmed by the fact that
(a) some of the houses were built only one storey high
(b) a great number of fragments were found in the temple
(c) the city had been built on clay
(d) advanced techniques had been employed in building and decorating

3 In seeking to establish the identity of the reconstructed statue, the archaeologists_
(a) tried to determine which goddess it represented
(b) pieced together the fragments they found
(c) discovered that it was more modern than any of the other statues
(d) wondered whether it belonged to the fifth or the fifteenth century

Structure ikfa

4 The city had once known___. (11.4-5)

(a) a prosperity (b) the prosperous (c) the prosperity (d) prosperity
5 The temple used as a place of worship since Roman times. (11.9-10)

(a) was (b) has not been (c) had been (d) was not
6 They found ____ that the goddess turned out to be ... (11.14-15)

(a) surprisingly (b) with surprise (c) to their surprise {d) a surprise
7 being very old, she was very graceful. (11.16-17)

(a) Although (b) In spite of (r) Even (d) Even though
8 So far, the archaeologists to discover her identity. (1.17)

(a) have been impossible (b ) have not been able
(c) cannot have been (d) could not

Vocabulary
9 In the most room of the temple .. - (1-10)

(a) holy (b) religious (c) frightening (d) colourful
10 The head was carefully preserved. It was .(1.13)

(a) well done (b) conserved (c) maintained (d) in good condition
11 The goddess to be a very modem-looking woman. (1.15)

(a) appeared (b) proved (c) resolved (d) changed
12 But, the archaeologists have been unable ... (1.17)

(a) beforehand (b) until now (c) for a long time (d) at this distance
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Lesson 4 The double life of Alfred Bloggs

m Listen to the tape then answer the question below.
vJf yfc. y'A T I'*] M. o

Why did Alf want a white-collar job?

These days, people who do manual work often receive far more
money than people who work in offices. People who work in offices
are frequently referred to as ‘white-collar workers’ for the simple
reason that they usually wear a collar and tie to go to work. Such is

5 human nature, that a great many people are often willing to sacrifice
higher pay for the privilege of becoming white-collar workers. This
can give rise to curious situations, as it did in the case of Alfred Bloggs who worked as a dustman for the
Ellesmere Corporation.

When he got married, Alf was too embarrassed to say anything to his wife about his job. He simply told
10 her that he worked for the Corporation. Every morning, he left home dressed in a smart black suit. He then

changed into overalls and spent the next eight hours as a dustman. Before returning home at night’ he took a
shower and changed back into his suit. Alf did this for over two years and his fellow dustmen kept his secret.
Alf s wife has never discovered that she married a dustman and she never will, for Alf has just found another
job. He will soon be working in an office. He will be earning only half as much as he used to, but he feels that

15 his rise in status is well worth the loss of money. From now on, he will wear a suit all day and others will call
him ‘Mr. Bloggs’, not ‘Alf.

New words and expressions

manual (1.1) /'maenjual/ adj.
collar (1.4) /'kola/ n.
sacrifice (1.5) /'saekrafais/ v. ItKtb
privilege (1.6) /'privilidy n.
dustman (1.7) /'dAstman/ n.

corporation (1.10) /.knipa'reiJW n.
overalls (1.11) /'auvarailz/ n.
shower (1.12) /'Jaua/ n. (ft
secret (1.12) /'siikrit/ n.
status (1.15) /'steitas/n. Hfefi

Notes on the text
1 People who work in offices are frequently referred to as ‘white-collar workers’, tit

Aj o white-collar workers fifTfalS blue-collar workers, iiii'etf! f
A .

2 for the simple reason that ... ilsM that 4 1 Af 67 (A Al /E the reason 67l4HAin »

3 Such is human nature, that ...
such {iA'RTl’, IT, that 'j|f'-67Ji: such 67 [4J (5 M. fe] c
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4 as it did in the case of Alfred Bloggs who ... worked as a dustman for the Ellesmere Corporation. tE#nfqJ£vJ'$r

. as it did xw it that
ffitMI't#?., M did give rise to curious situations »

5 half as much as he used to, RtB o

IA”, $i#£±Sff o iÿAUfUftff

tXtTfl#, M-SW#SSW«ÿiJrST o . ffXft
it, ft!i»±-ÿ8*«Wllfel5*Sfÿ±ai, 8 ft/MtXftAX = ifeXaÿIj, teifc'NfriS, s
#r&±3|5:tS&fe?SlR . WftÿLUIt,

FnamAMXÿ»iST, SXftT . fttt*
HWfltRftffeSMEto-* o HfefiAfÿT, ffifc&JUU&fift o /A*, W-AS'MlFffiljg T o

SHAttftitfffe}? “ftfcft#r5fc±”, MXSDijji “2 $” I«

Summary writing 4$ÿ- %#
/« not more than 80 words describe how Alfred Bloggs prevented his wife from finding out that he worked
as a dustman. Do not include anything that is not in the last paragraph.
Answer these questions in note form to get your points:

1 What did Alfred Bloggs tell his wife when they got married?
2 How did he dress each morning before he left home?
3 Did he change into overalls or not?
4 How did he spend the day?
5 What did he do before going home at night?
6 For how long did this last?
7 Did his fellow dustmen keep his secret or not?
8 Will his wife ever learn the truth?
9 Where will her husband be working in future?

Vocabulary R] >c
Give another word or phrase to replace the following words as they are used in the passage: receive (1.1);

sacrifice (1.5); privilege (1.6); curious (1.7); embarrassed (1.9); discovered (1.13); status (1.15).

Composition 4t A

Write a composition of about 200 words using the ideas given below. Do not write more than three
paragraphs.
Title: Nearly caught.
Introduction: Alf and three other dustmen were collecting rubbish — arrived at Mrs. Frost’s house.
Development: Alf s wife was visiting Mrs. Frost at the time — Alf was just getting out of the dustcart — saw his wife
leaving Mrs. Frost’s house — hid in dustcart — dustmen helped him — his wife talked to Mrs. Frost on the doorstep.
Conclusion: The dustcart drove away just as Mrs. Bloggs came towards it.

]
]
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Letter writing -tHt ft
Write a letter of about 80 words to an acquaintance whom you do not know very well asking him to lend you
a book you know he possesses. Supply a suitable Introduction and Conclusion.
Use the following ideas to write your Purpose: ask for loan of book — its title — why you want it — how long you

will keep it — you will take good care of it.

Key structures &
What has happened? What has been happening?
(IKS 76) mim 2 76

Exercises £$ >\
A Find two verbs in the passage which tell us what has happened and note how they have been used.
B Write sentences using each of the following words or phrases: since last April; up till now; just; ever; yet.

Special difficulties A,

A Alt was too embarrassed to say anything to his wife. (1.9) (Compare ISD 3)

2 m% 3
Study these examples:
He explained the difficulty to me.
I described the scene to my wife.
He said nothing to me about it.
Did you suggest this idea to him?
1 confided the secret to my sister.

B Words often misused: Worth
Study these examples:
His rise in status is well worth the loss of money. (1.15)
That film is not worth seeing. (Compare IKS 68a) ( Xf 2 68 a)

Exercises %
A Write sentences using the following combinations of words:

1 describe/film/aunt. 2 say/nothing/her. 3 explain/the position/ me. 4 propose/idea/us.

B Choose the correct words in the following:
1 (Is) (Does) it worth five pounds?
2 Is this worth (buying) (to buy)?
3 Your car (does) (is) not worth £ 5,000.

4 I don’t think it is worth (to go) (going) to all that trouble.

Multiple choice questions P
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.
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Comprehension 3g#f
1 What does the case of Alfred Bloggs illustrate?

(a) That people often care more about the status of a job than the salary.
(b) That ‘white-collar workers’ usually wear a suit to go to work.
(c) That manual workers prefer to keep their job a secret.
(d) That office workers usually earn less than manual workers.

2 What did Alfred Bloggs do for over two years?
(a) He told his wife he worked for the Corporation, when in fact he did not.
(b) He disguised himself as a dustman.
(c) He led a double life.
id) He earned twice as much as he used to.

3 Why did Alfred Bloggs consider wearing a suit all day and being called ‘Mr. Bloggs’ so important?
(a) His new job is worth more than his previous one in every respect.
(b) He will no longer need a shower before returning home from work.
(c) He can now tell his wife about his previous job without embarrassment.
(d) He feels that other people will respect him more.

Structure Hfo
4 They usually wear a collar and tie (1.4)

(a) as they work (b) to work (c) going to work (d) in order to work
5 Alf was anything to his wife. (1.9)

(a) so embarrassed he said (b) very embarrassed and said
(c) very embarrassed, so he said (d) so embarrassed he did not say

6 He told her that he worked for the Corporation (11.9-10)
(a) simply (b) in a simple way (c) and no more (d) only

7 Before he home at night, he took a shower ... (11.11-12)
(a) was returning (b) returned (c) had returned (d) will return

8 His earnings were only half the amount (1.14)
(a) as they used to (b) they used to (c) they used to be (d) they were used to

Vocabulary >c
9 Manual workers often receive much higher than people who work in offices. (11.1-2)

(a) gains (b) fees (ic) payments {d) wages
10 His kept his secret. (1.12)

(a) brothers (b) workmates (c) companions (d) comrades
1 1 His rise in status more than the loss of money. (11.14-15)

(a) pays back (b) rewards (c ) compensates for (d) values
12 He wanted to be ‘Mr. Bloggs’, not ‘Alf. (11.15-16)

(a) addressed as (b) named (c) cried out (d) shouted
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5
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Listen to the tape then answer the question below.
p/f -|j\ As T i°] M. o

What was the consequence of the editor’s insistence on
facts and statistics?

Editors of newspapers and magazines often go to extremes to

provide their readers with unimportant facts and statistics. Last year
a journalist had been instructed by a well-known magazine to write
an article on the president’s palace in a new African republic. When

the article arrived, the editor read the first sentence and then refused
to publish it. The article began: ‘Hundreds of steps lead to the high
wall which surrounds the president’s palace.’ The editor at once sent the journalist a fax instructing him to
find out the exact number of steps and the height of the wall.

The journalist immediately set out to obtain these important facts, but he took a long time to send them.
Meanwhile, the editor was getting impatient, for the magazine would soon go to press. He sent the journalist
two more faxes, but received no reply. He sent yet another fax informing the journalist that if he did not

reply soon he would be fired. When the journalist again failed to reply, the editor reluctantly published the
article as it had originally been written. A week later, the editor at last received a fax from the journalist. Not
only had the poor man been arrested, but he had been sent to prison as well. However, he had at last been
allowed to send a fax in which he informed the editor that he had been arrested while counting the 1,084
steps leading to the fifteen-foot wall which surrounded the president’s palace.

. . to obtain these
important facts

New words and expressions

editor (1.1) /'edits/ n. p
extreme (1.1) /ik'stritm/ n. ft
statistics (1.2) /sta'tistiks/ n. iJtWWif ii
journalist (1.3) /'d33:nalist/ n. Wlid# fi
president (1.4) /'prezidÿnt/ n. o
palace (1.4) /'paslis/n. Hi,;

publish (1.6) /'pAbliJV v.
fax (1.7) /faeks/ n. -fAK
impatient (1.10) /rni'peijant/ adj.
fire (1.12) /'faia/ v. ®
originally (1.13) h'ndÿinsW! adv. /AM

Notes on the text £ >i.#
I go to extremes, o

2 provide ... with ... ff "[°]............If «

3 to write an article on, ......frtl TS.i8 o

4 lead to ... IT “lift......”, “ ......” If o

5 go to press, rffP c

G Not only had the poor man been arrested, but he had been sent to prison as well. iSji not only ... but ... as well
PJ \ not only tTÿtl, .
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-SCWÿMjfrfeMSftÿ-ISÿT *Jl$t#7ÿ-'qJtSsfcfg

jRffeS*-T&WMiftÿ*?#nHJiMiaES o

0fc*:£3±® ft# o ftfs£tt#ftJ5££WflH$Jt, muÿ3c&& . =F&ikX.%T-MftM. ilMftid#
ift, nmm» o ®ia#a*vs:w®a . mmmrmj . -Jÿ©,
PJ7iE#Mft* .*/LnIttttia#7{Kttffi7, Mfi&Mii;&7l£$c o 7a, . e

s££«iift 15 3SRftW&0EJifHitM 1,084 m&Wttf, «M7&* .

Summary writing M
In not more than 80 words describe what happened from the time the journalist set out to get the facts. Do
not include anything that is not in the last paragraph.
Answer these questions in note form to get your points:

1 Did the journalist immediately set out to get the facts after receiving instructions from his editor or not9
2 Did he send them at once or not? J
3 Was the editor getting impatient or not?
4 How many faxes did the editor send?
5 What did the editor threaten to do?
6 Was the last fax answered or not?
7 Was the article omitted from the magazine, or was it printed in its original form? J
8 When did the journalist send a fax?
9 Why had he been imprisoned? J

Vocabulary i«] >n
Give another word or phrase to replace the following words as they are used in the passage: journalist (1.3);
instructed (1.3); well-known (1.3); publish (1.6); surrounds (1.7); fired (1.12); reluctantly (1.12).

Composition 'ft x
Describe how the journalist was arrested and what happened afterwards. Expand the following into a para¬
graph of about 150 words.
The journalist counted the number of steps as he ... On arriving outside the main gate, he ... He then ... in order to
measure the wall. While he was busy measuring the wall, a policeman ... Though the journalist ... . the policeman
refused to believe him. He was arrested and sent to prison because the police thought that ... When the journalist ... he
made things worse for himself. This proved to the police that ... (69 words)

Letter writing \t % 'ft
Write a letter of about 80 words to a friend who has recently got married. You read about the wedding in
your local paper. Supply a suitable Introduction and Conclusion. Use the following ideas to write the Pur¬
pose: Surprise and pleasure at seeing newspaper report — glad to hear that he and his wife will be staying in your
neighbourhood — hope to see them soon.
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Key structures M
A, The and Some. (IKS 78) mm 2 Mm 78

Exercises & *\
A Underline the words a(n) and the in the passage and note how they have been used.
B Write sentences using the following words and phrases:
1 Hudson river. 2 information. 3 cinema. 4 industry. 5 flour and milk. 6 newspaper.

Special difficulties
Not only had the poor man been arrested ... (11.13-14)
£££*, “Bb +iiS+ T

Study these pairs of sentences:
I have never seen so many people.
Never have I seen so many people.
I had hardly finished speaking when the door opened.
Hardly had I finished speaking when the door opened.
(Compare ISD 38a) Ctffcfcf) 2 MW, 38 if*t a)

Exercise 3
Write these sentences again beginning each one with the words in italics:

1 He has not only made this mistake before but he will make it again.
2 I realized what was happening only then.
3 I will never trust him again.
4 You seldom find traffic wardens who are kind and helpful.

Multiple choice questions £
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.

Comprehension
l The editor acted as he did because

(a) he wanted an excuse to fire the journalist
(b) he had not read the article beyond the first sentence
(c) he was dissatisfied with the factual content of the article
(d) he wanted to please the president of the new African republic

2 The journalist took a long time to send the details required because _
(a) it took him a long time to count all the steps
[b) he had not been allowed to fax the information he had obtained
(c) he did not realize how soon the magazine would go to press
(d) he had been arrested before he had had time to obtain the facts
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3 Why had the journalist been arrested?
(a) Because his activities must have appeared suspicious.
(b) For having gone to extremes to provide unimportant facts.
(c) For climbing the palace wall in order to measure its height.

0d) Because the article was published in its original form.

Structure ikft

4 the first sentence, the editor refused to publish the article. (II.5-6)
(a) Reading (b) Having read (c) He read (d) Being read

5 The magazine to press. (1.10)
(a) was (b) had gone (c) was about to go (d) was due

6 He sent the journalist two faxes, but did not receive (II.10-11)
(a) the replies (b) the reply (c) no reply (d) a reply

7 He informed the journalist he would be fired unless he (11.11-12)
(a) was replied (b) replied (c) would reply (d) did not reply

8 He informed while carrying out his instructions. (11.15-16)
(a) his arrest to the editor (b) the editor his arrest
(c) the editor of his arrest (d) the editor that his arrest had been

Vocabulary >H
9 Editors of newspapers and magazines often go to extremes to provide their _

facts and statistics. (11.1-2)
(a) audience (b) lectures (c) public (d)

10 The magazine would soon go to press. It would soon be (1-10)
(a) pressing (b ) printed (c) typed (d)

1 1 The poor man had been arrested. He was very (1.14)
(a) poor (b ) stupid (c) innocent (d)

12 He had at last been to send a fax. (11.14-15)
(a) admitted (b) let (c) left (d)

with unimportant

common

impressed

unfortunate

given permission
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Lesson 6 Smash-and-grab

25 Listen to the tape then answer the question below.
P fr 3r Ju hi' rZ- 1ST -TT iWI -SS

TOvfLLEft—-irÿ

10

How did Mr. Taylor try to stop the thieves?

The expensive shops in a famous arcade near Piccadilly were just
opening. At this time of the morning, the arcade was almost empty.
Mr. Taylor, the owner of a jewellery shop was admiring a new
window display. Two of his assistants had been working busily
since eight o’clock and had only just finished. Diamond necklaces
and rings had been beautifully arranged on a background of black
velvet. After gazing at the display for several minutes, Mr. Taylor
went back into his shop.

The silence was suddenly broken when a large car, with its headlights on and its horn blaring, roared
down the arcade. It came to a stop outside the jeweller’s. One man stayed at the wheel while two others with
black stockings over their faces jumped out and smashed the window of the shop with iron bars. While this
was going on, Mr. Taylor was upstairs. He and his staff began throwing furniture out of the window. Chairs
and tables went flying into the arcade. One of the thieves was struck by a heavy statue, but he was too busy
helping himself to diamonds to notice any pain. The raid was all over in three minutes, for the men scrambled

■ 5 back into the car and it moved off at a fantastic speed. Just as it was leaving, Mr. Taylor rushed out and ran
after it throwing ashtrays and vases, but it was impossible to stop the thieves. They had got away with
thousands of pounds worth of diamonds.

New words and expressions

smash-and-grab (title) /.smaej-an-'graeb/ n.
mm%m.j

arcade (1.1) /at'ketd/ n.
M/£)

Piccadilly (1. 1 ) /.pika'dili/ n.
jewellery (1.3) /'djuialri/ n. ff .3L ( )

necklace (1.5) /'nek-las/ n.
ring (1.6) /riq/ n. J# tia
background (1.6) /'baskgraund/ n. If Jp:

velvet (1.7) /'velvit/ n. MM
headlight (1.9) /'hedlait/ n. (Hÿ) fluff
blare (1.9) /blea/ v. BJL BL|
staff (1.12) /sta:f/ n. AM.
raid (1.14) /reid/ n. fit
scramble (1.14) /'skrasmbal/ v.
fantastic (1.15) /faen'taestik/ adj.
ashtray (1.16) /'asj'trei/ n.‘MMfcL

Notes on the text -if x
i Piccadilly, lijttefSnt o PMTF

mirw „

2 with its headlights on and its horn blaring, ... ikH: with °
3 but he was too busy helping himself to diamonds to notice any pain.

MffcRBIttttftafeliS, o at help oneself to sth. £ “ttgJRJfl, tf WES.
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;i*Jfi5©ffiJ£PM»Wa&§ik . ftflWfitstfS, $®#j±Jl

7£5E-A . #ÿ%.!£ » WTMÿlSS/AW 8 £SK7F*&1t», isHÿWJWJ*

£#$£nnfr7T*.-AS.&— 0J££fft, fji

. fitifibtitM&M, JUTH&S'J&J&lIji . -'Lg5«#-#?gl:M*IH$i&

4», JSi£«»7±7 o ii«fcibR#87 3 ##, H3s«5Jtt*$fcaj5il!il»-t»

-7, o ffi#$JBii*I, -i£j£ft$±?H8

tXcfei, ftffi o fiffliBSfelRttiP*SK7. .
Summary writing &4t%ft
Write an account of the smash-and-grab raid in not more than 80 words. Do not include anything that is not

in the last paragraph.
Answer these questions in note form to get your points:

1 Did a large car enter an arcade near Piccadilly or not? "l

2 Where did it stop? |
3 How many thieves got out of the car? "l

4 Did they smash the window or not?
5 Where was the owner of the shop?
6 What did he and his staff throw at the thieves?
7 Did they hit any of the thieves or not?
8 How long did the raid last?
9 Did the thieves drive away or not?

10 Did the owner run after the car or did he stay in the shop?
11 What did he throw at the car?
12 Did the thieves get away or were they caught?
13 What had they stolen?

Vocabulary >n
Give another word or phrase to replace the following words as they are used in the passage: expensive (1.1);

almost (1.2); assistants (1.4); gazing (1.7); several (1.7); stayed (1.10); smashed (1.11).

Composition ft x
In not more than 200 words continue the above passage using the ideas given below. Do not write more than
three paragraphs.
Title: They got away.
Introduction: The thieves’ car joined the traffic — Mr. Taylor took a taxi — followed the thieves’ car.
Development: A mad chase through the streets — the thieves' car hit another car — did not stop — the police chased
both taxi and thieves —Mr. Taylor’s taxi stopped at traffic lights— the thieves got away — taxi driver was stopped by
the police — he had been speeding—Mr. Taylor explained the situation.
Conclusion: The thieves’ car was found ten minutes later — side street — abandoned — the thieves escaped on foot.
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Letter writing
Suppose that you had witnessed an incident similar to the one described in the passage. Write a letter of
about 80 words to a friend describing what you saw. Supply a suitable Introduction and Conclusion. Use the
following ideas to write the Purpose: Tuesday morning — busy street — a man smashed the window of an antique

shop — chased by passers-by — you joined in — the man was caught.

Key structures U
What happened? What was happening? — *t (IKS 79) 2

IK8 79

Exercises & s\
A Underline the verbs in the passage which tell us what happened and what was happening. Note how they

have been used.
B Write sentences using the following words and phrases: just as; used to; while.

Special difficulties A
Word building
Study these sentences:
It was possible to stop the thieves.
It was impossible to stop the thieves. (1.16)

Note how the opposite of ‘possible’ has been formed. We can add dis-, in-, im-, un-, il-, or ir- to certain
words to make opposites.

Exercise & >1
Write these sentences again giving the correct opposites of the words in italics:

1 He was extremely polite.
2 I agree with you.
3 His handwriting is quite legible.
4 This report is accurate.
5 Have you locked the door?
6 Have you learnt these regular verbs?

Multiple choice questions
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.

Comprehension
1 While Mr. Taylor was admiring the new window display,

(a) his two assistants were arranging jewellery in the window
(b) some thieves were on their way to raid his shop
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(c) he was standing inside his shop
Cd) his staff were finishing their work for the day

2 The car headlights were on and its horn blaring
(a) as the thieves wanted to warn people out of their way
(b) as a special signal to the assistants
(c) so the thieves could see where they were going
{d) to break the early morning silence

3 The thieves chose to raid Mr. Taylor’s shop because
(a) it was early in the morning and not many shops were open
(b) they did not expect Mr. Taylor and his staff to try and stop them
(c) it usually had a great deal of valuable jewellery on display
{d) they had a very fast car to get away in

Structure
4 The expensive shops in were just opening. (11.1-2)

(a) Piccadilly’s famous arcade (b) a Piccadilly famous arcade
(c) a famous Piccadilly arcade (d) the famous arcade off Piccadilly

5 He the display for several minutes before re-entering his shop. (11.7-8)
(a) was gazing at (b) gazed at (c) had gazed at. (d) had been gazing at

6 Using bars made iron, the thieves smashed the shop window. (1.11)

(a) of (b) from (c) by (d) with
7 He and his staff began furniture out of the window. (1.12)

(a) to throw (b) by throwing (c) and threw (d) the throwing of
8 Had he not been so busy taking the diamonds, he the blow (11.13-14)

(a) would feel (b) had been feeling (c) had felt (d) would have felt

Vocabulary >C
9 To make the car ‘roar down the arcade’, the driver must have . (11.9-10)

(a) accelerated (.b) sped (c) run (d) reversed
10 Two others, their faces black stockings, jumped out. (11.10- U)

(a) covered with 0b) overdressed with (c) overlooked by (d) made up in
1 1 , Mr. Taylor was upstairs. (11.11-12)

(a) For the time being (b) Meanwhile (c) As it happened {d) For a while
1 2 Chairs and tables were . into the arcade. (11.12-13)

(a) flown (b) emptied (c ) hurled (d) projected
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Listen to the tape then answer the question below.
p/f T & o

Why did Jane cook John’s wallet?

Has it ever happened to you? Have you ever put your trousers in
the washing machine and then remembered there was a large bank
note in your back pocket? When you rescued your trousers, did
you find the note was whiter than white? People who live in Britain
needn’t despair when they make mistakes like this (and a lot of
people do)! Fortunately for them, the Bank of England has a team
called Mutilated Ladies which deals with claims from people who
fed their money to a machine or to their dog. Dogs, it seems, love to chew up money!

A recent case concerns Jane Butlin whose fiance, John, runs a successful furniture business. John had a
very good day and put his wallet containing £ 3,000 into the microwave oven for safekeeping. Then he and
Jane went horse-riding. When they got home, Jane cooked their dinner in the microwave oven and without
realizing it, cooked her fiance’s wallet as well. Imagine their dismay when they found a beautifully-cooked
wallet and notes turned to ash! John went to see his bank manager who sent the remains of wallet and the
money to the special department of the Bank of England in Newcastle: the Mutilated Ladies! They exam¬
ined the remains and John got all his money back. ‘So long as there’s something to identify, we will give
people their money back,’ said a spokeswoman for the Bank. ‘Last year, we paid £1.5m on 21,000 claims.’
*Damaged bank notes. The Queen’s head appears on English bank notes, and ‘lady’ refers to this.

New words and expressions

mutilate (title) /'mjuitileit/ v. \i s;

chew (1.8) /tju:/ v. [IHl# jv

fiance (1.9) /fi'Dnsei/ n.
microwave (1.10) /'maikroweiv/ n. W ijjt , i(

oven (1.10) I'wznl n. jf'lfi s:

safekeeping (1.10) /.seif kitpip/ n.
Newcastle (1.14) /'nju:,ka:sl/ n.

TfT)
identify (1.15) /ai dentifai/ v.
spokeswoman (1.16) /‘spooks,woman/ n. MBA

Notes on the text
1 Mutilated ladies, lady ±£P

o

2 a large bank note, JfSrfi 0

3 whiter than white, pf 41 ffl frtl — /n]if „
w<mT,uivxm} “itaasaa".

4 they found a beautifully-cooked wallet and notes turned to ash,
TM o they found ... notes turned to ash turned to ash notes M#Sin , ii/p
T'-faJ (f of VX ft they found ... that notes had been turned to ash »
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E&.$mtta a ? M'M«PJ
o)f}|SaA*ia, ft

3iAhaiP*ffiÿsat(i»sEsÿffiiW7viiditt5f5!6ÿo#j&5t&, =

#, 3,000 ilMiffllltW®. M/H, 4fe«fSMg*SS3 . 03SUb,
Ittft, . W &lfifMJtl-Htiifff Wife, tfrJREttJt&itiW
Mnuutf . —
&A&M," Sm 21,000 j&3rJ©SÿR2:ftT 150 7J3£8 . ”

Summary writing M-f- A 'ft
In not more than 80 words describe what happened to John and Jane. Do not include anything that is not in
the last paragraph.
Answer these questions in note form to get your points:

1 What sort of business does John Butlin run? "1
2 What did he do at the end of a very good day? J
3 What did he and his fiancee do then?
4 What did Jane do after they got home?

5 What were they dismayed to find?
6 Who did John go and see?
7 What did the bank manager do?
8 What happened after that?

Vocabulary i®] >n
Give another word or phrase to replace the following words as they are used in the passage: happened (1.1);

remembered (1.2); fortunately (1.6); concerns (1.9); dismay (1.12); the remains (1.13); department (1.14).

Composition 'ft x
Describe what happened when Jane got the dinner out of the microwave.
Expand the following into a paragraph of about 150 words.
Jane opened the oven door and saw that her meal was ... She took the food out of the oven and ... They both rushed to
the oven and ... At first, they didn’t know' what ... John wanted to ... but Jane wouldn’t ... ‘It’s best not to ...,’ Jane said.
‘You can see that all the money ...’Jane told John to ..., so the next day ... (75 words)

Letter writing # it % M
Write a letter of about 80 words to a friend thanking him for his hospitality. Supply a suitable Introduction
and Conclusion. Use the following ideas to write the Purpose: the pleasure of seeing your friend again — his
kindness during your stay — things about the visit you will remember for a long time — hope you can return this

hospitality one day.
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Key structures
What happened? -%V±£r H (IKS 75) 2 m% 75

Exercises & >]

A Look at the second paragraph. Underline all the verbs that tell us what happened.
B Write sentences using the following past forms: rescued, went, cooked, sent, examined, paid.

Special difficulties *£ A
John runs a successful furniture business. (1. 10) fart

Study these examples:
His business is a success. He runs a successful business.
He's a bit of a fool. He often makes foolish decisions.
She has a lot of energy. She’s very energetic.
The clock strikes at intervals of an hour. It strikes at hourly intervals.

You didn’t take any care with this. You were completely careless.

Exercise & 3
Supply the missing words.

1 You won’t feel any pain. The operation is completely
2 I admired the beauty of the countryside. The countryside is so
3 I visit my mother every day. My mother expects visits.
4 Don’t behave like a child. Don’t be so !
5 She's a wonderful athlete. That explains why she’s so

Multiple choice questions %
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.

Comprehension
1 They call the team in Newcastle ‘Mutilated Ladies’ because

(a) their job involves mutilating bank notes

(b) their job is to identify pictures of the Queen on mutilated bank notes
(c) ladies are always mutilating bank notes by accident in the wash
(d) only ladies have the patience for this difficult job

2 The Bank of England offers a special service to people who
(a) feed their money to the dog (h) try to wash large bank notes
(c) mutilate bank notes on purpose (d) have damaged but identifiable bank notes

3 You don't get your money back unless
(n) you go to Newcastle and see the Mutilated Ladies
(b) there is enough evidence to prove your claim
(c) your bank manager agrees to help you
(d) you have done this sort of thing before
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Structure Hfo
4 Have you ever forgotten in the pocket of your trousers ...? (11.1-3)

(a) a large bank note (b) large bank note (c) any large bank note (d) some large bank note
5 If you in Britain, you needn’t despair. (11.4-5)

(a) do live (b) are living (c) live (d) were living
6 John is , and runs a furniture business. (1.9)

(a) fiance of Jane Butlin (b) Jane Butlin’s fiance
(c) Jane Butlin who’s fiance (d) Jane Butlin whose fiance

7 The wallet £3,000 from the day’s business. (1.10)

(a) containing (b) was containing (c) contained (d) content
8 John put his wallet into the microwave oven . (1.10)

(a) to keep it safe (b) for keeping safe (c) for the safety (d) to be safe keeping

Vocabulary v'C
9 John runs a furniture business. He the business. (1.9)

(a) is in charge of (b) is in the charge of (c) charges (d) bears the charges of
10 Jane discovered that the £3,000 had ash. (11.12-13)

(a) turned (b ) grown (c) made (d) become
1 1 The remains were to the Mutilated Ladies. (11.13-14)

(a) conveyed (b) dispatched (c) carried (d) fetched
12 People can get their money back there is something to identify. (11.15-16)

(a) depending (b) provided (c) supposed (d ) allowing
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Listen to the tape then answer the question below.

”/f T 1-1 Q

What are the St. Bernard dogs used for?

The Great St. Bernard Pass connects Switzerland to Italy. At 2,473

metres, it is the highest mountain pass in Europe. The famous
monastery of St. Bernard, which was founded in the eleventh
century, lies about a mile away. For hundreds of years, St. Bernard
dogs have saved the lives of travellers crossing the dangerous Pass.
These friendly dogs, which were first brought from Asia, were used
as watchdogs even in Roman times. Now that a tunnel has been
built through the mountains, the Pass is less dangerous, but each year, the dogs are still sent out into the
snow whenever a traveller is in difficulty. Despite the new tunnel, there are still a few people who rashly
attempt to cross the Pass on foot.

During the summer months, the monastery is very busy, for it is visited by thousands of people who cross
the Pass in cars. As there are so many people about, the dogs have to be kept in a special enclosure. In winter,

however, life at the monastery is quite different. The temperature drops to -30° and very few people attempt
to cross the Pass. The monks prefer winter to summer for they have more privacy. The dogs have greater
freedom, too, for they are allowed to wander outside their enclosure. The only regular visitors to the monas¬
tery in winter are parties of skiers who go there at Christmas and Easter. These young people, who love the
peace of the mountains, always receive a warm welcome at St. Bernard’s monastery.

New words and expressions

monastery (title) /'monostri/ n. HiM(ÿ
St. Bernard (1.1) /.seint-bo'naid/
pass (1.2) /pa:s/ n.
watchdog (1.7) /'wDtfdDg/ n.
rashly (1.9) /’raejli/ adj.

enclosure (1.12) /in'kbuja/n.
monk (1.14) /mAijk/ n. fPlÿ, fa fa
privacy (1.14) /'privosi/ n. '/Pfff ,
skier (1.16) /’skiza/ n. ?#
Easter (1.16) /'iisto/rc.

Notes on the text $£#

1 Now that a tunnel has been built through the mountains, (flT1— o

now that mm®, % “8E*r, m, .
2 As there arc so many people about, ...

about J'J wll il, ff tTPffjS , PJflll iff o ttLhbfi around S/K o

3 The monks prefer winter to summer, #iS±f « prefer ... to ... FT ......MT'#
#......” Mies, to .
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m& 2,473 A, eai«*RWiijp 0 11 mimm

&x&&, xÿmnm . A£iijsjm7&£is, m
jgiijp aÿSPÿUSJ&T o <0§#CT«tfiI®JSll!!M*li5i&®#jif!l®5itWl86»# Kit, <§05*f-

ICAM/I/MS, . ELAAAA
£, o . H&TmmT 30 St, i*a#
MiiinMAÿA/l o M*A#&£A . SAftÿA, MW:iM;£«lji±AA!T$£ltt£

si . sfijt&ittte*, ttscajae, raÿigis =

Summary writing #5-£ % ft

In not more than 80 words give an account of life at St. Bernard’s Monastery in summer and in winter. Do
not include anything that is not in the last paragraph.
Answer these questions in note form to get your points:

1 When is St. Bernard’s monastery visited by thousands of people?
2 How do these people cross the Pass9
3 Why are the dogs kept in a special enclosure? ]
4 How low does the temperature drop in winter?
5 Are there few visitors then, or are there a great many?
6 Do the monks prefer the winter season or not?
7 What are the dogs free to do in winter?
8 What sort of people regularly visit the monastery in winter?
9 Do they stay there the whole winter, or do they stay only at certain times?

10 Are they warmly welcomed or not?

Vocabulary A >H

Give another word or phrase to replace the following words as they are used in the passage: famous (1.2);

founded (1.3); lies (1.4); now that (1.7); rashly attempt (11.9-10); quite (1.13); drops (1.13).

Composition x
In not more than 200 words, write an imaginary account of the way a traveller was rescued on St. Bernard’s
Pass in winter. Use the ideas given below. Do not write more than three paragraphs.
Title: Rescue.
Introduction : A monk took two dogs out for exercise — the dogs were restless — a search party was organized.
Development : The dogs led the monks through the snow — high winds the previous night — now heavy fog — tem¬
perature 20° below — they got near — heard cries — a man was trapped under the snow — the dogs dragged him out

— he was taken to the monastery on a sledge.
Conclusion: The man was unconscious — recovered later — told them what had happened the previous night.
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Letter writing
Write a letter of about 80 words to a friend recommending a hotel in the Alps to him. Supply a suitable
Introduction and Conclusion. Use the following ideas to write the Purpose: why you recommend it — you

stayed there last year— fine views— healthy mountain air — comfortable—moderate prices— you intend to go this

year as well.

Key structures
Verb forms: review. af && >\ (IKS 83) 2 83

Exercise s\
A Underline the verbs in the passage which tell us what always happens, what happened and what has

happened. Note how they have been used.
B Write sentences using the following words and phrases: ago; for six months; when; since 1988.

Special difficulties *£
The dogs are still sent out into the snow whenever a traveller is in difficulty. (11.8-9)
iSifift, ever 'fi’H'f who, what, when, where iSftf&ftwlijStiliiÿJ, jÿji#

o

Compare these pairs of sentences:
He did whatIasked him to do.
He did whateverIasked him to do.
Who told you that?
Whoever told you that?
I’ll tell you when you make a mistake.
I’ll tell you whenever you make a mistake.
Where has he gone?
Wherever has he gone?

Exercise 3
Supply the missing words in the following sentences:

1 Now that he’s grown up, he does ever he pleases.
2 everItelephone, the line’s engaged.
3 ever told you that, didn’t know what he was talking about.

Multiple choice questions
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.

Comprehension
1 St. Bernard dogs are best known for__ .

(a) being a great summer tourist attraction
(b) having saved people’s lives before the new tunnel was built
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(c) being able to search people out who have been trapped in the snow
(d) the freedom they have to wander about in the winter

2 What is the main advantage of the new tunnel?
(a) It prevents people from endangering their lives by climbing the Pass.
(,b ) It brings thousands of tourists to the monastery each summer.
(c) It provides a fast and safe communication across the Swiss-Italian border.
(d) It brings the St. Bernard monks into greater contact with the world.

3 In what way does life at the St. Bernard monastery differ in winter?
(a) The great number of visitors must come to the monastery on skis.
(b) The dogs are free to save the lives of people lost in the snow.
(c) The monks are more welcoming to their visitors.
(d) The monks can pursue their occupation relatively undisturbed.

Structure Hfa
4 The highest mountain pass in Europe is (11.1-2)

(a) of 2,473 metres (b) at 2,473 metres high (c) high 2,473 metres (d) 2,473 metres high
5 - a few people who are to cross the Pass on foot. (11.9-10)

(a) rash enough (b) so rash (c) too rash (d) very rash
6-so many people about, the dogs have to be kept in an enclosure. (1.12)

(a) With (b) Being (c) Because (d) Having
7 The monks let outside their enclosure. (1.15)

(a) them to wander (b) to them wandering (c) them wander (d) them wandering
8 Parties of skiers the monastery in winter. (11.15-16)

(a) visit to (b) are visiting at (c) visit (d) are visiting

Vocabulary i*] SC
9 The great St. Bernard Pass lies Switzerland and Italy. (1. 1 )

(a) within (b) between (c) about (ÿd) along
10 The dogs are sent out into the snow a traveller is in difficulty. (11.8-9)

(a) if ever (b) in case (c) all the time (d) while
11 Thousands of people over the Pass. (11.11-12)

(a) trip (.b) voyage (c) conduct (d) drive
12 They are allowed to outside their enclosure. (1.15)

(a) graze (b) drift (c) roam (d) wonder
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Listen to the tape then answer the question below.

How do cats try to protect themselves when falling from
great heights?

Cats never fail to fascinate human beings. They can be friendly and
affectionate towards humans, but they lead mysterious lives of their
own as well. They never become submissive like dogs and horses.

As a result, humans have learned to respect feline independence.
Most cats remain suspicious of humans all their lives. One of the
things that fascinates us most about cats is the popular belief that
they have nine lives. Apparently, there is a good deal of truth in this idea. A cat’s ability to survive falls is

based on fact.
Recently the New York Animal Medical Centre made a study of 132 cats over a period of five months.

All these cats had one experience in common: they had fallen off high buildings, yet only eight of them died
from shock or injuries. Of course, New York is the ideal place for such an interesting study, because there is
no shortage of tall buildings. There are plenty of high-rise windowsills to fall from! One cat, Sabrina, fell 32
storeys, yet only suffered from a broken tooth. ‘Cats behave like well-trained paratroopers,’ a doctor said. It
seems that the further cats fall, the less they are likely to injure themselves. In a long drop, they reach speeds
of 60 miles an hour and more. At high speeds, falling cats have time to relax. They stretch out their legs like
flying squirrels. This increases their air-resistance and reduces the shock of impact when they hit the ground.

New words and expressions i.
fascinate (1.1) /'faesineit/ v. j&ji, tyi 3I ft ii
affectionate (1.2) /a'fekjanit/ adj. JEllijf:If $J, X h

If v
mysterious (1.2) /mi'stisriss/ adj. p

Si

submissive (1.3) /sab'misiv/ adj. M/AM a
feline (1.4) /'fidain/ adj. ii

independence (1.4) /.indi'pendans/ n. MAd,
high-rise (1.12) /'hairaiz/ adj. ifiM
windowsill (1.12) /'windou.sil/ n. fftf
paratrooper (1.13) /'paero.truipa/ n. 4ÿÿ
squirrel (1.16) /'skwiral/ n. fell
air-resistance (1.16) /'ea-rr'zistons/ n. S'HSjLAj
impact (1.16) /'impaekt/ n. Aj

Notes on the text if x
1 Cats never fail to fascinate human beings. fliZhJiS “"fiS'/Els] never fd — fail, ii

0 ”
2 be based on, ......SliiliAJ; »

3 have ... in common, Tf......iftlRlAith »
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Unit 1 Lesson 9

4 the further cats fall, the less they are likely to injure themselves, T!F «

“the + ... the +
“«......a - —” . be likely to M U&W M&” W*.l .

o 'emumAS*?, 3fcr»mif . isji, 'Effixÿaattawÿisara . *Efi

o A*# ° E®,

mm, a&nsb#&9T#'L'Xt 132 Raatfir*#! 5 >M . J5fw&s»»ÿr-ÿiRittt5J»: •£
ni&«Mam3«±j*T*i2, iamra+w 8 . s®, m&Mmmwftmmt&M-

#W*KJgW®ttÿ±ttT&« . W6i»MM 32
jg*±WT*, teRwmT-m% . stKStoEfctt-K,

«+, . fcffUfjRffrais, 3N*“Mt+w**--# . fc#*Miq*7$nifirt, #*/hT*eci*

Summary writing
In not more than 80 words describe the study of cats made by the New York Animal Medical Centre. Do not
include anything that is not in the last paragraph.
Answer these questions in note form to get your points:

1 How many cats did the New York Animal Medical Centre make a study of? 3
2 What had all these cats done? 1
3 How many of these cats had been killed? J
4 What happened to a cat called Sabrina?
5 What do cats do when falling at speeds of 60 miles an hour or more?
6 What effect does this have?

Vocabulary ] vH

Give another word or phrase to replace the following words as they are used in the passage: affectionate (1.2);
as a result (1.4); remain (1.5); there is no shortage of (11.11-12); behave (1.13); injure (1.14); increases (1.16); reduces
(1.16).

Composition #x
Write an account of cats as pets. Expand the following into a paragraph of about 150 words.
Human beings like to keep dogs and ... Dogs are ... , but cats like to ... Cats are especially lovable when they are still
kittens. As kittens they ... That’s how they learn to ... A lot of people keep cats so they ... As kittens grow into cats, they
like to ... They like regular meal times and enjoy ... However, they also ... During the day time and at night they like to
... They often have fights with other cats. Sometimes during the night ... Cats are very clean animals. You often see
them ... Human beings ... (88 words)
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Letter writing #it% ip

You borrowed a book from a friend but your baby tore some of the pages. Write a letter of about 80 words
offering to replace it. Supply a suitable Introduction and Conclusion. Use the following ideas to write the
Purpose: very sorry for what has happened— had left book on low table — baby got hold of it — tore several pages

— you have bought another book and are sending it.

Key structures &
What always happens? —■ftsSL&affl) -f 3 -If (IKS 74) (#JALÿ 2 74

Exercises sj

A Underline all the verbs in the text that describe general truths (simple present tense).

B Give the correct form of the verbs in parentheses. Do not refer to the passage until you finish the
exercise:
Most cats (remain) suspicious of humans all their lives. One of the things that (fascinate)

us most about cats is the popular belief that they (have) nine lives. Apparently, there (be)
a good deal of truth in this idea. A cat’s ability to survive falls (base) on fact.

Special difficulties
... New York is the ideal place for such an interesting study. (1.11) % §.->1# i± JL
Read these sentences:
This study of cats is so interesting.
It’s such an interesting study.
These studies of cats are so interesting.
They’re such interesting studies.
They found it so difficult to study the behaviour of cats.

They had such difficulty studying the behaviour of cats.

Exercise & U
Supply .vo, such, such a, or such an:

1 The film was funny, we laughed all the way through it.
2 We all had-fun at the seaside. It’s a pity you weren’t there.
3 It’s--unusual exhibition, I’m sure you’ll enjoy it.
4 The twins are alike, you can’t tell the difference between them.
5 There was loud noise, everyone jumped.
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Multiple choice questions £ 0

Choose the correct answers to the following questions.

Comprehension
1 We find cats endlessly fascinating because

_
(a) we feel there is a good deal we do not know about their lives
(b) we believe that cats have nine lives
(c) they are different from dogs and horses
(d) they can reach a speed of 60 miles an hour while falling

2 A recent study of 132 cats in New York proved
(a) that it is true that cats have nine lives
(b) that cats are related to flying squirrels
(c) they are different from dogs and horses
(.d) that cats falling from great heights are seldom killed

3 Cats can survive great falls mainly because
{a) the further they fall, the less likely they are to injure themselves
(b) a cat’s ability to survive is based on fact
(c) a falling cat relaxes its legs and so increases its air-resistance
(d) they are unlikely to exceed a speed of about 60 miles an hour

Structure Hfo
4 Cats have an unfailing fascination most people. (1.1)

(a) with (b) to (c) for (d) at

5 Cats never become submissive (1.3)
(a) as dogs and horses (b) in the way that dogs and horses do
(c) as far as dogs and horses (d) as for dogs and horses

6-popularly believed that cats have nine lives. (1.7)
(a) There is (b) Is (c) This is (d) It is

7 New York is ideal for this study because high-rise buildings. (11.11-12)
(a) there is plenty of (b) of the number of (c) it has plenty (d) the number

8 Over a period of five months, there was of 132 cats in New York. (1.9)
(a) a study (b) studied (c) some studies (d) studying

Vocabulary
9 Most cats are suspicious of human beings their lives. (1.5)

(a) during (b) throughout (c ) through (d) while
10-there is a good deal of truth in this idea. (1.7)

(a) As a matter of fact (b) In the event (c) It would seem (d) Surprisingly enough
1 1 That cats can survive falls from great heights is by the facts. (11.7-8)

(a) explained (b) tested (c) supported (d) borne
12 One cat fell 32 storeys--she only suffered a broken tooth. (11.12-13)

(a) Even so (b) Although (c) Moreover (d ) In spite of
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Listen to the tape then answer the question below.
rf -It, 1°) M »

What would have happened if only two of the sixteen
water-tight compartments had been flooded?

The great ship, Titanic, sailed for New York from Southampton on
April 10th, 1912. She was carrying 1,316 passengers and a crew of
891. Even by modern standards, the 46,000 ton Titanic was a
colossal ship. At that time, however, she was not only the Targest
ship that had ever been built, but was regarded as unsinkable, for
she had sixteen watertight compartments. Even if two of these were
flooded, she would still be able to float. The tragic sinking of this great liner will always be remembered, for
she went down on her first voyage with heavy loss of life.

Four days after setting out, while the Titanic was sailing across tlje icy waters of the North Atlantic, a
huge iceberg was suddenly spotted by a lookout. After the alarm had been given, the great ship turned
sharply to avoid a direct collision. The Titanic turned just in time, narrowly missing the immense wall of ice
which rose over 100 feet out of the water beside her. Suddenly, there was a slight trembling sound from
below, and the captain went down to see what had happened. The noise had been so faint that no one thought
that the ship had been damaged. Below, the captain realized to his horror that the Titanic was sinking
rapidly, for five of her sixteen watertight compartments had already been flooded! The order to abandon
ship was given and hundreds of people plunged into the icy water. As there were not enough lifeboats for
everybody, 1,500 lives were lost.

New words and expressions A A
Southampton (1.1) /sauO'aempton/ n. (51

SM)
colossal (1.4) /ko'lDsal / adj. .SEAM
watertight (1.6) /'woitotait/ adj. ASt/KM
compartment (1.6) /kom'pa:tmont/ n. ( ftlfnM )

mm
flood (1.7) /flxd/ v.
float (1.7) /'flout/ v.
tragic (1.7) /'traed3ik/ adj.
liner (1.7) /'laino/ n.
voyage (1.8) /'voi-idy n.
iceberg (1.10) /'aisb3ig/ n. ftKlll

lookout (1.10) /'luk-aut/ n. 0&M M
collision (1.1 1) /ko’li3an/ n.
narrowly (1.1 1) /'naerouli/ adv. R'JPU'J,
miss (1.1 1) /mis/ v. illTF
slight (1.12) /slait1 adj.
tremble (1.12) /'trembal/ v. MM
faint (1.13) /feint/ adj. I
horror (1.14) /'horo/ n. StH
abandon (1.15) /o'bajndon/ v. M M
plunge (1.16) /pl\nd3/ v. KA, ©fcA
lifeboat (1.16) /'laifbout/ n.
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Notes on the text
1 sail for, .
2 even by modern standards, °

by fp "mr. “mm” yt .
3 regarded as unsinkable, » regard ... as ... tG......=1ÿ......i$ °
4 she went down on her first voyage with heavy loss of life, ifet!MsftTtft, sthScAfttAwÿEt » go down

“T8t” M*i. o

5 narrowly missing, M’j&Mjf' o

6 Below, the captain realized to his horror,ST35, $p » below IETI'JW! «

“miBMft” -t 1912 ¥ 4 M 10 1,316 891
fl o BPftfliSEft*****, 46,000 l o Sfti,

mE*n± . igjtAtttAfijE-t .Affra*sia*fci#E8«ffl:iM*H .
4 A, . $&, »saaa-ffiaciij .

am, . “Sii/gjr 100
o a*S, o SA

o STffi, JfeÿttJBidUfea “**!£:£" 16 iM&iMfteW 5 7&7K .7
ii, . g* 1,500
Aife£ .
Summary writing 4$-ÿ-

Write an account of the sinking of the Titanic in not more than 80 words. Do not include anything that is not
in the last paragraph.
Answer these questions in note form to get your points:

1 Where was the Titanic sailing? "1
2 What was seen by a lookout? J
3 When did the ship turn sharply?
4 Did it sail alongside the iceberg, or did it collide with it? J
5 What was heard from below?
6 What did the captain do?
7 What did he find?
8 When did everyone jump overboard?
9 Why were 1 ,500 people drowned? J

Vocabulary A] >H
Give another word or phrase to replace the following words as they are used in the passage: colossal (1.4);
regarded (1.5); compartments (1.6); flooded (1.7); float (1.7); avoid (1.11); narrowly (1.11).
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Composition #x
In not more than 200 words write an imaginary account of what happened on the Titanic immediately after
the order to abandon ship was given. Use the ideas given below. Do not write more than three paragraphs.
Title: Abandon ship.
Introduction: Order to abandon ship unexpected — everybody unprepared.
Development: Immediate effect — panic and confusion — people rushing in all directions — crew came up from below

— lifeboats lowered — people jumped overboard — struggle to get into lifeboats — lifeboats full.
Conclusion. Titanic sank rapidly — people in water — cries of despair — lifeboats moved away.

Letter writing
Which of the following addresses is correct:
19 Kingsley Ave. 19 Kingsley Ave.,
Sandford Park, Sandford Park,
London, N.W.8, London, N.W.8,

England. England.
August 24th, 19 — 24th Aug., 19 —

19 Kingsley Ave.,

Sandford Park,
London, N.W.8,
England
Aug. 24th, 19 —

Key structures
What had happened? at (IKS 86) (#JEÿ 2 ffltH 86

Exercises s\
A Underline the verbs in the passage which tell us what had happened. Note how they have been used.
B Give the correct form of the verbs in parentheses. Do not refer to the passage until you finish the

exercise.
1 At that time, she was the largest ship that ever (build).

2 After the alarm (give), the great ship (turn) sharply to avoid a direct collision.

Special difficulties
Word Building
Study these sentences:
He works hard. He is a hard worker.
He plays the violin. He is a violinist.
He is very careless. I have never seen such carelessness.
Can you explain this? Can you give me an explanation?

-er. -ist, -ness, -ion si -ity VX i3.Jii&

He has a responsible position. He has a lot of
responsibility.
Note how new words can be formed by adding
-er, -ist, -ness, -ion, -ity.

Exercise 3
Supply the missing words in the following sentences:

1 He studied physics at university. He is a p
2 He works in a mine. He is a m _
3 Pasteur did a great service to (human).
4 He is trying to make a good (impress).
5 His paintings have been admired for their (original).
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Multiple choice questions £
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.

Comprehension 3L#
1 When the Titanic set out from Southampton

(a) she was carrying a very large cargo
(b) she was making a voyage which is only attempted by very large ships
(c) only two of her watertight compartments were flooded
(d) she was sailing on her maiden voyage

2 What happened once the iceberg had been spotted?
(a) The Titanic got lost in the icy waters of the North Atlantic.
(b) The alarm was given that there was a collision ahead.
(c) The Titanic quickly changed her course.
(d) The Titanic turned just as the iceberg rose steeply out of the water.

3 The Titanic sank because .
(a) she had been badly damaged by an iceberg
(b) the captain was slow to realize the true nature of the damage
(c) no more than five of her watertight compartments had been flooded
(d) instead of trying to save her, people plunged into the water

Structure H#i
4 were 1,316 passengers and a crew of 891. (11.2-3)

(a) On her board (b) On board her (c) Boarding her (d) On boarding her
5 No one thought she sink, for she had sixteen watertight compartments. (11.5-6)

(a) would be possible to(fc) would be able to (c) should (d) could possibly
6 She four days when a huge iceberg was suddenly spotted. (11.9-10)

(a) sailed (b) was sailing (c) has sailed (d) had been sailing
7 So faint that no one thought ... (11.13-14)

(a) the noise was (b) had been the noise (c) it was the noise (d) it had been the noise
8 As there were lifeboats for everybody ... (11.16-17)

(a) as little (b) so little (c) very few (d) too few

Vocabulary >n
9 The great ship sharply to avoid a direct collision. (11. 1 0-1 1 )

(a) veered (b) changed (c) went back (d) cornered
10 The Titanic turned narrowly missing the immense wall ... (11.11-12)

(a) in next to no time (b) on a sudden impulse
(c) with no time to spare (d) nearly on time

11 The captain went down to (1.13)
(a) explore (fc) investigate (c) examine (d) inquire

12 There was not enough in the lifeboats for everybody. (11.16-17)
(a) room (b) place (c) volume (d) area
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Listen to the tape then answer the question below.
p/f ih IHJ m T i*} *1 o

What was the Customs Officer looking for?

Customs Officers are quite tolerant these days, but they can still
stop you when you are going through the Green Channel and have
nothing to declare, Even really honest people are often made to

feel guilty. The hardened professional smuggler, on the other hand,

is never troubled by such feelings, even if he has five hundred gold
watches hidden in his suitcase. When I returned from abroad
recently, a particularly officious young Customs Officer clearly
regarded me as a smuggler.

‘Have you anything to declare?’ he asked, looking me in the eye.
‘No,’ I answered confidently.
‘Would you mind unlocking this suitcase please?’
‘Not at all,’ I answered.
The Officer went through the case with great care. All the things I had packed so carefully were soon in

a dreadful mess. I felt sure I would never be able to close the case again. Suddenly, I saw the Officer’s face
light up. He had spotted a tiny bottle at the bottom of my case and he pounced on it with delight.

‘Perfume, eh?’ he asked sarcastically. ‘You should have declared that. Perfume is not exempt from
import duty.’

‘But it isn’t perfume,’ I said. ‘It’s hair gel.’ Then I added with a smile, ‘It’s a strange mixture I make
myself.’

As I expected, he did not believe me.
‘Try it!’ I said encouragingly.
The Officer unscrewed the cap and put the bottle to his nostrils. He was greeted by an unpleasant sme.U

which convinced him that I was telling the truth. A few minutes later, I was able to hurry away with precious
chalk marks on my baggage.
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New words and expressions

guilty (title) /'gilti/ adj.
tolerant (1.1) /'tDbront/ adj.
declare (1.3) /di'kleo/ v. ft
hardened (1.4) /‘ha:dmdJ adj.
professional (1.4) /pro'feJAnal/ adj. ItRllkW, 7? Ik (fj
smuggler (1.4) /'stmgb/ n. iLfi#
officious (1.7) /a'fiJos/aJy.
confidently (1.10) /’kofidÿntli/ adv. @ (gift
dreadful (1.14) /'dredfal/ adj. bJ'ttifitJ, ~

pounce (1.15) /’pauns/ v. Stilt, fhfl

perfume (1.16) /'p3:f]u:m/ n. IfzR
sarcastically (1.16) /so:'kaestikli/ adv. iRflJitk
exempt (1.16) /ig'zempt/ adj.
duty (1.17) /'djuiti/ n.
gel (1.18) /'d3el/ n. (HR
mixture (1.18) /'mikstjb/ n.
unscrew (1.22) /An'skru:/ v. tT'if
nostril (1.22) /'nostril/ n.
chalk (1.24) /tjb:k/ n. M
baggage (1.24) /'bsegid3/ n.
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Unit 1 Lesson 11

Notes on the text -if x $£#

1 the Green Channel WHit ■

2 hidden in his suitcase fitfc watches, ''LALIPMÿI: which were hidden in
his suitcase.

3 looking me in the eye, Si01If ft d'J SS Bit , asked »

4 The officer went through, J2.M go through fr "t&S itt o

5 in a dreadful mess ssK in a mess), SLXAtf, ilSliST o

6 I saw the Officer's face light up. ft If 5ll9H.it "if »

7 You should have declared that. tK.7 o “should + Ti/Eft AlfeU- »

8 be exempt from f1= “&!&”. “f§ft I? °

#x
o -'Em, .

500 R&3I, £PtLX2

” ftniLBif ftwnififfni .
“;m . ” o

n

“JfW . ” ftEiÿi# o

sptat . ft*0imi7

A .
“#*, i®?” fdiiiiwiftttii, #*s±ap«iw . ”
“7, &*£#*,” Hell o ’’gfftl li Mil “&J&“ft«g£E1WW W?S . ”

immwm ,

“ Htw-««E! ” fttiffin .
tGlf©]#fST . -&«!*&*, ®teffifa7ftiÿJiEiS . ftÿ7M

mi, zw&frm, totonsz .
Summary writing
In not more than 80 words describe the experiences of the writer while he was going through the Customs.
Do not include anything that is not in the passage.
Answer these questions in note form to get your points:

1 Did the writer have anything to declare or not?
2 What did the Customs Officer make him do?
3 Did the Customs Officer search the case carefully or not?
4 What did he find?
5 What did he think was in the bottle?
6 What did the writer tell him the bottle contained?
7 Who had made it?
8 Did the Customs Officer believe him or not?
9 What did the writer encourage the Officer to do?

10 What convinced the Officer that the writer was telling the truth?
1 1 Did the Officer let the writer pass through the Customs or not?
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Vocabulary A >n
Give another word or phrase to replace the following words as they are used in the passage: troubled (1.5);

clearly (1.7); packed (1.13); dreadful (1.14); cap (1.22); nostrils (1.22); convinced (1.23).

Composition ft x
Imagine that a man tries to smuggle something valuable through the Customs. Expand the following into a
paragraph of about 150 words.
When the Customs Officer ... the man said that he had nothing to declare. The Officer asked the man to ... Although the
case contained only ... and ... it was very heavy. This made the Officer suspicious, so he ... The case was soon empty and
when the Officer ... he found that ... The Officer examined the case carefully and saw that ... He ... and removed the
bottom part of the case which contained ... While the Officer was looking at ... the man tried to ... For a moment, the
man disappeared among ... but he was soon ... and placed under arrest. (93 words)

t
Letter writing -1$ it A
A friend has written to you asking you to lend him some money. Write a letter of about 80 words telling him
you cannot afford to. Supply a suitable Introduction and Conclusion. Use the following ideas to write the
Purpose: sorry you cannot help — have a great many expenses — you are in debt yourself — suggest someone who
might help.

Key structures U
He said that ... He told me ... He asked me ... ft (IKS 87) 2 87

Exercise it 3
Answer these questions:
Lines 16-17 What did the Customs Officer tell the writer he should have done? Why did he tell the writer this?
Lines 18-19 What did the writer tell the Customs Officer?
Line 21 What did he tell the Customs Officer to do?

Special difficulties A
Capital letters
Note how capital letters have been used in these sentences:
The train came into the station. It arrived at five o'clock.
George lives in Canada. He is Canadian. He is not an American.
I’ll see you on Tuesday, January 14th.
Have you read Great Expectations?

Exercise & s\
Write this paragraph again using full stops and capital letters where necessary:
because tim jones cannot speak french or german he never enjoys travelling abroad last march, however, he went to
denmark and stayed in Copenhagen he said he spent most of his time at the tivoli which is one of the biggest funfairs in
the world at the tivoli you can enjoy yourself very much even if you don’t speak danish.
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Multiple choice questions 2
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.

Comprehension SLftf
1 What makes really honest people feel guilty when going through Customs?

(a) Having five hundred gold watches hidden in their suitcases.
(b) The particularly officious way Customs Officers always ask questions.
(c) The fact that they are treated as potential smugglers.
(d) Carrying things which are not exempt from import duty.

2 What made the Customs Officer’s face light up?
(a) Knowing how difficult it would be for the writer to close his case.
(.b) Seeing the bottle of hair gel which he could charge duty on.
(c) The idea of having found something which should have been declared.
(d) Discovering an unopened bottle of perfume at the bottom of the case.

3 The writer was in a hurry to get away because
(a) he had grown impatient at having taken so long to get through Customs
(b) he was anxious to get away from the unpleasant smell
(c) he was afraid he might still be stopped for smuggling
(d) he was trying to escape with precious chalk marks

Structure Hfo
4 The Customs Officer asked him _

(a) that (b) what

_ he had anything to declare. (1.9)
(c) for {d) whether

5 ‘Have you anything to declare?’ he asked, looking (1.9)
(a) direct to me

6 ‘Would you _ (b) me directly
.please?’ (1.11)

(c) directly at me (d) in my direction

(a) unlock kindly this suitcase
(c) unlock this suitcase kindly

7 He told him he it. (1.16)
(a) ought to have declared
(c) had to declare

8 the cap, the Officer put the bottle to his nostrils. (1.22)
(a) Having unscrewed (b) Unscrewed (c) Being unscrewed

(,b) kindly unlock this suitcase
(d) be kind to unlock this suitcase

(b) must have declared
(d) needed to declare

(d) With unscrewed

Vocabulary i*l >n
9 Customs Officers are quite tolerant these davs. Thev are. • (1.1)

(a) tolerable (b) placid (c) easy-going (d) negligent
10 A hardened professional smuggler feels his behaviour. (11.4-5)

(a) unashamed of (b) unwronged by (c) unshocked by (d) guiltless of
11 As I expected, he was . (1.20)

(a) incomprehensible (b) incredible (c) incredulous (d) sceptical
12 I was able to hurry awav with precious chalk marks on mv . (11.23-24)

(a) handbags (b) luggage (c) casement (d) equipment
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Lesson 12 Life on a desert island jrt$]*Ey%
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Listen to the tape then answer the question below.
,,-t -t\ IHJ vx T i°] °
What was exceptional about the two men’s stay on the
desert island?

Most of us have formed an unrealistic picture of life on a desert
island. We sometimes imagine a desert island to be a sort of paradise
where the sun always shines. Life there is simple and good. Ripe
fruit falls from the trees and you never have to work. The other side
of the picture is quite the opposite. Life on a desert island is
wretched. You either starve to death or live like Robinson Crusoe,
waiting for a boat which never comes. Perhaps there is an element of truth in both these pictures, but few of
us have had the opportunity to find out.

Two men who recently spent five days on a coral island wished they had stayed there longer. They were
taking a badly damaged boat from the Virgin Islands to Miami to have it repaired. During the journey, their
boat began to sink. They quickly loaded a small rubber dinghy with food, matches, and cans of beer and
rowed for a few miles across the Caribbean until they arrived at a tiny coral island. There were hardly any
trees on the island and there was no water, but this did not prove to be a problem. The men collected
rainwater in the rubber dinghy. As they had brought a spear gun with them, they had plenty to eat. They
caught lobster and fish every day, and, as one of them put it ‘ate like kings’. When a passing tanker rescued
them five days later, both men were genuinely sorry that they had to leave.

New words and expressions

desert island (title) /'dezot-ailand/ Trtÿ J\
unrealistic (1.1) /.Anrio'listik/ adj.
paradise (1.2) /'paeredaiz/ n. X#, 3s± <j

wretched (1.6) /'retjid/ adj. YTftfr'J, (

starve (1.6) /sta:v/ v. s
element (1.7) / elimont/ n. htft h
opportunity (1.8) /.Dpo’tjumiti/ n. t;

coral (1.9) /'korol/ n. g
Virgin Islands (1.10) /'v3:d3in 'aitandz/ F

Miami (1.10) /mai'aemi/ n.
rfj)

dinghy (1.1 1) /'dnjgi/ n. 'NHS
Caribbean (1.12) /kasri'biian/ n.
spear gun (1.14) /'spm-gAn/
lobster (1.15) /'tobsto/ n.
tanker (1.15) /'tseqko/ n.
genuinely (1.16) / d3enjuinli/ adv.
Robinson Crusoe (11.6-7) /'mbinsÿn 'krutsou/

# ■ (« ±A&)

Notes on the text 3M:>i#
1 imagine ... to be ..., IT ......si......”, “i&Sl......H......” i# . to be 31

In' o

2 quite the opposite, TUtfe-HUx., SScÿT'ls] o

3 starve to death, „
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Unit 1 Lesson 12

4 ... wished they had stayed there longer.......= wish H .
5 as one of them put it, lEinÿr't' o

siw*xittf o I*3RW*#ÿ«±WT3I5, . »-#«&»!&«£, 5
*&«#»#»#, AAM*, autiÿj!mm . tfett, . fmBÿWAtiwtn.

£*#*£!£ o

gi£WWÿAft-&«W&±*7 5 A, Ml*#a&!JPJLff£fc-*B-T. &+, n&Tf&TtfL, a*£*jBa-R*[£fs±it . **
Jg£in«itt»±$MT7Jl£m, PJT“ffi»«ia± o a±/l¥&W-«tt, te&Wi**, fi&*Wff-fcl»]iS o fife
fnffliftjft**#*®* o mitt, ifetsÿs . iMiAAffi®AM&, lingÿ-fa
tm, ntl# “fSSA-tf-ff” o 5 Ale, -&’tt&MSIULIfcja, gtTill . 2*

Summary writing if
In not more than 80 words explain how the two men came to spend five days on a desert island and say what
they did there. Do not include anything that is not in the last paragraph.
Answer these questions to get your points:

1 Was the men’s boat damaged or not?
2 Where were they taking it?
3 What happened to it on the way?
4 What did the men load on to their rubber dinghy?
5 Where did they row?
6 Where did they arrive?
7 Where did the men collect water during their stay there?
8 How did they catch fish and lobster? J
9 Did they eat ‘like kings’ for five days or not?

10 How were they rescued? J

Vocabulary A] vC

Give another word or phrase to replace the following words as they are used in the passage: picture (1.1);

wretched (1.6); starve to death (1.6); opportunity (1.8); repaired (1.10); loaded (1.11); dinghy (1.1 1).

Composition if A
Imagine spending two weeks on an uninhabited desert island. In not more than 200 words, describe what
you did there. Use the ideas given below. Do not write more than three paragraphs.
Title: Shipwrecked.
Introduction: Shipwreck — everybody drowned — I clung to a plank — washed up on island.
Development: Slept for a long time — woke up — hungry and thirsty — explored island — uninhabited — found
plenty of fruit — freshwater spring — tried to hunt wild animals — failed to catch anything — spent days swimming,
lying in sun.
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Unit 1 Lesson 12
Conclusion: Boat on horizon — signalled and shouted — rescued.

Letter writing
In not more than 60 words, write a suitable Purpose and Conclusion to follow this introductory paragraph:
Dear Judy,
We arrived here late last night and are staying at a charming little hotel by the sea. The weather is perfect and I am sure
we are going to enjoy our holiday.

Key structures 51
if. ni if $i (IKS 88) 2 mm ss

Exercise & >1
Complete the following:

1 If you had told me earlier
2 If I were you '

3 You wilf be disappointed if
4 You would change your mind if

Special difficulties *1 A
Wish and If only.
suit wish «ÿ oniy . wish M if oniy

o (£ wish fP if only If?®, <>

Study these examples:
They wished they had stayed there longer. (1.9)
I wish you would do as you are told.
If only the weather would change.
I wish she could see me now.
I wish I had more time to spare.
If only you would try aÿittle harder!
I wish I hadn’t said anything about it.
If only we could have gone to the party!
I wish you hadn’t spent so much money.

Exercise & >]

Complete the following:
1 It was silly of me not to buy that dress. I wish I
2 You are making a lot of noise. I wish you
3 It’s a pity John’s away. If only he
4 He plays the piano so well. I wish I
5 I never studied at all when I was at school. I wish I
6 I’m sorry I mentioned it to him. I wish I
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Multiple choice questions £
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.

Comprehension a#
1 In what way are the pictures we form of life on a desert island unreal?

(a) They fail to present the wretchedness of such a situation.
(b) We forget that we would be too weak to work and only imagine the pleasure of idleness.
(c) They are either unduly optimistic or unduly pessimistic.
( d) They lack any truth at all as most of us have never visited one.

2 What was the equipment the men had brought that proved essential to their survival?
(a) Tools with which they had been going to repair their boat.
(b) Food, matches and tins of beer.
(c) Rainwater, lobster and fish.
(d) A spear gun and a rubber dinghy.

3 What made the men wish to stay on the desert island?
(a) Discovering how pleasant life can be fending for oneself.
(b) Having seen very few trees and no rainwater on the coral island.
(c) The fact that they were able to eat the same food as kings eat.
(d) Knowing they no longer needed to take their boat to Miami for repair.

Structure Hfa
4 We sometimes think of a desert island a sort of paradise, (1.2)

(a) to be (b) as being (c) is (d) be
5 But have had the opportunity to find out. (11.7-8)

(a) we few (b) hardly anybody (c) little people (d) not many
6 After-a few miles across the Caribbean, they arrived at a small coral island. (11.11-12)

(a) they rowed (b) rowed (c) rowing (d) to row
7 were scarce there and there was no water. (11.12-13)

(a) The trees (b) Trees (c) Any trees (d) Trees on the island
8 Both men genuinelv regretted (\ Ifil

(a) their leave (b) to have to leave (c) having to leave (d) they must have left

Vocabulary >c
9 A desert island is place. (11.1-2)

{a) an unpopular (b) an uninhabited (c) a deserted (d) a barren
10 The other side of the picture is different (11 4-5)

(a) naturally (b) rather (c) really (d) entirely
1 1 But this was not to be a problem. (1.13)

(a) demonstrated (b) thought (c) shown (d) found
12 And, as one of them it, they ‘ate like kings’. (1.15)

(a) expressed (b) placed (c) told (d) said
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Lesson 13 ‘It’s only me’ “MIS,
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H)

15

Listen to the tape then answer the question below.

What did the man expect to find under the stairs?

After her husband had gone to work, Mrs. Richards sent her children
to school and went upstairs to her bedroom. She was too excited to

do any housework that morning, for in the evening she would be
going to a fancy-dress party with her husband. She intended to dress
up as a ghost and as she had made her costume the night before, she
was impatient to try it on. Though the costume consisted only of a
sheet, it was very effective. After putting it on, Mrs. Richards went
downstairs. She wanted to find out whether it would be comfortable to wear.

Just as Mrs. Richards was entering the dining room, there was a knock on the front door. She knew that
it must be the baker. She had told him to come straight in if ever she failed to open the door and to leave the
bread on the kitchen table. Not wanting to frighten the poor man, Mrs. Richards quickly hid in the small
storeroom under the stairs. She heard the front door open and heavy footsteps in the hall. Suddenly the door
of the storeroom was opened and a man entered. Mrs. Richards realized that it must be the man from the
Electricity Board who had come to read the metre. She tried to explain the situation, saying ‘It’s only me’,
but it was too late. The man let out a cry and jumped back several paces. When Mrs. Richards walked
towards him, he fled, slamming the door behind him.

New words and expressions £i«j

costume (1.5) /'kDStjum/n.
consist (1.6) /kon’sist/ v. &
sheet (1.7) /Jut? n. Min¬
effective (1.7) / ffektiv/ adj.

m
comfortable (1.8) / kAmftobla/ adj.

storeroom (1.13) /'stoirom/ n. fife M'S*
electricity (1.14) /i.lek'trisiti/ n. tfe
metre (1.14) /'mkto/ n. NiiS
pace (1.15) /peis/ n.
flee (1.16) /fli:/ (fled /fled/, fled) v.
slam (1.16) /slaem/ v.

Notes on the text if xv£#
1 would be going, °
2 fancy-dress party UZjkW'xt »

3 dress up as, ffcS/S o

4 try it on,
it ta costume, try on “jitfF”, "iltftSc °

5 just as ..., iE ......W U'jM o

6 She had told him to Come straight in if ever she failed to open the door and to leave the bread on the kitchen
table. ffe nTS&itf , . if ever

“ITMil>14(1” „ to come straight in fH °
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Unit 1 Lesson 13

7 Not wanting to frighten the poor man, °
T§ o

tE .
n, o W+ftMM .mmÿxxnximmjSTjm, fi#
#SFjB#Ji®Sf0R o

jig&AA»mi£ia#rf, flirntitf$3fc«njs . turn&*
Afffi, ffenistjsan, !&w*±.aasÿAÿsuFttiiÿwwA, flgs*»f!i7*»TW'j'

*&*££ o mfxnmnmm, . fcaueissrwT, A£7«.
*Afc*i®£iJ-££tti&ÿ5fcASife3iT o jftifcTj* “£«, #Hfi! ” {SSfctfRT .
jJPAÿnqr-ÿ,1*iI7Jl£. fM£AA<HMA,RM “W” M-F*±na£T.
Summary writing
/A? no/ more than 80 words describe what happened from the moment Mrs. Richards entered the dining
room. Do not include anything that is not in the last paragraph.
Answer these questions in note form to get your points:

1 How was Mrs. Richards dressed? “|
2 Where was she going when someone knocked at the door?
3 Whom did she think it was? ”[
4 Where did she hide?

5 Did she hear footsteps in the hall or not? n

6 Who suddenly opened the storeroom door? j

7 What did she say to him? n
8 Did he get a bad fright or not?
9 Did she walk towards him or not?

10 Did he flee or did he stay there?
11 Did he slam the front door or not?

Vocabulary T*I >C

Give another word or phrase to replace the following words as they are used in the passage: intended (1.4);

impatient (1.6); try it on (1.6); whether (1.8); failed to (1.10); fled (1.16); slamming (1.16).

Composition if x
Imagine that the man from the Electricity Board returned to Mrs. Richards’ house with a policeman. Mrs.
Richards was no longer dressed as a ghost. Expand the following into a paragraph of about 150 words.
Mrs. Richards immediately went upstairs and ... She felt sorry for the poor man from ... but at the same time, she was ...
Suddenly, there was a knock at the front door and Mrs. Richards ... The electricity man had returned, accompanied ... so
she ... The man told Mrs. Richards that ... and that ... Though Mrs. Richards explained that ... he refused to believe her.
She told him to open the storeroom door but he ... so she ... While the electricity man and the policeman .... Mrs.
Richards fetched ... She showed it ... and ... (85 words)
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Letter writing it % ft

Put yourself in the position of the electricity man. Imagine you are writing a letter of about 80 words to your
mother describing your experience. Supply a suitable Introduction and Conclusion. Use the following ideas
to write the Purpose: you got a terrible shock — house haunted — ghost under stairs — it ran after you — you fled

— the story is really true.

Key structures M
Must. (IKS 89) 89

Exercise s\
A Note how must has been used in lines 10 and 13.
B Write three pairs of sentences using the following:

1 must go and must be\
2 mustn ’/ and needn't;

3 had to and ought to have.

Special difficulties A
It would be comfortable to wear. (1.8) T'flA
Instead of saying: I was sorry when I learnt that he had had an accident.
We can say: I was sorry to learn that he had had an accident.
Study these examples:
He was delighted to learn that his offer had been accepted.
I was glad to hear that he had arrived.
I was pleased to hear that you now feel better.
He was anxious to leave early.

Exercises &
A Write these sentences again changing the form of the words in italics:

1 I was glad when l heard that she had gone away for ever.
2 He said he was sorry if he had upset me.
3 You will be sad when you hear what I have to tell you.

B Write sentences using the following: pleased to; proud to; delighted to; shocked to.

Multiple choice questions
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.

Comprehension
1 Mrs. Richards went upstairs because

(a) she did not need to do any housework
(b) she still had to finish the costume she was going to wear
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Unit 1 Lesson 13
(c) she wanted to change her clothes before doing the housework
(d) she wanted to change into her fancy-dress costume

2 Mrs. Richards did not go to the door because--
(a) she was upstairs changing her clothes
(b) she did not want to make a bad impression on the baker
(c) she thought the baker might be taken in by her disguise
(d) the baker had already left the bread on the kitchen table

3 By saying ‘It’s only me’, Mrs. Richards hoped .
(a) the man would realize she was alone
(,b) to persuade the man he was seeing a ghost
(c) the man would recognize her
(d) the man would not close the door of the storeroom

Structure
4 After her husband had gone to work and the children to school, she went upstairs ... (11.1-2)

(a) had sent (b ) were sent (c) had been sent (d) were sending
5 She wanted to find out how to wear. (1.8)

(a) comfortable it was (b) comfortable it would be
(c) it was comfortable (d) it would be comfortable

6 to frighten the poor man, Mrs. Richards quickly hid under the stairs. (11.11-12)

(a) Not anxious about (b) Anxious not
(c) Being not anxious (d) Not being anxious for

7 Trying to explain the situation, she ‘It’s only me’. (1.14)
(a) was saying (b) said (c) had said (d) has been saying

8 On seeing Mrs. Richards towards him, he fled. (11.15-16)
(a) to walk (b) having walked (c) walk (d) walked

, Vocabulary >c
9 Mrs. Richards was entering the dining room ... (1.9)

(a) At the very moment (b) So long as (c) Only when (d) During the time
10 - if she ever the door and to leave the bread ... (11.10-11)

(a) missed opening (b) forgot to open
(c) did not succeed in opening (d) happened not to open

1 1 It was the man from the Electricity Board who had come to take a metre- (11.13-14)

(a) reading (b ) measurement (c) regulation (d) study
12 The man a cry. (1.15)

(a) escaped (b) gave (c) left (d) shouted
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Listen to the tape then answer the question below.

How did Hawkwood make money in times of peace?

There was a time when the owners of shops and businesses in
Chicago had to pay large sums of money to gangsters in return for
‘protection’. If the money was not paid promptly, the gangsters
would quickly put a man out of business by destroying his shop.
Obtaining ‘protection money’ is not a modern crime. As long ago
as the fourteenth century, an Englishman, Sir John Hawkwood,

made the remarkable discovery that people would rather pay large
sums of money than have their life work destroyed by gangsters.

Six hundred years ago, Sir John Hawkwood arrived in Italy with a band of soldiers and settled near
Florence. He soon made a name for himself and came to be known to the Italians as Giovanni Acuto.
Whenever the Italian city-states were at war with each other, Hawkwood used to hire his soldiers to princes
who were willing to pay the high price he demanded. In times of peace, when business was bad, Hawkwood
and his men would march into a city-state and, after burning down a few farms, would offer to go away if
protection money was paid to them. Hawkwood made large sums of money in this way. In spite of this, the
Italians regarded him as a sort of hero. When he died at the age of eighty, the Florentines gave him a state
funeral and had a picture painted which was dedicated to the memory of ‘the most valiant soldier and most
notable leader, Signor Giovanni Haukodue’.

New Words and Expressions

gangster (title) /'gasqsto/n. WE,
Chicago (1.1) /Ji'kaigou/ n. (HHIÿTff)
protection (1.3) /prs'tekjan/ n. fflf/'
promptly (1.3) /'prmnptli/ adv.
destroy (1.4) /dis'troi/ v.
remarkable (1.7) /n'mcnkabal/ adj.
band (1.9) /bacndJ n.W, ®ft
Florence (1.10) / 'florins/ n.

city-state (1.11) /.siti'steit/ AI. ('S'ft)
hire (1.11) /'haio/ v. filth, in
prince (1.11) /prins/ n. tli, i#ft
Florentine (1.15) /'flDrontain? n. ft A
funeral (1.16) /'fjumarol/ n. PfL
dedicate (1.16) /'dedikeit/ v.
memory (1.16) / 'memari/ n.
valiant (1.16) /'vasljont/ adj.

Notes on the text j£#

1 in return for ..., ft “fttl......it »

2 out of business, ifflTj, I®;* »

3 as long ago as, ft “illifj”. “W it . as long as “Rft” “Kit
Z!K” it .
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Unit 1 Lesson 14

4 people would rather pay large sums of money than have their lile work destroyed by gangsters,

5 made a name for himself, tb T »

6 be at war with o

7 in times of peace, °
8 a sort of hero, o sort of ft ft iff o • -

TÿX

ut, o ft®. iw&” 14 mi, n
puÿsa ■ sÿffiiiifcwaÿRWsa: Aimt® .

600 f<j*& ■ ®£f£|§ff±ÿ#--IA±£&IiJ;tAf'J , *6ttftaj7« = ,-t
Af'JAftfMFJUS Wlfft , Sÿffi«fiEJEflllW±ÿSMRiÿ!SÿitJie5ifr«l®±.

. *£{Etiffliift7m&7Aÿt o JSLflfioitt, £**iJAS£iefflittffc*ft£it , life
80 Wf'ffeiÿAÿÿftTSP, “&-1Att(tf]$±,

£ • i®r/$ftft4” .
Summary writing Mÿrÿft

In not more than 80 words write an account of Sir John Hawkwood
Do not include anything that is not in the last paragraph.
Answer these questions in note form to get your points:

1 Where did Sir John Hawkwood settle six hundred years ago?
2 Whom did he hire soldiers to in times of war?
3 Would he threaten to destroy a city-state in times of peace or not?
4 When would he spare a city-state?
5 Did the Italians regard him as a hero in spite of this or rot?
6 How old was he when he died?
7 Who gave him a state funeral when he died?
8 Did they have a picture painted or not?
9 What was it dedicated to?

Vocabulary i*jr
Give another word or phrase to replace the following words as they are used in the passage: sums (1.2);

promptly (1.3); obtaining (1.5); remarkable (1.7); settled (1.9); hire (1.11); demanded (1.12).

Composition ftx
In not more than 200 words write an imaginary account of one of Sir John Hawkwood’s exploits. Use the
ideas given below. Do not write more than three paragraphs.
Title: Hawkwood defeated.
Introduction : News that Hawkwood and his men were approaching — panic — villagers prepared to defend farms.

’s career from the time he arrived in Italy.

]
]
]
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Development: Farmers fought — poorly armed — many killed — Hawkwood destroyed farms — sent message to
prince of city-state — demanded money — refused — battle followed — Hawkwood invaded city — many buildings
were destroyed — people killed.
Conclusion: Hawkwood was driven off — never attacked this city again — later became the prince’s friend.

Letter writing 4$\t %ft
You had agreed to give a talk at your local library, but now find that you are unable to do so. Write a letter
of about 80 words explaining why. Supply a suitable Introduction and Conclusion. Use the following ideas
to write the Purpose: sorry for the inconvenience — you are being sent abroad by your firm — will be away for three

weeks — hope to give a talk on a later occasion.

Key structures
Have, (IKS 90) (0mm 2 mm 90

Exercises >\
A Note how have has been used in lines 8 and 16.
B Write sentences using have with the following:

1 a smoke;

2 got a headache;

3 repaired.

Special difficulties *£ A
People would rather pay large sums of money than ... (11.7-8)
Instead of saying:
I prefer to wait here.

I prefer not to wait here.

It would be better if he waited here.
It would be better if he didn’t wait here.

We can say:
I would rather wait here.

Or: I would sooner wait here.
1 would rather not wait here.

Or: I would sooner not wait here.
I’d rather he waited here.
I’d rather he didn’t wait here.

Exercise & >\
Give the correct form of the verbs in parentheses:

1 I’d rather (go) to the cinema.
2 I’d rather he (leave) earlier.
3 I’d rather you not (speak) to him.
4 I’d rather not (speak) about it.
5 I’d rather my father (settle) the account.
6 She’d rather you not (tell) anyone about it.
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Multiple choice questions £
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.

Comprehension a#
1 What ‘protection’ did Chicago gangsters give to those who paid them?

(a) They saved those people’s businesses from destruction.
(b) They left those people’s business premises unharmed.
(c) They protected those people against criminals like Sir John Hawkwood.
(d ) They did not take those people’s lives.

2 Sir John Hawkwood’s Italian name, ‘Giovanni Acuto’, was one which
(a) he gave himself in order to become better known to the Italians
(b) he earned through his sharp practice of selling his ‘protection’
(c) he needed in order to hire his soldiers to Italian princes
(d) was given him in recognition of his services to the Italian states

3 The Italians regarded Hawkwood as a sort of hero
(a) in that they could not help admiring his boldness and bravery
Cb) as he helped the citizens in peacetime when business was bad for them
(c) despite the protection money he offered to those whose farms he burnt
(d) for he lived so long and was given a state funeral by the Florentines

Structure
4 Obtaining ‘protection money’ is a crime which practised for a long time. (1.5)

(a) has been (b) is (c) was (d) is being
5 People prefer paying large sums of money their life work destroyed by gangsters. (11.7-8)

(a) than have (b) to have (c) to having (d) than they have
6 Princes used to hire Hawkwood. (11.1 1-12)

(a) his soldiers from (b) soldiers from (c) soldiers of (d) some soldiers of
7 They would refuse to go away protection money was paid to them. (11. 1 3-14)

(a) unless (b ) provided that (c) except that (d) without
8-at the age of eighty, the Florentines gave him ... (11.15-16)

(a) On dying (b ) Having died (c) On his death (d) Dead

Vocabulary in.
9 Six hundred years have since Sir John Hawkwood arrived in ... (11.9-10)

(a) past (b) passed (c) been (d) departed
10 - princes who were to pay the high price he demanded. (11.11-12)

(a) agreeable (b) accepting (c) desirable (d) prepared
1 1 Hawkwood made large sums of money (1.14)

(a) by the way (b) with such manners (c) on this road (d) like this
12 ‘the most soldier and most notable leader’... (11.16-17)

(a) valuable (b) worthy (c) brave (d) hardy
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Lesson 15 Fifty pence worth of trouble

5
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Listen to the tape then answer the question below.

Did George get anything for his fifty pence? What?

Children always appreciate small gifts of money. Mum or dad, of
course, provide a regular supply of pocket money, but uncles and
aunts are always a source of extra income. With some children,
small sums go a long way. If fifty pence pieces are not exchanged
for sweets, they rattle for months inside money boxes. Only very
thrifty children manage to fill up a money box. For most of them,
fifty pence is a small price to pay for a nice big bar of chocolate.

My nephew, George, has a money box but it is always empty. Very few of the fifty pence pieces and
pound coins I have given him have found their way there. I gave him fifty pence yesterday and advised him
to save it. Instead he bought himself fifty pence worth of trouble. On his way to the sweet shop, he dropped
his fifty pence and it bounced along the pavement and then disappeared down a drain. George took off his
jacket, rolled up his sleeves and pushed his right arm through the drain cover. He could not find his fifty
pence piece anywhere, and what is more, he could not get his arm out. A crowd of people gathered round
him and a lady rubbed his arm with soap and butter, but George was firmly stuck. The fire brigade was
called and two fire fighters freed George using a special type of grease. George was not too upset by his
experience because the lady who owns the sweet shop heard about his troubles and rewarded him with a
large box of chocolates.

New Words and Expressions A ft frMiS-

appreciate (1.1) /o'priijieit/ v.
pocket money (1.2) /'pDkit-,m\ni/
rattle (1.5) /'raetl/ v.
thrifty (1.6) /'0rifti/ adj. AftW
nephew (1.8) /'nefju:/ n. ftA,
bounce (1.1 1) /bauns/ v.

pavement (1. 1 1) /'peivmant/ n. Afrit
stick (1.14) /stik/ (stuck /stAk/, stuck) v. Aft, A

ft,
brigade (1.14) /bri'geid/ n. Jn£, ( Mffr ) PA
grease (1.15) /grits/ n. PJ/f'/S

Notes on the text
1 with some children, friÿ with llfcfrft “AT” iff „
2 go a long way, =
3 If fifty pence pieces are not exchanged for sweets, 50 ftifrtlftiTi . exchange ... for ...

ft W......ffe......iff, pence pennies, HUfiftAfnl o #Q: a fifty pence
1 A 50 M fifty pennies 50 A 1 ft dtSiJftffi „

4 have found their way there, ft1!3 there o find one’s way ftft Mft “ISA" iff, UPSfcS1)
S o

5 what is more, => Ain «
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iC

AtfJifci! = *f7ÿ&75fci£, '>*M«nTW?E1R-l)c-aiftfilI . 50 «±ÿ*3l6*fet*lfe, JMBIKttfttt*
a®snTÿmii±$f/i/N! . .*tAStf#&7*i£, JB
50 £**7ti-fctt o

(iA*a$w. 50 =

ftA, 50 ffi±tfcflS#ie*, ffll*l*fcft&SB£7 50 50 &±#
M±,£A17iI±M7/lT,wmiimm . #fe*U7, #£ISI»W»afc7Wi<gli. fSffeJII7¥
A&S«?IJSI5 50 ffi±«ri5, teMs&jf&#jii7t±iÿ7.&KtfEimmm±TmK I»W±
i*7SE£. M'/ft, ®lft&MJfrW05&-|*W!l*!Kto o tfAtJ*1*ni|*jim&,

—X±Fi3itJ =

Summary writing
In not more than 80 words describe George’s experiences after his uncle gave him fifty pence. Do not

include anything that is not in the last paragraph.
Answer these questions in note form to get your points:

1 Where was George going?
2 Where did he lose his fifty pence? J
3 Did he take his jacket off or not?
4 Where did he put his arm? J
5 Didhe find his fifty pence, or did he fail to find it? j
6 Could he get his arm out or not? J
7 Did a crowd of people gather round him or not?
8 What did a lady try to do? J
9 Did she succeed or did she fail? 1

10 How did firemen finally free George? J
11 What did the owner of the sweet shop present him with? ]

Vocabulary 7]r
Give another word or phrase to replace the following words as they are used in the passage: appreciate (1.1);

gifts (1.1); extra income (1.3); rattle (1.5); price (1.7); gathered (1.13); was firmly stuck (1.14).

Composition fp x
Suppose you were among the crowd of people that gathered round George. Write an imaginary account of
what happened. Expand the following into a paragraph of about 150 words.
Iwas walking along the street whenI...Icould hear people shouting and ... On arriving at the scene,I... A lady
carrying a large bar of soap and a saucepan full of water ... She asked the boy if ... Then she rubbedhis arm with butter,
but ... Meanwhile, someone had telephoned ... The boy hadbegun to cry, but when ... At first, the firemen decided to ...
but they changed their minds and ... The boy was soon free and though his arm hurt, he ... (82 words)
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Letter writing $ it % ft

Write a letter of about 80 words to your eight-year-old nephew asking him what he would like you to buy
him for his birthday. Supply a suitable Introduction and Conclusion. Use the following information to write
the Purpose: you want to get him something he will really like — a few suggestions — ask him to let you know what

he wants — you will send it by post so that it arrives on his birthday.

Key structures
Can. (IKS 91) 2 m 9i

Exercise 3
A Note how the following have been used in the passage:

manage to (1.6) and could not (1.12).
B Write sentences using each of the following:

1 was able to:
2 could;
3 managed to.

Special difficulties
Only very thrifty children manage to fill up a money box. (11.5-6) up &
Note the use of up in these sentences:
We drove up to the farmhouse.
The children ran up the garden path to greet their father.
I didn't like my composition so 1 tore it up.
He has built up a large collection of stamps.

Exercise & >1
Complete these sentences using the correct form of the following verbs: do, save, wind, sail, wrap, button,
go, eat.

1 If I car up enough money. I shall go abroad.
2 The steamboat up the river.
3 It was very cold so I up my coat before going out.
4 up what is on your plate and I’ll give you some more.
5 I-up to a policeman and asked him the way to the station.
6 He the fish up in a piece of newspaper.
7 My watch has stopped because I forgot to it up.
8 It takes children a long time to learn how to up their shoelaces.
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Comprehension
1 What do most children do with the money they are given?

(a) They put it in their pockets.
(ib) They wait until their money boxes are full before spending it.
(c) They go straight to a sweet shop and spend it.
0d) They spend a little of it on chocolate.

2 When the writer gave him fifty pence, George
(a) did not hear the writer’s advice
(,b) decided that saving it was more trouble than it was worth
(c) waited until the next day before deciding to spend it on sweets
{d) set out for the sweet shop, but lost it on his way

3 Once the fire fighters had come to George’s rescue
0a) George had his arm greased and was able to get it out of the drain
(b) George took his fire fighters and got some chocolate at the sweet shop
(c) the lady who had failed to rescue George gave him a box of chocolates
(d) George was rewarded by the owner of the sweet shop for his trouble

Structure Ufa
4 Fifty pence is not to pay for a bar of chocolate. (11.6-7)

(a) many (b) much (c) plenty (d) big
5 I gave him fifty pence yesterday and advised him he it. (11.9-10)

(a) saves (b) should save (c) would save (d) was saving
6 He to the sweet shop when he dropped his fifty pence. (11.10-11)

(a) had gone (b) was going to go ‘(c) went (d) was going
7 He could not find his fifty pence anywhere get his arm out. (11.12-13)

(a) nor could he (b) nor he could (c) neither he could (d) either he could not
8 A lady put (11.13-14)

(a) on his arm soap and butter (b) his arm on soap and butter
(c) soap and butter on his arm (d) on his arm with soap and butter

Vocabulary >C
9 With some children, small sums (11.3-4)

(a) last a long time Cb) are very durable (c) have far to go (d) gain in value
10 A crowd of people gathered and a lady ... (11.13-14)

(a) on a tour (b) in turn (c) in a circle (d) in a cycle
1 1 George was stuck. (1.14)

(a) strictly (b) well and truly (c) hardly (d) by no means
12 George was not too by his experience. (1.15)

(a) moved Cb) distressed (c) excited (d) embarrassed
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Lesson 16 Mary had a little lamb
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Listen to the tape then answer the question below.

Was Dimitri right to apologize to his neighbour? Why not?

Mary and her husband Dimitri lived in the tiny village of Perachora

in southern Greece. One of Mary’s prize possessions was a little
white lamb which her husband had given her. She kept it tied to a
tree in a field during the day and went to fetch it every evening.
One evening, however, the lamb was missing. The rope had been
cut, so it was obvious that the lamb had been stolen.

When Dimitri came in from the fields, his wife told him what
had happened. Dimitri at once set out to find the thief. He knew it would not prove difficult in such a small
village. After telling several of his friends about the theft, Dimitri found out that his neighbour, Aleko, had

suddenly acquired a new lamb. Dimitri immediately went to Aleko’s house and angrily accused him of
stealing the lamb. He told him he had better return it or he would call the police. Aleko denied taking it and
led Dimitri into his backyard. It was true that he had just bought a lamb, he explained, but his lamb was
black. Ashamed of having acted so rashly, Dimitri apologized to Aleko for having accused him. While they
were talking it began to rain and Dimitri stayed in Aleko’s house until the rain stopped. When he went
outside half an hour later, he was astonished to find that the little black lamb was almost white. Its wool.
which had been dyed black, had been washed clean by the rain!

New words and expressions

prize (1.2)/praiz/ adj. &t), 3?t4
tie (1.3) /tai/ v.
theft (1.9) /0eft/ n.
accuse (1.10) /o’kjuiz/ v. IHS

deny (1.11) /di’nai/ v. -S'iA
ashamed (1.13) /o'Jeimd/ adj.
apologize (1.13) /o'pDbdjaizI v.
dye (1.16) /dai/ v. Vk

Notes on the text >A#
1. it would not prove difficult, ftAÿfftJ!) M o

prove fT “ iff Bf]ft ” i#, it would not be difficult °
2 accuse sb. of (doing) sth. “ttm, 8$ o

3 he had better return it, °
had better ° j&'NSintfc should fH ought to Wifnl
wmi .

4 denied taking it ...,
deny tilhilled ip „

5 apologize to sb. lor (doing) sth. , ft “0 (1$) AiSfX (hjSiS o
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-RfifcAÿ . &X, o cJJl, -X&±, SPR/Jÿ#
£§£7 o »7ttA*l»r, .

jfiAÿfiAU&SBJlt, ift, ftfc4±ifc A$f§n£ÿftJA .
'HU*#*®* . JI/HKSJS, mxw£%mmw%w?'mm3i®£T-Rÿm% . ii*#m
±mk'm?m%., . mmÿmx,
fcftMSBatlST o 7®, fMH&B'jÿ7-R3i% mmWWil, c SSW##
rWJWES, fannWMTWi,\mmj\k . StfcfliffHftlSMtfliS, XT&Tif ,

Ait . ¥*u*j5, .

Summary writing #-£% 'ft
In not more than 80 words describe what happened from the time when Dimitri learnt that his wife’s white
lamb had been stolen. Do not include anything that is not in the last paragraph.
Answer these questions in note form to get your points:

1 What did Mary tell Dimitri when he came home? ~1

2 What did Dimitri learn about his neighbour, Aleko?
3 Where did Dimitri go?
4 What did he accuse Aleko of?
5 Did Aleko show Dimitri his new lamb or not?
6 What colour was it?
7 What did Dimitri do when he saw it was black?
8 Wrhy did Dimitri stay in Aleko’s house for half an hour?
9 Why did he get a surprise when he went outside?

10 Had the lamb been dyed or not? j

Vocabulary >];c

Give another word or phrase to replace the following words as they are used in the passage: tiny (1.1); fetch
(1.4); missing (1.5); acquired (1.10); denied (1.11); apologized (1.13); dyed (1.16).

Composition ip x
In not more than 200 words continue the above passage. Use the ideas given below. Do not write more than
three paragraphs.
Title: Not so black.
Introduction: Dimitri took a close look at the lamb — surprised — it was white — recognized it as his own.
Development: Angry scene — accusation — Aleko still denied theft — violent argument — finally Aleko admitted it

—• Dimitri called the police — Aleko was arrested — Dimitri took the lamb home.
Conclusion: Excitement in the village — villagers were amused by the event — discussed it at great length for a long
time.
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Letter writing # if 5 ft
The following events have prompted you to write letters. Write suitable introductions of about 25 words
each.

1 A prize you have won.
2 An examination you have passed.

Key structures 32
He accused him of stealing the lamb. (IKS 92) 2 92

Exercises & sj

A Note the form of the verbs in italics: accused him of stealing (11.10-11); Aleko denied taking it (1.11); ashamed

of having acted ... (1.13); apologized for having accused (1.13); it began to rain (1.14).

B Write sentences using the following:
1 We continued ...
2 Let’s go...
3 This shirt needs ...

4 Excuse my ...

Special difficulties
He had better return it. (1.11)
Instead of saying:
It would be advisable for you to leave now.
It would not be advisable for you to telephone him

Exercise & 3
Rewrite the following sentences using had better in place of it would be advisable.

1 It would be advisable for us to have lunch.
2 It would be advisable for her to renew her passport.
3 It would not be advisable for you to ask so many questions.
4 It would not be advisable for us to stay any longer.
5 It would be advisable for the children to get an early night.
6 It would be advisable for me to consult my solicitor.

Multiple choice questions £
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.

Comprehension ®$£
1 Every evening, Mary used to go and___

.

(a) cut the lamb from the rope it had been tied on
(.b ) untie the lamb so it could wander in the field at night

We can say:
You had better leave now.
You had better not telephone him.
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(c) bring her lamb back home for the night
(.d) make sure that her lamb was not missing

2 It would not be difficult to find the thief because
(a) the lamb had been one of Mary's prize possessions
(,b) news travels fast in a small community
(c) Dimitri had a lot of friends in the village
(<d) the rain would soon wash the black dye off the lamb

3 When Aleko first showed Dimitri the lamb in his backyard
(a) he was truthful about how he had acquired the lamb but not about its colour
(b) Dimitri admitted that the lamb could not be his wife’s
(c) it was clear that the lamb had been dyed black
(d) it started to rain before Dimitri had time to identify the lamb as his

Structure
4 Mary and her husband Dimitri lived in Perachora, _ tiny village in southern Greece. (11.1-2)

(a) in a (fc) the (c) in the (d) a
5 - was a little white lamb which had been from her husband. (11.2-3)

(a) present (b) presented (c) presenting (d) a present
6 On her husband’s return, what had happened. (11.7-8)

(a) his wife told him Cb) she told Dimitri (c) Mary told him (d) Dimitri was told
7 - it would not prove difficult in a village of size. (11.8-9)

(a) a such small (b) so small (c) the smallest (d) so small a
8 He told him if he it, he would call the police. (1.11)

(a) was not returning (b) did not return (c) has not returned (d) had not returned

Vocabulary >n
9 One of Mary’s most possessions .,,. (1.2)

(a) valued (b ) worthwhile (c) worthy (d) expensive
10 After the theft to several of his friends ... (1.9)

(a) telling (.b) reporting (c) expressing (d) counting
1 1 During their , it began to rain. (11.13-14)

(a) chat (b) argument (c) conversation (d) speech
12 When he went half an hour later ... (11.14-15)

(a) out of doors ( b) into the open (c) in the open air (d) inside out
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Listen to the tape then answer the question below.

How is the bridge supported?

Verrazano, an Italian about whom little is known, sailed into New
York Harbour in 1524 and named it Angouleme. He described it as
‘a very agreeable situation located within two small hills in the

midst of which flowed a great river.’ Though Verrazano is by no
means considered to be a great explorer, his name will probably
remain immortal, for on November 21st, 1964, the longest
suspension bridge in the world was named after him.

The Verrazano Bridge, which was designed by Othmar Ammann, joins Brooklyn to Staten Island. It has
a span of 4,260 feet. The bridge is so long that the shape of the earth had to be taken into account by its
designer. Two great towers support four huge cables. The towers are built on immense underwater platforms
made of steel and concrete. The platforms extend to a depth of over 100 feet under the sea. These alone took
sixteen months to build. Above the surface of the water, the towers rise to a height of nearly 700 feet. They
support the cables from which the bridge has been suspended. Each of the four cables contains 26,108
lengths of wire. It has been estimated that if the bridge were packed with cars, it would still only be carrying
a third of its total capacity. However, size and strength are not the only important things about this bridge.
Despite its immensity, it is both simple and elegant, fulfilling its designer’s dream to create 'an enormous
object drawn as faintly as possible’.

New words and expressions

suspension (title) /sos'penfÿnin. M, Si
agreeable (1.3) /a'griiobal/ adj. SAW
situation (1.3) /.sitju'eijÿn/ n. itfeS
locate (1.3) /bo'keit/ v. A
immortal (1.6) /i'mo:tl/ adj. TKÿW, 1SW
Brooklyn (1.8) / 'bruklin/ n. )
Staten (1.8) /'staebn/ n. Min® ( )
span (1.9) /speen/ n. (§:
cable (1.10) /'keibal/ n. ty&M

concrete (1.11) /'kogkriit/ n. ‘(Silli
suspend (1.13) /sas'pend/ v.
length (1.14) /leqO/ n. fil, ix
estimate (1.14) /'estimeit/ v. feif
capacity (1.15) /ko'pacsiti/ n. ASs
immensity (1.16) /fmensiti/ n. E A
elegant (1.16) I'ehgÿnt/ adj.{fcjf
faintly (1.17) / feintli/ adv.

Notes on the text
1 describe ... as ... ’’IE............”, AA......” i# „
2 located within two small hills in the midst of which flowed a great river,(5AM®Alii Ala], (Sift
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located ... situation; in the midst of which ?l T'/Lin'/AT), which fa two small

hills o in the midst of, -/£......T. ‘t3 o

3 by no means, i&'E °
4 be named after sb., AtHlÿaÿ-fjpÿi o

5 be taken into account, o

6 It has been estimated ..., HHiSt-t, °
7 be packed with ... ............’ I? °

-ÿAM/A+famir .
HA 1964 11 71 21

• RTftttit, 4,260 £R.imtA-fe,Bit#
*fcÿ*7Jl!sSW®#.W&giS£#* 4 MAftM o JtMlEEAMjrRHJBiUBATGA .
w\mM, ioo %R o {mmmmtstftT 16 'tRtmm. 700 IER .

o 4 26,108 .ISffiit, £*f±g*7rt3s
SCAM 1/3 . mm, HMMSA, ISM,%

Summary writing
Describe the Verrazano Bridge in not more than 80 words. Do not include anything that is not in the last
paragraph.
Answer these questions in note form to get your points:

1 What is the name of the bridge which joins Brooklyn to Staten Island?
2 What is its span? J
3 How many towers has it got?
4 What do these towers support? J
5 What are the towers built on?
6 How far under the sea do the platforms go?
7 How far above the surface do the towers rise?
8 What is the bridge suspended from? 1
9 How many lengths of wire does each of these cables contain? J

10 Is the bridge very strong or not?
11 Is it simple and elegant or not? J

Vocabulary -ftr
Give another word or phrase to replace the following words as they are used in the passage: agreeable situa¬
tion (1.3); in the midst (11.3-4); considered (1.5); remain immortal (1.6); span (1.9); taken into account (1.9); support
(1.10).

Composition Yf x
Describe any bridge you know well. Expand the following into a paragraph of about 150 words.
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The bridge I know best is called ... It joins ... to ... From far away it looks ... but when you get near ... It is made of ...
and supported by ... which ... If you stand on the bridge early in the morning, you can see ... At this time everything is
quiet. During the day, however, ... I enjoy standing on the bridge at night when ... In the darkness, you can see ... In the
stillness ... are the only sounds that can be heard. (77 words)

Letter writing it % Tt
A friend who is coming to visit you has written to you asking for detailed information on how to get to your
house. Write a reply in about 80 words. Supply a suitable Introduction and Conclusion. Use the following
information to write the Purpose: which train to catch — where to get off — which bus to catch and where — any

familiar landmark — where to get off — which road to take — where your house is.

Key structures
The Verrazano bridge was designed by Othmar Ammann. (IKS 93)
2 mm 93

Exercise & >]

Change the form of the verbs in these sentences. Omit the words in italics. Do not refer to the passage until
you finish the exercise:

1 Verrazano is an Italian about whom we know little.
2 They do not consider Verrazano to be a great explorer.
3 They named the greatest bridge in the world after him.
4 He had to take into account the shape of the earth.
5 They have estimated that if the bridge were packed with cars ...

Special difficulties *£ A
He is by no means considered to be a great explorer. (11.4-5) (Compare
ISD 84) (tftt.fS 2 ffl% 84
Instead of saying: I find that he is quite unsuitable for the job.
We can say: I find him to be quite unsuitable for the job.

Exercise 3
Write these sentences again changing the form of the phrases in italics:

1 I believed that he owned property abroad.
2 The Minister declared that the treaty was invalid.
3 I know that he is a person of high integrity.
4 I guess that he is about twenty-seven years old.
5 We estimated that this picture is worth at least £ 500.

Multiple choice questions $

Choose the correct answers to the following questions.
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Comprehension
1 Verrazano’s name will probably remain immortal because--

(a) it was after he discovered New York Harbour that a bridge was built
(b) he named the river that the new bridge crosses
(c ) he was an explorer of considerable means
(.d) it has been given to the world’s longest suspension bridge

2 The Verrazano Bridge was built with so wide a span because
(a) it had to cover a wide stretch of water
(b) of the unusual shape of the earth around Brooklyn and Staten Island
(c) the water that lies between Brooklyn and Staten Island is very deep
(d) the number of wires in each cable is so great

3 In designing the Verrazano Bridge, Othmar Ammann
(a) had to account for the curvature of the earth’s surface
(,b) spent over a year building the platforms that form the bridge’s base
(c) had to consider the number of vehicles that might cross the bridge at any one time
0d) wished to reduce the size of the bridge as much as possible

Structure
4 He described it situated, (11.2-3)

(a) as being very agreeably (b) was very agreeable to be
(c) very agreeably having been (d) very agreeably as being

5 The Verrazano Bridge, the design of Othmar Ammann. (1.8)
(a) is (b) was (c) were (d) has been

6 The length of the bridge is the shape of the earth. (11.9-10)
(a) so that (b) such that (c) that which (d) thus

7 The towers are built on which are sunk beneath the water. (11.10-1 1)
(a) ferro-concrete immense platforms
(b) immense made of ferro-concrete platforms
(c) and made of ferro-concrete immense platforms
id) immense ferro-concrete platforms

8 Even if the bridge were packed with cars, it could still three times the load. (11. 14-15)
(a) be carrying (b) be able to carry (c) only carry {d) carry

Vocabulary >1>c
9 ‘a very agreeable situation with two small hills lying ’ (11.3-4)

(a) on either side (b) on every side (c) besides (d) side by side
10 The Verrazano Bridge Brooklyn with Staten Island. (1.8)

(a) attaches (b) unifies (c) links {d) relates
1 1 A bridge which is hung from cables is known as a bridge. (11.12-13)

(a) suspended (b) suspense (c) suspension id) suspender
1 2 If the bridge were loaded with as many cars as it could , it would still ...(11.14-15)

(a) sustain (b) endure (c) receive (d) take
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Lesson 18 Electric currents in modern art 3EJil'fÿ'E7|t;4’9543it

3 Listen to the tape then answer the question below.

How might some of the exhibits have been dangerous?

Modem sculpture rarely surprises us any more. The idea that modem
art can only be seen in museums is mistaken. Even people who
take no interest in art cannot have failed to notice examples of
modern sculpture on display in public places. Strange forms stand

5 in gardens, and outside buildings and shops. We have got quite
used to them. Some so-called ‘modem’ pieces have been on display
for nearly eighty years.

In spite of this, some people— including myself—were surprised by a recent exhibition of modem sculp¬
ture. The first thing I saw when I entered the art gallery was a notice which said: ‘Do not touch the exhibits.

10 Some of them are dangerous!’ The objects on display were pieces of moving sculpture. Oddly shaped forms
that are suspended from the ceiling and move in response to a gust of wind are quite familiar to everybody.
These objects, however, were different. Lined up against the wall, there were long thin wires attached to
metal spheres. The spheres had been magnetized and attracted or repelled each other all the time. In the
centre of the hall, there were a number of tall structures which contained coloured lights. These lights

15 flickered continuously like traffic lights which have gone mad. Sparks were emitted from small black boxes
and red lamps flashed on and off angrily. It was rather like an exhibition of prehistoric electronic equipment.
These peculiar forms not only seemed designed to shock people emotionally, but to give them electric
shocks as well!

some people—including myself—were surprised

New words and expressions

current (title) /'kvrant/ n. AA
sculpture (1.1) /'skAlptJo/ n.StH
mistaken (1.2) /mi'steikon/ adj.
gallery (1.9) /'gaelsri/ n. HAtt
exhibit (1.9) /ig'zibit/ n. MPP,
oddly (1.10) / Ddli1 adv. AM
attach (1.12) /o'taetj/ v.
sphere (1.13) /sfio/zi. If#
magnetize (1.13) /'masgmtaiz/ v. t
repel (1.13) /ri'pel/ v.

flicker (1.15) /'flika/ v.
emit (1.15) /I'mit/v.
flash (1.16) /flasJV v. A A
prehistoric (1.16) /.priihi'storik/ adj.

electronic (1.16) /qlek'trDnik/ adj. fe-f frtl
peculiar (1.17) /pi'kjuilio/ adj.
shock (1.17) /jDk/ V. MM A
emotionally (1.17) /rmoujanoli/ adv. IfStf _h

Notes on the text if x
i

82
2

The idea that ... is mistaken.
iJt&h that 31 idea „

take no interest in ..., “iff......I? o
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3 cannot have failed to notice, »

“cannot + have + HAW
4 move in response to a gust of wind, RfiMP< tfc °

in response (to) YE “P?]i§- , D|RJ tSZ , ill » (MBR) RfiJxlTfn Llj ■>

5 be familiar to ... M. “A......WJSL© °
6 Lined up against the wall, °
7 like traffic lights which have gone mad, °

go mad YE '“Mi’S.” itt °
8 on and ofT (iffYE off and on) YE “'fi’tft” i# «

9 These peculiar forms not only seemed designed ..., seemed seemed designed fLffl-N) were

designed tf&tj o

mm, Mm, sme&fi£flHR7 .%mEjtm “wiv so *ET ,

±®Wt: MmM . Afll0r»iS«US*Jift*
£«±, o o Kn%*£Xi£
f &JSJ* . o JB/f

(« AAtfeAftlW!

Summary writing
In no? more than 80 words describe what the writer saw from the moment he entered the art gallery. Do not
include anything that is not in the last paragraph.
Answer these questions in note form to get your points:

1 What did the writer see when he entered the art gallery? n
2 Why did it forbid people to touch the exhibits? J
3 What did the exhibition consist of? "j
4 What did the writer see against the wall? -i

5 What did the spheres do? J
6 What did the tall structures in the centre of the hall contain? -i

7 What did the coloured lights do? J
8 What was emitted from black boxes? n
9 Did red lamps go on and off or not?

Vocabulary i*] >c
Give another word or phrase to replace the following words as they are used in the passage: on display (1.4);
oddly (1.10); suspended (1.11); response (1.11); familiar (1.11); attached (1.12); flickered continuously (1.15).
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Composition #i:
In not more than 200 words describe an exhibition of modern paintings (real or imaginary). Use the ideas
given below. Do not write more than three paragraphs.
Title: An interesting exhibition.
Introduction: Work of many artists exhibited — great public interest — you went to the art gallery.
Development: Description of some of the pictures on display — the picture you liked best — the strangest picture of
them all.
Conclusion: People’s comments overheard — your opinion of the paintings at the exhibition.

Letter writing %it % ft

Write a letter of about 80 words to a friend accepting an invitation to go with him to an exhibition. Supply a
suitable Introduction and Conclusion. Use the following information to write the Purpose:
thank him for invitation — looking forward to meeting him again soon — particularly interested in the exhibition —
why — where you will meet your friend: time and place.

Key structures
(IKS 94) (#£$ 2 mm 94

Exercise & s\
Supply the missing words in the following sentences. Do not refer to the passage until you finish the exer¬
cise.

1 Even people who take no interest art cannot have failed to notice examples of modern sculpture
display in public places.

2 We have got quite used them.
3 Oddly shaped forms that are suspended the ceiling and move response a gust

of wind are quite familiar everybody.
4 There were long thin wires attached metal spheres.

Special difficulties
Spelling
Note the spelling of the words in italics:
I’ll pay the bill. He never pays his bills.
He owns a donkey. I own two donkeys.
You’ll wake up the baby. Babies often cry.
Will he try again? He never tries very hard.

Exercise ££ s\
Add -5 or -ies to the following words. Make any other necessary changes:
lady, supply, valley, qualify, story, day, say, reply, marry, way, chimney, hurry, stay, enjoy, buy, body, bury, fry.
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Multiple choice questions
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.

Comprehension
1 Modem sculpture rarely surprises us any more because

(a) even if not in museums, we see it in and around other public places
(b) despite people’s lack of interest in art, it is put on display
(c) people not only display it in their houses but in their gardens also
(d) museums have been exhibiting it for nearly eighty years

2 What surprised the writer when he visited a recent exhibition of modem sculpture?
(a) The fact that people were forbidden to touch the exhibits.
(b) The oddly shaped forms that were suspended from the ceiling.
( c) The way in which electrical energy was used to produce mobile effects.
(d) The prehistoric electronic equipment used to activate the exhibits.

3 The pieces of sculpture on display at the exhibition were
(a) noticed because they were dangerous
(b) either hung on wires or built into the middle of the hall
( c) flickering continuously with different coloured lights
(d) such that one could not pass them unnoticed though it seemed wiser to pass them untouched

Structure Ufa
4 - ‘modem’ pieces on display nearly eighty years ago. (11.6-7)

{a) have been (b) are first (c) were first (d) had been
5 The first thing I saw to the art gallery ... (1.9)

(a) on my arrival (b) on entering (c) at the entrance (d) having arrived
6 The notice prohibited people the exhibits. (11.9-10)

(a) to touch (b) from touching (c ) touching (d) not to touch
7 The spheres had been magnetized attracted or repelled each other ... (1.13)

(a) so that they (b) so they were (c) so as they had (d) in order that they
8 These peculiar forms to shock people emotionally and to ... (11.17-18)

(a) both seemed designed (b) seemed both designed
(c) seemed both designed and (d) seemed designed both

Vocabulary fa >c
9 - forms that are suspended from the ceiling and move are ... (11.10-11)

(a) at one blow (b) all of a sudden (c) with a light touch (d) at the slightest breath
10 Small black boxes sparks... (1.15)

(a) gave off (b) sent by (c) gave over (d) throw off
11 There were a number of tall structures in different colours. (1.14)

(a) enlightened (b) illuminated (c) alighted (d) burning
12 These peculiar forms not only seemed to shock people ... (11.17-18)

(a) drawn (b) planned (c) intended (d) created
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Listen to the tape then answer the question below.

Why was Rastus ‘very dear’ in more ways than one?

Kidnappers are rarely interested in animals, but they recently took
considerable interest in Mrs. Eleanor Ramsay’s cat. Mrs. Eleanor
Ramsay, a very wealthy old lady, has shared a flat with her cat,

Rastus, for a great many years. Rastus leads an orderly life. He
usually takes a short walk in the evenings and is always home by
seven o’clock. One evening, however, he failed to arrive. Mrs.
Ramsay got very worried. She looked everywhere for him but could
not find him.

Three days after Rastus’ disappearance, Mrs. Ramsay received an anonymous letter. The writer stated
that Rastus was in safe hands and would be returned immediately if Mrs. Ramsay paid a ransom of £1,000.

Mrs. Ramsay was instructed to place the money in a cardboard box and to leave it outside her door. At first,
she decided to go to the police, but fearing that she would never see Rastus again—the letter had made that
quite clear— she changed her mind. She withdrew £1,000 from her bank and followed the kidnapper’s in¬
structions. The next morning, the box had disappeared but Mrs. Ramsay was sure that the kidnapper would
keep his word. Sure enough, Rastus arrived punctually at seven o’clock that evening. He looked very well,
though he was rather thirsty, for he drank half a bottle of milk. The police were astounded when Mrs.
Ramsay told them what she had done. She explained that Rastus was very dear to her. Considering the
amount she paid, he was dear in more ways than one!

New words and expressions

dear (title) /dm/ adj. clivt&tJ
kidnapper (1.1) /'kidnaepo/ n.
considerable (1.2) /kon’sidarabÿl/ adj. A A
wealthy (1.3) /'wel0iI adj. IW,
orderly (1.4) /'oidsli/ adj. #
disappearance (1.9) /.diso'piorans/ n.
anonymous (1.9) /o'nonomos/ adj. W

Notes on the text iÿx >£#
1 share ... with ..., ......cfffl......” ft?
2 be in safe hands, ASPS o

3 she changed her mind, Ai® »

4 keep one’s word, »

5 sure enough, jcM, <,

ransom (1.10) /'raensam/ n. ©ijfe
cardboard (1.11) /'ka:dbo:d/ n.
withdraw (1.13) /wi6'dro:/ (withdrew /wid'dru:/,

withdrawn /wi5'dro:n/) v. (/AfUfr)
punctually (1.15) /'pAqktJuoli/ adv. JUff'lflfe
astound (1.16) /o’staund/ v.
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6 Considering ... he was dear in more ways than one !
considering ... ft ......”, “ft......If” ft?, .
dear 7ftft?U “BJ ” i#, “»*” i# . .
in more ways than one (way) ft ft? «

= *ifi, »*#9BT±T**[llf • ■ im?r±±m 7“
$#araw;gjaA, «*,

&»##**[ 3*fs, Rm&mitttmM
5# LOOO Bm:£ep«i£& . «5g#«4ttttnp . -ft

±*. 1,000 m .mtstmÿgs

= £*&, 7 JSLJE, }£miW£ftt®5fc7 . *e#±*— aiEflf, R*n»»«,
17WE0J o »»**AjEj»0HK«*#iJf7**f, **tfJ§*fcifc1S.a»****l*Hfttt4>**isW*&
»r##? o £|iJife0r£M$$tt, ttW*£.’»tt*t»l:*ÿ7 o

Summary writing
In not more than 80 words describe how Mrs. Ramsay’s cat, Rastus, was returned to her. Do not include
anything that is not in the last paragraph.
Answer these questions in note form to get your points:

1 When did Mrs. Ramsay receive an anonymous letter? j]
2 How much money did the kidnapper demand for the return of the cat? *1

3 What would happen if she went to the police? J
4 Where did she have to put the money? 1
5 Where did she have to put the box? J
6 How much did she draw from the bank?
7 Did she act on the kidnapper’s instructions or not? J
8 Had the money disappeared the following morning or not? 1
9 When did Rastus return to Mrs. Ramsay? J

Vocabulary ;n

Give another word or phrase to replace the following words as they are used in the passage: rarely (1.1);

considerable (1.2); wealthy (1.3); worried (1.7); stated (1.9); changed her mind (1.13); word (1.15).

Composition f£x
Describe how the kidnapper came to know that Mrs. Ramsay was so fond of her cat and how he stole it.
Expand the following into a paragraph of about 150 words.
In a bar one night, Mr. X was talking to a workman who told him that ... The workman added that Mrs. Ramsay ... Every
day, Mr. X stood outside ... As the cat ... that it had regular habits. He also found out as much as he could about Mrs.
Ramsay and leamt that ... One evening, as the cat was leaving the block of flats ... He took the cat to ... During the next
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three days, he walked past Mrs. Ramsay’s flat on several occasions and noticed that ... Now that he was sure ... he wrote

... in which he ... (98 words)

Letter writing 4$ it % ft

Write a letter of about 80 words to a former teacher telling him briefly what you have been doing since you

left school. Supply a suitable Introduction and Conclusion. Use the following information to write your
Purpose: further studies since leaving school — how you got your present job — whether you like it and why — what

you hope to do in the future.

Key structures &tit 4j S!
Review of verb forms. X *} (IKS 95) 2 95 1g;

Exercise & s\
Underline all the verbs in the passage and note how they have been used.

Special difficulties *£ A
The comma, it -f- ft &
Note how commas are used in the following sentences:

1 After we had visited the market, we returned home.
2 Mr. Griffiths, the Prime Minister, said that his party would win the next election.
3 I bought pens, pencils and paper.
4 It was raining heavily and I was sure no one would be at the race course. There were, however, hundreds of people

there.
5 The small boat, which took eleven weeks to cross the Atlantic, arrived at Plymouth yesterday.

Exercise & >\
Insert commas where necessary in the following paragraph:
Before going home I went to the grocer’s. Bill Smith the man who always serves me was very busy. This however did
not worry me. On the contrary it gave me the opportunity to look round for several things I wanted. By the time my turn
came I had already filled a basket with packets of biscuits cans of fruit bars of soap and two large bags of flour.

Multiple choice questions 2
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.

Comprehension
1 Some kidnappers took considerable interest in Mrs. Ramsay’s cat because

(a) Mrs. Ramsay could and would pay a lot to get her only companion back
(b) Mrs. Ramsay clearly loved her cat to have kept him so long
(c) Rastus was an orderly cat and would be easy to look after if kidnapped
(d) Mrs. Ramsay missed her cat whenever he was not back home on time
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2 On what conditions did the kidnapper promise the safe return of Rastus?

(a) His name was not to be revealed and he wanted a ransom of £1,000.

Cb ) Mrs. Ramsay was not to inform the police and had to pay £1,000.
(c) Mrs. Ramsay had to leave her flat until the box with the money had gone.
( d ) Mrs. Ramsay was to withdraw £1,000 from her bank and follow his instructions.

3 How was Rastus dear to Mrs. Ramsay in more ways than one?
(a) She was very fond of him and it had cost her a lot to get him back.
(,b) Besides the high ransom paid on his behalf, he drank a lot of milk.
(c) He was so dear that she had not dared tell the police of the kidnapping.
(d) He was very valuable and she valued him greatly.

Structure Ufa

4 Mrs. Eleanor Ramsay is a very wealthy lady who a flat with her cat Rastus, for a great many
years. (11.2-4)
(a) shares (b) has shared (c) shared (d) had shared

5 She searched for him but could not find him . (11.7-8)
(a) nowhere (.b) somewhere (c) everywhere (d) anywhere

6 Her first reaction the police. (11.11-12)
(a) was to call ( b) was calling (c) she would call (d) being to call

7 But never seeing Rastus again, she changed her mind. (11.12-13)
(a) afraid (b) afraid of (c) for fear (d) afraid for

8 Considering money she paid, he was dear ... (11.17-18)
(a) the great (b) how many (c) how much of (d) what a lot of

Vocabulary i*} >C
9 Rastus leads a life. (1.4)

(a) correct (.b ) measured (c) regular (d) disciplined
10 He usually goes in the evenings ... (11.4-5)

(a) on a trek (b) for a stroll (c) for a trot (d) on foot
11 , Rastus arrived punctually ...(1.15)

(a) Certainly (b) Without a doubt (c) As expected (d) As a matter of fact
12 He appeared very , though ... (11.15-16)

(a) healthy Cb) satisfied (c) good-looking (id) sane
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Listen to the tape then answer the question below.
H& o

What was the name of the first plane to fly across the English
Channel?

In 1908 Lord Northcliffe offered a prize of £1.000 to the first man
who would fly across the English Channel. Over a year passed before
the first attempt was made. On July 19th, 1909, in the early morning,
Hubert Latham took off from the French coast in his plane the
‘Antoinette IV’. He had travelled only seven miles across the
Channel when his engine failed and he was forced to land on the
sea. The ‘Antoinette’ floated on the water until Latham was picked up by a ship.

Two days later, Louis Bleriot arrived near Calais with a plane called ‘No. XI’. Bleriot had been making
planes since 1905 and this was his latest model. A week before, he had completed a successful overland
flight during which he covered twenty-six miles. Latham, however, did not give up easily. He, too, arrived
near Calais on the same day with a new ‘Antoinette’. It looked as if there would be an exciting race across
the Channel. Both planes were going to take off on July 25th, but Latham failed to get up early enough. After
making a short test flight at 4.15 a.m., Bleriot set off half an hour later. His great flight lasted thirty-seven
minutes. When he landed near Dover, the first person to greet him was a local policeman. Latham made
another attempt a week later and got within half a mile of Dover, but he was unlucky again. His engine failed
and he landed on the sea for the second time.

New words and expressions

pioneer (title) /.paia'nm/ n. 9tW. Calais (1.8) /'kaelei/ n. )

lord (1.1) /b:d? n. X} (US) EijK- overland (1.9) /.auvo'laend/ adj.

Notes on the text ffx
1 the English Channel, »

Ktto 350 m 560 &M), ■

2 Over a year passed before the first attempt was made.
-¥£irtiu\Zfe, AMfjfb—ik&tfi .

3 pick up itfcXhff (Mj$S) it®” ft? o

4 did not give up easily, „
give up “fiJtif” 1# o

5 It looked as if there would be an exciting race across the Channel.
o as if look would be

o

6 got within half a mile of Dover, »
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7 Dover P, PlHDfE = 21 (34 &1) ,

c
1908 ¥, i£Wi3Lm&9h!!$:& 1,000

. 1909 7 71 i9 a?f*, wa# • mmmnÿ “%WK%W 4 #” im/Afta , n
f7 7 3i*8t££7tt», #R*m*£fc®± .

l5XWtH2il =
isiÿs, J&SJW • “nv «n#i5fcPjJni3fcRfis . 1905

“11 istn.j6ÿfÿw*isffssÿ .-mm, 26 . rnji

. isi-ÿ, “£#ic£ir .
o ltJl#WT*7E 7 0 25 5&X, . Vpÿam'ftd 4 * 15

x o n ft® = s&

it/sit, c

Summary writing
In not more than 80 words describe the attempts made by Bleriot and Latham to fly across the Channel from
the time when they both arrived at Calais. Do not include anything that is not in the last paragraph.
Answer these questions in note form to get your points:

1 On what date did Bleriot and Latham arrive at Calais? 1

2 Did it look as if there would be a race or not?
3 When would it take place?
4 Why did Latham not take part in the race?
5 Did Bleriot make a short test flight before setting out or not?
6 How long did it take him to fly across the Channel?
7 Who greeted him when he arrived at Dover?
8 How near to Dover did Latham fly the following week?
9 Why did he have to land on the sea for the second time?

Vocabulary >n
Give another word or phrase to replace the following words as they are used in the passage: forced to land
(1.6); picked up (1.7); completed (1.9); covered (1.10); test (1.13); set off (1.13); failed (1.15).

Composition x
Imagine yourself in Bleriot’s position. In not more than 200 words, write a first-person account of the flight
across the Channel. Use the ideas given below. Do not write more than three paragraphs.
Title: My flight across the Channel.
Introduction: Early morning — no sign of Latham — test flight — all well.
Development: Started off — could no longer see ship following below — suddenly alone — worried about direction
— sea and sky — high winds — engine very hot — it began to rain — rain cooled engine — land ahead.
Conclusion: Flew in a circle — looked for a place to land — on field — two minutes later: policeman: bonjour!
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Letter writing # it %ft
Suppose that you are at this moment on board an aeroplane. Write a letter of about 80 words describing your

impressions. Supply a suitable Introduction and Conclusion. Use the following ideas to write the Purpose:
your feelings when the plane took off — how you feel now — height and speed— the view from the window — when

you will arrive at your destination.

Special difficulties
Review SD1-17 A3 % l A. 17

Exercises 3
A Complete the following sentences:

1 What are you looking (SD1) 1 if)

2 We have received fifty applications all. (SD2) 2 if)

3 Ihappened to (SD3) 3 if)

4 It happened (SD3) 3 if)

5 Isuppose (SD7) 7 if)
6 He is supposed (SD7) (#JALWi 7 if)

7 Iwish you (SD12) <4MiLWS 12 if)

8 I’d rather he (SD14) 14 if)

9 IfIcan save enough money (SD15) 15 if.)
10 You had better (SD16) (#JJ0.ÿ 16 if )

11 I find him to (SDI7) 17 if)

B Write sentences using the following words. (SD4) 4 if)

explain/position/me; describe/film/aunt.
C Write these sentences again beginning each one with the words in italics: (SD5) 5 if)

1 He has not only made this mistake before, but he will make it again.
2 I realized what was happening only then.

D Write the opposites of these words. (SD6) 6 if)

polite; agree; legible; accurate; locked; regular.

Multiple choice questions A
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.

Comprehension $L#f-
1 In Hubert Latham’s first attempt to fly the English Channel

(a) Lord Northcliffe offered a prize of £1,000
(b) his engine failed with only seven miles to go before reaching Dover
(c ) his plane developed engine trouble only seven miles after take-off
id) both Latham and his plane were rescued by a passing ship
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2 When Bleriot made his successful crossing
(a) he was flying a plane he had made in 1905
(b) he had already flown overland the distance across the English Channel
(c) he set out for Dover half an hour before Latham did
(d) he was arrested as soon as he landed in England

3 Latham failed at his second attempt because
(a ) he did not get up early enough
(b) he had to make another forced landing
(c) he only got within half a mile of Dover
(d) his plane had not been repaired properly

Structure Hfa
4 The first man across the English Channel would receive Lord Northcliffe’s prize. (11.1-2)

(a) who was going to fly (b) flying (c) to fly
5 The first attempt over a year later. (11.2-3)

(a) was not made till (b) was made in (c) was made after
•6 He, too, near Calais with a new ‘Antoinette’. (11.10-1 1)

(a) just arrived (b) was just arriving (c) had just arrived
7 It to be an exciting race across the Channel. (11.11-12)

(d) having flown

(d) was made until

(d) arrived just

(a) would promise
(c) was promising

8 Latham made another attempt a week later.

(b) would have promised
{d) promised_ he got within half a mile of Dover. (11.14-15)

(a) This time

Vocabulary -ifl >C
9 He had travelled _

(a) farther than
10 The ‘Antoinette’ _

(a) held water

(b) That time (c) When

_ seven miles when ... (11.5-6)
(b) no longer than (c) no further than_ until Latham was picked up ... (1.7)
(.b) was watertight (c) stayed at sea

11 After making a short test flight, Bleriot set off at quarter _
(a) to (b) of (c) before

12 His flight lasted thirty-seven minutes. (11.13-14)
(a) immense (b) long (c) grand

(d) Then

(d) a space of

(d) rode the waves
five. (11.12-13)

(d) past

(d) remarkable
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Composition

a Describe the impressions of a man who returns to his home town after an absence of forty years.
Expand the following into a paragraph of about 150 words:
After an absence of forty years, the man returned to the town where ... Now, as the train drew into the

station, he remembered how, as a boy, he ... The station itself had not changed, but when ... he got a
shock. The old church which used to ... was now surrounded by ... He noticed with dismay that new
blocks of flats had ... After, he went to his old neighbourhood. He was pleased to find that ... Everything
was exactly ... Even the little shop where ... He smiled with pleasure when he saw that ... When ..., he
rapidly made his way to the house where ... (100 words)

b In about 200 words, describe how soldiers searched for a prisoner of war who, after escaping
from his camp, had been hidden by a friendly villager. Do not write more than three paragraphs.
Use the ideas given below:
Soldiers coming — the prisoner hid on the roof — saw the soldiers arrive — they questioned the villager
— the villager pretended not to understand — the soldiers — searched the house and fields — they got
a ladder — they climbed on to the roof — the prisoner climbed down a drain pipe — through an open
window — hid in a large wardrobe -— the soldiers left.

Key structures
Verb forms.
a Supply the correct form of the verbs in parentheses:

Before --(go) to bed, I set lh£ alarm dock to ring at six in the morning because I wanted to get up early.
It-(seem) to me that I no sooner (go) to sleep than the alarm (ring). It__
(be) exactly 6 o’clock. After ____(spend) another ten minutes in bed, I (get) up and
(dress). It-(be) still dark when I (get) outside. There (be) no buses so I
(hurry) to the station on foot. I

_____
_ (walk) for ten minutes when I (decide) to stop and have a

cup of tea at a cafe which just (open). You can imagine my surprise when I (discover) that
the time-(be) only a quarter to six! The night before I (set) the alarm to ring an hour too
soon!

b Give the correct form of the verbs in parentheses:
During the past hundred years, many wonderful cave paintings (discover). Early artists
(use) simple materials and (draw) on rocks. One of the first discoveries (make) in 1879 in
Altamira*. A young girl-(walk) in a cave when she (stop) to light a candle. As soon as she

-(do) so, she —_____—. (see) strange animals on the walls. Since then, a great many more paintings

-(find). In one picture, some deer (hunt) by men. The men (shoot) arrows at
them and the deer-(run) away. Today, we _____

(try) to understand these pictures. Nobody

-(think) that they are childish. From them we (learn) a great deal about early man.
* Altamira

32 o
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c Give the correct form of the verbs in parentheses:
When the great new dam has been built it (supply) power for a third of the country’s requirements. The

dam (take) ten years to build and the course of the river-(change). At present, twenty

thousand workers (employ) and by the time the dam-(complete), it-(cost)

millions of pounds. As many people have had to leave their homes, the government-(build) new vil¬
lages for them. The great dam (improve) living standards. In future, farmers-(produce)
more than half the country’s needs; new factories (build) and the whole country-(have) an
adequate supply of electricity.

d Give the correct form of the verbs in parentheses. Supply speech marks and arrange the conver¬
sation into paragraphs:
After the crash, two angry drivers got out of their cars. ... you always (sleep) when you-
(drive)? (ask) the first driver sarcastically. You (be) on the wrong side of the road. ... you

(mean) to tell me, (shout) the second driver, that you not (notice) that this road
(repair)? Of course I (drive) on the wrong side of the road when you____ (hit) me.

The other side (be) full of holes. ... you not
_

(see) the traffic sign? Listen, (say)
the first driver, ... you ever (drive) a car before? I..........(drive) a car for twenty years. There

(be) good driving schools for people like you. There they (teach) you lots of things — how
to drive a car for instance. Now you really (tell) me something, (answer) the second man
angrily. I happen to be a driving instructor.

e Suppose you were writing a newspaper report of the above conversation. Complete the follow¬
ing:
After the crash, two angry drivers got out of their cars. The first driver asked sarcastically whether the other man
always when he He on the wrong side of the road. Shouting angrily, the second
driver asked the first one whether He on the wrong side of the road when the first man

him because the other side full of holes. He asked him if he The first driver
then asked whether He said that he There he added, good driving schools for
people like the other driver. There they you lots of things—how to drive a car for instance. Grateful for
this information, the second man angrily informed the first one that he to be a driving instructor.

/ If
Complete the following sentences:

1 If you might have been knocked down by a car.
2 If she will let you know.
3 If you were in my position, what

g Other verbs.
Write sentences to bring out the difference in meaning between the following pairs:

1 mustn't and needn’t
2 had to and should have
3 have to and should
4 must be and must eat
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5 could and was able to
6 could and managed to

h Complete the following:
1 On he smiled with pleasure.
2 I am not looking forward to .
3 Instead of you should see a doctor.
4 Don’t you think this room needs .
5 You should avoid .

j
1

2

3

4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12

A and The.
Supply a(n) or the where necessary in the following paragraph:

editors of newspapers and magazines often go to extremes to provide their readers with
unimportant facts and statistics. Last year journalist had been instructed by
well-known magazine to write article on president’s palace in new

African republic. When article arrived, editor read first sentence and then
refused to publish it article began ‘ hundreds of steps lead to-high
wall which surrounds president’s palace.’ editor at once sent-journalist

telegram instructing him to find out exact number of-steps and —_
height of wall.

Supply the missing words in the following sentences:
5 o’clock, a man a small green car stopped 24 Burton Road. He got

and walked the front door of the house. He knocked the door and waited. A few minutes
later, the door opened and he went the house.
I got tired sitting the stuffy bar, so I decided to go outside and stand deck. Just
as I was going the bar, a tall man came up me. It was Tony Adams, an old friend whom I
had not seen my student days. I was surprised to meet him all these years.
A tall lady black gloves a long cigarette holder one hand and a bag
the other went a small, expensive shop a London arcade. She stayed the shop_ hours and bought a large number of things. The assistant kept looking his watch. It was a
quarter to six and the shop should have shut 5 o’clock, but he did not dare to ask her to leave.
Many people do not approve blood sports.
He was found guilty murder and condemned death.
Has it ever occurred you that those twins are quite different each other in many ways?
I consulted my lawyer the matter and I shall act his advice.
It is impossible to prevent them quarrelling each other.
He is responding treatment and will soon be cured his illness.
1 tried to reason him, but he was very rude me.
He might be good his job but you can’t rely him.
I am thinking looking a new job.
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Special difficulties
Complete the following making a sentence out of each:

1 If he happens
2 It happens that--
3 Not only
4 Never .
5 Seldom--
6 Suppose he .
7 I suppose you _
8 She is supposed
9 They were supposed-.

10 Whatever .

11 You can come whenever--
12 Whenever .
13 I now wish--
14 I wish yesterday.

15 I wish soon.
16 I was delighted
17 We are proud
18 I would sooner
19 He would rather not
20 I would rather she
21 You had better
22 I find it
23 No one considers him to
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Unit 2

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE STUDENT

In Unit 2 you will be given very little help to construct sentences in the various extended exercises you will
be doing. Comprehension has been introduced as a separate exercise and is not directly related to summary
writing.
Before you begin each exercise, study these instructions carefully. Read them each time you begin a new
piece. They are very important.

How to work — Summary writing
Unit 2 contains twenty passages. You will be required to write a summary of a part of each passage. Previ¬
ously you were helped to find the important points. Here you must find them entirely by yourself. You will
have to make a list of points and a rough draft before you write the final version of your summary.
1 Read the passage carefully two or three times. Make sure you understand it.
2 Read the instructions which will tell you where your summary will begin and end and exactly what you

will have to do. On the passage mark the places where you have to begin and end.
3 Taking great care to carry out the instructions, write a list of points in note form. These notes must be

brief. Do not include any unnecessary information.
4 When joining your points, you may refer to the passage if necessary, but try to use your own words as far

as possible. Your answer should be in one paragraph.
5 First connect your points to write a rough draft of the summary. Do not count the number of words until

you have finished the rough draft.
6 In the rough draft, it is likely that you will go well over the word limit. Correct your draft carefully,

bringing the number of words down to the set limit. Remember that words like ‘the', ‘a’ etc. count as
single words. Words which are joined by a hyphen also count as single words. You may write fewer than
80 words, but you must never write more.

7 Write a fair copy of your summary stating at the end the exact number of words you have used.
8 Neatly cross out your points and rough draft.

Example
Work through this example carefully and then try to do the exercises in Unit 2 in the same way.

Christmas
As Christmas approaches, excitement mounts to a pitch. There are presents to be bought, cards to be sent,
and rooms to be decorated. Parents are faced with the difficult task of concealing presents from inquisitive
young children. If the gifts are large, this is sometimes a real problem. On Christmas Eve, young children
find the excitement almost unbearable. They are torn between the desire to go to bed early so that Santa

5 Claus will bring their presents quickly, and the desire to stay up late in case they miss any of the fun. The
desire for presents usually proves stronger. But though children go to bed early, they often lie awake for a
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long time, hoping to catch a glimpse of Father Christmas.

Last Christmas, my wife and I successfully managed to conceal a few large presents in the storeroom. I
was dreading the moment when my son, Jimmy, would ask me where that new bicycle had come from, but

10 fortunately he did not see it.
On Christmas Eve, it took the children hours to get to sleep. It must have been nearly midnight when my

wife and I crept into their room and began filling stockings and pillow cases as quietly as we could. After
this was done, I wheeled in the bicycle I had bought for Jimmy and left it beside the Christmas tree. We
knew we would not get much sleep that night, for the children were sure to wake up early. At about five

15 o’clock next morning, we were woken by loud sounds coming from the children’s room. The children were
blowing toy trumpets, banging tin drums and shouting excitedly. Before I had time to stagger out of bed,
young Jimmy came sailing into the room on his brand-new bicycle, and his younger sister, Elizabeth, fol¬

lowed close behind pushing her new pram. Even the baby arrived. He crawled into the room dragging a large
balloon behind him. All of a sudden it burst. That woke us up completely. We jumped out of bed and began

20 to play with the children. The day had really begun with a bang!

Summary writing
In not more than 70 words, describe what happened from the moment the writer and his wife crept into the
children’s room to the time when they began to play with the children. Use your own words as far as
possible. Do not include anything that is not in the last paragraph.

A possible answer
Points (What happened)

1 Christmas Eve — crept — children’s room.
2 Filled stockings, pillow cases.
3 Writer brought in bicycle.
4 Left it beside Christmas tree.
5 Early next morning woken by children.
6 Jimmy rode — parents’ room.
7 Sister followed — pram.
8 Baby crawled — balloon.
9 It burst.

10 Parents — out of bed.
1 1 Played with children.

Rough draft (Joining the Points)
After creeping into the children’s room on Christmas Eve, the writer and his wife filled stockings and pillow
cases with presents. Then the writer wheeled in a bicycle which he left beside the Christmas tree. At about
five o’clock next morning they were woken by loud sounds coming from the children’s room. Suddenly,
Jimmy rode into his parents’ bedroom on his new bicycle. His sister followed him pushing her new pram.
Last of all came the baby holding a large balloon. When it burst, the writer and his wife jumped out of bed
and began to play with the children. (100 words)
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Fair copy (Corrected draft)

After creeping into the children’s room on Christmas Eve, the writer and his wife not only filled stockings
and pillow cases with presents, but left a bicycle beside the Christmas tree. The children woke them up very

early next morning. Jimmy rode into his parents’ bedroom on his new bicycle, followed by his sister and the

baby. When the balloon the baby was holding suddenly burst, the writer and his wife got up and began to

play with the children. (80 words)

Comprehension
These questions are designed to find out if you have understood the passage.
1 After you have read a question, find the answer in the passage.
2 Write a short answer in one complete sentence to each question. Normally, part of the question must be included in

your answer.
3 Use your own words as far as possible.
4 Work neatly. Number each question carefully.

Example
Study this example carefully before attempting the comprehension exercises in Unit 2.

Comprehension
Give short answers to these questions in your own words as far as possible. Use one complete sentence for
each answer.
1 Why are children tom between two desires on Christmas Eve?
2 Why do children often lie awake on Christmas Eve?
3 Where did the writer and his wife conceal the large presents they had bought?

Possible answers
a Children are tom between two desires on Christmas Eve because they want to go to bed early to get their presents

from Santa Claus, but they also want to stay up late to see the fun.
b Children often lie awake on Christmas Eve because they hope to see Father Christmas.
c The writer and his wife hid the large presents they had bought in the storeroom.

Vocabulary
You will again be asked to explain words and phrases. Here it will not be necessary to replace a word or
phrase with one of your own. You must simply explain each word or phrase as it has been used in the
passage.

Example
Study the example below to find out how this is done.

Vocabulary
Explain the meanings of the following words and phrases as they are used in the passage: mounts (1.1); task
(1.2); concealing presents (1.2); inquisitive (1.2); catch a glimpse of (1.7); dreading (1.9); fortunately (1.10).
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A possible answer
mounts: rises.
task: job.
concealing presents: hiding gifts.
inquisitive: curious.
catch a glimpse of: see briefly.
dreading: afraid of.
fortunately; luckily.

Composition
As in the previous Unit, Composition exercises are based on ideas suggested by each passage. You will be
given two types of exercise:
1 You will be provided with notes which you will be asked to expand into a plan. Your plan must contain:

a title; an introduction; a development; and a conclusion. When you have made out your plan, write a
composition of three or four paragraphs in about 250 words.

2 You will be provided with a plan which contains: a title; an introduction; a development; and a conclu¬
sion. You will write a composition of three or four paragraphs in about 250 words based on each plan.
You are quite free to add ideas of your own or to ignore ideas that are to be found in the plan.

Examples
Here are examples of the two types of composition exercise you will be given:
1 In not more than 250 words, write an imaginary account of how the family described in the passage spent

Christmas Day.
Expand the ideas given below into a plan and provide a suitable title. Your composition should be in four
paragraphs.
Ideas: Early morning — played with children — breakfast — exchanged presents — church — home again —
dinner prepared — guests arrived — excitement — more presents — dinner — Christmas party — fun and games
— afternoon — sat by fire — everybody exhausted but happy.

2 In not more than 250 words, write an imaginary account of how the family described in the passage spent
Christmas Day.
Use the ideas given below. Do not write more than four paragraphs.
Title: Christmas Day.
Introduction: Early morning — played with children — breakfast — exchanged presents — church.
Development: Home again — dinner prepared — guests arrived — excitement — more presents — dinner —
Christmas party — fun and games.
Conclusion: Afternoon — sat by fire — everybody exhausted but happy.

Letter writing
Follow the instructions given under each passage.
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Key structures and Special difficulties
When you finish the Letter writing exercise go on to the language exercises that follow. In this Unit you
will be given the opportunity to revise many of the Key structures and Special difficulties you learnt in
Practice and Progress. You should refer to Practice and Progress if you have forgotten anything. The work
you do in grammar is based on material contained in the passages. Refer to the passages frequently. They
will help you to understand the grammar and to do the exercises.

Multiple choice questions
This is a form of comprehension test in which you are asked to choose the correct answer from a number of
suggested answers. This exercise tests your ability to understand the meaning of the passage you have read
and also to recognize grammatical and lexical errors in English.
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Lesson 21 Daniel Mendoza ■ n&lP

Listen to the tape then answer the question below.
o

How many unsuccessful attempts did Mendoza make before
becoming Champion of all England?

Boxing matches were very popular in England two hundred years
ago. In those days, boxers fought with bare fists for prize money.
Because of this, they were known as ‘prizefighters’. However,
boxing was very crude, for there were no rules and a prizefighter

5 could be seriously injured or even killed during a match.
One of the most colourful figures in boxing history was Daniel

Mendoza, who was born in 1764. The use of gloves was not introduced until 1860, when the Marquis of
Queensberry drew up the first set of rules. Though he was technically a prizefighter, Mendoza did much to

change crude prizefighting into a sport, for he brought science to the game. In his day, Mendoza enjoyed
10 tremendous popularity. He was adored by rich and poor alike.

Mendoza rose to fame swiftly after a boxing match when he was only fourteen years old. This attracted
the attention of Richard Humphries who was then the most eminent boxer in England. He offered to train
Mendoza and his young pupil was quick to learn. In fact, Mendoza soon became so successful that Humphries
turned against him. The two men quarrelled bitterly and it was clear that the argument could only be settled

15 by a fight. A match was held at Stilton, where both men fought for an hour. The public bet a great deal of
money on Mendoza, but he was defeated. Mendoza met Humphries in the ring on a later occasion and he lost
for a second time. It was not until his third match in 1790 that he finally beat Humphries and became
Champion of England. Meanwhile, he founded a highly successful Academy and even Lord Byron became
one of his pupils. He earned enormous sums of money and was paid as much as £100 for a single appear-

20 ance. Despite this, he was so extravagant that he was always in debt. After he was defeated by a boxer called
Gentleman Jackson, he was quickly forgotten. He was sent to prison for failing to pay his debts and died in
poverty in 1836.

The two men quarrelled bitterly

New words and expressions

boxing (1.1) /'bDksiq/ n. a
boxer (1.2) /'bDksa/ n. a
bare (1.2) /beo/ adj. MM M fj

prizefighter (1.3) /'praizfaita/ n. ( Ittm e

crude (1.4) /kru:d/ adj. ffiff W b
marquis (1.7) /'maikwis/ n.iÿM a
technically (1.8) /'tekmkli/ adv. tXM e
science (1.9) /'saians/ n. f-4
popularity (1.10) /.pDpju'laeriti/ n. £ill p

adore (1.10) /o'do:/ v. SKII, SHE
alike (1.10) /o'laik/ adv.“#itfe
fame (1.11) /feim/ n.
eminent (1.12) /'eminontI adj. /fcfillD'J
bitterly (1.14) /'bitali/ adv. |7J iFife,
bet (1.15) /bet/ (bet, bet; betted, betted) v. tTllt
academy (1.18) /o'kaedomi/ n.
extravagant (1.20) /ik'straevsgont/ adj. ft frtl , #{£

poverty (1.22) /’povoti/ n.
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Unit 2 Lesson 21

Notes on the text ivi#
1 they were known as prizefighters’, ° be known as ..., $.Wft °

2 until 1860, when the Marquis of Queensberry drew up the first set of rules A, lit when
6j, I860 o draw up M “I&JAE”, WE,® ° a set of, ‘6 « Marquis of Queensberry,

8 ■ \m ■ <1844-1900),
“IMSW tmmu

3 change ... into ..., tC............; bring ... to ..., IE......3lift °
4 in his day, °

day .
5 He was adored by rich and poor alike. o

rich and poor EAlSAfPÿjA o f0.HU HfJcllB the o

6 rise to fame, $,£> °

7 Humphries turned against him, $L&. @ o

8 at Stilton, where both men fought for an hour , lit where A Stilton W/tiio 0

9 bet on ..., £......±ff <!&£> o

10 It was not until his third match in 1790 that he finally beat Humphries ... j&tlk-A it WHSiH'k] °
ft not until his third match in 1790 jÿCÿE It was Ai5, 'HlTfrtlSftii that i£Ja «

1 1 be in debt, o

MW¥ir, ° aw, . mat, MI«

liM.
#**±«3IA&BMA*& • D£fl% 1764 ¥ . i860

i4 c • Rÿ*»rwa*t .
ffe±ÿnaj»snÿÿ, . *£±, nÿÿAffÿAn, g w
Sc o MAAAÿ'Afÿ, . TJiMA«»r#ÿ«iftT##, JSrttT-AAftf .
AAffiAÿttTiiJTnÿrÿ.h, fHfteiWT . /&*, HÿXÿT
-& • isi 1790 AfMlfg 3 j«7£3yfcfiS¥ „ WW, M:fc7-0f

. n£ir#*AÿgAÿWÿ, -&di«»ifenr££ 100 31
t£ • flltkffSAlf, &#«&*»: . .
imitti&ifimmffiAm,*/s7 1836 »

Comprehension
Give short answers to these questions in your own words as far as possible. Use one complete sentence for
each answer.

1 Why were boxers known as ‘prizefighters’ two hundred years ago?
2 Why was boxing very crude in those days?
3 What was Mendoza’s chief contribution to boxing?
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Vocabulary ->1 >n
Explain the meanings of the following words and phrases as they are used in the passage: bare (1.2); injured
(1.5); drew up (1.8); crude (1.9); enjoyed tremendous popularity (11.9-10); adored (1.10); alike (1.10).

Summary writing
In not more than 80 words write a brief account of Mendoza’s career from the time he quarrelled with
Humphries. Use your own words as far as possible. Do not include anything that is not in the last paragraph.

Composition #i:
In not more than 250 words, write an imaginary account of the first fight between Mendoza and Humphries.
Expand the ideas given below into a plan and provide a suitable title. Your composition should be in four
paragraphs.
Ideas: The quarrel — Mendoza and Humphries: bets from supporters — atmosphere just before the fight — the fight
itself — Mendoza’s defeat — effect on him and his supporters.

Letter writing 'ft
On a full page, show the exact position of each of the following:
The address and date; the beginning of the letter; the Introduction; the Purpose; the Conclusion; the letter-ending; the
signature; the postscript. Supply all necessary full stops and commas.

Key structures and Special difficulties QfarfLM.

Exercises & 3
1 Boxing matches were very popular in England two hundred years ago. (11.1-2) Write two sentences using the words

ago and before. (IKS 38) (#JEf& 2 M% 38 b)

2 ... a prizefighter could be seriously injured (11.4-5). Write two sentences using could and was able to. (IKS 43c) (#

iEm 2 mm 43 c>
3 The use of gloves was not introduced until 1860. (1.7) Write a sentence using the construction not ... until. (IKS 9d)

2 fflWi 9 d>
4 He was adored by rich and poor alike. (1.10) Note the use of by in this sentence. Write two sentences using by in the

same way. (IKS 34) 2 34
5 Mendoza rose to fame. (1.11) Write two sentences illustrating the use of rose and raised. (ISD 51a) (#JALÿ 2 M

% 51 a)

6 ... his young pupil was quick to learn. (1.13) Write two sentences using the following: pleased to and sorry to. (ISD
13) (#££ 13 W &&)

7 it was dear. (1.14) Write three sentences bringing out the different meanings of the word clear. Write a sentence
using the word clean. (ISD 81c) 2 MW* 81 IK iff:Jr?) c )

8 He was sent to prison forfaiting to pay his debts. (1.21) Note the form of the verb fail here. Write sentences using
a verb after each of the following: afraid of; without; apologize for; congratulate on. (IKS 20) (# jEl? 2 iff!H 20
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Multiple choice questions 2 4#If
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.

Comprehension
1 Richard Humphries offered to train Mendoza because

(a) he wanted to learn the techniques that Mendoza had introduced to boxing
(,b) for one so young, Mendoza had displayed an unusual grasp of the game
(c) he had attended the boxing match which led to Mendoza’s early fame
(d) he was anxious to establish himself as a superior boxer to Mendoza

2 At the match between Humphries and Mendoza at Stilton
(a) Mendoza lost a great deal of money to the public
(b) after an hour’s fighting Humphries became champion of England
(c) Mendoza lost twice to Humphries
(d) the argument between the two men was settled in favour of Humphries

3 Apart from the money he earned at matches, Mendoza
(a) earned a lot from the Academy which he founded after becoming Champion
(b) earned so much money that he became a rich man
(c) greatly supplemented his income by teaching the art of boxing
id) was given enormous sums by Lord Byron

Structure Ufa
4 In those days, ‘prizefighters’ because they fought with bare fists for prize money. (11.2-3)

(a) they called boxers (b ) boxers called
(c) boxers being called (d) they were called boxers

5 A prizefighter could suffer a serious injury or during a ... (11.4-5)
(a) even be killed (b) be even killed (c) even killed (d) was even killed

6 Mendoza boxing into a sport. (11.8-9)
(a) was much changed by (b) did a great deal to change
(c) changed a great deal of (d) much changed

7 He was so extravagant that he people money. (1.20)
(a) always owed to (b) always owed (c) owed always (d) was always owing to

Vocabulary >C
8 One of the most in boxing history was ... (11.6-7)

(a) vivid personalities (b) famous people (c) painted images (d) imaginative characters
9 - after a boxing match at the young age of fourteen. (1.1 1)

(a) marvellously (b) singly (c) exceptionally (d) unequally
10 Mendoza’s to fame was noted by Richard Humphries. (11.1 1-12)

(a) rise (b) rose (c) raise {d) claim
1 1 Humphries soon became Mendoza’s success. (11.13-14)

(a) jealous of (b) disinterested in (c) revolted by (d) changed by
12 Mendoza finally Humphries and became Champion of England. (11.17-18)

(a) conquered (b) gained (c) won (d) beat
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Listen to the tape then answer the question below.

Which actor read the letter in the end, the aristocrat or the
gaoler?

Some plays are so successful that they run for years on end. In
many ways, this is unfortunate for the poor actors who are required
to go on repeating the same lines night after night. One would expect
them to know their parts by heart and never have cause to falter.
Yet this is not always the case.

A famous actor in a highly successful play was once cast in the
role of an aristocrat who had been imprisoned in the Bastille for twenty years. In the last act, a gaoler would
always come on to the stage with a letter which he would hand to the prisoner. Even though the noble was
expected to read the letter at each performance, he always insisted that it should be written out in full.

One night, the gaoler decided to play a joke on his colleague to find out if, after so many performances,
he had managed to learn the contents of the letter by heart. The curtain went up on the final act of the play
and revealed the aristocrat sitting alone behind bars in his dark cell. Just then, the gaoler appeared with the
precious letter in his hands. He entered the cell and presented the letter to the aristocrat. But the copy he
gave him had not been written out in full as usual. It was simply a blank sheet of paper. The gaoler looked on
eagerly, anxious to see if his fellow actor had at last learnt his lines. The noble stared at the blank sheet of
paper for a few seconds. Then, squinting his eyes, he said: ‘The light is dim. Read the letter to me.’ And he
promptly handed the sheet of paper to the gaoler. Finding that he could not remember a word of the letter
either, the gaoler replied: ‘The light is indeed dim, sire. I must get my glasses.’ With this, he hurried off the
stage. Much to the aristocrat’s amusement, the gaoler returned a few moments later with a pair of glasses
and the usual copy of the letter which he proceeded to read to the prisoner.

New words and expressions *»*&ÿ*§ÿ

run (1. 1 ) /rAn/ (ran /raen/, run) v. 0$©], )

lines (1.3) /lainz/ n. nisj
part (1.4) /pa:t/ n. ©J 41 $1fe, n i%
falter (1.4) /foilto/ v. AH,
cast (1.6) /kaist/ (cast, cast) v. lit# fe
role (1.7) /raul/ n. M
aristocrat (1.7) /'aeristakraet/ n. fthM
imprison (1.7) /im'prizan/ v.
Bastille (1.7) /baes'ti:!/ n. B±/f£3R

gaoler (1.7) /'d3eib/ n.
colleague (1.10) /'koliig/ n.
curtain (1.11) /'k3:tn/ n. (ffn-hf$)
reveal (1.12) /ri'viil/ v.
cell (1.13) /sel/ n.
blank (1.14) /blaeqk/ adj.$£
squint (1.16) /skwint/ v. fUfvif (01) 0ffi
dim (1.16) /dim/ adj. UBlf
sire (1.18) /sam/ n. H£T
proceed (1.20) /pra'siid/ v.
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Unit 2 Lesson 22

Notes on the text
1 on end, „

2 in many ways, ffi o

3 go on repeating, MÿMS. » go on 1}fl -hM&ftvHJk “S£ T” WES »

4 Yet this is not always the case. MMHf $iL£ME&ft$njlt o

5 in the role of ..., A A......fe »

6 Bastille, EilteM o

f £&SEHW«.1369¥&5lBm-ÿS, 1789¥ttE£T|fE#£#»S&.
7 insisted that it should be written out in full, insist In WMScWÿin/AT), “should +

ffl should »

8 play a joke on ..., # °
9 sire .

10 Much to the aristocrat’s amusement, MjftlSllSS!] Ifls" BJÿ WIt o

much ABlIlii], filletilfein to the aristocrat’s amusement » much to + sb.’s sth. *k T'S’JHWA......” WES .

. a#-*, 7i7Wiiw(n7®S7 . sAMinÿ-isat-
&«lSg|s]#W6i3l . AliJUA, j&S?!in £irtmm, a&T£««£tEfliJ, fi'tf .

, &'Mt&E£E±mfe£ff7 20 T . 4
*15-#*, &g:»f&£&3K+S|5ft#8S . fflftfe

WAA'UffilSffiA o

-AtfLt, MT<A£ÿfeWÿ¥T-7JAÿ, Mfli££iKa}iifc£«;£J5, Wrt§iB»7 . A
#&A, *Js-##7Fi*, mjmg-Aÿ&WlsEiPtWT&I. . fcitfSWAt®, TStM£MWfs .

mÿS, E7M7l?{lfeWfW]*ÿÿEÿ7ÿÿ . SSEffTÿaflfcf 7JUN*, Mis, iftif: “AI£A
lit, . ” ifcÿ,
“1ST, iaULAÿWMAlf 7, DmAfEBJHtt* . ” Hfc-j&i&f, — A . *Sfe«iiJ#flr#£W*: -
AJLIA. .

Comprehension
Give short answers to these questions in your own words as far as possible. Use one complete sentence for
each answer.

1 Why are actors in successful plays in many ways unfortunate?
2 In which act of the play was the aristocrat given a letter to read?
3 Why did the gaoler decide to play a joke on the aristocrat?

Vocabulary >7
Explain the meanings of the following words and phrases as they are used in the passage: run (1.1); on end
(1.1); are required (1.2); repeating (1.3); falter (1.4); role (1.7); hand (1.8); in full (1.9).
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Summary writing %#
In not more than 80 words describe what happened after the curtain went up on the final act of the play. Use
your own words as far as possible. Do not include anything that is not in the last paragraph.

Composition #
Write a composition of about 250 words using the ideas given below. Do not write more than four para¬
graphs.
Title: Six short weeks.
Introduction’. A new play called ‘The world tomorrow’ to be shown. Highly advertised — public interest — cast of
famous actors.
Development: First night — play not well — received — supposed to be funny — nobody laughed — people walked
out — bad reviews.
Conclusion: The play ran for six weeks — last performance — small audience — actors struggled through — the
audience found the last line of the play very funny:‘Our six short weeks have hastened to their end.’ Even the actors
laughed.

Letter writing 4$it %#
Write five sentences which could be used to begin a letter and five sentences which could be used to end one.

Key structures and Special difficulties

Exercises & 3
1 Some plays are so successful that they run for years on end. (1.1) Write three sentences illustrating the use of so ...

that; such ... that; and such a ... that. (ISD 35) 2 35
2 In the last act, a gaoler would always come on to the stage. (11.7-8) Which verb could be used in place of would

here? Write two sentences illustrating the use of would and used to. (IKS 55b) 2 Mm 55 b)

3 The noble was expected to read the letter at each performance. He always insisted that it should be written out in
full. (11.8-9) Join these two sentences, then compare your answer with the sentence in the passage. (IKS 49) (

% 2 MsH 49
4 He always insisted that it should be written out in full. (1.9) Write sentences using the following: He suggested that

... He insisted that ... He demanded that ... (IKS 63) 2 Mm 63
5 He had managed to learn the contents of the letter by heart. (1.11) Write two sentences showing how managed to

can be used as the opposite of could not. (IKS 67c) 2 67 c)

6 He entered the cell. He presented the letter to the aristocrat. (1.13) Join these two sentences, then compare your
answer with the sentence in the passage. (IKS 25) 2 Mm 25

7 The noble stared at the blank sheet of paper. (11.15-16) Write sentences using the verbs throw at and point at. (IKS
33e) 2 Mm 33 e)

8 I must get my glasses. (1.18) Which verb can we use in place of must here? (IKS 17a) 2 17 iSÿlt
'vjm a)

Multiple choice questions
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.
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Comprehension
1 Which of the following proverbs suits the gist of the story best?

(a) He laughs best, who laughs last.
( b) Speech is silver, but silence is golden.
( c) Look before you leap.
(d) Don’t count your chickens before they are hatched.

2 The play in which the two actors took part
(a) had had a highly successful run of twenty years
(b) was about the plight of a nobleman
( c) ended with the imprisonment of the aristocrat
( d) had been performed so often that audiences were bored by it

3 fa) he improvised the words which he had forgotten
(b) the gaoler was eagerly waiting to take the aristocrat’s part
(c) he pretended that the light was not good enough for him to read by
(d) he asked the gaoler to fetch him some glasses

Structure
4 A gaoler would come on stage with a letter to the prisoner. (11.7-8)

(a) to be delivering (b) and delivered (c) to deliver (d) delivered
5 He always insisted in full. (1.9)

(a) on its being written out (b) on writing it out
(c) to have it written out (d) that it would have to be written out

6 - to find out if he the contents of the letter by heart. (11.10-11)

(a) had known (b) was knowing (c) knew (d) know
7 But he gave which had not been written out in full. (11.13-14)

(a) the copy to him (b) a copy him (c) him a copy (d) him the copy
8 remember a word of the letter, so he replied ... (11.17-18)

(a) But neither could the gaoler (b) Nor the gaoler could
(c) Also the gaoler could not (d) Either the gaoler could not

Vocabulary i*]>c
9 The gaoler decided to his colleague. (1.10)

(a) have a joke with {b) play the fool with (c) make fun of (d) play a trick on
10 He wanted to see if his fellow actor had learnt his lines. (11.10-11)

(a) lastly (b) in the end (c) conclusively (d) finally
11 Then, about him, he said, ... (1.16)

(a) searching (b) peering (c) blinking (d) staring
12 Agreeing that the light was dim, the gaoler he would get his glasses. (1.18)

(a) spoke (b) informed (c) said (d) rejoined
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Listen to the tape then answer the question below.
p/f j&js gj i$-vx T 1-1 & o

What was it about snails that made the writer collect them for
his friend on that day in particular?

People become quite illogical when they try to decide what can be
eaten and what cannot be eaten. If you lived in the Mediterranean,

for instance, you would consider octopus a great delicacy. You
would not be able to understand why some people find it repulsive.
On the other hand, your stomach would turn at the idea of frying
potatoes in animal fat—the normally accepted practice in many
northern countries. The sad truth is that most of us have been brought up to eat certain foods and we stick to
them all our lives.

No creature has received more praise and abuse than the common garden snail. Cooked in wine, snails
are a great luxury in various parts of the world. There are countless people who, ever since their early years,
have learned to associate snails with food. My friend, Robert, lives in a country where snails are despised.
As his flat is in a large town, he has no garden of his own. For years he has been asking me to collect snails
from my garden and take them to him. The idea never appealed to me very much, but one day, after a heavy
shower, I happened to be walking in my garden when I noticed a huge number of snails taking a stroll on
some of my prize plants. Acting on a sudden impulse, I collected several dozen, put them in a paper bag, and
took them to Robert. Robert was delighted to see me and equally pleased with my little gift. I left the bag in
the hall and Robert and I went into the living room where we talked for a couple of hours. I had forgotten all
about the snails when Robert suddenly said that I must stay to dinner. Snails would, of course, be the main
dish. I did not fancy the idea and I reluctantly followed Robert out of the room. To our dismay, we saw that
there were snails everywhere: they had escaped from the paper bag and had taken complete possession of
the hall! I have never been able to look at a snail since then.

New words and expressions

poison (title) /'poizan/ n.
illogical (1.1) /i'lDd3ik3l/ adj. Aif&M
octopus (1.3) /'oktspos/ n. $1§.
delicacy (1.3) /'dehkssi/n.
repulsive (1.4) /n'pAlsiv/ adj. 4'AS.iSliW,
stomach (1.5) /'stAinok/ n. PI
turn (1.5) /t3in/ v. II
fry (1.5) /frai/ v.
fat (1.6) /factIn. (%}%!.
abuse (1.9) /o'bjuiz/ n. #

snail (1.9) /sneil/ n. 4$ A
luxury (1.10) /'lAkJÿri/ n. #fÿnci, f#pp
associate (1.1 1) /a'ssujieit/ v.
despise (1.1 1) /di'spaiz/ v. Sllflft
appeal (1.13) /a'piil/ v. 3I3SAO
shower (1.14) /'Jauo/ n.
stroll (1.14) /straul/ n. Witf?
impulse (1.15) /'impAls/ n. I41 Ah
dozen (1.15) /'dAzÿn/ n. 12 A, “tT
fancy (1.19) /'faensi/ v. Ho&
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Notes on the text ifix ££#
1 One man’s meat is another man’s poison. 12. ill tilin', ‘

mn . WRITHE “&#%%”, =
2 would turn at the idea of..., turn ,, ‘ ft? « at the idea of ... ;Hk iSÿJ......lHlÿ£€< »

3 to be brought up, J£?P, stick to ® “Mtrp” (KjJLli o

4 Cooked in wine, snails ..., A......, iÿSiiA'ÿiiOfÿlÿin, :|E7J »

5 I happened to be walking in the garden. lit1?it @3. aftA o happen 15®
6 take (iÿfÿ have) possession of, /l “ cL W\ “t$W” ft) HRS °

«#£###, o fi&ft
o IMl+ttAWaA, 33fciftR&£/L##pnp, MJ.-3*

7&&*¥ = . istts«si)s, fiu&7ttiÿ±it£it!dr

+ . swiettfcH .
*. . /05MT-A, -ÿAffiJs, 3E*$

it7Jl+R, Sift-RUSSM,
fiacre# . 5t}aw»ÿufc«n«»*. ftftiflssittftnffa,
£, »SW7#Jl-/H+A = atEtt*M*E&t§-ÿp-fr, 3?ft«r£&i!lH-l£S«BT*ifclfttt, &*&m
j$t . «*s«£i#±&.a#**#**ÿ*, . ftimfcWKUin/f

SIiJ4hJfeii7*8*: EflmiSSSiSTtB*, JfglfiiJrSJi! AUWWJg, aSt&ÿfcfr-IRJHÿT .
Comprehension &.%ÿ

Give short answers to these questions in your own words as far as possible. Use one complete sentence for
each answer.

1 In what part of the world is octopus considered a great delicacy?
2 Why do we stick to certain foods all our lives?
3 Why did the writer’s friend find it difficult to obtain snails?

Vocabulary >1 r
Explain the meanings of the following words and phrases as they are used in the passage: illogical (1.1);
instance (1.3); repulsive (1.4); stick (1.7); various (1.10); associate (1.11); appealed to (1.13).

Summary writing 4$
In not more than 80 words describe what happened from the moment the writer collected snails from his
garden. Use your own words as far as possible. Do not include anything that is not in the last paragraph.
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Composition fFi:
In not more than 250 words write a continuation of the passage. Expand the ideas given below into a plan
and provide a suitable title. Your composition should be in three or four paragraphs.
Ideas: Snails — walls, ceiling — coat pockets — effort to collect them — ladders, etc. — marks everywhere — Robert
amused — cooked the snails — a meal for one,

Letter writing \t%ft
In not more than 100 words write a letter of three paragraphs inviting a friend to spend a weekend with your
family at your home in the country.

Key structures and Special difficulties

Exercises &
1 People become quite illogical when ... . (1.1) Write two sentences illustrating the use of the words quite and quiet.

(ISD 53b) 2 53 i$)f * b)

2 If you lived in the Mediterranean, you would consider octopus a great delicacy. (11.2-3) Write this sentence again
beginning ‘If you had lived ...’ (IKS 64b) (#ISLH 2 W 64 'hlS b)

3 the normally accepted practice. (1.6) Write two sentences using the words practice and practise. (ISD 69a)
% 2 69 i*®j& a)

4 The sad truth is that most of us ... . (1.7) Write two sentences using most and the most. (IKS 54d) ( #HLff?
54 d)

5 There are countless people who, ever since their earliest years .... (11.10-11) Write three sentences using the words
since, for and ago. (IKS 29) 2 29

6 As his flat is in a large town ... . (1.12) What does as mean in this sentence? Write three sentences illustrating the
other meaning of as. (ISD 17a) 2 MW> 17 iHTffi?, a)

7 For years he has been asking me to collect snails. (11.12-13) Write two sentences using has been asking and has
asked. (IKS 52) (#JALI£ 2 52

8 I happened to be walking in my garden. (1.14) Write sentences using the following: he happens, it happened that,

happened. (SD 3a) 3 a)

Multiple choice questions P
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.

Comprehension
1 In a country where snails are eaten, you would expect

(a) to find a great many snails in people’s gardens
( b) to find that people cooked them in wine
(c) snails to be so popular that they are a luxury only the rich can afford
(d) people to be amazed by anyone who refused to eat them

2 The idea of collecting snails never appealed to the writer very much until
(a) the sight of the snails made him think of Robert
(b) a heavy shower of rain led him to look for them in his garden
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(c) a sudden impulse made him decide to visit the country where Robert lived

(d) he felt obliged to remove them from his prize plants
3 When the writer arrived at Robert’s flat

(a) Robert welcomed him warmly because of the snails he had brought
(.b) Robert immediately invited him to dinner in order to eat the snails
(c) he forgot about giving Robert the snails until two hours later
(d) he gave Robert the snails, little thinking Robert would propose a dinner with snails as the main dish

Structure
4 People are quite illogical when deciding what ... (11.1-2)

(a) it comes to (b) they come to (c) they come (d) coming to
5 Most of us have been brought up to eat certain kinds (1.7)

(a) food (b) of food (c) of the foods (d) foods
6 No creature abused more often than ... (1.9)

(a) is being praised and (b) is praised nor
(c) has been praised or (d) has been praised and

7 Having left the bag in the hall, into the living room. (11.16-17)
(a) I accompanied Robert (b) Robert took me
(c) we went (d) I and Robert went

8 We saw the snails from the paper bag ... (11.19-20)
(a) escaping (b) escape (c) had escaped (d) to escape

Vocabulary >b
9 On the other hand, you would at the idea ... (11.5-6)

(a) be sick (b ) sick (c) sicken
10 Snails would, of course, be the main (11.18-19)

(a) meal (b) food (c) plate
11 -1 went into the living room where we talked for (1.17)

(a) round the clock (b) two hours or so (c) a second hour
12 There are people, who ... (11.10-11)

(a) numerable (b) numerous (c) numerical

{d) feel sick

(d) course

(d) some hours

(d) numbered
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Listen to the tape then answer the question below.

Who was Sebastian?

We often read in novels how a seemingly respectable person or
family has some terrible secret which has been concealed from
strangers for years. The English language possesses a vivid saying
to describe this sort of situation. The terrible secret is called ‘a
skeleton in the cupboard’. At some dramatic moment in the story,
the terrible secret becomes known and a reputation is ruined. The
reader’s hair stands on end when he reads in the final pages of the
novel that the heroine, a dear old lady who had always been so kind to everybody, had, in her youth, poisoned
every one of her five husbands.

It is all very well for such things to occur in fiction. To varying degrees, we all have secrets which we do
not want even our closest friends to learn, but few of us have skeletons in the cupboard. The only person I
know who has a skeleton in the cupboard is George Carlton, and he is very proud of the fact. George studied
medicine in his youth. Instead of becoming a doctor , however, he became a successful writer of detective
stories. I once spent an uncomfortable weekend which I shall never forget at his house. George showed me
to the guestroom which, he said, was rarely used. He told me to unpack my things and then come down to
dinner. After I had stacked my shirts and underclothes in two empty drawers, I decided to hang one of the
two suits I had brought with me in the cupboard. I opened the cupboard door and then stood in front of
it petrified. A skeleton was dangling before my eyes. The sudden movement of the door made it sway
slightly and it gave me the impression that it was about to leap out at me. Dropping my suit, I dashed
downstairs to tell George. This was worse than ‘a terrible secret’; this was a real skeleton! But George was
unsympathetic. ‘Oh, that,’ he said with a smile as if he were talking about an old friend. ‘That’s Sebastian.
You forget that I was a medical student once upon a time.’

New words and expressions

skeleton (title) /'skeliten/ n.
seemingly (1. 1 ) /'siimiqli/ adv. ife
respectable (1.1) /ri'spektobal/ adj. ?! fr'j
conceal (1.2) /kon'si:!/ v. Hiffft
vivid (1.3) /'vivid/ adj.
dramatic (1.5) /dro'maetik/ adj. 4 A4

ruin (1.6) /'ru:inJ v.
heroine (1.8) /'herauin/ n.
fiction (1.10) /'fikjan/ n. 'M#
varying (1.10) /'veariiq/ adj. #[41
medicine (1.13) /'medisÿn/ n. EE#

guestroom (1.15) /'gest-rum/ n. + E

unpack (1.15) /An'paek/ vt. (/A1140 fXtti
stack (1.16) /stask/ v.
underclothes (1.16) /Andokbudz/ n. 4) 4c
drawer (1.16) /dro:/ n. t&JE
petrify (1.18) /‘petrifai/ v.
dangle (1.18) /'daeqgÿl/ v.
sway (1.18) /swei/ v. MM
unsympathetic (1.21 ) /An.simpo'Oetik/ adj.

medical (1.22) /'medikÿl/ adj. EE#W
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Notes on the text i£#
1 A skeleton in the cupboard, MIL ffl °

2 conceal sth, from sb. ft? °
3 The reader’s hair stands on end, °

4 to varying degrees, itT'InlSS-t o

5 stood in front of it petrified, T »

stand frmmMxLZfrm,

6 the impression that it was about to leap out ...,
that impression f$|5]{iin o be about to do sth., SP# »

£/jn£t, #

. &tfSflAASB*r&#*/M££, £**eMflH£*l5*!g[ttM]»
a, fifwis*®:i>£A*r«+tt« . «jsiriJURM«-M:fc*g+**s«wA<g*fm ■ immmm1
1* o ?Fr&¥ÿÿ#Mis, mm, tfet*aa±E4, . *-#:, m&i&mmjg
JSIA, . »$R*S*£:61E . . 4feit«jT7FfT

. rnmni, .mi
fftgn, tt«tgnir-T4t«*T „ -jwi*ftii£iiRtfr, aTtena&flw, 'Z&mz&mm&u*, \m-%
mttmm.wmm&nmmmmim . nawF**#**ÿ . ajitt u»AUrHW»*” BHH*
AMÿffi, i . um, &tw rmmm-&.%mfc .
‘«se#ri?£ c hkjmm&ÿKMT . ”

Comprehension
Give short answers to these questions in your own words as far as possible. Use one complete sentence for
each answer.

1 Explain the saying ‘a skeleton in the cupboard’.
2 What was the terrible secret of the dear old lady who had always been so kind to everybody?
3 What does George Carlton do for a living?

Vocabulary >c
Explain the meanings of the following words and phrases as they are used in the passage: seemingly (1.1);
concealed (1.2); vivid saying (1.3); reputation (1.6); ruined (1.6); fiction (1.10); to varying degrees (1.10).

Summary writing
In not more than 80 words describe the writer’s experiences from the moment he was shown to the guestroom.
Use your own words as far as possible. Do not include anything that is not in the last paragraph.
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Composition 'ftx
In not more than 250 words write a continuation of the above passage in the first person. Use the ideas given
below. Do not write more than four paragraphs.
Title-. A Week-end with Sebastian.
Introduction: George Carlton refused to remove skeleton — nowhere to put it.
Development: How I spent the night — very uncomfortable — took Sebastian out of the cupboard — walked around the

house with him looking for somewhere to put him — maid just going to bed — saw Sebastian walking around —
screamed — Carlton appeared — the scene.
Conclusion: Two years later I read about myself and Sebastian in one of Carlton’s detective stories.

Letter writing it %#
In not more than 100 words write a letter of three paragraphs to your family doctor (who is also a personal
friend) telling him that you have not been feeling well lately and asking him if you could make an
appointment.

Key structures and Special difficulties

Exercises >]
1 We often read in novels ... . (1.1) Note the position of often here. Write similar sentences using the words frequently,

rarely, always and never. (IKS 2b) 2 2 b)

2 we do not want even our closest friends to learn. (11.10-11) Note this pattern. Write two sentences in the same way
using the verbs teach and allow. (ISD 11a) 2 W 11 a)

3 few of us have skeletons in the cupboard. (1.11) Write sentences illustrating the difference between:/eve and a few;
little and a little. (IKS 32b) 2 Ws% 32 b)

4 he is very proud of the fact. (1.12) Which words normally follow these words: aware, ready, patient, afraid, fortu¬
nate, curious, dependent, different, skilful, familiar and close. (IKS 70) (#JEÿ 2 70 iSXtit ''&]S )

5 The sudden movement of the door made it sway. (1.18) Note this use of make. Write two sentences using make and
let. (IKS 57) 2 57 «*)

6 ‘Oh, that,’ he said ... . (1.21) Note this use of speech marks. (ISD 26) (#JEfPs 2 fflWi 26 Write this
piece of conversation again using speech marks:
You must see Arsenic and Old Lace again Tom said. It’s a wonderful film. No thank you I answered. I don’t think
I could stand it. I saw it years ago said Tom. I shall never forget those dear old ladies. And I shall never forget that
dreadful moment when Boris Karloff suddenly appeared at the window I said. I nearly jumped out of my seat.

Multiple choice questions P
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.

Comprehension
1 In what respect does fact differ from fiction concerning the secrets that people keep to themselves?

(a) They are rarely so terrible as to ruin our reputations if revealed.
0b) People’s closest friends do not even suspect them of having them.
(c) People who have ‘skeletons in the cupboard’ are rarely found out.
(4) People who have skeletons in their cupboards are very proud of the fact.
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2 Before opening the cupboard door, the writer had--
(a) unpacked and gone down for dinner
{b) changed into some new clothes
(c) put his shirts and his underwear in a couple of drawers
(d) hung one of the two suits he had brought with him

3 What was the most frightening thing about the writer’s experience?
(a) The sight of a skeleton hanging in the cupboard.

0b) The sudden movement of the door when he opened the cupboard.
(c) To discover that it was the skeleton of an old friend of George’s.
(d) To have found a real skeleton rather than finding out a terrible secret.

Structure
4 We often read in novels of a seemingly respectable person or family some terrible secret ...

(11.1-2)
(a) having (b) has (c) whom has (d) that they have

5 The only person I have ever known a skeleton in the cupboard ... (11.11-12)
(a) he had (b) of having (c) that he has (d) to have

6 -George Carlton, and it is he is very proud of. (1.12)
(a) the fact (b) something (c) that which (d) what

7 No sooner had I opened the cupboard door I stood ... (11..17-18)
(a) and (b) then (c) than (d) that

8 ‘-that I was a medical student once upon a time?’ (1.22)
(a) Why don’t you remember (b) Have you forgotten
(c) Do you forget (d) Have you not remembered

Vocabulary i«] >n
9 The English language a vivid saying to ... (11.3-4)

(a) owes (b) contains (c) holds
10 - the guestroom, which, he said, was used. (1.15)

(a) little (b) a little (c) uncommonly
1 1 He told me to unpack my and then ... (11.15-16)

{a) items (b) objects (c) trunks
12 - gave me the impression that it leaping out at me. (1.19)

{a) was on the point of (b) was concerned with (c) was thinking of

{d) has

(d) preciously

(d) belongings

(d) was almost
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Listen to the tape then answer the question below.
”/f % fe EJ T I5] & o

What piece of bad luck prevented the Cutty Sark from
winning the race?

One of the most famous sailing ships of the nineteenth century, the
Cutty Sark, can still be seen at Greenwich. She stands on dry land
and is visited by thousands of people each year. She serves as an
impressive reminder of the great ships of the past. Before they were
replaced by steamships, sailing vessels like the Cutty Sark were
used to carry tea from China and wool from Australia. The Cutty
Sark was one of the fastest sailing ships that has ever been built. The only other ship to match her was the
Thermopylae. Both these ships set out from Shanghai on June 18th, 1872 on an exciting race to England.
This race, which went on for exactly four months, was the last of its kind. It marked the end of the great
tradition of ships with sails and the beginning of a new era.

The first of the two ships to reach Java after the race had begun was the Thermopylae, but on the Indian
Ocean, the Cutty Sark took the lead. It seemed certain that she would be the first ship home, but during the
race she had a lot of bad luck. In August, she was struck by a very heavy storm during which her rudder was
torn away. The Cutty Sark rolled from side to side and it became impossible to steer her. A temporary
rudder was made on board from spare planks and it was fitted with great difficulty. This greatly reduced the
speed of the ship, for there was a danger that if she travelled too quickly, this rudder would be torn away as
well. Because of this, the Cutty Sark lost her lead. After crossing the Equator, the captain called in at a port
to have a new rudder fitted, but by now the Thermopylae was over five hundred miles ahead. Though the
new rudder was fitted at tremendous speed, it was impossible for the Cutty Sark to win. She arrived in
England a week after the Thermopylae. Even this was remarkable, considering that she had had so many
delays. There is no doubt that if she had not lost her rudder she would have won the race easily.

New words and expressions

impressive (1.4) /im'presiv/ adj.
steamship (1.5) /'stiimJip/ n.
vessel (1.5) /'vesalIn. AAlp
era (1.10) /'iara/ H. fitft
Java (1.11) /'d3a:v9/ n. JRPi (£pj§! Ah)
rudder (1.13) /'r/id3/ n. ft
roll (1.14). /rool/ v.

steer (1.14) /stm/ v.
temporary (1.14) /'temparori/ adj. llffi&f &\J
plank (1.15) /plseqk/ n. Aif Aÿ
fit (1.15) /fit/ v.
Equator (1.17) /i kweito/ n. Ail
delay (1.21) /di'lei/ n. Bfcijl

Notes on the text iAA A#
l Cutty Sark, -f , 19 .
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2 both these ships, j&M®® =
both of these ships g5t both ships »

3 The first of the two ships to reach Java ......o TJEAfeio to reach Java
first, first (tfjfl'lBlffiil}' of the two ships °

4 take the lead, o

lose one’s lead, °
5 There is no doubt that if she had not lost her rudder she would have won the race easily.ÿAUM,

AU***l3Eis®*€.
o o MUST 1872* e n is

ttmtefe, “*«&#” W5fc#3*JN£ft o II«6pJt#±, “JWJT » £E5fcig
7, . s AW “7 3r ai'J7- AM 3ti£, £*7

-RAS .*&#££«&, o xtamm®&&&%
£«{& . &#-*, **HMfc7»«i»tii o SJMSMTfclft,
*»[, “7 # ”T S'J7J5ffi . J§, »-KJ»A&ff*«-yN§n, £»JUfc7-RIE . MB!
£W” 500 = tB £” *£«£

TH£7 1 Tlffl . fl*iSiiJlfr±«i£ifcttft, ia7hXÿtiiB:(l7ÿB7 = **»W, *P

Comprehension «#ÿ

Give short answers to these questions in your own words as far as possible. Use one complete sentence for
each answer.

1 Where can the Cutty Sark be seen?
2 What sort of cargo did ships like the Cutty Sark carry?
3 How long did the race between the Cutty Sark and the Thermopylae last?

Vocabulary TJ >n
Explain the meanings of the following words and phrases as they are used in the passage: reminder (1.4);
match (1.7); era (1.10); struck (1.13); steer (1.14); temporary (1.14); on board (1.15).

Summary writing
In not more than 80 words write an account of the race between the Cutty Sark and the Thermopylae after
they set out from Shanghai. Use your own words as far as possible. Do not include anything that is not in the
last paragraph.
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Composition ftx.
In not more than 250 words write a composition entitled ‘Ships of the past’. Expand the ideas given below
into a plan.
Ideas: Ancient ships — oars — galley slaves — Viking ships — Eric the Red — early sailing ships — Columbus —
galleons — the Spanish Armada — warships — Nelson — the coming of steam — the Great Eastern.

Letter writing # it%ft
Imagine you are at present travelling on a ship. Write a letter in three paragraphs of about 100 words to your
parents describing your journey so far.

Key structures and Special difficulties

Exercises & 3
1 vessels like the Cutty Sark were used to carry tea. (11.5-6) Write three sentences using the following: 7 use, I am

used to , I used to. (ISD 55a) 2 MW> 55 if$£jÿ a)

2 The Cutty Sark was one of the fastest sailing ships. (11.6-7) Write sentences using the words fast and faster than.
(IKS 8) <#JEf£ 2 M% 8 lfÿftÿS!)

3 these ships set out from Shanghai. (1.8) Write two sentences using the verbs set off and set up. (ISD 12b) iEJÿ
2 mn 12 b>

4 This race ... was the last of its kind. (1.9) Write two sentences using its and it’s. (ISD 20b) (#E3§ 2 MW 20 if
at* b)

5 she had a lot of bad luck. (1.13) Write sentences using a lot of. a great many and a great deal of (IKS 56b) (#JE
% 2 MW 56 b)

6 A temporary rudder was made on board. (11.14-15) Which of the following words are preceded by on (ISD 80) (#
JEipj— MW 80 if EfEO and which by in (W 2 if $£,&) .fire, ink, common, tears, foot, purpose, love, a hurry.

1 if she travelled too quickly. (1.16) Write two sentences showing the difference between very and too. (ISD 29c)
(MW 2 MW 29 i»* c)

8 The captain called in at a port to have a new rudder fitted. (11.17-18) Note this use of have. (IKS 66) ( J )LW 2 M
W 66 if ) Write these sentences again using have with the verbs in italics:
He is building a house.
She had cleaned his suit.

9 it was impossible for the Cutty Sark to win. (1. 19) Write two sentences using the verbs win and beat. (ISD 51c) (#
%W 2 MW 51 if*t*c)

Multiple choice questions £
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.

Comprehension
1 The fame of the Cutty Sark rests mainly upon

(a) the number of tourists who come to visit her annually
(b) her likeness to other great sailing ships of the past
(c) her being one of the last and one of the fastest of a line of great sailing ships
(d) her victory in the race against the Thermopylae
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2 The race which took place between the Cutty Sark and the Thermopylae was _
(a) a landmark in the history of shipping
(b) held to celebrate the invention of the steamship
(c) held especially for sailing ships on the route from Shanghai to London
(d) unusually slow because the Cutty Sark lost her rudder en route

3 During the race, the most remarkable feat of the Cutty> Sark was
(a) although last to reach Java, to take the lead on the Indian Ocean
(.b) the fact that she managed to sail into port without a rudder
(c) the speed at which she was sailing while having a new rudder fitted
(d) the speed at which she made up the gap between her and the Thermopylae

Structure Hfa
4 The Cutty Sark at Greenwich. (11.1-2)

(a) is still possible to see (b) is able still to be seen
(c) may still be seen {d) is still possibly seen

5 Before , vessels like the Cutty Sark were used ... (11.4-6)
(a) steamships replaced sail
(c) steamships replaced sailing

6 It seemed certain that she _
(a) would go to be
(c) went

(b) the steamship replaced the sailing ship
(d) the steam replaced the sail

.the first ship home. (1.12)

(b) would be going to be
(d) was going to be

7 The Thermopylae arrived in England only a weak before (11.19-20)
(a) she did (b) she was (c) herself (d) she had arrived

8-her rudder, there is no doubt she would have won ... (1.21)
(a) That if she had not lost
(c) Were she not to lose

Vocabulary >c
9 - on dry land and_

(a) appeals to (b) attracts

(b) Not having lost
[d) Had she not lost

10 On June 18th, 1872 both these ships _
(a) set out on (b) departed for

1 1 On the Indian Ocean, the Cutty Sark went
(a) into (b) on

12 Even this was remarkable,_
(a) in respect of (b) according to

thousands of visitors each year. (11.2-3)
(c) catches (d) pulls

.an exciting race from Shanghai to England. (1.8)
(c) entered (d) went for
_ the lead. (11.11-12)

(c) for
the numerous delays. (11.20-21)

(c) in view of

(d) after

(d) accounting
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Listen to the tape then answer the question below.

Who won the prize for the biggest biscuit?

No one can avoid being influenced by advertisements. Much as we
may pride ourselves on our good taste, we are no longer free to

choose the things we want, for advertising exerts a subtle influence
on us. In their efforts to persuade us to buy this or that product,
advertisers have made a close study of human nature and have
classified all our little weaknesses.

Advertisers discovered years ago that all of us love to get
something for nothing. An advertisement which begins with the magic word FREE can rarely go wrong.
These days, advertisers not only offer free samples, but free cars, free houses, and free trips round the world
as well. They devise hundreds of competitions which will enable us to win huge sums of money. Radio and
television have made it possible for advertisers to capture the attention of millions of people in this way.

During a radio programme, a company of biscuit manufacturers once asked listeners to bake biscuits and
send them to their factory. They offered to pay $10 a pound for the biggest biscuit baked by a listener. The
response to this competition was tremendous. Before long, biscuits of all shapes and sizes began arriving at
the factory. One lady brought in a biscuit on a wheelbarrow. It weighed nearly 500 pounds. A little later, a
man came along with a biscuit which occupied the whole boot of his car. All the biscuits that were sent were
carefully weighed. The largest was 713 pounds. It seemed certain that this would win the prize. But just
before the competition closed, a lorry arrived at the factory with a truly colossal biscuit which weighed
2,400 pounds. It had been baked by a college student who had used over 1,000 pounds of flour, 800 pounds
of sugar, 200 pounds of fat, and 400 pounds of various other ingredients. It was so heavy that a crane had to
be used to remove it from the lorry. The manufacturers had to pay more money than they had anticipated,
for they bought the biscuit from the student for $24,000.

New words and expressions ■&

influence (1.1) /'influans/ v. M? H|“] d<
pride (1.2) /praid/ v. a
taste (1.2) /teist/ n. J] m
exert (1.3) /ig'z3:t/ v.
subtle (1.3) /'sAtl/ adj. w
advertiser (1.5) /'aedvotaiza/ n. nW A b(

classify (1.6) /'klaesifat/ v. in
magic (1.8) /'masd3ik/ adj. ci

sample (1.9) /'saimpal/ n. #nn at

devise (1.10) /di'vaiz/ v. i&if . *Htb
capture (1.11) /'kaeptjo/ v.
manufacturer (1.12) /.maenju'faektjÿre/ n.

wheelbarrow (1.15) /'wiil.baerou/ n.
boot (1.16) /bu:t/ n.
ingredient (1.20) /in'griidiont/ n. @244
crane (1.20) /krein/«.
anticipate (1.21) /aen'tisipeit/ v. ®44
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Notes on the text
1 No one can avoid being influenced by advertisements.

avoid being influenced JX »

2 Much as we may pride ourselves ..., ] njVJ. g ......, .It W 7i......rfn SSfll fi 0. >

mn much as “&*S*g

3 get something for nothing, °

4 go wrong, djUfn, »

5 the response to this competition, J5.RI"! =

Sa0r1*M3KBT .
EÿfFi«tTAW«, #}£Aim£>afr73H*i .

. @HU, mm, miwrnm . MiattR
lUWitMfc*, £*+*rA«ir*t*E*£& o sfe&. *MfiHttr#WA"JWfflii#-T-a«ÿldlff7JAWit®* c

*r-&, . MISam
m io ll7c«tfrttÿT*frA*ttttW*AWttT o . 7A. HM*#
#, rxr . 500 . *ÿ7 A.JL. -

iPÿtEfiÿMfiÿfiflrWWiiw . mÿmzTummfom . 713
», #*£>M3H1$£*R7 o taatftftMihlftl’HlJKFiiJilgS, HPHÿ*jt7xr, iaÿT-'hWAAtfc. *i£ 2,400 o 'ZM.te— 1,000 soo 200 400 B
&ftfc##/£*4 . t47ffttAg7, ffl 7 - - fl&fAJl tffi'EM77±®J"F . f]71#7ft7 It ftkfi 1Mtm#
£Wtt, 7 24,000 HTC „

Comprehension
Give short answers to these questions in your own words as far as possible. Use one complete sentence for
each answer.

1 Why are we no longer free to choose the things we want?
2 Why have advertisers made a close study of human weaknesses?
3 How can advertisers capture the attention of millions of people?

Vocabulary >n
Explain the meanings of the following words and phrases as they are used in the passage: no longer (1.2); in
their efforts to persuade us (1.4); classified (1.6); free (1.9); enable (1.10); capture (1.11 ).

Summary writing
In not more than 80 words write an account of the competition organized by a company of biscuit manufac¬
turers. Use your own words as far as possible. Do not include anything that is not in the last paragraph.
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Composition If x
In not more than 250 words describe a radio show organized by a firm of soap manufacturers. Use the ideas
given below and provide a suitable title. Do not write more than two paragraphs.
Introduction: A member of the audience will be asked a maximum of ten questions. Each time he answers a question
correctly, he may accept a money prize or ask for a more difficult question. The minimum prize is £2 for a correct
answer to the first question. This goes on doubling itself, reaching a maximum of £2,048 for ten correct answers.
Development and Conclusion: Man being questioned in front of audience — questions of all types (e.g. spelling
difficult words, general knowledge, etc.). Excitement mounts up as man answers question after question until he reaches
the last one.

Letter writing f
Write a letter of about 100 words in three paragraphs informing a friend of yours that you will be moving
into his neighbourhood. Ask him to help you to find accommodation.

Key structures and Special difficulties &

Exercises & 3
1 No one can avoid being influenced by advertisements. (1.1) Complete the following. (IKS 68) 2 68

He enjoys _
Imagine
It’s no use . _ .
It’s not worth
Would you mind

2 can rarely go wrong. (1.8) Write sentences using the following: go bad; turn yellow; grow quiet. (ISD 75)
2 75 if®/*)

3 in this way. (1.11) Write sentences to bring out the correct meaning of each of the following: in the way, on the way,
and by the way. (ISD 5a) 2l?l 5 a)

4 ... and send them to their factory. (11.12-13) Note this pattern. Write similar sentences using the verbs lend and give.
(ISD 3)

5 One lady brought in a biscuit. (1.15) Write two sentences showing the difference between one and a. (IKS 32) (#
2 32 «&>

6 It was heavy. A crane had to be used to remove it from the lorry. (11.20-21) Join these two sentences then compare
your answer with the sentence in the passage. (ISD 35) (#Eiÿ 2 35

Multiple choice questions £
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.

Comprehension
1 What among other things enables advertisers to sell a product more easily?

(a) Knowing that we will buy anything provided it tastes good.
(b) Giving every customer something free with each product he buys.
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(c) Having so many free things all over the world to tempt people with.
(.d) Having radio and television at their disposal to promote their products.

2 The people who entered the competition did so because--
(a) they wanted to get something for nothing
(b) they hoped by winning easily to cover the cost of the baking ingredients
(c) they hoped to receive the prize money of $24,000
(d) the manufacturers had offered free biscuits to anyone who entered

3 What had the manufacturers failed to anticipate?
(a) The number of people who would take an interest in the competition.
(b) The number of ingredients required to bake a large biscuit with.
(c) That it was possible to bake a biscuit as large as the student’s.
(d) That there was time to bake a huge biscuit before the competition closed.

Structure
4 of our good taste, we are no longer ... (11.1-2)

(a) So proud may we be (b) Although we may pride ourselves a great deal
(c) Proud as we may be (d) Pride ourselves as we may

5 - discovered years ago that all of us something for nothing. (11.7-8)
(a) are loving to get (b) love getting (c) love to be getting (d) love when we get

6 An advertisement can rarely go wrong with the magic word FREE. (1.8)
(a) which begins (b) to begin (c) if it will begin (d) what begins

7 It was nearly 500 pounds (1.15)
{a) weighed (b) weighing (c) in weight (d) of weight

8 It was so heavy that a crane from the lorry. (11.20-21)
(a) did they need remove it (b) they needed to remove it
(c) was needed to have removed it (d) was needed to have it removed

Vocabulary vn
9 - in their efforts to persuade us to buy (1.4)

(a) one or other product (b) that or this product
(c) some product or other (d) a product or two

10 The-to this competition was tremendous. (11.13-14)
(a) answer (b) reply (c) attraction (d) reaction

11 - with a biscuit which the boot of his car. (1.16)
(a) took complete possession of (b ) took up all the space in
(c) completely covered (d) on the whole filled

12 The manufacturers had to pay more money than they (11.21-22)
(a) expected (b) hoped (c) intended (d) wished
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Listen to the tape then answer the question below.

What is the most important thing for a tramp?

It has been said that everyone lives by selling something. In the
light of this statement, teachers live by selling knowledge,
philosophers by selling wisdom and priests by selling spiritual
comfort. Though it may be possible to measure the value of material
goods in terms of money, it is extremely difficult to estimate the
true value of the services which people perform for us. There are
times when we would willingly give everything we possess to save
our lives, yet we might grudge paying a surgeon a high fee for offering us precisely this service. The
conditions of society are such that skills have to be paid for in the same way that goods are paid for at a shop.
Everyone has something to sell.

Tramps seem to be the only exception to this general rule. Beggars almost sell themselves as human
beings to arouse the pity of passers-by. But real tramps are not beggars. They have nothing to sell and require
nothing from others. In seeking independence, they do not sacrifice their human dignity. A tramp may ask
you for money, but he will never ask you to feel sorry for him. He has deliberately chosen to lead the life he
leads and is fully aware of the consequences. He may never be sure where the next meal is coming from, but
he is free from the thousands of anxieties which afflict other people. His few material possessions make it
possible for him to move from place to place with ease. By having to sleep in the open, he gets far closer to
the world of nature than most of us ever do. He may hunt, beg, or steal occasionally to keep himself alive; he
may even, in times of real need, do a little work; but he will never sacrifice his freedom. We often speak of
tramps with contempt and put them in the same class as beggars, but how many of us can honestly say that
we have not felt a little envious of their simple way of life and their freedom from care?

New words and expressions

philosopher (11.2-3) /fi'lDSofo/ n.
wisdom (3.3) /'wizdam/ n.
priest (1.3)/pri:st/n. tW
spiritual (1.3) /'spintjuol/ adj.
grudge (1.8) /gr\dÿ/ v. T'W'tn,
surgeon (1.8) /'S3:d3ÿn/ n. A
passer-by (1.12) /,pa:s9'bai/ n. A ( M.Wi

passers-by )

dignity (1.13) /'digniti/ n. M-J*
deliberately (1.14) /di'libaritli/ adv. Strife
consequence (1.15) /'konsikwons/ n. IdS,
afflict (1.16) /o'flikt/ v. fjfffl
ease (1.17) /i:z/ n.
nature (1.18) /'neitfo/ n. A f§
contempt (1.20) /kon'tempt/ n. HIS,
envious (1.21) /'envios/ adj.
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2 in terms of, M.......Tfffi , ScM o

3 grudge paying 43, grudge ft 'ÿS'IB , "7® IS, °
S.'feQiS W this service ta±i to save our lives »

4 The conditions of society are such that ...

such jtk&Tstm ft m, that m\ .
5 be free from .... ft ......SÿRIo]” I?, JaffiS’fl: pain ( ), trouble ("6"®) , danger

it o

5 By having to sleep in the open, H ‘ l fei ft °
7 in times of real need, 5$l;&;fn HWB't'f?! °
8 put them in the same class as beggars, tEllMl0Til » the same ... as ..., °

nmmw . im, am*

o AAtRWfcffiBTlUiUflf o

ia§iefctKAWMw .
i&ÿwsMMAjiuLtisjttisnfcis . *w

mi«, tnÿffittÿAwir .
aw,

o {tjvnÿwmr, mum*#
£Amx&mmmz .*74#, stt, «ÿ#±-*w0; m-xmwÿm, imÿm-T-
-jsuiffi, o weaÿix, . ®ji, um*w£

Comprehension 3.%-
Give short answers to these questions in your own words as far as possible. Use one complete sentence for
each answer.

1 Which of the two is it easier to estimate in terms of money: the value of material goods or the value of services?
2 How do beggars arouse the pity of passers-by?
3 How do tramps differ from beggars?

Vocabulary >c
Explain the meanings of the following words and phrases as they are used in the passage: value (1.4); estimate
(1.5); perform (1.6); possess (1.7); grudge (1.8); precisely (1.8); skills (1.9).

Summary writing
In not more than 80 words give an account of a tramp’s way of life. Use your own words as far as possible.
Do not include anything that is not in the last paragraph.
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Composition ft x
In not more than 250 words write an answer to the above passage criticizing a tramp’s way of life. Expand
the ideas given below into a plan and provide a suitable title. Your composition should be in four para¬
graphs.
Ideas: Tramps — free, but freedom paid for by others — selfish way of life — unwillingness to assume responsibility
for others (home, children, work, etc.) — lazy parasites on society — if we all had the mentality of tramps, society
would not exist.

Letter writing it % ft

Write a letter of about 100 words in three paragraphs to a relation who lives abroad. Ask him whether it
would be possible for you to get a job abroad for a few months to help to pay for a holiday you intend to

have.

Key structures and Special difficulties

Exercises & >]

1 It has been said that ... . (1.1) Write two sentences using the following: He is said ... , It is said that ... (IKS 58b) (#
mm 2 mm 58 i**«*j$! b)

2 teachers live by selling knowledge. (1.2) Write sentences using the following words: information, news, work and
luggage. (IKS 54a) 2 M% 54 a)

3 There are times ... . (11.6-7) Write sentences using the following: it will be; there was; there has been. (ISD 23) ( #
mm 2 mm 23 ««£)

4 we would willingly give everything we possess to save our lives. (1.7) Note the use of to here. Write sentences using
the following: so as not to; in order that my mother; so that. (ISD 59) (4£Mm 2 Mm 59 )

5 skills have to be paid for. (1.9) Write two sentences using the following: to be found: to be sold. (IKS 34) (# Kim
2 mm 34

6 He may never be sure where the next meal is coming from. (1. 1 5) Write these sentences again changing the position
of the words in italics. Where possible omit the words whom and which. (SD 1) (ÿmm 1
By whom was this book written?
This is not the sort of book in which I am interested.

7 He has to sleep in the open. He gets far closer to the world of nature than most of us ever do. (11. 1 7- 1 8) Join these
two sentences then compare your answer with the sentence in the passage. (IKS 20) 2 MW 20 )

Multiple choice questions
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.

Comprehension 3$$-
1 It is very difficult to estimate the true value of the services people perform for us because

(a) people’s needs vary so much according to their circumstances
(b) we refuse to admit that surgeons perform a very necessary service
(c) we seldom should give everything we possess for such services
(d) such services are paid for in the same way as material goods
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2 In choosing to lead the life he leads, the tramp has decided--
(a) he will never need to ask people for anything
(b) to sleep in the open in order to be closer to the world of nature
(c) he would rather lead the life of a criminal than do any work
(d) his freedom more than compensates for the inconveniences of such a life

3 In moments of truth we feel envious of a tramp’s way of life because
(a) we feel that our way of life is undignified compared to a tramp’s
(,b) his life is not burdened with the anxieties we are often troubled by
(c) of the freedom he has from the struggle to keep alive
(d) we realize that it is better than having to beg for a livelihood

Structure Ufa

4 Yet we might grudge a surgeon for offering ... (1.8)
(a) a high fee we had paid (b) the high fee we would pay
(c) the high fee paying (d) to pay a high fee

5 They require anything from others. (11.12-13)
(a) do not have to sell anything or (b) have nothing to sell nor do they
(c) have to sell nothing nor they {d) have not sold anything and do not

6 With so few material possessions, he to move from ... (11.16-17)
(a) may be able (b) is able (c) can {d) is possible

7 We often speak contemptuously tramps and ... (11.19-20)
(a) for (b) on (c) to (d) of

8 But of us can honestly say ... (1.20)
(a) who (b) which ones (c) how many (d) what one

Vocabulary vH
9 A surgeon is a man who (1.8)

(a) saves people’s lives (b) gives people financial advice
(c) performs operations (d) insures people’s lives against sickness or death

10 - make it possible for him to move with ease. (11.16-17)
(a) here and there (b) one way or another
(c) from square to square (d) in every sense

11 He may hunt, beg or steal occasionally to (1.18)
(a) make a living (b) survive (c) be living (d) be alive

12 We often-tramps and put them down as beggars. (11.20-21)
(a) convict (b) blame (c) look down on {d) condemn
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Listen to the tape then answer the question below.

Why was even five pounds ‘too dear’?

Small boats loaded with wares sped to the great liner as she was
entering the harbour. Before she had anchored, the men from the
boats had climbed on board and the decks were soon covered with
colourful rugs from Persia, silks from India, copper coffee pots,
and beautiful handmade silverware. It was difficult not to be
tempted. Many of the tourists on board had begun bargaining with
the tradesmen, but I decided not to buy anything until I had
disembarked.

I had no sooner got off the ship than I was assailed by a man who wanted to sell me a diamond ring. I had
no intention of buying one, but I could not conceal the fact that I was impressed by the size of the diamonds.
Some of them were as big as marbles. The man went to great lengths to prove that the diamonds were real.
As we were walking past a shop, he held a diamond firmly against the window and made a deep impression
in the glass. It took me over half an hour to get rid of him.

The next man to approach me was selling expensive pens and watches. I examined one of the pens
closely. It certainly looked genuine. At the base of the gold cap, the words ‘made in the U.S.A.’ had been
neatly inscribed. The man said that the pen was worth £50, but as a special favour, he would let me have it
for £30. I shook my head and held up five fingers indicating that I was willing to pay £5. Gesticulating
wildly, the man acted as if he found my offer outrageous, but he eventually reduced the price to £10. Shrug¬
ging my shoulders, I began to walk away when, a moment later, he ran after me and thrust the pen into my
hands. Though he kept throwing up his arms in despair, he readily accepted the £5 I gave him. I felt espe¬
cially pleased with my wonderful bargain — until I got back to the ship. No matter how hard I tried, it was
impossible to fill this beautiful pen with ink and to this day it has never written a single word!

New words and expressions

wares (1.1) /weoz/ n. jSjnn n
anchor (1.2) /'aeqko/ v. £M/CT ii
deck (1.3) /dek/ n. WL f;
silverware (1.5) /'silvoweo/ n. g
tempt (1.6) /tempt/ v. R&3I; 3 1 if
bargain (1.6) /'batgtn/ v. o
disembark (1.8) /.disim'bark/ v. TinJim
assail (1.9) /o'seil/ v. tl

marble (1.1 1) /'matbal/ n.
inscribe (1.16) /in'skraib/ v. H
favour (1.16) /'feiva/ n.
gesticulate (1.17) /d3e'stikjuleit/ v. ( T tS A ) tlT

Pi
outrageous (1.18) /aut'reid33s/ adj. fcb A.M44I4: T

thrust (1.19) /0rAst/ v. 5jElil*n
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Notes on the text xvi#
1 I had no sooner got off the ship than I was assailed, ......AÿlfifiT » no sooner ... than ...

ft “Hi......m......” i#o
2 go to great lengths to do sth., °
3 get rid of, til# °
4 as a special favour, ft o

5 throw up his arms in despair, ■>

# . ffl«lTSE±38t±#iff

5ÿ*t&«BTTjSSywepSl o

Bft, M«±9T-i8»« . .
fiifeSfc1SM*-ÿA*££jftfiJ«fliMW . M±£l$£7{i,

“HBffliS” . iPAittlSiÿB 50 £8, ftfcftSHt*, tifeSlcitÿtU 30 .SUSMA,
#iB 5 5 fgH . 115A«i&fTtm . fityfcTffiffttlP*
fJT 10 %% . aSSflRW&jfeTFT o -&JL, ffls£*&AUBit7±3l5,

a5tta*Mfti*sitjiiaÿaa**. SJIRA, mÿw.

Comprehension &M
Give short answers to these questions in your own words as far as possible. Use one complete sentence for
each answer.

1 What happened as the great liner was entering the harbour?
2 Why was the writer impressed by the size of the diamonds?
3 What did the diamond seller do to prove that his diamonds were real?

Vocabulary >1 >n
Explain the meanings of the following words and phrases as they are used in the passage: loaded with wares
(1.1); liner (1.1); rugs (1.4); bargaining (1.6); went to great lengths (1.11); impression (1.12); to get rid of him (1.13).

Summary writing
In not more than 80 words describe the writer’s experiences after he had got rid of the diamond seller. Use
your own words as far as possible. Do not include anything that is not in the last paragraph.

Composition f£x
In not more than 250 words write an imaginary account, mainly in dialogue form, of the scene that took
place between the writer and the man who sold him the pen. Use the ideas given below.
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Title: The bargain.
Introduction: Man approached with pens and watches — held them up — writer showed interest.
Development and Conclusion: Writer asked to see a pen — man handed him one — argument about the price —
gradually reduced to £10 — writer walked away — man followed — made it clear that he was being robbed but
accepted £5. Writer pleased, but man disappeared quickly.

Letter writing $it % M
You have heard that a friend of yours wishes to sell his CD player. Write him a letter of about 100 words in
three paragraphs. Express interest in the machine and ask him to tell you about its condition and how much
he wants.

Key structures and Special difficulties

Exercises & 3
1 I had no sooner got off the ship than I ... .(1.9) Join these pairs of sentences with no sooner ... than. (ISD 38a) (#
m 2 mm 38 a>
I opened the door. The telephone began to ring.
He finished his speech. Everyone began to clap.

2 Some of them were as big as marbles. (1.11) Write two sentences illustrating the use of as ... as and not as ... as.
(IKS 32a) (MW 2 MW, 32 i**&*jS a)

3 As we were walking past a shop ... . (1.12) Complete the following sentences: (IKS 7) (#U,fÿ 2 MW 1 iiSTÿ.St'hJSI)
While I was working in the garden ...
I was just going into the shop when ...

4 It took me over half an hour to get rid of him. (1.13) Write two sentences using it takes and it has taken. (ISD 50c)

< MW 2 mm so im* c>
5 'made in the U.S.A.’. (1.15) Write sentences using each of the following: made in, made by, made of and made from.

(ISD 10a) 2 MW 10 iSif* a)

6 to this day it has never written a word. (1.22) Write two sentences using the phrases up till now and so far. (IKS 28)

mm 2 mm 28

Multiple choice questions $ 4#ÿ.

Choose the correct answers to the following questions.

Comprehension 3L#-
1 At what point did the tradesmen start trying to sell their merchandise?

(a) Once it had been brought to them by the small boats.
(b) While they were laying it out on the decks.
(c) As soon as the liner had anchored in the harbour.
(d) Once the tourists had arrived on board.

2 What happened once the writer got on shore?
(a) A man who had followed him off the ship tried to sell him a diamond.
(b) He was made to look at some diamonds against his will.
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(c) A man started pestering him to buy a diamond.
(d) On his way to a shop, he met a man who was selling diamonds.

3 What made the writer finally buy the pen?
(a) He had been unable to make the man understand he did not want it.
(.b) The man eventually agreed to his original offer.
(c) He decided it was the only way to get rid of the man.
(d) He was afraid the man might otherwise become violent.

Structure
4 But I decided to disembark anything. (11.7-8)

(a) before I would buy (b ) until I was buying (c) until I had bought (d) before buying
5 I was assailed by a man who wanted a diamond ring. (1.9)

(a) that I bought (b) for me to buy (c) me to buy (d) my buying
6 -of buying one, but the man that I was impressed ... (1.10)

(a) must have noticed (b) had to notice (c) must notice (d) could notice
7 The man said that although the pen was worth £50, as a special favour, for £30. (11.16-17)

(a) he would let it to me (b) he could have let me have it
(c) it would have been mine (d) he might give me

Vocabulary >n
8 It was difficult to temptation. (11.5-6)

(a) avoid (b) fight (c) resist (d)
9 I was approached by a man who was selling ... (1.14)

{a) The later (b) On the next time (c) Afterwards (d)
10 - and held up five fingers indicating I to pay five pounds. (1.17)

(a) wished (b) was ready to (c) intended (d)
1 1 The man acted as if he found my offer (1.18)

(a) irritating (b) preposterous (c) hilarious (d)
12-hard 1 tried, it was impossible to fill the pen. (11.21-22)

(a) However (b) Whatever (c) Whichever (d)

stand

After

expected

unspeakable

So ever
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Listen to the tape then answer the question below.
vf[ T i°JM o

What is the basis of ‘sick' humour?

Whether we find a joke funny or not largely depends on where we
have been brought up. The sense of humour is mysteriously bound
up with national characteristics. A Frenchman, for instance, might
find it hard to laugh at a Russian joke. In the same way, a Russian
might fail to see anything amusing in a joke which would make an
Englishman laugh to tears.

Most funny stories are based on comic situations. In spite of
national differences, certain funny situations have a universal appeal. No matter where you live, you would
find it difficult not to laugh at, say, Charlie Chaplin’s early films. However, a new type of humour, which
stems largely from the U.S., has recently come into fashion. It is called ‘sick humour’. Comedians base their
jokes on tragic situations like violent death or serious accidents. Many people find this sort of joke distasteful.
The following example of ‘sick humour’ will enable you to judge for yourself.

A man who had broken his right leg was taken to hospital a few weeks before Christmas. From the
moment he arrived there, he kept on pestering his doctor to tell him when he would be able to go home. He
dreaded having to spend Christmas in hospital. Though the doctor did his best, the patient’s recovery was
slow. On Christmas Day, the man still had his right leg in plaster. He spent a miserable day in bed thinking
of all the fun he was missing. The following day, however, the doctor consoled him by telling him that his
chances of being able to leave hospital in time for New Year celebrations were good. The man took heart
and, sure enough, on New Year’s Eve he was able to hobble along to a party. To compensate for his unpleas¬
ant experiences in hospital, the man drank a little more than was good for him. In the process, he enjoyed
himself thoroughly and kept telling everybody how much he hated hospitals. He was still mumbling some¬
thing about hospitals at the end of the party when he slipped on a piece of ice and broke his left leg.

a Russian might fail to see
anything amusing

New words and expressions

largely (1.1) /'la:d3li/ adv.
comic (1.7) /'kDmik/ adj. H&J
universal (1.8) /,ju:m'v3:s3l/ adj. i=jf ill
comedian (1.10) /ka'miidion/ n.
distasteful (1.11) /dis'teistfal/ adj. MKfH)
pester (1.14) /'pesta/ v. —
dread (1.15) /dred/v. M

Notes on the text -if X■;£#

1 whether we find a joke funny or not, jll'IifltlM.'n), t£ /R] f iin °

recovery (1.15) /ri'kAvÿri/ n.
plaster (1.16) /'plaisto/ n.
console (1.17) /kon'ssol/ v. 5-cllt, litfn]
hobble (1.19) /'hobÿl/ v.
compensate (1.19) /'kompanseit/ v.
mumble (1.21) /'numb?!/ v. BSnSMio
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2 be bound up with, ......® <,

3 you would find it difficult not to laugh at, say, Charlie Chaplin’s early films. tMPi&, 7Sf3 '

c say BJ## “imr .sa • *#j#£****±**«WEfl£- .
fteifiP <ÿTfl> (1924) ££fe*+»i*W«iftR “*A»” o

4 stem from, jfe?’/!£7 o

5 come into fashion, JFJqiiKfT, MA3® A »

6 judge for yourself, % fl cl AAJK c

7 take heart, HHfLtiftt »

8 the man drank a little more than was good for him. jii'?' ,&SS o

ftb’pl than iinw'hat, be good for sb. Aÿf int” #J|LS> »

*5n, t*ÿAi»Tÿ-»J«BgtSTOffi*££ . PlftWitS, -JWnTeJlÿSAgtbiBfcWgtt, «SAiff7W

»«, .MM,
. -EÿPW iÿir - #jgiEsmi&J8<]iti$i#in&?E, . ft

£AiAm#ÿiSJlffttt{£W . Tffiÿ “*5;Ss**r W£E, B#dU&J®r =
sansiuiE, IA»I7«I«IIEK . MfeatERifl-HB*, \mm\mÿ,

tmxfrmm . MUSPA,
fflLfctf±*MP*Jfcilll*7-A, . MM, f&“ A, E±$«flii&, {URjft«*f¥MW(!6e

SPAflffl5«ÿ7ffi# . *.M, . *7*Mgftfe»-&*E
'imam, «
Si$«$#El£W<f, £ME®|-#HC±#$I7, »K7S«I .

Comprehension n#
Give short answers to these questions in your own words as far as possible. Use one complete sentence for
each answer.

I Why might a Frenchman find it hard to laugh at a Russian joke?
2 Why do people all over the world find Charlie Chaplin’s early films amusing?
3 Where did ‘sick humour’ originate?

Vocabulary >n
Explain the meanings of the following words and phrases as they are used in the passage: brought up (1.2);
mysteriously bound up with (11.2-3); make (1.5); universal appeal (1.8); stems (1.10); come into fashion (1.10);
distasteful (1.11).

Summary writing $-£3?#
Relate the story told in the passage in not more than 80 words. Use your own words as far as possible. Do not
include anything that is not in the last paragraph.
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Composition # x
In not more than 250 words tell a funny story you know well. Make out a full plan and provide a suitable
title. Your composition should be in three or four paragraphs.

Letter writing # it % 'ft
You cannot find your overcoat and think you may have left it at the house of a friend whom you visited
recently. Write him a letter of about 100 words in three paragraphs asking him if you did in fact leave your
overcoat at his house.

Key structures and Special difficulties

Exercises & 3
1 depends on (1.1). Which words normally follow these verbs: operate, differ, smell, encourage, lean, approve,

delight, suffer, assure, escape, interested, concentrate, include. (IKS 22) 2 22 )

2 A Frenchman ... might find it hard to laugh at a Russian joke. (11.3-4) Note this pattern. Write similar sentences
using the following: He found it ... ; She considered it ... ; He thought it ... (ISD 84) 2 Msfc 84 )

3 to laugh at a Russian joke (1.4). Write two sentences illustrating the difference between laugh and laugh at.
(ISD 82a) 2 82 lilt* a)

4 fail to see anything amusing (1.5). Explain the meaning of amusing here. Write sentences using the following
words: amuse, enjoy, entertain. (ISD 69b) (ÿULIÿ 2 13frill 69 b)

5 A man had broken his right leg. He was taken to hospital a few weeks before Christmas. (1.13) Join these two
sentences then compare your answer with the sentence in the passage. (ISD 28) ( 2 MW, 28

6 he kept on pestering his doctor (1.14). Write sentences using the following: keep off, keep up with, keep out.
(ISD 78) 2 mm 78 i»£)

7 on New Year's Eve, he was able to hobble along to a party (1.19). Write two sentences using could and war able to.
(IKS 43c) iÿjim 2 mm 43 c)

Multiple choice questions £
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.

Comprehension UM-
1 Whether you find ‘sick humour’ funny or not will depend on _

(a) your having been brought up in America
(b) the joke being related to a fundamentally comic situation
(c) your ability to see the funny side of an unpleasant event
(d) your ability to laugh until you cry

2 The man spent Christmas Day feeling miserable because
(a) the doctor had failed to attend to him
(b) he was not able to be with his friends
(c) being unable to walk, he did not enjoy the celebrations at the hospital
(d) he thought he might also miss the New Year’s Eve celebrations
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3 The point of the joke taken to illustrate ‘sick humour’ is that

(a) no sooner was the man out of hospital than he had to go back in again
(b) the man should not have said how much he hated hospitals
(c) the man would be unable to walk for the rest of his life
(d) the man had not got a leg to stand on

Structure Hfa
4 , for instance, might find it hard to ... (11.3-4)

(a) The French (b) A French (c ) A man in France (d) If you were French
5 amusing stories are based on comic situations. (1.7)

(a) Most (b) Most of (c) The majority (d) Mostly
6 A man broken was taken to hospital ... (1.13)

(a) whose right leg had been (b) who had the right leg
(c) with one right leg (d) to whom the right leg had been

7 He had no sooner arrived there pestering his doctor ... (11.13-14)
(a) and then he began (b) than he began (c) he began (d) to begin

8 The man compensated for his unpleasant experiences in hospital a little more than ...
(11.19-20)
(a) drinking (b) to drink (c) by drinking (d) and drunk

Vocabulary >c
9 Though the doctor _ ...(1.15)

(a) worked very well
(c) was extremely skilled

10 The doctor
(a) felt

. him by ... (1.17)

Cb) advised

(b) could not have been better
(d) did all he could

11 - and kept telling everyone .

(c) pleased (d) comforted
he hated hospitals. (1.21)

(a) at great lengths that (b) to their cost (c) to what extent (d) why
12 He was still mumbling something at the end ... (11.21-22)

(a) in the same way (b) to the same effect (c) of common sense (d) of some sort
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Lesson 30 The death of a ghost

Listen to the tape then answer the question below.

PA % 4r, £ fe © T ft M o

Why did the two brothers keep the secret?

For years, villagers believed that Endley Farm was haunted. The
farm was owned by two brothers, Joe and Bob Cox. They employed
a few farmhands, but no one was willing to work there long. Every
time a worker gave up his job. he told the same story. Farm labourers

5 said that they always woke up to find that work had been done
overnight. Hay had been cut and cowsheds had been cleaned. A
farm worker, who stayed up all night, claimed to have seen a figure
cutting corn in the moonlight. In time, it became an accepted fact that the Cox brothers employed a
conscientious ghost that did most of their work for them.

10 No one suspected that there might be someone else on the farm who had never been seen. This was
indeed the case. A short time ago, villagers were astonished to learn that the ghost of Endley had died.
Everyone went to the funeral, for the ‘ghost’ was none other than Eric Cox, a third brother who was
supposed to have died as a young man. After the funeral, Joe and Bob revealed a secret which they had kept
for over fifty years.

i 5 Eric had been the eldest son of the family, very much older than his two brothers. He had been obliged to

join the army during the Second World War. As he hated army life, he decided to desert his regiment. When
he learnt that he would be sent abroad, he returned to the farm and his father hid him until the end of the war.
Fearing the authorities, Eric remained in hiding after the war as well. His father told everybody that Eric had
been killed in action. The only other people who knew the secret were Joe and Bob. They did not even tell

20 their wives. When their father died, they thought it their duty to keep Eric in hiding. All these years, Eric had
lived as a recluse. He used to sleep during the day and work at night, quite unaware of the fact that he had
become the ghost of Endley. When he died, however, his brothers found it impossible to keep the secret any
longer.

New words and expressions

labourer (1.4) /'leibara/ n.
overnight (1.6) /'auvanait / adv. —
hay (1.6) /hei/ n.
com (1.8) fkoinJ n.
moonlight (1.8) /'mumlait/ n. ft jfc
conscientious (1.9) /.konji'enjas/ adj. iAJtfrvI

suspect (1.10) /sa'spekt? v.
desert (1.16) /di'z3:t/ v. (ÿ1ÿ4’) Jf /MI
regiment (1.16) /'redjimant/ n. (¥PA) Etj
action (1.19) /'adkfanJ n.
recluse (1.21) /ri'kluis/m (SSi

Notes on the text
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Unit 2 Lesson 30

2 stay up, l&fS, XBS'sS »

3 In time, it became an accepted fact that MkJu,......TÿP-:S °
in time ft ”, W . that 3|-#W/A*jft fact .

4 none other than ..., AlE?j| o

lÿ-ÿx

■ mmmm® ■ mmsti&mm . #
IHUT/I/MEI, fi*tfeÿ**fti!i5;L-K»xftT* o . aim,tt
-f-&A£MA£&Sfe?£T7, TSEttff, fttfHLJTftT#7 .

0 ffitrtiUttijKjffi, -%f4»r5LXft 7-T7TAÿW&.
XT, .

o fi*£±HWiH:A o TA2ibu, ttRf]ttSJft»sW#«Wl

?E7 o Xm&ZmnTmi, S%W "A” 7£SiJA, iE*#«±ttJt#£sa; ■ #*4®r o Am*«m£¥
£B4S«?E7 o IMLfcJS, TMUi&MS?TfMMTTÿii 50 .

ftl&HTtkMTigifcAIgÿ, . ftbWRÿSfcÿjg,
wufswiÿ « 24Hrmpite#»itfij®BT ISU«#ISJR = *T*tsÿ

E, &m£ttJ5»&£ft*ig = \m'yLÿ\KX%L,
>M&».(&fi!iffiaEiaw#xwift#tt . «
saa#»±£is, exssÿ, . ftreis, imÿmi

Comprehension
Give short answers to these questions in your own words as far as possible. Use one complete sentence for
each answer.

1 Why did farm hands frequently give up their jobs at Endley farm?
2 Who was the ghost of Endley?
3 Why was everybody surprised to learn that Eric Cox had just died?

Vocabulary A] >C

Explain the meanings of the following words and phrases as they are used in the passage: was willing (1.3);

labourers (1.4); claimed (1.7); an accepted fact (1.8); conscientious (1.9); astonished (1.11); revealed (1.13).

Summary writing #7ÿ A'4t
In not more than 80 words write an account of the life of Eric Cox from the time he joined the army. Use
your own words as far as possible. Do not include anything that is not in the last paragraph.

Composition 'ft x
In not more than 250 words write an imaginary account of the night a farm worker saw a figure cutting com.
Write in the first person. Use the ideas given below. Do not write more than four paragraphs.
Title: The ghost of Endley.
Introduction:Inoticed that work had been done overnight.Idecided to stay up all night— sat in bam.
Development:Ifell asleep — suddenly woke up — went to cowshed — it had already been cleaned — went out to
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Unit 2 Lesson 30
fields — saw a figure working — rushed back to farmhouse — woke up others — we went out — no one there.
Conclusion Sure it was a ghost — decided not to work at Endley Farm any longer — told story to villagers.

Letter writing # it %ft
You have already written several letters to a friend but he has failed to answer them. Write a letter of about
100 words in three paragraphs complaining that he has not written to you and asking him to give news of
himself.

Key structures and Special difficulties

Exercises & s\
1 Every time a worker gave up his job .... (11.3-4) Explain the meaning of the verb gave up here. Write sentences

using the following: give in, give away and give oneself up. (ISD 18a) (&MM 2 MW 18 a)
2 he told the same story (1.4). Write sentences using say or tell with the following words: a lie, goodbye, the differ¬

ence, so, the time. (ISD 67) (#J*LS& 2 MW 67 TJDCJSU
3 that did most of their work (1.9). Write sentences using do or make with the following: a speech, his best, a favour,

a mistake. (ISD 40) 2 MW 40 $$&)
4 The ‘ghost' was none other than Eric Cox, a third brother who was supposed to have died as a young man. (11.12-

1 3) Write three sentences using the following: I suppose; He is supposed; He was supposed. (SD 7) ( #MW 7 iH
*t,&)

5 After the funeral. Joe and Bob revealed a secret. They had kept it for over fifty years. (11.13-14) Join these two
sentences then compare your answer with the sentence in the passage. (ISD 28) (&MW 2 MW 28

6 He used to sleep during the day. (1.21) Write two sentences using: He used to work ... ; He was working ... (IKS 31)
<#£$ 2 MW 31

Multiple choice questions P
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.

Comprehension &.$ÿ
1 While farmhands stayed at Endley Farm

(a) they woke up during the night to find their work had been done for them
(b) they often saw a figure working in the fields at night
(c) they did not have any work to do
(d) it never occurred to them that there was someone in hiding on the farm

2 Eric remained in hiding after the war because
(a) he feared the penalty he might receive for his desertion
(.b) his father had told everyone he had died
(c) he was afraid of being sent abroad by the authorities
(d) he was fond of the life of a recluse

3 When did the identity of the ‘ghost’ become known?
(a) When the villagers attended the funeral.
(b) Fifty years after the outbreak of the Second World War.
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(c) When the father of the three Cox brothers died.
(d) When Joe and Bob felt they would have to have their brother buried.

Structure
4 Farm labourers said that on waking up work had been done. (11.4-5)

(a) to find (b) they would find (c) and finding (d) they had found
5 - employed a conscientious ghost, most of their work for them. (11.8-9)

(a) doing (b) to have done (c) which did {d) so as to do
6 As he hated

_
he decided to desert ... (1.16)

(a) the life of army (b) life in the army (c) life of the army id) the army for life
7 - Eric had been killed fighting with his regiment. (11.18-19)

(a) while (b) during (c) as if (d) because
8 Joe and Bob were the only other people who knew the secret their wives. (11.19-20)

(a) and did not even tell (b) which they did not even tell
(c) who did not tell (d) yet did not tell it to

Vocabulary v] >c
9 , it became an accepted fact ... (1.8)

(a) At the time (b) On time (c) With time (d) At times
10 He was during the Second World War. (11.15-16)

(a) recruited (b) conscripted (c) armed (d) regimented
11 All these years, Eric had lived .

(a) out of this world
(c) without a companion

12 He used to work at night,_
(a) never realizing
(c) quite ignoring

__
(11.20-21)

(b) a secret life
(d) the life of a hermit

. that he had become the ghost of Endley. (11.21-22)
(b) quite misunderstanding
(d) never accounting for
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Lesson 31 A lovable eccentric A

5

10

20

Listen to the tape then answer the question below.
f-, && o

Why did the shop assistant refuse to serve Dickie?

True eccentrics never deliberately set out to draw attention to
themselves. They disregard social conventions without being
conscious that they are doing anything extraordinary. This invariably
wins them the love and respect of others, for they add colour to the
dull routine of everyday life.

Up to the time of his death, Richard Colson was one of the most
notable figures in our town. He was a shrewd and wealthy
businessman, but most people in the towm hardly knew anything about this side of his life. He was known to

us all as Dickie and his eccentricity had become legendary long before he died.
Dickie disliked snobs intensely. Though he owned a large car, he hardly ever used it, preferring always

to go on foot. Even when it was raining heavily, he refused to carry an umbrella. One day, he walked into an
expensive shop after having been caught in a particularly heavy shower. He wanted to buy a £300 watch for
his wife, but he was in such a bedraggled condition that an assistant refused to serve him. Dickie left the
shop without a word and returned carrying a large cloth bag. As it was extremely heavy, he dumped it on the
counter. The assistant asked him to leave, but Dickie paid no attention to him and requested to see the
manager. Recognizing who the customer was, the manager was most apologetic and reprimanded the assis¬
tant severely. When Dickie was given the watch, he presented the assistant with the cloth bag. It contained
£300 in pennies. He insisted on the assistant’s counting the money before he left— 30,000 pennies in all!
On another occasion, he invited a number of important critics to see his private collection of modern
paintings. This exhibition received a great deal of attention in the press, for though the pictures were
supposed to be the work of famous artists, they had in fact been painted by Dickie. It took him four years
to stage this elaborate joke simply to prove that critics do not always know what they are talking about.

New words and expressions i%-

lovable (title) /'Uvobÿl/ adj.
eccentric (title) /ik'sentrik/ n. (frA ) A'SA
disregard (1.2) /.disri gaid/ v. 'MM
convention (1.2) /kon'venjan/ n. T] Jxlf§
conscious (1.3) /'konjos/ adj. jSiKPJ&t)
invariably (1.3) /in'veoriobli/ adv.
routine (1.5) /ru:’ti:n/ n. 1ft #ij
shrewd (1.7) /Jru:d/ adj. fr;J
eccentricity (1.9) /.eksen'trisiti/ /z.

legendary (1.9) /'ledpndÿri/ adj. A A lA (l?
snob (1.10) /snDb/ n. A, i£ii:ft>(Tfr5A
intensely (1.10) /in'tensli/ adv.
bedraggled (1.13) /bi'draegÿld/ adj. M'/S'rfJzk
dump (1.14) /dAmp/ v. M F
apologetic (1.16) /oÿDlo'cÿetik/ adj. ififfcl-H)
reprimand (1.16) /'reprimamd/ v. i)l| Jr
stage (1.22) /steidy1 v.
elaborate (1.22) /I'laebÿrit/ adj. fit ASfIKj
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Unit 2 Lesson 31

Notes on the text >£#
] set out to do sth., fTH, ikSHiStSIt °

2 draw attention to ft ......i# o

3 without being conscious that o

be conscious that ... ft “ tRIU ......” f$ °

4 This invariably wins them the love and respect of others. °

win sb. sth., ft “f££A&1#*|f m ”i# o

5 add ... to, tC...... »

6 this side of his life, 1lfa±tS Wtff S, »

i£MfB Ptl jik He was a shrewd and wealthy businessman.
7 be caught in, ft ®_h” i# o

8 Recognizing who the customer was, the manager was most apologetic ...

i&T&akiiiiiTMUSJlitT, ....... most 4&lig

*ST very.
9. insisted on the assistant’s counting, SUÿihlEOT/ÿ'/H O

insist on the assistant’s iÿWilÿiili o

as* ■ *rtt«nsA, fim±AÿAÿm
irS+ittS-TAffi/W-T#m. .MttittrtMRX, *WT*r«fT*ttJ*74t*sfcff7 .

. -A, ffea±-«a&*M, o *j£ia-*fi«*JE, 300
o o . -£JL, *#*-T**PS@JiJ

JEM o . JSMi-BfiSjfeJF, (HiSATS, . &3ttiB7fcft
fi£, **7»8JtottiS, arWftfeUH/fTJEM . l£fl*ifi**di73PftM, PgSffi
'm 300 30,000 *! *

BO , itA±£ifi«g7®M . 1*7 r 4 7EM fo]mmm mA$it&<j mm ,

Comprehension !£#ÿ

Give short answers to these questions in your own words as far as possible. Use one complete sentence for
each answer.

1 Why do eccentrics add colour to the dull routine of everyday life?
2 Why was Richard Colson one of the most notable figures of our town?
3 What did Colson set out to prove when he held an exhibition of modern painting?

Vocabulary ftlr
Explain the meanings of the following words and phrases as they are used in the passage: deliberately (1.1);
disregard (1.2); conventions (1.2); conscious (1.3); notable figures (1.7); shrewd (1.7); elaborate (1.22).
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Summary writing
In not more than 80 words explain how Dickie bought a watch for his wife. Use your own words as far as
possible. Do not include anything that is not in the last paragraph.

Composition
In not more than 250 words write an actual or imaginary description of an eccentric person. Expand the ideas
given below into a plan and provide a suitable title. Your composition should be in three or four paragraphs.
Ideas: Appearance — dress — behaviour — home — way he or she lives — strange actions (e.g. puts up strange
notices to passers-by in his garden; stands for parliament — gives speeches saying what he would do if he were Prime
Minister — gets a few votes, etc.) The way other people behave towards him.

Letter writing $ it % ft

An old friend of yours has just died. Write a letter of about 100 words in three paragraphs to his wife
expressing your sympathy and asking if you can help her in any way.

Key structures and Special difficulties

Exercises & 3
1 without being conscious (11,2-3). Write sentences using verbs after each of the following: instead of; apart from;

interested in. (IKS 20) (MW 2 MW 20
2 He owned a large car. He hardly ever used it. He preferred always to go on foot. (11.10-11) Join these three sen¬

tences then compare your answer with the sentence in the passage. (IKS 49) iÿHILW 2 MW
3 he walked into an expensive shop (11.11-12). Write two pairs of sentences illustrating the difference between: into

and out of into and in. (IKS 33b) (#ilLSÿ 2 MW 33 b)

4 Dickie paid no attention. (1.15) Write sentences using the following: pay attention, care and take care. (ISD 16b)
(MW 2 mm ie b)

5 Recognizing who the customer was ... (1.16). Write sentences completing the following: I don't know who ... ; Ask
him why... ; She asked if ... (IKS 39) 2 MW 39

6 He insisted on the assistant's counting the money. (1.18) Complete the following: Would you mind my
... ; Imagine her... (IKS 68b) (MW 2 MW 68 b)

7 30,000 pennies in all (1.18). Write sentences using the following phrases: in the end: in debt; in sight; in tears.
(SD 2) (Mm 2 i$*M)

Multiple choice questions £
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.

Comprehension
1 Most people in the town would have regarded Dickie’s behaviour as eccentric on the day he visited the

shop because
(a) when he set out into the rain he did not take an umbrella
(b) he went to such lengths to show his dislike of snobbery
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(c) he spent so much money on a watch
(d) he had not counted the pennies before giving them to the assistant

2 When Dickie went into an expensive shop
(a) he wanted to shelter from the rain
Cb) he did not look like a man who could afford a watch
(c) he had forgotten to bring his cloth bag with him
(d) he had been sent by his wife to buy a watch

3 The press paid a great deal of attention to Dickie’s exhibition because .
(a) it had taken him so long to prepare the paintings
(b) the critics admired Dickie’s ability to copy the work of famous artists
(c) no one had known that Dickie was a painter
(d) it became known that Dickie had succeeded in deceiving the critics

Structure
4 They disregard social conventions and are quite unaware they are doing anything extraordi¬

nary. (11.2-3)
(a) that what (b) of the fact that (c) if (d) when

5 As it , he dumped it on the counter. (11.14-15)
(a) was weighing (b) weighed a lot (c) weighed much (d) had weighed much

6 £300 worth of pennies in the bag. (11.17-18)
(a) There were (b) It was (c) They were (d) It had

7 He insisted the money before he left. (1.18)
(a) that the assistant should count (b) the assistant to count
(c) to count (d) to be counted

8 He asked a number of important critics to come his private ... (11.19-20)
(a) and see (b) seeing (c) see (d) so they saw

Vocabulary it.
9 - and returned carrying a large (1.14)

(a) cloth case (b) clothes-basket
10 But Dickie paid no attention to his_

(a) question (b ) inquiry
1 1 The pictures were supposed to have been _

(a) worked (b) made
12 Critics do not always............ (1.22)

(a) mean well
(c) tell the truth

(c) sack of clothing (d) bag made of cloth
0-15)
(c) query (d) demand_ by famous artists. (11.20-21)
(c) done (d) designed
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5
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15

20

Listen to the tape then answer the question below.
~F i°\ M. o

Did the crew of the Elkor find what they were looking for? Why?

The salvage operation had been a complete failure. The small ship,
Elkor, which had been searching the Barents Sea for weeks, was
on its way home. A radio message from the mainland had been
received by the ship’s captain instructing him to give up the search.
The captain knew that another attempt would be made later, for the
sunken ship he was trying to find had been carrying a precious
cargo of gold bullion.

Despite the message, the captain of the Elkor decided to try once more. The sea bed was scoured with
powerful nets and there was tremendous excitement on board when a chest was raised from the bottom.
Though the crew were at first under the impression that the lost ship had been found, the contents of the
chest proved them wrong. What they had in fact found was a ship which had been sunk many years before.

The chest contained the personal belongings of a seaman, Alan Fielding. There were books, clothing and
photographs, together with letters which the seaman had once received from his wife. The captain of the
Elkor ordered his men to salvage as much as possible from the wreck. Nothing of value was found, but the
numerous items which were brought to the surface proved to be of great interest. From a heavy gun that was
raised, the captain realized that the ship must have been a cruiser. In another chest, which contained the
belongings of a ship’s officer, there was an unfinished letter which had been written on March 14th, 1943.
The captain learnt from the letter that the name of the lost ship was the Karen. The most valuable find of all
was the ship’s log book, parts of which it was still possible to read. From this the captain was able to piece
together all the information that had come to light. The Karen had been sailing in a convoy to Russia when
she was torpedoed by an enemy submarine. This was later confirmed by a naval official at the Ministry of
Defence after the Elkor had returned home. All the items that were found were sent to the War Museum.

New words and expressions

salvage (1.1) /'saelvicfe/ v. $k$], i fTffl
Barents (1.2)/'beor3ntz/ n. Effect (M)
sunken (1.6) /'sAqkon/ adj.
cargo (1.7) /'kaigau/ n. !
bullion (1.7) /'buljon/ n.
scour (1.8) /'skauo/ v.
chest (1.9) /tfest/ n.
contents (1.10) /'kDntents/ n. (JCI&)
belongings (1.12) /bi'lDqipz/n. (JfL$jl)
item (1.15) /'aitom/n.

cruiser (1.16) /'kru:zo/ n.
find (1.18) /faind/ n. -fie3\ h-J $] m
log book (1.19) /'lDg-bok? 0
piece (1.19) /pits/ v.
convoy (1.20) /'konvoi/ n. fPM
torpedo (1.21) /to: pirdou/ v.
submarine (1.21) /'sAbmoriin/ n.
naval (1.21) /'neival/ adj.
ministry (1.21) /'ministri/ n. nf$
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Notes on the text i£x

i on its way home, °
2 for the sunken ship he was trying to find....,

for 1#, he was trying to find ship «

3 under the impression that, iA iU o

4 be of great interest, ■>

5 parts of which it was possible to read,
which log book, it 7ÿ2ÿ to read parts of which
read o

6 piece together ... (i(St piece ... together) , * * » come to light, »

7 War Museum,

###x
o /MS“%mr

$±*0t o 7, 0 *£±,

*««***¥£*& ■ m*Tm£Am, *IR,

TAMMAMX® .
1943 ¥ 3 n i4 swfi,

“7te” -t . . mt, tt-KBrwa

SMII* . ji-ttfe* imf4” o

wmmm .
Comprehension S#
Give short answers to these questions in your own words as far as possible. Use one complete sentence for
each answer.

1 Why did the captain of Elkor know that another attempt would be made later to find the sunken ship?
2 What did the crew think when a chest was raised from the bottom?
3 Who was Alan Fielding?

Vocabulary >c
Explain the meanings of the following words and phrases as they are used in the passage: instructing (1.4);
give up the search (1.4); precious (1.6); tremendous (1.9); were at first under the impression (1.10); wrong (1.1 1).
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Summary writing
In not more than 80 words describe how the items brought to the surface enabled the captain of Elkor to

identify the lost ship. Use your own words as far as possible. Do not include anything that is not in the last
paragraph.

Composition x
In not more than 250 words write the page of Karen's log book which was dated March 14th, 1943. Use the
ideas given below. Do not write more than four paragraphs.
Title: The last day.
Introduction: Journey has gone well so far — convoy successfully fought off an air attack — early morning — no ships
lost.
Development and Conclusion: 10 a.m. First attack by U-boat — ship ahead, the Dauntless sunk — men in sea — Karen
picked up survivors — 720 men — 50 lives lost — crowded on board — attack on U-boat — puts it out of action with
depth charges. 3.15 p.m. (last entry) — second U-boat attack ...

Letter writing # it % #
In about 1 00 words write the unfinished letter referred to in the passage which was written on March 14th,
1943 by a ship’s officer.

Key structures and Speciai difficulties

Exercises >]

1 which had been searching the Barents Sea (1.2). Write sentences using the following: had been doing and had been
working. (IKS 62b) 2 MM 62 b>

2 received (1.4). Write two sentences illustrating the difference between receive and take. (ISD 4) ( # JAM 2 MM
4 i»&)

3 The sea bed vim scoured with powerful nets. There was tremendous excitement on board. A chest was raised from
the bottom. The crew were at first under the impression that the lost ship had been found. The contents of the chest
proved them wrong. (11.8- 1 1 ) Express these ideas again in not more than two sentences. Compare your answer with
the sentences in the passage. (IKS 25, KS 49) 2 MM 25, 49 if )

4 the contents of the chest (11.10-1 1). How would the word contents be stressed in this sentence? (ISD 93) (0ULM
2 MM 93 l»£)

5 clothing (1.12). Write three sentences using the following words: cloth, clothes, and clothing. (ISD 81a)
2 MM 81 1**L* a)

6 brought (1.15). Write three sentences using the following words: bring, take, and fetch. (ISD 29b) ( 2 M
M 29 b)

7 realized (1.16). Write two sentences illustrating the difference between realize and understand. (ISD 20c) (#j*L

M 2 MM 20 if m* c)
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Comprehension
1 Why had the salvage operation been a complete failure?

(a) They had failed to locate the ship they had been sent to look for.
(b) They had not succeeded in finding the Barents Sea.
(c) They had found the wrong ship.
(d) The captain had not understood his instructions.

2 In ordering as much as possible to be salvaged from the wreck, the captain-.

(a) expected to find some of the gold bullion
(,b ) hoped, among other things, to establish the identity of the ship
(c) thought he would find out that the ship had been a cruiser
(d) was looking for more information concerning the dead seaman

3 The log book was the most important find because it
(a) helped to explain how the warship had come to be sunk in the Barents Sea
Cb) contained a written account of how the Karen had been torpedoed
(t) provided vital information as to the ship’s whereabouts
(d ) gave the Ministry of Defence information it had known nothing about

Structure
4 The captain knew that the only attempt. (1.5)

(a) it was not (b) his had not been (c) his would not be (d) it had not been
5 It was a ship which had been sunk many years before in fact found. (1.11)

(a) what they had (b) that they had (c) had been (d) which was
6 They did not find (1.14)

(a) nothing of value (b) a valuable thing (c) any value (d) anything valuable
7 - parts of which _ (1.19)

(a) it could still be read (b) it could still read (c) could still be read (d) could still read
8 After the Elkor had returned home, a naval official . (11.21-22)

{a) had this later confirmed at the Ministry of Defence
(b) confirmed this at the Ministry of Defence
(c) at the Ministry of Defence confirmed this
(d) later at the Ministry of Defence confirmed this

Vocabulary i«]>C
9 The ship’s captain had received instructions to give up the search a radio message from the

mainland. (11.3-4)
(a) on (b) by (c) with (d) in

10 There were books, clothing and photographs, letters ... (11.12-13)
(a) including (b) along with (c) added to (d) beside

1 1 - an unfinished letter which was March 1 4th, 1943. (1.17)
(a) inscribed {b) marked (c) dated (d) posted on

12 - all the information that had (1.20)
(a) emerged (b) alighted (c) arisen (d) surfaced
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Listen to the tape then answer the question below.
p/f -ÿr • ® v'X "p /°] M. °
What incident began the series of traffic accidents?

We have all experienced days when everything goes wrong. A day
may begin well enough, but suddenly everything seems to get out

of control. What invariably happens is that a great number of things
choose to go wrong at precisely the same moment. It is as if a single
unimportant event set up a chain of reactions. Let us suppose that
you are preparing a meal and keeping an eye on the baby at the
same time. The telephone nngs and this marks the prelude to an
unforeseen series of catastrophes. While you are on the phone, the baby pulls the tablecloth off the table,
smashing half your best crockery and cutting himself in the process. You hang up hurriedly and attend to
baby, crockery, etc. Meanwhile, the meal gets burnt. As if this were not enough to reduce you to tears, your
husband arrives, unexpectedly bringing three guests to dinner.

Things can go wrong on a big scale, as a number of people recently discovered in Parramatta, a suburb of
Sydney. During the rush hour one evening two cars collided and both drivers began to argue. The woman
immediately behind the two cars Happened to be a learner. She suddenly got into a panic and stopped her car.
This made the driver following her brake hard. His wife was sitting beside him holding a large cake. As she
was thrown forward, the cake went right through the windscreen and landed on the road. Seeing a cake
flying through the air, a lorry driver who was drawing up alongside the car, pulled up all of a sudden. The
lorry was loaded with empty beer bottles and hundreds of them slid off the back of the vehicle and on to the
road. This led to yet another angry argument. Meanwhile, the traffic piled up behind. It took the police
nearly an hour to get the traffic on the move again. In the meantime, the lorry driver had to sweep up
hundreds of broken bottles. Only two stray dogs benefited from all this confusion, for they greedily
devoured what was left of the cake. It w'as just one of those days!

New words and expressions

prelude (1.7) /'preljuid/ n. ffH, huH w
unforeseen (1.8) /,Anfo:'si:n/ adj.
series (1.8) /'sioriiz/n. M?1) a
catastrophe (1.8) /ka'testrofi/ n.
crockery (1.9) /'krokori/ n. 1*1 fCtf- si
suburb (1.12)/'SAb3:b/ n. K si

collide (1. 13) /ko'laid/ v. e
learner (1. 14) /‘l3:no/ n. g
panic (1.14) /'psenik/ n. tgifn;, ©IJI d

windscreen (1.16) /'windskriin/ n.

alongside (1.17) /o,lDr)'said/ prep, ft ,m
slide (1.18) (slid /slid/, slid) v. ft
stray (1.21) /strei/ adj.
confusion (1.21) /kon'fjuÿan/ n. MSL
greedily (1.21) /'gri:dili/ adv. jlclcife
devour (1.22) /di'vaua/ v.
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Unit 2 Lesson 33

Notes on the text
1 get out of control, o

2 It is as if a single unimportant event set up a chain of reactions.. as if set up, 3lfi, )*£; a chain of, .
3 keep an eye on, MU »

4 you are on the phone, IS o

5 reduce you to tears, o

6 on a big scale, °
7 rush hour, _tT8EB't|0] o

8 draw up, i§_L o

9 pull up, frÿf. o

10 get the traffic on the move, { »

*ÿ*£#«, mm-#x*K*M'h*3i®7-£*watt&
JSZ o laiWXftSB#*ÿ .£W*1Stttf7, £«w#H£$M*PJW5fc«M*l& .Sftfcttfil
ffeiSirt, l*Iftftil#Nfr7mge . itHtftji

±*i*s o £&t, mxÿisT o 0*7,
*ftii97«nfSlt#* 3 7£Aÿtfi o

W7T*. «*S«.
M'itm-ft, . itw, -*-iÿ£jf&jffja7F0iP*rt$ia±, mm%-

K&iM* o 77±£# ritWRJR'f . iiX?l

aismi'BM, 77-ÿtR7f#7i#fiiP/ii-K(&m7. Rÿmp,mmhk&-nmÿmnM, fcff]**«ufe
#7*TFttS«l o

Comprehension 3E£$f
Give short answers to these questions in your own words as far as possible. Use one complete sentence for
each answer.

1 What can mark the beginning of an unforeseen series of catastrophes while you are preparing a meal?
2 Why are your husband’s guests not welcome?
3 What began all the trouble in Parramatta recently?

Vocabulary AI >H
Explain the meanings of the following words and phrases as they are used in the passage: happens (1.3);
precisely (1.4); preparing (1.6); catastrophes (1.8); smashing (1.9); in the process (1.9); reduce you to tears (1.10).
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Summary writing ft

In not more than 80 words describe what happened from the time when the learner driver stopped her car.
Use your own words as far as possible. Do not include anything that is not in the last paragraph.

Composition ft x
In not more than 250 words describe a similar ‘chain of reactions’. Expand the ideas given below into a plan
and provide a suitable title. Your composition should be in three or four paragraphs.
Ideas: Man loaded with parcels — looking for his car — saw one exactly like it — mistook it for his own — found his
key with difficulty — tried to open the door — key wouldn’t turn — forced the lock — broke the key — dropped the
parcels — infuriated — deliberately broke the window of the car — the owner saw him — rushed towards him — called
a policeman — the man arrested — tried to explain — was not believed.

Letter writing # it % ft

You have been trying to sell your car and an unknown person has written to you making an offer. Write a
reply in about 100 words in three paragraphs accepting the offer and making arrangements for the sale.

Key structures and Special difficulties £it ?£ fa

Exercises s\
1 We have all experienced days ... (1.1). Write two sentences using the following: he experienced; a lot of experience.

(ISD 31a) 2 31 a)

2 A day may begin well enough (11.1-2). Write sentences using the following: good enough; enough money; fairly.
(ISD 86a) 2 86 i*5£.& a)

3 You are on the phone. The baby pulls the tablecloth off the table. He smashes half your best crockery. He cuts
himself in the process. (11.8-9) Join these sentences together to make one sentence. Compare your answer with the
sentence in the passage. (IKS 49) 2 49 )

4 people recently discovered (1.12). Write two sentences illustrating the difference between discover and invent. (ISD
61a) (#J*L3& 2 Wig 61 a)

5 His wife was sitting beside him. (1.15) Write two sentences illustrating the difference between beside and besides.
(ISD 18b) 2 mn 18 i b)

6 a lorry driver who was drawing up alongside the car (1.17). Explain the meaning of drawing up in this sentence.
Write sentences using draw back and draw off. (ISD 64) ( #Ml% 2 64 ;!-,()

7 the lorry driver had to sweep up hundreds of broken bottles (11.20-21 ). Write two sentences illustrating the differ¬
ence between had to take and should have taken. (IKS 65) 2 M If) 65 LSTL b]5K )

Multiple choice questions $
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.

Comprehension
1 What would have most upset the woman the day everything went wrong for her?

(a) She had not expected her husband to arrive so early.
(b) The meal she had cooked for the three guests had got burnt.
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(c) Her husband had not told her he was bringing anyone to dinner.
(d) She had not got enough crockery left to serve the meal with.

2 What might have prevented a chain reaction following the initial collision?
(a) If the two drivers who had collided had not begun to argue.
(b) Had there been a more experienced driver behind the two cars.
(c) If, instead of panicking, the woman had made no attempt to stop.
(d) Had the wife of the man who braked not thrown a cake through the window.

3 There was a second angry argument because
(a) the lorry driver blamed the owner of the cake for his accident
(.b) the traffic was extremely slow to get on the move again
(c) the lorry driver did not think he should be made to sweep up the glass
(d) two dogs had devoured what was left of the cake

Structure
4 It is as if a single event that is a chain of reactions. (11.4-5)

(a) no importance set up (b) of no importance set up
(c) not any important sets up (d) not any importance sets up

5 - you are preparing a meal _ keeping an eye on the baby. (11.6-7)
(a) at the same time (b) as you are (c) as well (d) while

6 As if this you to tears ... (1.10)
(a) has not already reduced (b) were not already reducing
(c) did not already reduce (d) would not already reduce

7 Immediately behind the two cars happened to be a learner. (11.13-14)
{a) was a woman who (b) a woman
(c) the woman (d) there was the woman who

8 The police spent nearly an hour the traffic on the move again. (11.19-20)
(a) to get (b) until getting (c) getting (d) having got

Vocabulary ■»*) >c
9 You are preparing a meal and the baby at the same time. (11.6-7)

(a) looking at (b) seeing (c) watching (d)
10 She stopped her car a sudden panic. (1.14)

(a) into (b) in (c) from (d)
1 1 Hundreds of them the back of the vehicle ... (11.18-19)

(a) slipped off (b) slid down (c) slid over (d)
12 They greedily devoured the of the cake. (11.21-22)

(a) left (b ) leave (c) leftover (d)

seeing to

with

slipped under

remains
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Listen to the tape then answer the question below.
vf[ ijfc: ■%', EJ VX "F i M. o

What was the ‘happy discovery’ ?

Antique shops exert a peculiar fascination on a great many people.
The more expensive kind of antique shop where rare objects are
beautifully displayed in glass cases to keep them free from dust is
usually a forbidding place. But no one has to muster up courage to

enter a less pretentious antique shop. There is always hope that in
its labyrinth of musty, dark, disordered rooms a real rarity will be
found amongst the piles of assorted junk that litter the floors.

No one discovers a rarity by chance. A truly dedicated bargain hunter must have patience, and above all,

the ability to recognize the worth of something when he sees it. To do this, he must be at least as knowledgeable
as the dealer. Like a scientist bent on making a discovery, he must cherish the hope that one day he will be
amply rewarded.

My old friend, Frank Halliday, is just such a person. He has often described to me how he picked up a
masterpiece for a mere £50. One Saturday morning, Frank visited an antique shop in my neighbourhood. As
he had never been there before, he found a great deal to interest him. The morning passed rapidly and Frank
was about to leave when he noticed a large packing case lying on the floor. The dealer told him that it had
just come in, but that he could not be bothered to open it. Frank begged him to do so and the dealer reluc¬
tantly prised it open. The contents were disappointing. Apart from an interesting-looking carved dagger, the
box was full of crockery, much of it broken. Frank gently lifted the crockery out of the box and suddenly
noticed a miniature painting at the bottom of the packing case. As its composition and line reminded him of
an Italian painting he knew well, he decided to buy it. Glancing at it briefly, the dealer told him that it was
worth £50 . Frank could hardly conceal his excitement, for he knew that he had made a real discovery. The
tiny painting proved to be an unknown masterpiece by Correggio and was worth hundreds of thousands of
pounds.

New words and expressions

antique (1.1) /aen'tirk/ «. Alt,
fascination (1.1) /.fassi'neiJW n. Mtl,
forbidding (1.4) /fa'bidir j/ adj. HWl)
muster (1.4) /'mAsta/ v.
pretentious (1.5) /pri'tenjas/ adj. §'PPT'FLW,
labyrinth (1.6) /'laebarinG/ n. jgfcH’
musty (1.6) /'mASti/ adj.
rarity (1.6) /'reariti/ n.
assorted (1.7) /a'sottid/ adj. #
junk (1.7) /d3Aqk/ n.

litter (1.7) /'lita/ v. sfcSLitftii
dedicated (1.8) /'dedikeitid/ adj. A
bargain hunter (1.8) /,ba:gin-'hAnta/ fll&yJcfJiift

dealer (1.10) /'di:b/ v. itfA
cherish (1.10) /'(fenf/ v. $311,
amply (1.11) /'aempÿli/ adv. /£.$ffe
masterpiece (1.13) /'ma:stapi:s/ n. A ff-
mere (1.13) /mia/ adj. fX'fXM
prise (1.17) /praiz/ v. JfiFF
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Unit 2 Lesson 34

carve (1.17) /ka:v/ v. miniature (1.19) /'minitfs/ adj. ASM
dagger (1.17) /'daega/ n. M&l, L."!- composition (1.19) /.kmnpa'zijW n. 1ABEI

Notes on the text
1 muster up courage, o

2 above all, llffi.
3 be bent on, ifc'Llc °
4 pick up, M.ts .
5 apart from ..., o

6 Correggio, WHITF (1494-1534) . KAfiJ¥giS$, ■ psfefel. .fllitf&KiPjtt,
i6 PJ 17 .

*5cJS5PfWFÿ/J|E«W-#«p»W)ll* . 3

o

. -Aisftft«s®£«A#&AWiK.\ ffimAssAng*m

ft o -AM»AM±A, #ÿ£*7fiOTjm-msm . SAfteMÿAiSlML, ISJMfeiftS&TflPÿWaW
AH o ±A«tti3t*7, #ÿ:£lE7f££&£) £«#JJ[Jfc«±jftt-.R4*j|Rra*to»® .AlHAUrMR®
mm*K IMliMAitSffiAfTff . &#£££*, AlHAMJEftlliftAT . *IAAMAA*1 .
T-fetftS'llt Mfi*Wÿ»EK5P .

A . AasaÿtST-RiPfi®, *Hlf#i£ft3PBHI 50 o *!ÿ3£Jl¥5E£»ttlia*SfiM'fl|, 0
A(ttj0J6gfiAi!7-fM . IPWÿÿWfflJSÿfetsUftÿW-ttTlcttataWÿÿ, .

Comprehension
Give short answers to these questions in your own words as far as possible. Use one complete sentence for
each answer.

1 What does a truly dedicated bargain hunter hope to find in the less pretentious kind of antique shop?
2 What qualities must a truly dedicated bargain hunter possess?
3 How much did Frank Halliday pay for his masterpiece?

Vocabulary in >c
Explain the meanings of the following words and phrases as they are used in the passage: rare objects (1.2);
displayed (1.3); piles (1.7); assorted junk (1.7); truly (1.8); bent on (1.10); amply (1.11).
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Summary writing
In not more than 80 words describe how Frank Halliday came to discover an unknown masterpiece. Use
your own words as far as possible. Do not include anything that is not in the last paragraph.

Composition x
In not more than 250 words write a description, real or imaginary, of an antique shop. Use the ideas given
below. Do not write more than four paragraphs.
Title : An antique shop.
Introduction: Appearance outside — window display — the sort of people it attracts.
Development: Inside — the dealer — his appearance and character — the shop itself — how objects are displayed — a
typical scene during the day — description of customers.
Conclusion: The pleasure of searching for unusual things.

Letter writing
You intend to spend your holidays in a country which has a very warm (or very cold) climate. Write a letter
of about 100 words in three paragraphs to a friend asking him to advise you about items of clothing you
should take with you.

Key structures and Special difficulties A

Exercises 3
1 when he sees it (1.9). Write sentences using the following: the moment he arrives; until he comes; and before you

leave. (IKS 60c) 2 ffitH 60 if c)

2 Explain the difference in the use of must be in these two sentences:
To do this, he must be at least as knowledgeable as the dealer. (11.9-10)
You must be very tired after driving so many miles. (IKS 17) 2 MM 17

3 Supply a(n) or the where necessary in the following. Do not refer to the passage until you finish the exercise:
One Saturday morning, Frank visited antique shop in my neighbourhood. As he had never
been there before, he found great deal to interest him morning passed rapidly and
Frank was about to leave when he noticed large packing case lying on floor.
dealer told him that it had just come in, but that he could not be bothered to open it. _ Frank begged him
to do so and-dealer reluctantly prised it open. contents were disappointing. Apart from

-interesting-looking carved dagger, box was full of crockery, much of it
broken. (11.13-18) (IKS 6, 30, 54) 2 6, 30, 54

4 he noticed (1.15). Write two sentences illustrating the difference between notice and remark. (ISD 41) ( # [Aff5 2
mm 41 i»£)

Multiple choice questions P
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.
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Comprehension
1 When Frank Halliday visited an antique shop in the writer’s neighbourhood--

(a) it was by no means the first time he had picked up a masterpiece for £50
(,b) he displayed the kind of perseverance needed to find a rarity
(c) he spent a short time searching in the morning before deciding to leave
(d ) he found most of what he looked at rather boring

2 How did Frank come to discover the miniature by Correggio?
(a) He was shown it by the dealer who did not realize its worth.
(b) He persuaded the dealer to open the box in which it happened to be.
(c) By concealing his excitement on being told the price wanted for it.
(,d) By lifting a box of crockery which had been concealing the painting.

3 Frank decided to buy the miniature because .
(a) it was an Italian painting he knew well
(b) it only cost £50
(c) he knew he had made a real discovery
(id) it was similar to a painting he knew well

Structure
4 Rare objects are beautifully displayed in glass cases them free from dust. (11.2-4)

(a) which are keeping (b) which keep (c) who keep (d) and kept
5 But it is not necessary up courage to enter an ordinary shop. (11.4-5)

(a) for nobody to muster (b) to have mustered
(c) that one musters (d) for anyone to muster

6 A bargain hunter must have patience, and above all, recognize the worth of ... (11.8-9)
(a) can (b) is able to (c) be able to (d) be capable of

7 there, he found a great deal to interest him. (11.13-14)
(n) This being his first visit (b) Never having been before
(c) This being his first time to visit (d) Having never been before

8 The dealer told him it him £50. (11.20-21 )
(a) cost (b ) had cost (c) will cost (d) would cost

Vocabulary VI v'c
9 Frank visited an antique shop (1.13)

(a) next door (b) in my county (c) near my home {d) owned by my neighbour
10 Frank was leaving when ... (11.14-15)

(a) almost (b ) just (c) only (d) hardly
11 A case which needs prising open has probably been ... (11.15-17)

(a) nailed down (b) roped (c) locked (d) unlocked
12 The dealer gave it a brief and told him ... (11.20-21)

(a) peer (b) eye (c) glance (d) regard
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Listen to the tape then answer the question below.
& fe w %-v'A T 1-1 M o

The word ‘justice’ is given two different meanings in the text.
What is the distinction between them?

The word justice is usually associated with courts of law. We might
say that justice has been done when a man’s innocence or guilt has
been proved beyond doubt. Justice is part of the complex machinery
of the law. Those who seek it undertake an arduous journey and
can never be sure that they will find it. Judges, however wise or
eminent, are human and can make mistakes.

There are rare instances when justice almost ceases to be an abstract concept. Reward or punishment are
meted out quite independent of human interference. At such times, justice acts like a living force. When we
use a phrase like ‘it serves him right’, we are, in part, admitting that a certain set of circumstances has
enabled justice to act of its own accord.

When a thief was caught on the premises of a large jewellery' store one morning, the shop assistants must
have found it impossible to resist the temptation to say ‘it serves him right’. The shop was an old converted
house with many large, disused fireplaces and tall, narrow chimneys. Towards midday, a girl heard a muffled
cry coming from behind one of the walls. As the cry was repeated several times, she ran to tell the manager
who promptly rang up the fire brigade. The cry had certainly come from one of the chimneys, but as there
were so many of them, the fire fighters could not be certain which one it was. They located the right chimney
by tapping at the walls and listening for the man’s cries. After chipping through a wall which was eighteen
inches thick, they found that a man had been trapped in the chimney. As it was extremely narrow, the man
was unable to move, but the fire fighters were eventually able to free him by cutting a huge hole in the wall.
The sorry-looking, blackened figure that emerged, admitted at once that he had tried to break into the shop
during the night but had got stuck in the chimney. He had been there for nearly ten hours. Justice had been
done even before the man was handed over to the police.

the cry was repeated
several times

New words and expressions in¬

justice (title) /'dyAStls/ n. IEX, 2ME;
court (1.1) /ko:t/ n. i&lS
law (1.1) /b:/n. feW
innocence (1.2) /'inosans/ n. it ¥
undertake (1.4) /.Ando'teik/ v. TPTS; if?-#
arduous (1.4) /'aidjuos/ adj.
abstract (1.7) /'aebstraekt/ adj.
concept (1.7) /'konsept/ n.
mete out (1.8) /mi:t-aut/
interference (1.8) /.into'fiarans/ n. T

accord (1.10) /a'ko:d/ n. -“lit
premises (1.1 1) /'premisiz/ n. JH
convert (1.12) /k3n'v3:t/ v. $132, 3ÿ
disused (1.13) /dis'juizd/ adj.
fireplace (1.13) /'faiapleis/ n.
muffle (1.13) /'mAfol/ v. loft, jRI#
chip (1.17) /tfip/ v. 01, ftij, ®
blacken (1.20) /'blaekon/ v.
emerge (1.20) /i'm3:cÿ/ v. (MS&h) AhM
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Notes on the text if i:>±#
1 beyond doubt, »

2 however wise or eminent, »

however ASSSIM, “7......W" *¥, "TW t&fS3,
they are °

3 quite independent of human interference, ° be independent of, 7ÿ o

4 it serves him right, ftiiff 'if JSI# o

5 in part, gP#Jfe, £*#SJt± .
6 of its own accord, fj MM, iJAljitfe, «

7 impossible to resist the temptation to say .... 1ft 'FS °

###x-
“IEA” ntmfr£i£iE

X»S9T#* c

S'NJiJttKT, JEjSC*#£-fl«ai*#l:& o £SM£tt***AW*SiB«.£»«•&*£, iEjC«-#

ASMig7ftUB .
-A±ÿF, = " BI5J1

-7£e

®R»PAIi7ife« .*nMJ*tf£*jIiiiSiMf$tB3fcW, MM, HAISISAÿ, *»BAfl3EftiS®I!l*fiiW-/h , life
tniianpÿ-iaaMDiTSPAwÿniiFMiÿTfttiiFwwsPÿNaia .MISH87 is IH-WM**®, f«7A
-f?£7ffl01. o STiaiaAÿ, IPAAftÿi# o timPAMMAÿ'LAP, /frfcTffiffelllftlil* .3Pÿff&

if, wtmA&x&mfa&mmismfi®.. = ME.&
£ffl0fi*E7tt>£ 10 'MMtt . IEJ8£. .
Comprehension 2£)$-

Give short answers to these questions in your own words as far as possible. Use one complete sentence for
each answer.

1 What is the word justice usually associated with?
2 Why can those who seek justice never be sure that they will find it?
3 When does justice seem to act like a living force?

Vocabulary >c
Explain the meanings of the following words and phrases as they are used in the passage: seek (1.4); arduous
(1.4); eminent (1.6); instances (1.7); ceases (1.7); independent of (1.8); of its own accord (1.10).

Summary writing
In not more than 80 words describe how the thief came to be discovered up the chimney and how he was
freed. Use your own words as far as possible. Do not include anything that is not in the last paragraph.
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Composition 'ftx
In not more than 250 words write an imaginary account of the thief s experiences up to the time he was freed

by fire fighters. Expand the ideas given below into a plan and provide a suitable title. Your composition

should be in three or four paragraphs.
Ideas: Planning the theft — kept close watch on shop — noticed chimneys — one night climbed on to roof— chimney

seemed wide — went down — stuck — climbed up again — went down another chimney — again got stuck — could

neither climb up nor down— shouted for help— everything dark and silent — frightened— shouted next morning—
freed by firefighters.

Letter writing
You recently quarrelled with a friend. Write him a letter of about 100 words in three paragraphs apologizing
for the incident and suggesting that you should both meet soon.

Key structures and Special difficulties

Exercises & 3
1 We might say that justice has been done ... (11.1-2).

Complete the following sentences: (IKS 15) 2 15
He says that _
He wants to know if _
He believes that _

2 when a man’s innocence or guilt has been proved beyond doubt (11.2-3). Write sentences using the following: The
moment he has arrived ...; Now that you havefinished ... (IKS 61c) (0!kL;$ 2 M 61 c)

3 They chipped through a wall. It was eighteen inches thick. Theyfound a man. He had been trapped in the chimney.
(11.17-18) Join these sentences together to make a single sentence. Compare your answer with the sentence in the
passage. (IKS 49) <#Eff5 2 fl&H 49

4 theyfound that a man had been trapped in the chimney (1.18). What is the plural of the following words: chimney,
valley, baby, day, hobby, army, money, victory, turkey and storey. (SD 18) (# 5L 18 )

5 Give the correct form of the verbs in parentheses. Do not refer to the passage until you finish the exercise:
The sorry-looking, blackened figure that emerged, (admit) at once that he (try) to break
into the shop during the night but (get) stuck in the chimney. He (be) there for nearly ten

hours. Justice-(do) even before the man was handed over to the police. (11.20-22) (IKS 38) ( # 2
38

Multiple choice questions £
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.

Comprehension
1 In what circumstances may justice take effect outside the courts of law?

(a) When a judge has proved neither eminent nor wise.
(b) When it has not been possible to prove a man’s guilt beyond any doubt.
(c) When justice has been done without the interference of a human agent.
(d) When, for example, a man is caught and handed over to the police.
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2 Why did the manager ring up the fire brigade?

(a) He thought that one of the chimneys was on fire.
(b ) He expected them to be of most help in the circumstances.
(c) He had not realized there was a criminal on the premises.
(d) He thought whoever was stuck might be a member of the fire brigade.

3 The fire fighters ascertained which chimney the man was in by .
(a) deciding which of the many cries came from the right chimney
(b) listening for the man’s response to their taps on the walls
(c) chipping through a wall which was eighteen inches thick
(d) cutting a huge hole in the wall

Structure
4 wise or eminent, judges are human and can make mistakes. (11.5-6)

(a) Whether (b) Either (c) How much (d) No matter how
5 In our use of a phrase like ‘it serves him right’ , in part, admitting ... (11.8-10)

(a) is (b) it is (c) we are (d) and in
6 The staff must have found it impossible to say ‘it serves him right’. (II.11-12)

(a) they were not tempted (b) for them not to be tempted
(c) to be tempted (d) not to be tempted

7-several times, she ran to tell the manager. (1.14)
(a) Repeating the cry (b) While the cry was repeated
(c) The cry being repeated (d) Having repeated the cry

8- admitted that-to break into the shop during the night, he had got stuck in the chimney.
(11.20-21)
(a) although he had tried (b) while he has tried
(c) in trying (d) it was he who had tried

Vocabulary >n
9 She-the cry several times, so she ran ... (11.14-15)

(a) heard (b) listened to (c) listened for (d) earmarked
10 They located the chimney by tapping ... (11.16-17)

(a) on the right (b) well (c) right away (d) correctly
1 1 The blackened figure that emerged was sight. (1.20)

(a) an ugly (b) a sorry (c) an apologetic {d) a poor
12 The sorry-looking blackened figure that , admitted at once ... (1.20)

(a) came to light (b) came up (c) went out (d) got out
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Listen to the tape then answer the question below.

What was the chance in a million?

We are less credulous than we used to be. In the nineteenth century,

a novelist would bring his story to a conclusion by presenting his
readers with a series of coincidences — most of them wildly
improbable. Readers happily accepted the fact that an obscure
maidservant was really the hero’s mother. A long-lost brother, who

was presumed dead, was really alive all the time and wickedly
plotting to bring about the hero’s downfall. And so on. Modern
readers would find such naive solutions totally unacceptable. Yet, in real life, circumstances do sometimes

conspire to bring about coincidences which anyone but a nineteenth century novelist would find incredible.
When I was a boy, my grandfather told me how a German taxi driver, Franz Bussman, found a brother

who was thought to have been killed twenty years before. While on a walking tour with his wife, he stopped
to talk to a workman. After they had gone on, Mrs. Bussman commented on the workman’s close
resemblance to her husband and even suggested that he might be his brother. Franz poured scorn on the
idea, pointing out that his brother had been killed in action during the war. Though Mrs. Bussman was fully
acquainted with this story, she thought that there was a chance in a million that she might be right. A few
days later, she sent a boy to the workman to ask him if his name was Hans Bussman. Needless to say, the
man’s name was Hans Bussman and he really was Franz’s long-lost brother. When the brothers were
reunited, Hans explained how it was that he was still alive. After having been wounded towards the end of
the war, he had been sent to hospital and was separated from his unit. The hospital had been bombed and
Hans had made his way back into Western Germany on foot. Meanwhile, his unit was lost and all records of
him had been destroyed. Hans returned to his family home, but the house had been bombed and no one in the
neighbourhood knew what had become of the inhabitants. Assuming that his family had been killed during
an air raid, Hans settled down in a village fifty miles away where he had remained ever since.

New words and expressions i&

credulous (1.1) /'kredjubs/ adj. n
improbable (1.4) /im'probobal/ adj. DeW u
obscure (1.4) /sb'skjua/ adj. c
maidservant (1.5) /'meid,s3:vant/ n. i&T'fh, ic{ffl ii
presume (1.6) /pri'zju:m/ v. {§*/£ r<
wickedly (1.6) /'wikidli/ adv. 'frHUifilil, &

Mliffe a
plot (1.7) /plot? v. n
downfall (1.7) /'daonfo:!/ n. Ma, a

naive (1.8) /nai'irv/ adj. TclOK)
unacceptable (1.8) /.Anok'septobsl/ adj.
conspire (1.9) /kon'spam/ v. ( ) 15'n'iShSt
incredible (1.9) /in'kredobal/ adj. IU Bf|j
resemblance (1.13) /ri'zembbns/ n.
scorn (1.13) /sko:n/ n. SB
acquaint (1.15) /o'kweint/ v.
reunite (1.18) /,ri:ju:'nait/ v. ISM
assume (1.22) /o'sjuim/ v.
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Unit 2 Lesson 36

Notes on the text
1 bring ... to a conclusion, “tiS......£nifi’ i# »

2 bring about, iaJfiSt, -IfSfe o

3 and so on, if IffiJlfcÿ <>

4 do sometimes conspire 41, do °

5 while on a walking tour ...,

while he was . JfejS. M*jW±it$ll%±*iJ
Miitffira, tt»&/A*m±i£ftiIi# .

6 pour scorn on ..., ......” i# <.

7 point out, titHi, SlifQiS »

8 be acquainted with, o

9 needless to say, »

10 become of, £*$0ÿ, %%i7......'IfU .

*; ±A&-Hfc-K#35fc»W5tfc, *U«ma?ET, *IR±-l;tS#, #-&iE£®$JBg»±A&; jBliH:ÿ . iJL. TO, . &1S153-1&7
19 0

«fJE*WJiL#Wtf 0 -?A, g*M]fft£&iiir££ . E#r«

4J»ÿ+Wt7 .SfBi#ÿAIIHJMiili, . /IA
e, Mi*T->hS»*|Bl®AJi5w|R»r ■ EM# . TOBM#AAM*4, • EM#, «

0 t50Kttlll7«tgT*tt«a <>

ifcEBfc, #ÿPA££$£ 0 EI%iI2J£$, ftMiHT0PJ7ffllt . it!iM£iOTA«*$, ffcWtflr
gSfcttHteWSiTAfe* o fcJKMttM, teteMSEtt#®, SÿÿittilTOJFTfcBÿTig . a#iUAfc±*
AH%$2l*ig*t, 7ÿfI4S§itt 50 SSS 0 .

Comprehension &M-
Give short answers to these questions in your own words as far as possible. Use one complete sentence for
each answer.

1 How did many nineteenth century novels end?
2 Why was Mrs. Bussman struck by the workman’s appearance?
3 How did Mrs. Bussman find out the identity of the workman?

Vocabulary >n
Explain the meanings of the following words and phrases as they are used in the passage: credulous (1.1); a
conclusion (1.2); improbable (1.4); presumed (1.6); plotting (1.7); totally (1.8); bring about (1.9).
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Summary writing ft

In not more than 80 words write an account of what happened to Hans Bussman from the time he was
wounded to the time he was reunited with his brother. Use your own words as far as possible. Do not include
anything that is not in the last paragraph.

Composition 'ftx
In not more than 250 words write an imaginary account of Franz Bussman’ s life story up to the time he was
reunited with his brother. Use the ideas given below. Do not write more than four paragraphs.
Title: The past.

Introduction: Tried to get information about Hans — none available — gave up search.
Development : Found it hard to settle down — moved from place to place and from job to job — how he met Mrs.
Bussman — marriage — settled down at last — became a cook — disliked the work — went into partnership with a
friend — became a taxi driver — once visited home town — block of flats where his house used to be — no one
remembered him.
Conclusion: Future plans now that Hans has been found.

Letter writing
Write a letter of about 100 words in three paragraphs to your employer informing him that you will be absent
from work for a few days because you are ill. Point out anything important that should be attended to in your
absence and say when you hope to be back.

Key structures and Special difficulties

Exercises >1
I We are less credulous than we used to be. In the nineteenth century, a novelist would bring his story ... (11.1-2).

Supply used to and would in the following:
When I was young I have a lot more free time than I do now. I live near my work and ...

always get home early. Sometimes I do a bit of gardening or go for a long walk. (IKS 55b) (#JEffj 2
55 b)

2 Readers happily accepted the fact. (1.4) Write two sentences illustrating the difference between accept and agree.
(ISD 65b) (#JE!f? 2 65 T«*. b)

3 the hero's mother (1.5). Supply apostrophes in the following: Georges umbrella ; that womans handbag; Keats
poetry; the childrens clothes; the soldiers uniforms; in six hours time; a hundred pounds’ worth. (ISD 13) (#JE
m 2 mm 13 im&)

4 After having been wounded ... (1. 18). Write two sentences beginning with After having been ... (IKS 69) ( #
2 mm eg

Multiple choice questions £
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.
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Comprehension
1 What would a modem reader find totally unacceptable in a novel today?

(,a) Having for a hero a man once presumed dead.
(b) The happiness a hero might feel on being reunited with his mother.
(c) Any character being so wicked as to plot against the hero.
(d) Two brothers, each presuming the other long since dead, meeting again by chance.

2 When Mrs. Bussman suggested that the workman might be Franz’s brother--
(a) she was told for the first time that Hans had been killed
(,b) Franz objected to the idea of being associated with a workman
(c) Franz was so sure his brother was dead he did not take her seriously
(d) they were both too shy to ask the workman if this was so themselves

3 What did Hans Bussman do immediately after the war was over?
(a) He went to hospital to have his wounds attended to.

0b) He deserted his unit and walked back to his home town.
(c) He inquired after his family’s whereabouts but found no trace of them.
(d) He settled in a village near his home, hoping his family would find him.

Structure Ufa
4 - his readers with a series of coincidences _

(a) mostly being
(c) most of them were

5 A long-lost brother had not in fact died and .

(a) wickedly plotting
(c) been wickedly plotting

6 He stopped (11.11-12)

wildly improbable. (11.2-4)
(.b) most of which were
(d) which would be most____ to bring about the hero’s downfall. (11.5-7)

(b) wickedly plotted
id) had been wickedly plotting

(a) in order to talk to a workman
(c) talking to a workman

7 She sent a boy to ask the workman
(a) what was he called
(c) how he was called

8 Meanwhile his unit was lost and _

(b) a workman for a talk
id) so that he talked to a workman--(1.16)
(b) what he was called
id) if he was called_ had been destroyed. (11.20-21)

(a) each of his records (b) all records of him (c) all records of his (d) every record of his

Vocabulary fa >c
9 He found a brother who was thought to have been killed twenty years (11.10-1 1)

(a) ago (b) back (c) before hand (d) previously
10 Mrs. Bussman told her husband that he and the workman (11.12-13)

(a) had a close look (b) had the same look (c) looked very alike (d) looked the same way
1 1 - there was the chance she might be right. (1.15)

(a) remotest (b) scarcest (c) greatest (d) lightest
12 - how it had that he was still alive. (1.18)

(a) become (b) arrived (c) resulted (d) come about
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Listen to the tape then answer the question below.
-fWM o

What was the mistake the author made?

We have learnt to expect that trains will be punctual. After years of
conditioning, most of us have developed an unshakable faith in
railway timetables. Ships may be delayed by storms; flights may
be cancelled because of bad weather; but trains must be on time.
Only an exceptionally heavy snowfall might temporarily dislocate
railway services. It is all too easy to blame the railway authorities
when something does go wrong. The truth is that when mistakes
occur, they are more likely to be ours than theirs.

After consulting my railway timetable, I noted with satisfaction that there was an express train to

Westhaven. It went direct from my local station and the journey lasted a mere hour and seventeen minutes.
When I boarded the train, I could not help noticing that a great many local people got on as well. At the time,

this did not strike me as odd. I reflected that there must be a great many people besides myself who wished
to take advantage of this excellent service. Neither was I surprised when the train stopped at Widley, a tiny
station a few miles along the line. Even a mighty express train can be held up by signals. But when the train
dawdled at station after station, I began to wonder. It suddenly dawned on me that this express was not

roaring down the line at ninety miles an hour, but barely chugging along at thirty. One hour and seventeen
minutes passed and we had not even covered half the distance. I asked a passenger if this was the Westhaven
Express, but he had not even heard of it. I determined to lodge a complaint as soon as we arrived. Two hours
later, I was talking angrily to the station master at Westhaven. When he denied the train’s existence, I
borrowed his copy of the timetable. There was a note of triumph in my voice when I told him that it was
there in black and white. Glancing at it briefly, he told me to look again. A tiny asterisk conducted me to a
footnote at the bottom of the page. It said: ‘This service has been suspended.’

New words and expressions

express (title) /iks'pres/ n. adj. Siill
punctual (1.1) /’pArjktfuol/ adj.
condition (1.2) /kon’dijan/ v.
unshakable (1.2) /An’Jeikobal/ adj.
faith (1.2) /feiO/ n.\n\i
cancel (1.4) /'kaensol/ v. IjXyfl
exceptionally (1.5) /ik'sepjbnoli/ adv.
dislocate (1.5) /'disbkeit/ v. fTliL ( if #] )

blame (1.6) /bleim/ v.
consult (1.9) /kon’sAlt/ v.
direct (1.10) /di'rekt/ adv. jtLif!

odd (1.12) /od/ adj. RrSOf,
reflect (1.12) /ri'flekt/ v.
advantage (1.13) /od'vaintidy n.
mighty (1.14) /'maiti/ adj.
dawdle (1.15) /'do:dl/ v.
chug (1.16) /tfAg/ v.
lodge (1.18) /lod3/ v. MUj
complaint (1.18) /kom'pleint/ n. -feiE
triumph (1.20) /'traiomf/ n. Hf f1]
asterisk (1.21) /'asstarisk/ n. (*)

conduct (1.21) /kÿn'dAkt/ v. 'jlffl,
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Unit 2 Lesson 37

Notes on the text -ifci: vi-#
1 they are more likely to be ours than theirs, °

they ia mistakes; ours, theirs M 7A /JN “JS »

2 I could not help noticing that ..., ......, can’t help doing ft »

3 strike me as odd, O

4 take advantage of, fllffl «

5 Neither was I surprised, neither Hffi'SISinJ? o

6 It suddenly dawned on me ..., 1=3 7, °
7 a note of triumph, o

8 in black and white, 6 o

= Sitb, -fi«»±3tajTra)B, . *£±, nts
«RTI6*atp|B, M .

asirwiirta*, . ajtasjsÿ, MA#** 1 17
## . ±ÿfs, «**ft*Sflp£3fliAl&±7£ . Ifcftlfc*;?:*,

. fii, . «£*&«si&att$#siy
(ft® 90 3SlWjft*nf«Hl&it, MSnhi»PhilSifc(6llKratT, Mix 30 o 1 /Nr* 17 4Hi*7, i£7j£7fiJ--
7s&*§ „ afpi-ffiis*, . swÿ-si

fflitafitJl7-K, ifcfSWf-® o ->h/M'WMJIMM-lGaMi*gii!7a]li*WW->Htt«± . ±®W#:
“jikaw wffgfT . ”

Comprehension &$%-
Give short answers to these questions in your own words as far as possible. Use one complete sentence for
each answer.

1 Why have we developed an unshakable faith in railway timetables?
2 How long was the journey from the writer’s village to Westhaven supposed to take by express train?
3 How did the writer explain the fact that many local people boarded the train at the same time as he did?

Vocabulary -;n
Explain the meanings of the following words and phrases as they are used in the passage: punctual (1.1);
unshakable faith (1.2); delayed (1.3); cancelled (1.4); temporarily dislocate (1.5); consulting (1.9); a mere (1.10).

Summary writing % ft

In not more than 80 words, write an account of the writer’s experiences from the moment he boarded the
train. Use your own words as far as possible. Do not include anything that is not in the last paragraph.
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Composition #x
In not more than 250 words describe a journey by train. Though you wished to take a slow train, you
accidentally got on a fast one. Expand the ideas given below into a plan and provide a suitable title. Your
composition should not be more than four paragraphs.
Ideas: Got on train — expected it to stop — prepared to alight — it went straight on — very fast — you asked
passengers — learnt it was an express — ticket collector came along — you explained situation — had to pay full fare

— journey lasted two hours — arrived miles away from destination — no fast train back — had to board a slow one!

Letter writing %it % M
A young couple you know have just had their first child: a baby girl. Write a letter of about 100 words in
three paragraphs congratulating them. Inquire about the health of mother and child and say that you hope to
be able to visit them soon.

Key structures and Special difficulties S! *M,

Exercises ££
It is all too easy to blame the railway authorities. (11.6-7) Note this pattern. Join the following sentences using the
words in parentheses: (ISD85) 2 85 if Jff/S )

The wall is high. I cannot climb it. (too)

The wall is low. I can climb it. (enough)
I could not help noticing. (1.11) Complete the following sentences. (IKS 68) 2 68 if )

1 can’t stand _
I don’t mind
Neitherwas I surprised ... (1.13). Write sentences beginning with the following words: Never ...; Hardly ...; Little ...
(SD 5) (#JEJ5 5
seventeen minutes passed (11.16-17). Write two sentences illustrating the difference between passed and past. (ISD
33a) (#J*L!£ 2 33 a)

he denied the train's existence (1.19). Write two sentences illustrating the difference between refuse and deny. (ISD
29a) 2 W!% 29 1*5* a)

I borrowed his copy of the timetable. (11.19-20) Write two sentences illustrating the difference between borrow and
lend. (ISD He) (&!&% 2 M% 11 if c)

Multiple choice questions £
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.

Comprehension a#
1 When the writer consulted his railway timetable

(a) he wanted to find out how long the express train to Westhaven took
(b) he wanted to know the quickest way of getting to Westhaven by rail
(c) he did not notice how many stations there were on the way to Westhaven
(d) he misread the information concerning the time the journey took

1

2

3

4

5

6
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2 At what point did the writer realize that the train was not travelling at the speed of an express train?
(a) When the train had reached the station after Widley.
(.b) When the train had been held up by signals.
(c) After the train had stopped at several small stations.
(d) After the train had covered a distance of thirty miles.

3 When the writer went to the station master, he complained about
(a) the train scheduled as an express train having in fact been a slow one
0b) the lack of colour in the timetable
(c) the lack of any express trains from his local station to Westhaven
(d) the fact that the Westhaven express had been suspended from service

Structure
4 We have leamt to expect punctual. (1.1)

(a) trains being (b) trains to be (c) of trains being (d) trains are going to be
5 exceptionally heavily might railway services be temporarily dislocated. (11.5-6)

(a) If only it snowed (b) Only in case it snows
(c) Only were it to snow (d ) Only when snow

6 The express train went direct from my local station to Westhaven a mere hour and seventeen
minutes. (1.10)
(a) in (£?) lasting (c) a journey which lasted (d) a journey of

7 One hour and seventeen minutes passed still to cover half the distance. (11.16-17)
(a) before we had (b) before having (c) when we had (d) and we had

8 When he denied the train’s existence, I asked if I borrow his copy. (11.19-20)
(a) can _ (b) may (c) might (d) was able to

Vocabulary >c
9 Even a mighty express train can be by signals. (1.14)

(a) halted (b) retarded (c) slowed up (d) delayed
10 I determined to lodge a complaint on arrival. (1.18)

(a) firstly (b ) punctually (c) straight (d) immediately
11-, I told him that it was there in black and white. (11.20-21)

(a) Noting my triumph (b) Sounding triumphant
(c) On a triumphant note (d) In my triumphant voice

12 Glancing at it briefly, he told me I should _ (1.21)
(a) take another look (b) review it (c) overlook it (d) have second sight
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Listen to the tape then answer the question below.
A ® &»5l T iR o

What is the importance of the dots, lines, and symbols
engraved on stone, bones and ivory?

Future historians will be in a unique position when they come to
record the history of our own times. They will hardly know which
facts to select from the great mass of evidence that steadily
accumulates. What is more, they will not have to rely solely on the
written word. Films, videos, CDs and CD-ROMs are just some of
the bewildering amount of information they will have. They will
be able, as it were, to see and hear us in action. But the historian attempting to reconstruct the distant past is
always faced with a difficult task. He has to deduce what he can from the few scanty clues available. Even
seemingly insignificant remains can shed interesting light on the history of early man.

Up to now, historians have assumed that calendars came into being with the advent of agriculture, for
then man was faced with a real need to understand something about the seasons. Recent scientific evidence
seems to indicate that this assumption is incorrect.

Historians have long been puzzled by dots, lines and symbols which have been engraved on walls,
bones, and the ivory tusks of mammoths. The nomads who made these markings lived by hunting and
fishing during the last Ice Age which began about 35,000 B.C. and ended about 10,000 B.C. By correlating
markings made in various parts of the world, historians have been able to read this difficult code. They have
found that it is connected with the passage of days and the phases of the moon. It is, in fact, a primitive type
of calendar. It has long been known that the hunting scenes depicted on walls were not simply a form of
artistic expression. They had a definite meaning, for they were as near as early man could get to writing. It
is possible that there is a definite relation between these paintings and the markings that sometimes
accompany them. It seems that man was making a real effort to understand the seasons 20,000 years
earlier than has been supposed.

Future historians will be in a
unique position

New words and expressions .il-

calendar (title) /'kaelinda/ n. 13 J3J
historian (1.1) /histotrian/ n. J37
unique (1.1) /ju‘ni:k/ adj. ttW
steadily (1.3) /‘stedili/ adv. T'lffitfe
solely (1.4) /'saoli/ adv. Piaffe
video (1.5) /’vidiau/ n.
CD-ROM (1.5) /.sit-dit- mmIn. (Ri£)
bewilder (1.6) /bi'wilda/ v. 4'ABJiJ’tÿSk
deduce (1.8) /dfdjuts/ v. JjfJS
scanty (1.8) /'skaenti/ adj.

clue (1.8) /klu:/ n.
insignificant (1.9) /insig'nifikant/ adj. AHUM
shed (1.9) /Jed/ v.
advent (1.10) /'aedvent/ n. fijfjll, A1!®
agriculture (1.10) /'aegri.kAltfa/ n. Aik
assumption (1.12) /a’sAmpJÿn/ n. IXAE, i&i®
dot (1.13) /dDt/ n. 4AM
symbol (1.13) /'simbÿl/ n.
engrave (1.13) /in'greiv/ v. M M
ivory (1.14) /'arvariIn.
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Unit 2 Lesson 38
mammoth (1.14) /'maemoG/n. (l*f)
tusk (1.14) /tAsk/ n. -|£3f , 0.34
nomad (1.14) /'naumaed/ n.
correlate (1.15) /'kDrileit/ v.

phase (1.17) /feis/ n. 43
primitive (1.17) /'pnmitiv/ adj. £KJ
depict (1.18) /di'pikt/ v. IH @J,

Notes on the text
1 what is more, If, HISAlli <.

2 CD-ROM, Ji compact disc read-only memory $}illÿj °

3 as it were, “nmijr,
4 be faced with, 14 “fflllfi” , “5541” If o

3 shed light on ..., (stl......ftSifell til lf$l o

6 come into being, o

7 Ice Age, iTKJ'ltrtÿ o

o mmmm \mnm\nm ,M, jÿiÿAABBsaa
swaÿBTJi-TOEWffiA-, tttnÿaitiiiawwÿÿwfiiAattTiia . m

Ej8*IH 0 Ml£JS£M&7cflrtt 35,000 10,000 ¥WSlcJi|#|«;fc»l,
i jHiTfcftanwftw . m
*ft*«W2i**TO5t, t:tnÿ*-s»Ax .4m,
mmm, 20,000 0.
Comprehension a#
Give short answers to these questions in your own words as far as possible. Use one complete sentence for
each answer.

1 Why will future historians not have to rely entirely on the written word when they come to record the history of our
own times?

2 Why do historians who write about the distant past have a difficult task?
3 When was it believed that calendars were first used?

Vocabulary >1 >n
Explain the meanings of the following words and phrases as they are used in the passage: record (1.2); select
(1.3); great mass of evidence (1.3); accumulates (1.4); solely (1.4); bewildering (1.6); insignificant (1.9).
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Summary writing Mÿrÿft

In not more than 80 words describe what historians have learnt from the strange markings made by early
man. Use your own words as far as possible. Do not include anything that is not in the last paragraph.

Composition ftx
In not more than 250 words describe some of the things future historians will be able to learn about us. Use
the ideas given below. Do not write more than four paragraphs.
Title: Studying the past.
Introduction: The future historian’s sources: films, video, CDs, CD-ROMs.
Development-. Social and political history: how we dressed — what we ate — what houses we lived in — what our cities
were like — the forms of entertainment we enjoyed — the news day by day — the way we fought our wars — great

moments in history — leading figures of the time as well as ordinary people.
Conclusion: Study of history will provide interest and excitement — the past will be brought to life.

Letter writing ft % ft

For several years you have been writing to a penfriend whom you have never met in person. Write him a
letter of about 100 words in three paragraphs telling him that you will be visiting his country soon and
expressing pleasure that you will be able to meet each other for the first time.

Key structures and Special difficulties

Exercises ft 3
1 Give the correct form of the verbs in parentheses. Do not refer to the passage until you finish the exercise:

Up to now, historians (assume) that calendars (come) into being with the advent of agricul¬
ture, for then man (face) with a real need to understand something about the seasons. Recent scientific
evidence (seem) to indicate that this assumption (be) incorrect. Historians long____
(puzzle) by dots, lines and symbols which (engrave) on walls, bones, and the ivory tusks of mammoths.
The nomads who (make) these markings (live) by hunting and fishing during the last Ice
Age which (begin) about 35,000 B.C. and (end) about 10,000 B.C. (11.10-15) (Mainly IKS
29) 2 mm 29

2 it is connected with (1.17). Put with or for after the following verbs: agree, account, mistake, cope, correspond,
apologize, blame, reason, satisfied, quarrel, wait, search. (IKS 46) 2 46 )

3 between these paintings and the markings (1.20). Write two sentences illustrating the difference between between
and among. (ISD 76b) 2 MM 76 * b)

Multiple choice questions $
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.

Comprehension
1 In assuming that calendars came into being with the advent of agriculture, historians made the mistake of
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v.-, - --t ----' '. . -l +t.'r\ vi/nrd
(£>) disregarding the markings that early man had been responsible for
(c) supposing that nomadic man had no reason to understand the seasons
(d) not connecting the passage of days with the phases of the moon

2 The scientific evidence that has recently come to light is that--
(a) nomads engraved the bones and tusks of the animals they killed
(b) nomads lived by hunting and fishing
(c) nomads travelled widely in various parts of the world
(d) the markings made by various nomadic groups all have a definite pattern

3 The paintings which have been found on the walls of nomadic dwelling places
(a) have taught historians something about the nomadic way of life
(b) have no other content than their artistic merit
(c) are not thought to be connected with an ancient calendar system
(d) are invariably accompanied by odd dots, lines and symbols

Structure UfaJ
4 It as if they could see and hear us in action. (11.6-7)

(a) was (b) were (c) should be (d) will be
5 Even seem insignificant remains can shed interesting ... (11.8-9)

(a) they (b) which (c) what (d) those to
6 Historians are now able to read this difficult code markings made in ... (11.15-16)

(a) with correlating (b) having correlated (c) which correlates (d) for they correlate
7-be a definite relation between these paintings and the ... (11.19-21)

(a) It could (b) There can (c) There may (d) It might

Vocabulary ■**) >c
8 Historians have long tried to dots, lines and ... (1.13)

(a) puzzle (b) puzzle out (c) riddle (dj detect
9 By correlating markings made in parts of the world ... (11.15-16)

(a) different (b) several (c) many (d) other
10 - historians have been able to read (1.16)

(a) these puzzling signs (b) this hard law
(c) these difficult signals (d) this uneasy letter

11 Until recently historians assumed that calendars with the advent of agriculture. (1.10)
(a) came to existence (b) came to existing (c) came to exist (d) were existential

12 The people who lived by hunting and fishing during the last Ice Age (11.14-15)
(a) wandered from place to place {b) lived in villages
Cc ) first learnt to write id) learnt how to farm the land
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5

10

15

20

Listen to the tape then answer the question below.
T i°l M. o

What was the difference between Bruce’s behaviour and
that of other people?

The rough road across the plain soon became so bad that we tried
to get Bruce to drive back to the village we had come from. Even
though the road was littered with boulders and pitted with holes,
Bruce was not in the least perturbed. Glancing at his map, he
informed us that the next village was a mere twenty miles away. It
was not that Bruce always underestimated difficulties. He simply
had no sense of danger at all. No matter what the conditions were, he believed that a car should be driven as
fast as it could possibly go.

As we bumped over the dusty track, we swerved to avoid large boulders. The wheels scooped up stones
which hammered ominously under the car. We felt sure that sooner or later a stone would rip a hole in our
petrol tank or damage the engine. Because of this, we kept looking back, wondering if we were leaving a
trail of oil and petrol behind us.

What a relief it was when the boulders suddenly disappeared, giving way to a stretch of plain where the
only obstacles were clumps of bushes. But there was worse to come. Just ahead of us there was a huge
fissure. In response to renewed pleadings, Bmce stopped. Though we all got out to examine the fissure, he
remained in the car. We informed him that the fissure extended for fifty yards and was two feet wide and
four feet deep. Even this had no effect. Bruce went into a low gear and drove at a terrifying speed, keeping
the front wheels astride the crack as he followed its zigzag course. Before we had time to worry about what
might happen, we were back on the plain again. Bruce consulted the map once more and told us that the
village was now only fifteen miles away. Our next obstacle was a shallow pool of water about half a mile
across. Bruce charged at it, but in the middle, the car came to a grinding halt. A yellow light on the dash¬
board flashed angrily and Bruce cheerfully announced that there was no oil in the engine!

Bruce was not in the
least perturbed

New words and expressions faMig-

rough (1.1) /rAf/ adj.
boulder (1.3) /'bouldo/ n.
pit (1.3) /pit/ v.
perturb (1.4) /po't3:b/ v. 01ÿ$:
underestimate (1.6) /,Andor'estimeit/ v.
swerve (1.9) /'sw3:v/ v.
scoop (1.9) /sku:p/ v.
hammer (1.10) /'haemo/ v. (.ffliS) MfT
ominously (1.10) /'Dminosli! adv. TT fi'JkW) ,
rip (1.10) /rip/ v. W[, ilt

petrol (1.11) /’petrol/ n. fvffi
stretch (1.13) /stretf/ n."iz if (Af )

obstacle (1.14) /’obstokÿl/ n.
clump (1.14) /kUmp/ n. A, %%
fissure (1.15) /’fijo/ n. (3=i, itfetHj)
renew (1.15) /ri’nju:/ v. SIC
pleading (1.15) /plitdiq/ n.
gear (1.17) /gis/ n. ( '/v7ÿ- ) W
astride (1.18) h' straid/ prep.
crack (1.18) /kraek/ n. lilPJ;
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zigzag (1.18) /'zigzaeg/ n. “Z”
shallow (1.20) /'Jaeteu/ adj. «Kl
grind (1.21) /graind/ (ground /graund/, ground) v.

fgj£

halt (1.21) /ho:Wn. ff
dashboard (11.21-22) /'dze$bo:d/ n. (

Notes on the text -ifca >£#
1 get sb. to do sth., o

2 in the least, — c

3 It was not that Bruce always underestimated difficulties. »

4 sooner or later, fP “&W—3c” i# °
5 giving way to a stretch of plain, ttjitfflT — O

give way to ..., “ft......Mft#” «?c
6 charge at, H3 fp] =>

tttt* . immm, 20
o ffiJtffijffifcJL&tf-jauUfel&l® = flitU3*®jfrisi#R

iPM, .
£**#60

an . is*®
ibSSlT-ÿAÿ o afflSUCite*ÿ#ÿ'*, .

. arn!ftffflsiii5>hfc«*i-K 50 K 2 $ 4 . &&&
wxmÿffBj&pfo .*u#»rJi±m tBWR«r«ÿ»iiti*siiiwwaL,ffiiÿnw, «£««!&*

o *e*§W±T¥-ife . ft*#?**7-RiftH, ftVfafflMttffiHSl
AIR* 15 £sr c o

pm±r o

Comprehension
Give short answers to these questions in your own words as far as possible. Use one complete sentence for
each answer.

1 Why did the passengers try to get Bruce to drive back to the village they had come from?
2 Why was Bruce not perturbed by the bad state of the road?
3 Why did the passengers keep looking back as Bruce swerved to avoid boulders?

Vocabulary >1 x.
Explain the meanings of the following words and phrases as they are used in the passage: boulders (1.3);
perturbed (1.4); underestimated (1.6); bumped (1.9); swerved (1.9); hammered (1.10); ominously (1.10).
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Summary writing
In not more than 80 words describe what happened from the time when the car got past the boulders to the
moment it stopped in the shallow pool. Use your own words as far as possible. Do not include anything that
is not in the last paragraph.

Composition x
In not more than 250 words write a continuation to the passage. Expand the ideas given below into a plan
and provide a suitable title. Your composition should be in four paragraphs.
Ideas: Got out — tried to push car — impossible — walked to next village — tried to get a taxi — no driver would take
us over rough road — paid a large sum of money to rent a jeep — pulled car out of water — found engine badly
damaged — Bruce undismayed.

Letter writing it % ft

You are on holiday and are running out of money. Write an urgent letter to your father in about 100 words in
three paragraphs, asking him to help you out of your difficulties.

Key structures and Special difficulties

Exercises & 3
1 we tried to get Bruce to drive back to the village (11.1-2). Write these sentences again using got in place of made.

(ISD66) 2 mm 66 «£)
1 made him tell me the truth.
He made me translate the article into English.

2 he believed that a car should be driven (1.7). Write two sentences beginning, He suggested that ...; He insisted that
... (IKS 63) Mm 2 mm 63

3 wondering if we were leaving (1.11). Complete the following sentences: (IKS 63d) (#j 2 mm 63 if
mmi d)

Can he wait a few minutes longer? I wonder if
When will he arrive? I wonder when _

4 What a relief it was ... (1.13). Write these sentences again beginning each one with What: (ISD 2) (#KLm 2 mm
2 $$&)
This is a wonderful garden!
It is a terrible day!

5 we all got out (1.15). Write sentences using the following: get on: get over, and get through. (ISD 74a) l#jiLffl 2
mm 74 a)

6 Bruce ... told us (l.19). Write two sentences illustrating the difference between say and tell. (IKS15) (#(Of) 2 fill
m is

Multiple choice questions £
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.
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Comprehension *£$•
1 Why were the passengers so relieved when the boulders disappeared?

(a) Bruce could now drive even faster.
(b) They had covered the greater part of the distance to the village.
(c) It seemed less likely that they would meet with disaster.
Cd) They had seen the huge fissure that lay ahead of them.

2 When they reached the fissure, Bruce stopped the car because
(a) the passengers had begged him to do so
(b) he wanted to know the exact dimensions of the fissure
(c) he thought it was safer to drive across it without the passengers
(id) he was not sure whether the car was wide enough to bridge it

3 Bruce’s reaction to the final episode shows that
(a) he was not the sort of person to be perturbed by anything
(b) he was extremely brave in face of danger
(c) he had underestimated the depth of the pool
(d) when it came to crossing water, his driving was not good enough

Structure
4 He believed _______ a car-as fast as it could possibly go. (11.7-8)

(a) driving in (b) he would drive (c) to drive (d) in driving
5 when the boulders suddenly disappeared. (1.13)

(a) How relieved we felt (b) What a relief we were feeling
(c ) So relieved we felt (d) How we felt relieved

6 Bruce when the car came to a grinding halt. (1.21)
(a) had charged through it midway (b) charged through it to the middle
(c) charged midway through it (d) was in the middle of charging through it

7 Bruce cheerfully announced that the engine out of oil. (1.22)
(a) ran (b) had run (c) was running (d) has run

Vocabulary >C
8 Glancing at his map, he informed us that the next village was twenty miles away. (11.4-5)

(d) in significantly

(d) harm our way

(.d) forcibly

{d) before

(d) up and down

(a) simply (b) boringly (c) only
9 - where nothing could but clumps of trees. (11.13-14)

(a) hinder our progress (b) spoil our course (c) hold up our train
10 When we pleaded , Bruce stopped. (1.15)

(a) afresh
__

(b) aloud (c) repeatedly
11 He said: ‘It’s fifteen miles _ the village.’ (11.19-20)

(a) until (b) to (c) from
12 - obstacle was a shallow pool of water half a mile _

(11.20-21)
(a) side by side (b) from top to bottom (c) from side to side
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3 Listen to the tape then answer the question below.

How did the policeman discover that the whole thing was a
joke?

• It has never been explained why university students seem to enjoy
practical jokes more than anyone else. Students specialize in a
particular type of practical joke: the hoax. Inviting the fire brigade
to put out a nonexistent fire is a crude form of deception which no

5 self-respecting student would ever indulge in. Students often create
amusing situations which are funny to everyone except the victims.

When a student recently saw two workmen using a pneumatic
drill outside his university, he immediately telephoned the police and informed them that two students
dressed up as workmen were tearing up the road with a pneumatic drill. As soon as he had hung up, he went

io over to the workmen and told them that if a policeman ordered them to go away, they were not to take him
seriously. He added that a student had dressed up as a policeman and was playing all sorts of silly jokes on
people. Both the police and the workmen were grateful to the student for this piece of advance information.

The student hid in an archway nearby where he could watch and hear everything that went on. Sure
enough, a policeman arrived on the scene and politely asked the workmen to go away. When he received a

15 very rude reply from one of the workmen, he threatened to remove them by force. The workmen told him to
do as he pleased and the policeman telephoned for help. Shortly afterwards, four more policemen arrived
and remonstrated with the workmen. As the men refused to stop working, the police attempted to seize the
pneumatic drill. The workmen struggled fiercely and one of them lost his temper. He threatened to call the
police. At this, the police pointed out ironically that this would hardly be necessary as the men were already

20 under arrest. Pretending to speak seriously, one of the workmen asked if he might make a telephone call
before being taken to the station. Permission was granted and a policeman accompanied him to a pay phone.
Only when he saw that the man was actually telephoning the police did he realize that they had all been the
victims of a hoax.

New words and expressions 4.-$ faMig-

hoax (1.3) /hauks/ n. SU,
deception (1.4) /di'sepjan/ n. IwM
self-respecting (1.5) /.self 'nspektnj/ adj. t\ ft fr?
indulge (1.5) /in'dAldÿ v. {Ji/li'b
pneumatic (1.7) /njui'mastik/ adj.
drill (1.8) /dril/n. &
silly (1.11) /'sili/ adj. 7cI$$J

advance (1.12) hd'vains/ adj.
archway (1.13) /‘a:tfwet/ n.
remonstrate (1.17) /’remanstreit/ v. uil
ironically (1.19) /ai'ronrkli/ adv. M$l|ife
permission (1.21) /pa'mijAn/n. lAAf
grant (1.21) /grcimt/ v. (§3®,
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Notes on the text
1 It has never been explained why why <>

2 specialize in, °

3 inviting ... fire, POfelia, put out {£ , £iTA i# »

4 dress up as, o

5 they were not to take him seriously, ({tfefll ) XHtEfe 0 »

takelfc&ft “3Ctft\ “SS” m, £1g*lA, .
6 grateful to the student for this piece of advance information, ° be grateful

to sb. for sth., °
7 as he pleased, to do, “ISi'flilM'fi’” o

8 be under arrest, SiSffi, ■>

9 Only when ... did he realize that .... only
o

ttASE§«±-«> c

= &±feisj§, tex3±*axAauLf
ft*lXAi£, Wÿ4#*»J«lf#*WH!ira»IA?F5c« c **i?XA»tf«Mÿ£* jfcailtff .

iB3*£»4»iS-S9Bn#M, £3IUL*m#E. ¥rSa*££«MB.*«,***7, WÿLÿtfeiSXA
JWttife; iia'f»-'MAfi#ifelI17/H3. . XAft, . £g£*T
fetSnlA o -£JLXA, X*7 4 . SXXAffiifeff TÿtWrS, . W'h
XA&ÿtitÿ, &4*— A, Ai!rt&££Ri|«S . H*ffllflife*iiM7 .
a*-*iA**fM**iBiii, .**iaj*7, »ft*ai-'ha«ti*
m . 3fdi*sjf»'MA*wfii&**a*«, *««*«, RgMiana7-«#EM3## .
Comprehension
Give short answers to these questions in your own words as far as possible. Use one complete sentence for
each answer.

1 What sort of practical joke do students specialize in?
2 What did the student tell the police?
3 What did the student tell the workmen?

Vocabulary m >c
Explain the meanings of the following words and phrases as they are used in the passage: a particular type
(11.2-3); put out (1.4); deception (1.4); victims (1.6); hung up (1.9); silly (1.11); grateful (1.12).
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Summary writing
In not more than 80 words describe what happened after the student hid in an archway. Use your own words

as far as possible. Do not include anything that is not in the last paragraph.

Composition #£.
Imagine that the policeman who accompanied the workman to the pay phone did not realize that they had all
been victims of a practical joke. In not more than 250 words, describe what happened. Use the ideas given
below. Do not write more than four paragraphs.
Title: Arrest the police!
Introduction: Policeman and worker returned — the other workman still quarrelling with police — resisting arrest.

Development: More police arrived — workmen told them that the first lot of policemen were students — the second lot
of police threatened to arrest the first lot — asked for identity cards — the first lot said that the workmen were students
— workers had to prove their identity.
Conclusion: Realized they were victims of a hoax.

Letter writing it % ft

A friend has written to you offering you a place in his car on a long trip he intends to make, providing that
you are willing to share expenses. In not more than 100 words, write a letter accepting his offer. Do not write
more than three paragraphs.

Key structures and Special difficulties

Exercises 3
1 to put out a nonexistent fire (1.4). Write sentences using the following: (ISD 27) (4£fAW 2 MW 27 iMt: f.1.) put

up, put someone up, put up with and put off.
2 funny to everyone except the victims (1.6). Write three sentences illustrating the use of the following: (ISD 14b)

2 MW 14 b) except, except for and apart from.
3 dressed up (1.1 1 ). Write two sentences illustrating the difference between dress and dress up. (ISD 65c) (

2 MW 65 c)

4 he could watch (1.13). Write two sentences illustrating the difference between watch and follow. (ISD 36c) (

W 2 MW 36 c)

5 one of them lost his temper (1. 1 8). Write sentences using the following: in a good temper, in a good mood, in a bad
temper and in the mood. (ISD 83) 2 MW 83 „&)

Multiple choice questions £
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.

Comprehension
1 A good hoax is a joke which depends on

(a) deceiving people into behaving in a way which amuses everyone but themselves
(b) doing something like calling the fire brigade to a nonexistent fire
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(c) at least two parties being led to believe the other is fraudulent
(d) people disguising themselves to look like other people

2 When the policeman first arrived outside the university
(a) the student hid in an archway to see what happened next
(b) he told the workmen if they disobeyed him he would call four policemen
(c) the workmen refused to take his request that they should move seriously
(d) he was polite to the workmen as he had expected them to be students

3 When did it become clear to the police that the workmen were not students?
(a) When one of the workmen angrily said he was going to call the police.
(b ) Not until one of the workmen asked if he could telephone the police.
(c) When the policeman saw whom the workman was ringing from the pay phone.
(d) Only after they had arrested the workmen and taken them to the station.

Structure
4 - why students seem practical jokes than anyone else. (11.1-2)

(a) entertained by more (b) to have been entertained more by
(c) more to be entertained by (d) to be more entertained by

5 - and told them that order them to go away they were not to take them seriously. (11.10-11)
(a) should the police (b) the police might
(c) if the policeman did (d) was a policeman to

6 - were grateful to the student for in advance. (1.12)
(a) they had been informed this (b) having informed them this
(c) being informed of this (d) informing them of this

7 The workmen told him to do (11.15-16)
(a) as it pleased him (b) how he pleased (c) as he pleased {d) that pleased him

8 Only then that it had been a trick. (11.22-23)
(a) he realized (b) he understood (c) did he realize (d) he did realize

Vocabulary ao >c
9 - a student had dressed up as a policeman and was amusing himself (11.11-12)

(a) by joking with people (b) at other people’s expense
(c) by making fun of people {d) to other people’s surprise

10 When he received a very from one of the workmen ... (11.14-15)
(a) impolite retort (b ) harsh response (c) rough report (d) sharp return

11 Four more policemen arrived to protest the workmen’s behaviour. (11.16-17)
(a) with (b) for (c) to {d) against

12 The police attempted to the pneumatic drill. (11.17-18)
(a) get hold of (b) keep hold of (c) hold back (d) hold on to
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Unit 3

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE STUDENT

No language exercises have been included in Unit 3. You should now be able to write continuous English

prose entirely on your own.

How to work
Carry out the detailed instructions given in the Introduction to Unit 2 (p.100). They are very important. Here
is a brief summary:

Comprehension
Write complete answers in your own words as far as possible.

Vocabulary
Explain each word or phrase as it is used in the passage.

Summary writing
Make out a list of Points, a Rough draft, and a Fair copy. Do not exceed the word limit. At the end of your
Fair copy, write the number of words you have used.

Composition
Make out a full plan which contains an Introduction, a Development and a Conclusion. Write essays of
about 300 words in three or four paragraphs.

Letter writing
Pay close attention to the Layout of each letter. Answer each question closely. Do not exceed the word limit.

Example
Work carefully through this past First Certificate paper. Note how the questions have been answered.

Read the following passage carefully and complete Comprehension, Vocabulary and Summary writing.

As I stepped out of the train I felt unusually solitary, since I was the only passenger to alight. I was accus¬
tomed to arriving in the summer, when holiday makers throng coastal resorts, and this was my first visit
when the season was over. My destination was a little village eight miles distant by the road, but only four if
you took the cliff path over the moor. This I always did, unless it was raining: and I left my luggage at the

5 bus office beside the railway station, to be conveyed for me on the next bus, so that I could enjoy my walk
unhampered by a suitcase.
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It took me only a few minutes to come to the foot of the cliff path. Half way up I paused to enjoy the sight
of the purple hills stretching away to my right and to my left the open sea. When I reached the top I had left
all signs of habitation behind me. The moorland turf was springy under my feet, the air was like wine and I

10 felt rejuvenated and intoxicated with it. Glancing seaward a minute or two later, I was surprised to notice
that the sky was already aflame with the sunset. The air grew perceptibly cooler and I began to look forward
to the delectable hot meal I should have when I reached the inn. It seemed to be getting dark amazingly
quickly. I did not think that I had walked unduly slowly and I was at a loss to account for the exceptionally
early end of daylight, until I recollected that on previous visits I had walked in high summer and now it was

15 October and the nights were drawing in.
All at once it was night. The track was grassy and even in daylight showed up hardly at all against the

moor, so it was difficult to keep on it now. If only I had been a smoker with matches always to hand, or if my
torch had been in my pocket instead of in the suitcase, I could have walked with more assurance. As it was,
I was terrified of hurtling over the edge of the cliff to the rocks below. When I did stray, however, it was

20 towards the hills. I felt my feet squelching and sticking in something soggy. There was no bog to my knowl¬
edge near the track, so I must have wandered a long way off my course. I extricated myself with difficulty
and very cautiously edged myself towards the sound of the sea. Then I bumped into a little clump of trees
that suddenly loomed up in front of me. This was providential rest and shelter until the moon rose. I climbed
up the nearest trunk and managed to find a tolerably comfortable fork in which to sit. The waiting seemed

25 interminable and was relieved only by my attempts to identify the little stirrings and noises of animal life
that I could hear. I grew colder and colder and managed to sleep only in uneasy, fitful starts, waking when
my position got cramped. At last, when the moon came up, I discovered that I was not more than fifty yards
from the track and I was soon on my way again.

Comprehension
Give short answers to each of the following questions, in your own words as far as possible, using only
material contained in the passage. Use one complete sentence for each answer.

1 How was the author’s arrival at the station this time different from his arrival on other occasions?
2 Why did the author leave his luggage in the bus office0
3 Why was the author surprised at the darkness coming so soon?

Vocabulary
Choose five of the following words and phrases and give for each another word or phrase of similar meaning
to that in which the word or phrase is used in the passage: coastal resorts (1.2); all signs of habitation (1.9);
rejuvenated (1.10); glancing seaward (1.10); perceptibly (1.11); unduly (1.13); account for (1.13); recollected (1.14).

Summary writing
Give an account in not more than 80 words of the author’s experiences on the moor after it had become
completely dark. Use your own words as far as possible. Do not include anything that is not in the last
paragraph.
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Possible answers

Comprehension
1 The author’s arrival at the station this time was different from his arrival on other occasions because this was the

first time he had ever visited the coastal resort after the holiday season had passed.
2 The author left his luggage in the bus office so that he could enjoy his walk without having to carry anything.
3 The author was surprised at the darkness coming so soon because at first he failed to realize that the days were now

shorter because summer had passed.

Vocabulary
coastal resorts: places near the seashore where people spend their holidays.
rejuvenated: young again.
perceptibly: noticeably.

unduly: excessively.
recollected: remembered.

Summary writing
Points (The author’s experiences)

1 Difficult to keep on track.
2 Strayed — hills.
3 Feet stuck — something soggy.
4 Off course.
5 Extricated himself.
6 Went — sound of sea
7 Bumped — clump of trees.

8 Climbed nearest trunk.
9 Sat in fork.

10 Waited — longtime.
11 Felt cold.
12 Slept — fitful starts.
1 3 Moon rose — able to see track.

14 Continued on his way.

Rough draft (Joining the Points)
In the darkness, the author could not follow the track and wandered towards the hills. When he got stuck in soggy soil,
he knew he had lost his way. After extricating himself, he walked towards the sound of the sea. It was then that he
bumped into a clump of trees so he climbed up the nearest trunk and sat in a branch. He waited there for a long time, and
even though he felt very cold, he slept for short intervals. When the moon rose, he was able to see the track a short way
off and he continued on his way. (103 words)
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Fair copy (Corrected draft)
Unable to follow the track in the darkness, the author wandered off his course towards the hills where he got stuck in a
bog. After extricating himself, he walked towards the sea. When he bumped into a clump of trees, he climbed up the
nearest trunk, sat on a branch and waited there a long time. Though he felt cold, he managed to get a little sleep. Later,

when the moon rose, he saw the track and continued on his way. (81 words)

Key structures and Special difficulties
In this exercise you will be asked to rewrite a sentence taken from the passage without changing its meaning.
this exercise tests your ability to use your English to express yourself in a restricted way.

Multiple choice questions
You will again find comprehension questions in which you are asked to choose the correct answer from a
number of suggested answers. This exercise tests your ability to understand the meaning of the passage you
have read and also to recognize grammatical and lexical errors in English.
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Listen to the tape then answer the question below.
1-1 M o

What particular anxiety spoils the country dweller’s visit to
the theatre?

The quiet life of the country has never appealed to me. City born
and city bred, I have always regarded the country as something you
look at through a train window, or something you occasionally visit
during the weekend. Most of my friends live in the city, yet they
always go into raptures at the mere mention of the country. Though
they extol the virtues of the peaceful life, only one of them has ever
gone to live in the country and he was back in town within six months. Even he still lives under the illusion
that country life is somehow superior to town life. He is forever talking about the friendly people, the clean
atmosphere, the closeness to nature and the gentle pace of living. Nothing can be compared, he maintains,
with the first cockcrow, the twittering of birds at dawn, the sight of the rising sun glinting on the trees and
pastures. This idyllic pastoral scene is only part of the picture. My friend fails to mention the long and
friendless winter evenings in front of the TV — virtually the only form of entertainment. He says nothing
about the poor selection of goods in the shops, or about those unfortunate people who have to travel from the
country to the city every day to get to work. Why people are prepared to tolerate a four-hour journey each
day for the dubious privilege of living in the country is beyond me. They could be saved so much misery and
expense if they chose to live in the city where they rightly belong.

If you can do without the few pastoral pleasures of the country, you will find the city can provide you
with the best that life can offer. You never have to travel miles to see your friends. They invariably live
nearby and are always available for an informal chat or an evening’s entertainment. Some of my
acquaintances in the country come up to town once or twice a year to visit the theatre as a special treat. For
them this is a major operation which involves considerable planning. As the play draws to its close, they
wonder whether they will ever catch that last train home. The city dweller never experiences anxieties of this
sort. The latest exhibitions, films, or plays are only a short bus ride away. Shopping, too, is always a plea¬
sure. There is so much variety that you never have to make do with second best. Country people run wild
when they go shopping in the city and stagger home loaded with as many of the exotic items as they can
carry. Nor is the city without its moments of beauty. There is something comforting about the warm glow
shed by advertisements on cold wet winter nights. Few things could be more impressive than the peace that
descends on deserted city streets at weekends when the thousands that travel to work every day are tucked
away in their homes in the country. It has always been a mystery to me why city dwellers, who appreciate all
these things, obstinately pretend that they would prefer to live in the country.
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New words and expressions

illusion (title) /I'luÿan/ n. £]$S,
pastoral (title) /'paistarsl/ adj. EBUItKJ
breed (1.2) /bri:d/ (bred /bred/, bred) v. ioW
rapture (1.5) /'rasptfs/ n. ffcM-
extol (1.6) /ik'stsul/ v.
superior (1.8) /sui'pisris/ adj.
cockcrow (1.10) /'kDk-krsu/ n. PH
twitter (1.10) /'twits/ v. (4) P£P£PH,
glint (1.10) /glint/ v.
pasture (1.11) /'paistfs/ n.
idyllic (1.11) /I'dilik/ adj. BISifM
virtually (1.12) /’v3:tfusli/ adv. /W,

dubious (1.15) /'djuibiss/ flrf/'.
privilege (1.15) /‘privilicfc/ n.
misery (1.15) /'mizsri/ n.
acquaintance (1.20) /s'kweintsns/ n. $tA
treat (1.20) /tri:t/ n. ¥5;
dweller (1.22) /'dweb/ n.
stagger (1.25) /'stasgs/ v.
exotic (1.25) /ig'zotik/ad/.
glow (1.26) /gbu/ n.
descend (1.28) /di'send/ v. Tftl, NMIfi
tuck (1.28) /tAk/ v. t&M, mM
obstinately (1.30) /‘obstinitli/ adv.

Notes on the text -if-xii#
1 city born and city bred, <,

ieUiS ifcfcfeiKHttTS =
2 go into raptures, fife „

at the mere mention of, “HPJ o

3 be under an illusion, ft “W......$, that M.ÿ1 -
4 beyond me, o

5 do without..., tSW......tilIT o

6 draw to a close, °
7 you never have to make do with second best, — n- o

make do with..., °

.
ISM*R#-AS*#**£&, 6 WStEXT .

BPfcfl!stil05#*r*]tt, fci£A
c ItfeSmAA;,

T&3J#MIffcW*ÿWAff]. A(nM+A1t!£.#A£]&±#M 4 ffcfe
A'/AilPW o .

IP A#££mMm»T ftA A& . fit**
ffcttitfnrftKMlWAdt£ift±--jefc5R .

®»A, . ftSiillfttl, iSSff.L'itSij ,
. &#«yg, #sA£M.5ictt3ftaM .

MS&, $JH. #A® 0 .
2SA»«#J6Jft*£SE, aijifiUMSS&J&M. Mrfitil

= *#i«i&w4H£i, rfcff«£tbwii*3fc, £&A£#$«t . JSIA, ±ÿj®«±5ttw
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kmmrMMZWtSBiZIs, Stfftfcttl£jlfcitiMir»M*A5*iS7 0

«aA*ti£— .
Comprehension
Give short answers to these questions in your own words as far as possible. Use one complete sentence for
each answer.

1 How long did one of the author’s city friends live in the country?
2 Why does the author find fault with his friend’s description of the country?
3 Why does the author consider people who have to travel from the country to the city every day unfortunate?

Vocabulary >n
Explain the meanings of the following words and phrases as they are used in the passage: extol the virtues

(1.6); illusion (1.7); superior to (1.8); maintains (1.9); glinting (1.10); tolerate (1.14); beyond me (1.15).

Summary writing
In not more than 80 words give an account of the advantages which the author attributes to living in the city.
Use your own words as far as possible. Do not include anything that is not in the last paragraph.

Composition x
Write a composition in about 300 words on one of the following:

a Write an answer to the above passage pointing out the advantages of living in the country and the disadvantages of
living in the city.

h Which part of your country would you prefer to live in and why?

Letter writing 4$ it % ft

A friend of yours who lives in the country intends to come to town for a few days and has written to you
asking if you could put him up. Write him a letter of about 100 words offering him the use of your guestroom.

Key structures and Special difficulties
Rewrite the following sentence without changing the meaning. Then refer to 11.14-15.

I cun 7 understand why people are prepared to tolerate a four-hour journey each day for the dubious privilege of
living in the country.
Why people ...

Multiple choice questions
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.

Comprehension
1 What is the main difference between the writer and most of his friends?

(a) They often visit the country but he has only spent one weekend there.
(h) Unlike them, being brought up in the city, he can appreciate its worth.
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(c) In contrast to them, he finds city people friendlier than country people.
(d) He thinks them hypocritical to maintain a preference for country life.

2 What advantage has the city dweller over the country dweller in terms of entertainment?
(a) He can entertain his country friends more often than they can him.
(b) His choice of entertainment is wide and within easy reach of him.
(c) As he travels by bus and not by train, he can see the latest plays.
(d) He does not need a major operation when planning a visit to the theatre.

3 When he speaks of the beauty to be found in the city, the writer
(a) alludes to the comparative cheerlessness of winter nights in the country
(b) means that if more people settled in the city they would find peace
(c) advertises the fact that the city is a warmer place than the country
(d) implies that the country is less peaceful than the city at weekends

Structure
4 I and bred in the city and have always regarded ... (11.1-2)

(a) being bom (b) had been bom (c) was bom {d) am born
5 He talking about the friendly people ... (11.8-9)

(a) never tires of (b) is never tiring of (c) is never tired (d) is never tiring when
6 The latest exhibitions, films or plays are only (1.23)

(a) by bus a short distance away (b) a short distance by bus away
(c) a short distance away by bus (d) the distance of a short bus away

7 - and stagger home loaded with exotic items as they can carry. (11.25-26)
(a) as many of the (b) as many (c) so many (d) the most

8 I have always been mystified city dwellers, who ... (11.29-30)
(a) why (b) by the fact that (c) for what (d) with

Vocabulary m >c
9 the only form of entertainment (1.12)

(a) pretty well (b) altogether (c) certainly (d) in particular
10 If you can without the few pastoral pleasures of the country ... (1.17)

(a) make (b ) manage (c) succeed (d) pass
11 As the play (11.21-22)

(a) reaches its climax (b) nears its end (c) ends its run (d) draws the curtain
12 Few things can have such an as the peace ... (11.27-28)

(a) impact (b) imposition (c) imprint (d) impression
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Listen to the tape then answer the question below.

With what does the writer compare the Gouffre Berger?

Cave exploration, or pot-holing, as it has come to be known, is a
relatively new sport. Perhaps it is the desire for solitude or the chance
of making an unexpected discovery that lures people down to the
depths of the earth. It is impossible to give a satisfactory explanation
for a pot-holer’s motives. For him, caves have the same peculiar
fascination which high mountains have for the climber. They arouse
instincts which can only be dimly understood.

Exploring really deep caves is not a task for the Sunday afternoon rambler. Such undertakings require
the precise planning and foresight of military operations. It can take as long as eight days to rig up rope
ladders and to establish supply bases before a descent can be made into a very deep cave. Precautions of this
sort are necessary, for it is impossible to foretell the exact nature of the difficulties which will confront the
pot-holer. The deepest known cave in the world is the Gouffre Berger near Grenoble. It extends to a depth of
3,723 feet. This immense chasm has been formed by an underground stream which has tunnelled a course
through a flaw in the rocks. The entrance to the cave is on a plateau in the Dauphine Alps. As it is only six
feet across, it is barely noticeable. The cave might never have been discovered had not the entrance been
spotted by the distinguished French pot-holer. Berger. Since its discovery, it has become a sort of pot-
holers’ Everest. Though a number of descents have been made, much of it still remains to be explored.

A team of pot-holers recently went down the Gouffre Berger. After entering the narrow gap on the pla¬
teau, they climbed down the steep sides of the cave until they came to a narrow corridor. They had to edge
their way along this, sometimes wading across shallow streams, or swimming across deep pools. Suddenly
they came to a waterfall which dropped into an underground lake at the bottom of the cave. They plunged
into the lake, and after loading their gear on an inflatable rubber dinghy, let the current carry them to the
other side. To protect themselves from the icy water, they had to wear special rubber suits. At the far end of
the lake, they came to huge piles of rubble which had been washed up by the water. In this part of the cave,
they could hear an insistent booming sound which they found was caused by a small waterspout shooting
dow n into a pool from the roof of the cave. Squeezing through a cleft in the rocks, the pot-holers arrived at
an enormous cavern, the size of a huge concert hall. After switching on powerful arc lights, they saw great
stalagmites — some of them over forty feet high — rising up like tree-trunks to meet the stalactites suspended
from the roof. Round about, piles of limestone glistened in all the colours of the rainbow. In the eerie silence
of the cavern, the only sound that could be heard was made by water which dripped continuously from the
high dome above them.
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New words and expressions

Unit 3 Lesson 42

caveman (title) /'keivmasn/ n. ( S'fi- ) PXA
pot-holing (1.1) /'pDt-.houliq/n.

5sÿti ,
solitude (1.2) /'solitjurd/ n. 5R34, MM
lure (1.3)/lua/v. ?|I&, 1£&
pot-holer (1.5) /'pot-houlo/ n.
rambler (1.8) /'rgembla/ n.
undertaking (1.8) /.Anda'teikiq/ n. fi#, Xf£
foresight (1.9) /’fa:sait/«. fPliE; $sll£isf8
foretell (1.11) /fo:'tel/ (foretold /fai'tauld/, foretold)

v. M's
Grenoble (1.12) /gn'naubl/n.
chasm (1.13) /'ktezam/ n. MM,
flaw (1.14) /fb:/ n.
distinguished (1.16) /di'stirjgwijt/a#.
Everest (1.17) /'evarist/ n. ifcffltPPf

wade (1.20) /weid/ v. iÿzK, fitzfc
waterfall (1.21) /'waitafa:/ n. J§X
gear (1.22) /gia/ n.
inflatable (1.22) /in'fleitabal/ adj. XXAM
rubble (1.24) /'rAbal/ n. 5$7C,
insistent (1.25) /in'sistant/ adj.
boom (1.25) /bu:m/ v. MD|B]
waterspout (1.25) /‘wa:taspaut/ n. HMX&XXtt
cleft (1.26) /kleft/ n. Mt, X P
cavern (1.27) /'kasvan/ n. XPX
stalagmite (1.28) /'staslagmait/ n. XP
stalactite (1.28) /'staelaktait/ n #?LX
limestone (1.29) /'laimstaun/ n. X#tX
glisten (1.29) /'glisan/ v. 1'aJ‘Jÿ
eerie (1.29) /'isri /adj. ‘/IlSiSHHW, X;lf] A
dome (1.31) /daum/n. ®]5I

Notes on the text
1 as it has come to be known, °
2 it is the desire ... or the chance ... that ...

(AH®WAX, te®i$l(HjliPX;S17lXl7jAip the desire ... or the chance ...
3 rig up, „

4 Grenoble, WH& XWXlttA °
5 The cave might never have been discovered had not the entrance been spotted by ......(P:XXf51.A

(77) had not the entrance been spotted by ... if, A »

6 edge one’s way, llt£fc.f£ 7# «

7 which they found was caused ... of the cave.
which was caused ... of the cave JH/EiaMTl, sound; they found itk&hffclffiAi§ „ shooting down ... of the
cave JjlSftXXisIfeiR'fX/Eio , (ÿtfp waterspout °

pallia — sKPAas — o

s11M JAm±7TxA c m

mum* . 8 . ARA

3.723 XR o

c A 6 «®A£51.
jjXPtLi77lc®XXXA&fÿ « SMtt&Sm®,
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Comprehension aif
Give short answers to these questions in your own words as far as possible. Use one complete sentence for
each answer.

1 Why does the exploration of a deep cave require careful planning?
2 How has the Gouffre Berger been formed?
3 Why might the entrance to the Gouffre Berger never have been discovered?

Vocabularyÿ! •£
Explain the meanings of the following words and phrases as they are used in the passage: relatively (1.2);
desire for solitude (1.2); lures (1.3); arouse (1.6); precise (1.9); confront (1.1 1); is barely noticeable (1.15).

Summary writing
Give an account in not more than 80 words of the pot-holers’ experiences after they entered the Gouffre
Berger. Use your own words as far as possible. Do not include anything that is not in the last paragraph.

Composition
Write a composition in about 300 words on one of the following:
a Describe a man’s efforts to escape from a cave by the seashore in order to avoid the incoming tide.
b The most popular sport in your country.

Letter writing -#it
You had a party at your home recently but unintentionally neglected to invite a close friend of yours. Write
him a letter of about 100 words apologizing for this and explaining how the mistake came about.

Key structures and Special difficulties £&£}&$**£&

Rewrite the following sentence without changing the meaning. Then refer to 11.25-26.
The insistent booming sound they could hear was found to be caused by a small waterspout shooting down into a
pool from the roof of the cave.
They could hear... which they...
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Multiple choice questions £
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.

Comprehension
1 In undertaking the descent of a really deep cave, a pot-holer

(a) must be motivated by the desire to make an unexpected discovery
(b) is prepared to spend a whole weekend away from his home
(c) needs military co-operation in making preparations for the descent
(d) may have to spend as much as a week planning his descent

2 The cave discovered by the French potholer, Berger
(a) represents the ultimate challenge to any pot-holer who is truly dedicated

Cb) was recently explored for the first time since its discovery
(c) has to be approached by following a stream which leads underground
(ÿd) consists of a large cavern, the size of a huge concert hall

3 On reaching the enormous cavern, the pot-holers .
(a) had to squeeze into a cleft in the rocks at the side
(b) lit it up by using the arc lights they had carried down with them
(c) saw a rainbow shedding its light on the limestone around them
(d) could still hear the waterspout falling into the pool behind them

Structure
4 - or the chance that they an unexpected discovery that ... (11.2-3)

(a) would make (b) can make (c) may make (d) might have made
5 It can take as long as eight days getting rope ladders rigged up and before ... (11.9-10)

(a) to establish bases supplied (b) supplying bases established
(c) establishing supply bases (d) bases established and supplied

6 After the narrow gap, they climbed down the steep sides of the cave. (11.18-19)
(a) they were entering (b) entering (c) entered (d) they will enter

7 - let the current to the other side . (11.22-23)
(a) them be carried with (b) their being carried by
(c) themselves carry (d) themselves be carried by

8 No other sound could be heard made by water ... (11.30-31)
(a) except it was (b) than that (c) that was (d) but this was

Vocabulary >c
9 It can take eight days to rig up ... (1.9)

(a) around (b) more than (c) up to (d) at least
10- has tunnelled a course through a in the rocks. (11.13-14)

(a) fault (b) gap (c) cleft (d) fissure
1 1 They had to_

(a) sidle nervously
1 2 To protect themselves from the

(n) frozen

(d) move cautiously
along this ... (11.19-20)
(b) file sideways (c) walk sharply__ water, they wore special rubber suits. (1.23)

*(c) chilly (d) iced

1<W

(b) freezing
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Listen to the tape then answer the question below.

Who owned the pie dish and why?

Insurance companies are normally willing to insure anything.
Insuring public or private property is a standard practice in most
countries in the world. If, however, you were holding an open air
garden party or a fete it would be equally possible to insure yourself
in the event of bad weather. Needless to say, the bigger the risk an
insurance company takes, the higher the premium you will have to
pay. It is not uncommon to hear that a shipping company has made
a claim for the cost of salvaging a sunken ship. But the claim made by a local authority to recover the cost of
salvaging a sunken pie dish must surely be unique.

Admittedly it was an unusual pie dish, for it was eighteen feet long and six feet wide. It had been pur¬
chased by a local authority so that an enormous pie could be baked for an annual fair. The pie committee
decided that the best way to transport the dish would be by canal, so they insured it for the trip. Shortly after
it was launched, the pie committee went to a local inn to celebrate. At the same time, a number of teenagers
climbed on to the dish and held a little party of their own. Dancing proved to be more than the dish could
bear, for during the party it capsized and sank in seven feet of water.

The pie committee telephoned a local garage owner who arrived in a recovery truck to salvage the pie
dish. Shivering in their wet clothes, the teenagers looked on while three men dived repeatedly into the water
to locate the dish. They had little difficulty in finding it, but hauling it out of the water proved to be a serious
problem. The sides of the dish were so smooth that it was almost impossible to attach hawsers and chains to
the rim without damaging it. Eventually chains were fixed to one end of the dish and a powerful winch was
put into operation. The dish rose to the surface and was gently drawn towards the canal bank. For one
agonizing moment, the dish was perched precariously on the bank of the canal, but it suddenly overbalanced
and slid back into the water. The men were now obliged to try once more. This time they fixed heavy metal
clamps to both sides of the dish so that they could fasten the chains. The dish now had to be lifted vertically
because one edge was resting against the side of the canal. The winch was again put into operation and one
of the men started up the truck. Several minutes later, the dish was successfully hauled above the surface of
the water. Water streamed in torrents over its sides with such force that it set up a huge wave in the canal.
There was a danger that the wave would rebound off the other side of the bank and send the dish plunging
into the water again. By working at tremendous speed, the men managed to get the dish on to dry land before
the wave returned.

New words and expressions

insure (title) /inÿua/ v. premium (1.6) /'priimiom/ n.
fete (1.4) /feit1 n. recover (1.8) /ri'kAVs/ v.
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admittedly (1.10) /od'mitidli/ adv.
purchase (11.10-11) /'p3:tfis/ v. 5%
annual (1.11) /'aenjual/ adj. —K W
teenager (1.13) /'timeidja/n. (13 M 19
capsize (1.15) /'kaepsaiz/ v. UfS) IS
shiver (1.17) /’Jivs/ v. TT®,
dive (1.17) /daiv/ v. ( 0T )

haul (1.18) /ho:l/ v.
hawser (1.19) /'hoizs/ n.
rim (1.20) /rim/ n. ( ii
winch (1.20) /wintf/ n.

Unit 3 Lesson 43
agonizing (1.22) /'asgsnaiziq/ adj.

perch (1.22) /pstf/ v. )

precariously (1.22) /pn'keariasli/ adv.

overbalance (1.22) /.sova'baebns/ v.
clamp (1.24) /klaemp/ n.
vertically (1.24) /'v3:tikÿli/ adv. Hlife
torrent (1.27) /'tDrant/ n. il&i'jrL, 4t'/iiL
rebound (1.28) /ri'baund/ v. #0

Notes on the text
1 in the event of, “71~'\ °
2 the bigger the risk an insurance company takes, the higher the premium you will have to pay.

Mtwfti&ftstas . “the + mmmmz, the + wmmtmr m\-?,
ni«Mt “is m

3 make a claim for ..., ......” i)t o

4 put into operation, !£ =
5 for one agonizing moment, QA o

6 set up, itSi® 0

wmmx &***!»*,

*T*I&I*£ . *T««, MAT 7
A o

mom, mm 3 AiAÿitAzktwjiÿjmmi:. mm%£X9Jimmrr&:?, *mmM-mthin

44-A.-£E*£M«|ilI, (S'b’AÿAA T-T«, 7MA4' = IAf]Rt§l?A-&. iz
tfc, HlsEf£&T±$£H&® 0 JiUc, ISAiftTift-
i4K#*iEfirtf# = SeMLiWiÿ, H&IASS&TAIMÿI* » JlSHtJg, ftTUuSÿHwidlT*® .

Sfeÿ&fEfc:Ftfci£*S
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Comprehension 2£$-
Give short answers to these questions in your own words as far as possible. Use one complete sentence for

each answer.
1 How is a policy holder affected when an insurance company takes a big risk?
2 Why had the local authorities bought such a big pie dish?
3 Why did the pie dish capsize?

Vocabulary >c
Explain the meanings of the following words and phrases as they are used in the passage: a standard practice
(1.2); in the event of (1.5); premium (1.6); salvaging (1.9); annual (1.11); launched (1.13); capsized (1.15).

Summary writing % ft
Describe in not more than 80 words how the pie dish was recovered after it had been located in the water.
Use your own words as far as possible. Do not include anything that is not in the last paragraph.

Composition it x
Write a composition in about 300 words on one of the following:

a Write an imaginary account of how the pie dish capsized during the party held by the teenagers.
h Describe a day spent by the river or by the sea.

Letter writing # it %ft
You have just heard that a friend of yours was recently involved in a car accident but was not hurt. Write a
letter of about 100 words telling him how you came to hear of the accident and expressing the hope that he
has recovered from his unpleasant experience.

Key structures and Special difficulties
Rewrite the following sentence without changing the meaning. Then refer to 11.23-24.

This time heavy metal clamps were fixed to both sides of the dish so that the chains could be fastened.
This time they ...

Multiple choice questions >
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.

Comprehension
1 In the case of the pie dish, the insurance company concerned _

(a) demanded a high premium in view of the unusual size of the dish
(b) was asked to pay the costs of the salvaging operation
(c) agreed to pay the cost of transporting the dish by canal
id) arranged for the dish to be recovered from the canal
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2 When the pie dish had capsized, the men who came to recover it--
(a) had some difficulty finding it as they had been drinking locally
{b) had little difficulty finding it as it had not sunk to the bottom
(c) found it difficult to devise a way of getting it out of the water
(d) damaged the dish when they attached hawsers and chains to the rim

3 The huge wave in the canal was caused by
(a) the sinking of the pie dish
(b) the dish sliding back into the water
(c) the great quantity of water which poured off the dish when they were getting it out
(d) the party of teenagers

4 Eventually the dish was successfully recovered by _
(a) resting one of its edges on the bank and attaching chains to the other
(b) securing the winch chains with metal clamps and lifting it vertically
(c) one of the men getting on to the truck so as to pull at the chains
Cd) some men who hauled it to the surface of the water at tremendous speed

Structure
5 The bigger the risk an insurance company takes, to pay as a premium. (11.5-7)

(a) the higher you will have (b) the more you will have
(c) more you will have (d) you will have higher

6 It is not uncommon to hear a claim for ... (11.7-8)
(a) of a shipping company making (b ) a shipping company to have made
(c) the shipping company which has made (d) a shipping company making

7 The sides of the dish were so smooth that attaching hawsers and chains to the rim almost
certain to damage it. (11.19-20)
(a) had (b) were (c) it was (d) was

8 There was a danger that when the wave off the other side, it would send the dish plunging
the water again. (11.28-29)
(a) was rebounding (b) has rebounded (c) rebounded (d) would rebound

Vocabulary •*«] >n
9 Three men dived into the water. (11.17-18)

(a) now and again (b ) one after another (c) time and again (d) many a time
10 A powerful winch was . (11.20-21)

(a) got going (b) made to work (c) taken to task (d) given a function
1 1 For one moment, the dish ... (11.21-23)

(a) dangerous (.b) frightening (c) exciting (d) painful
12 This time thev put metal clamps both sides of the dish (11 73-7.4)

(a) over (b) on to (c) astride (d) upon
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Listen to the tape then answer the question below.

Which type of transport does the writer prefer, do you
think?

People travelling long distances frequently have to decide whether
they would prefer to go by land, sea, or air. Hardly anyone can
positively enjoy sitting in a train for more than a few hours. Train
compartments soon get cramped and stuffy. It is almost impossible
to take your mind off the journey. Reading is only a partial solution,

for the monotonous rhythm of the wheels clicking on the rails soon
lulls you to sleep. During the day, sleep comes in snatches. At night, when you really wish to go to sleep, you
rarely manage to do so. If you are lucky enough to get a sleeper, you spend half the night staring at the small
blue light in the ceiling, or fumbling to find your ticket for inspection. Inevitably you arrive at your destination
almost exhausted. Long car journeys are even less pleasant, for it is quite impossible even to read. On
motorways you can, at least, travel fairly safely at high speeds, but more often than not, the greater part of
the journey is spent on roads with few service stations and too much traffic. By comparison, ferry trips or
cruises offer a great variety of civilized comforts. You can stretch your legs on the spacious decks, play
games, meet interesting people and enjoy good food — always assuming, of course, that the sea is calm. If it
is not, and you are likely to get seasick, no form of transport could be worse. Even if you travel in ideal
weather, sea journeys take a long time. Relatively few people are prepared to sacrifice holiday time for the
pleasure of travelling by sea.

Aeroplanes have the reputation of being dangerous and even hardened travellers are intimidated by
them. They also have the disadvantage of being an expensive form of transport. But nothing can match them
for speed and comfort. Travelling at a height of 30,000 feet, far above the clouds, and at over 500 miles an
hour is an exhilarating experience. You do not have to devise ways of taking your mind off the journey, for
an aeroplane gets you to your destination rapidly. For a few hours, you settle back in a deep armchair to
enjoy the flight. The real escapist can watch a film and sip champagne on some services. But even when
such refinements are not available, there is plenty to keep you occupied. An aeroplane offers you an unusual
and breathtaking view of the world. You soar effortlessly over high mountains and deep valleys. You really
see the shape of the land. If the landscape is hidden from view, you can enjoy the extraordinary sight of
unbroken cloud plains that stretch out for miles before you, while the sun shines brilliantly in a clear sky.
The journey is so smooth that there is nothing to prevent you from reading or sleeping. However you decide
to spend your time, one thing is certain: you will arrive at your destination fresh and uncrumpled. You will
not have to spend the next few days recovering from a long and arduous journey.
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New words and expressions £ÿ$*)

positively (1.3) /'pDzitivli/aJv.
compartment (1.4) /kom'paitmont/ n. P*J

cramped (1.4) /kraempt/ adj.
stuffy (1.4) /'stAfi/ adj. W, K) H W
monotonous (1.6)/m3'nDten3s/tf4/. 5.0ÿW,

MW
rhythm (1.6) /'riSÿm/ n.
click (1.6) /klik/ v. & Hi tfMA
lull (1.7) /IAI/ v.lAtl
snatch (1.7) /snaetf/ n. AIN', itIst
sleeper (1.8) /’ships/ n. ShM
fumble (1.9) /’fAmbal/ v. AIM, }|LiK'
inspection (1.9) /m'spekjan/ n.
inevitably (1.9) /I'nevitsbali/ adv. #$jife,

±tk
destination (1.9) /desti'neijÿn/ n. § Wife
exhaust (1.10) /ig'zorst/ v.
motorway (1.11) /’msutswei/ rc. ft-t-il
ferry (1.12) /'feri/n. #£$S

Unit 3 Lesson 44

cruise (1.13) /'kru:z/ n.
civilize (1.13) Csival-aiz/ v.
spacious (1.13) /'speijas/ adj. %%!l W
seasick (1.15) /'si:,sik/ adj. 3UlfrW
intimidate (1.18) /in'timideit/ v. i&PT, ‘fltlBT
disadvantage (1.19) /,dis3d'va:nticfe/ n. AA, 4LA
exhilarating (1,21) /ig 'zilsrertnj/ adj. ft A (7 A W,

AAA£tW
escapist (1.23) /t'skeipist/ n. 3EM#
sip (1.23) /sip/ v. m
champagne (1.23) /Jaem'pein/ n. INH'/S
refinement (1.24) /ri'fammant/ n. tAL'W Aht
breathtaking (1.25) /'bre0,teikig/ adj. M'zfiAAW;

T'W-m
soar (1.25) /so:/ v. rtiA, $1ÿ3
effortlessly (1.25) /'efotbsli/ adv. Aife
landscape (1.26) /‘laendskeip/ n.
fresh (1.29) /ffej/ adj. W
uncrumpled (1.29) /An'krAmpld/ adj. AtfAT A

Notes on the text
1 take your mind off the journey, . take one’s mind off sth. J§ “tCS

A” ft*® .
2 in snatches, ®T®T ftL o

3 more often than not, 0

4 But nothing can match them for speed and comfort.

ror &&& “ft......wife” $ ,
5 keep you occupied, Vhjfigr 0

7m, a*®urn „ .
o mm,\mmr, mmxm .

a, . -SKA a wife, #
£&****. M'>figiu*g?3

Mfamj o lflrU7WAÿAEtflB)f|S£&j&±, £311mwtt.ASItA
T, . »$,
A, -AM, ItfAT
wm, o 6PffiM¥i6#, IgRRAfH] .
&W£AA A ATÿÿmmW£«ffl<RS#®JfiW A Bl .
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ttw o tgEi#, £ 30,000 500 o

«#**«#* .*jE£*aWA2nJiatt*g*tSE±#Hi . Hfllii, %

ttltftT, <j!ffiiiieA3»«-T«a<Eÿffl«fW, -ÿ15c£SW, |5]ÿPBÿ:*iliÿ, .
m&w-m, o wuw£M,
faggM##£, &%&M, .

Comprehension ipx
Give short answers to these questions in your own words as far as possible. Use one complete sentence for
each answer.

1 Why is it difficult to read on a train?
2 What makes long car journeys unpleasant?
3 What are the two disadvantages of travelling by sea?

Vocabulary ;n

Explain the meanings of the following words and phrases as they are used in the passage: cramped and stuffy
(1.4); monotonous (1.6); lulls (1.7); in snatches (1.7); destination (1.9); stretch your legs (1.13); sacrifice (1.16).

Summary writing
In not more than 80 words give an account of the advantages of travelling by air. Use your own words as far
as possible. Do not include anything that is not in the last paragraph.

Composition \fx
Write a composition in about 300 words on one of the following:
a Which form of transport do you prefer for long distance journeys: train, car, or ship?
b The disadvantages of travelling by air.

Letter writing # it %if
You had bought a ticket to the theatre but now find that you will be unable to go. Write a letter of about 1 00
words to a friend enclosing the ticket and explaining why you are sending it to him.

Key structures and Special difficulties &$**££
Rewrite the following sentence without changing the meaning. Then refer to 1.28.

You travel so smoothly that there is nothing to prevent you from reading or sleeping.
The journey...
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Comprehension
1 The great disadvantage shared by train and car travel alike is

(a) the fact that one cannot get to sleep on either form of transport
(b) the fact that one cannot concentrate on what one is reading
(c) the monotony of travelling at fast speeds along railway lines or roads
(,d) the tedium and discomfort of the journey

2 An aeroplane journey invariably provides such distractions as __
(a) the thought that one has not long to wait before arriving
(b) the exhilarating quality of the air one breathes at 30,000 feet
(c) being able to watch a film or drink champagne
(d) the marvellous views of land or clouds you can see from the plane

3 Having arrived at your destination by air, you will _
(a) not feel exhausted as you will have had plenty of sleep
(b) feel the expense was worth the comfort and speed of the 500-mile flight
(c) have the satisfaction of knowing you could not have got there any faster
(id ) at least feel fresh though your clothes might be a mess

Structure J
4 People travelling long distances frequently have to decide they would prefer to go by land,

sea or air. (11.1-2)
(a) which (b) how (c) what (d) if

5 If you are a sleeper ... (11.8-9)
(a) luckily getting (b) lucky and get (c) to get luckily {d) so lucky to get

6 - and enjoy good food
_
of course, that the sea is calm. (11.13-14)

(a) provided (b ) in the event (c) in case (d) if only
7 In addition, it-their being the most expensive form of transport. (1.19)

(a) has been a grave disadvantage (b) is the great disadvantage that
(c) is a great disadvantage (d) has been the great disadvantage of

Vocabulary -*) -;n
8 If it is not and you are

_
no form of transport could be worse. (11.14-15)

(a) probably seasick (b) bad at sailing (c) sick of the sea (d) prone to seasickness
9 Nothing can-aeroplanes for speed and comfort. (11.19-20)

(a) match with (b) equal (c) equal with (d) equal to
10 For a few hours, you-a deep armchair to enjoy the flight. (11.22-23)

(a) relax in (b) sit up in (c) sit on (d) install
11 You can enjoy the extraordinary of unbroken cloud plains... (11.26-27)

(a) scene (b) vision (c) spectacle (d) scenery
12 You won't spend the next few days getting a long and arduous journey. (1.30)

(a) above (b) over (c) up from (d) away from
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Listen to the tape then answer the question below.
’Vf jp: %-v'A'F i°)M. o

Does the writer think the parents were lucky or unlucky to
gain prosperity in this way? Why?

In democratic countries any efforts to restrict the freedom of the
press are rightly condemned. However, this freedom can easily be
abused. Stories about people often attract far more public attention
than political events. Though we may enjoy reading about the lives

of others, it is extremely doubtful whether we would equally enjoy
reading about ourselves. Acting on the contention that facts are
sacred, reporters can cause untold suffering to individuals by publishing details about their private lives.
Newspapers exert such tremendous influence that they can not only bring about major changes to the lives
of ordinary people but can even overthrow a government.

The story of a poor family that acquired fame and fortune overnight, dramatically illustrates the power of
the press. The family lived in Aberdeen, a small town of 23,000 inhabitants in South Dakota. As the parents
had five children, life was a perpetual struggle against poverty. They were expecting their sixth child and
were faced with even more pressing economic problems. If they had only had one more child, the fact would
have passed unnoticed. They would have continued to struggle against economic odds and would have lived
in obscurity. But they suddenly became the parents of quintuplets, four girls and a boy, an event which
radically changed their lives. The day after the birth of the five children, an aeroplane arrived in Aberdeen
bringing sixty reporters and photographers.

The rise to fame was swift. Television cameras and newspapers carried the news to everyone in the
country. Newspapers and magazines offered the family huge sums for the exclusive rights to publish stories
and photographs. Gifts poured in not only from unknown people, but from baby food and soap manufactur¬
ers who wished to advertise their products. The old farmhouse the family lived in was to be replaced by a
new $500,000 home. Reporters kept pressing for interviews so lawyers had to be employed to act as spokes¬
men for the family at press conferences. While the five babies were still quietly sleeping in oxygen tents in a
hospital nursery, their parents were paying the price for fame. It would never again be possible for them to
lead normal lives. They had become the victims of commercialization, for their names had acquired a market
value. Instead of being five new family members, these children had immediately become a commodity.

New words and expressions >1 fa&a-

democratic (1.1) /.dema'kraetik/ adj. KdEW untold (1.7) Mn'tsold/ adj. TcPIW
restrict (1.1) /ri'stnkt/ v. PUflij South Dakota (1.11) /.saoB-do'kauto/
abuse (1.3) /a'bjuiz/ v. (H1H )
contention (1.6) /kan’tenjan/ n. perpetual (1.12) /pa'petfuol/ adj. zkAfii3
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quintuplet (1.15) /'kwintjuplit/ n.
obscurity (1.15) /ab'skjuanti/ n. l?J
radically (1.16) /'raedikali/ <a<iv.
exclusive (1.19) /ik'sklu:siv/ ad/'. 34 34ÿW

Unit 3 Lesson 45
nursery (1.24) /'n3:s3ri/ n. WISfliE, $#iiE
commercialization (1.25) /ka,m3:j3lai'zeiJan/«.

commodity (1.26) /ks'mDditi/ n. jSjcft

Notes on the text ifci: j&#

1 read about (= of) “iHPj......” i# o

2 it is extremely doubtful whether ... ourselves.
it whether .

3 act on ..., tit® o

4 bring about, 4?Si °
5 South Dakota, Hifcfl-ffli, £S+:ltWft->NH.SIR 77,047 (ft 200,000 . fc'WHUJl

o

6 struggle against ... odds, «

7 If they had only had one more child, the fact would have passed unnoticed.iQIMifeMA 1 T®"?, 3.(4'-. unnoticed M
passed o

8 The rise to fame was swift, tfci 45 A1&T °
to fame rise ft/Ein °

9 the exclusive rights to publish, 34ÿ3$tit ( tbUS) tX ■>

10 pour in, Yf “AifjfcA’L "‘iUMMJfe” I? o

11 press for ..,, ......” l# „

.MM, &#U . UfAtt

urn, mmvu o &;Mr*9JAfca-iSftffnf, .
JrMlWrEAftjS/i. .
p A 23,000 ft/h«±, .tiet 5 = & 6

I T&T, &#***itÿ?iietttsrAwaift » &ÿA
£«£-)g£R«8f£ftttjgjl5$sh #St«*H«liST£.fSlftfliHAIÿftÿTtlM, 4 A l H = a

-SnstmiJSRPT. BtfJl#* 60 .

MTÿT* A#fTTa#fflft£.BIT, 2ISII&aE##«l«l*EK*;LaWflÿifta, ftk
fift5t#»*a«i«fitmTftffr, fttn#tfe**feajE#ft±is = MMTSifcWftt,
#7ifr#0HI. MTJi 5 O
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Comprehension &M-
Give short answers to these questions in your own words as far as possible. Use one complete sentence for

each answer.
1 How can newspapermen cause untold suffering to ordinary people?
2 What event made the poor family in South Dakota famous?
3 What happened the day after the birth of the children?

Vocabulary i*i >n
Explain the meanings of the following words and phrases as they are used in the passage: restrict (1.1); equally
(1.5); contention (1.6); untold (1.7); acquired (1.10); perpetual struggle (1.12); in obscurity (1.15).

Summary writing
Describe in not more than 80 words how the birth of the five children affected the family and the town. Use
your own words as far as possible. Do not include anything that is not in the last paragraph.

Composition x
Write a composition in about 300 words on one of the following:
a Write a ‘human interest’ story about a person who suddenly acquired fame because he won a lot of money from

football pools.
h Describe the newspaper you most enjoy reading.

Letter writing
Write a letter of about 100 words to the Editor of a newspaper complaining about an article that was
published recently. Begin ‘Dear Sir’ and end ‘Yours faithfully’.

Key structures and Special difficulties
Rewrite the following sentence without changing the meaning. Then refer to 11.19-20.

The family were offered huge sums by newspapers and magazines.
Newspapers and magazines ...

Multiple choice questions £
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.

Comprehension
1 The Press will argue that they have the right to publish a story, although it may seriously affect the

individual concerned, because
(a) in a democracy, the individual deserves more attention than politics
(b) facts in themselves, however unpleasant they may be, must be respected
(c) people not only enjoy reading about others but about themselves as well
(d) they only use their power to influence events of national importance
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2 News editors and reporters wanted to publish the story because-.
(a) they always defend the freedom of the Press
(,b) they know that stories about people sell a lot of newspapers
(c) they wanted to change the lives of these poor people
(d) they believed it was the right thing to do

3 The interest that was taken in the family was
(a) of national importance because of the rise in the birth rate
(,b) charitable, for people of all kinds were concerned about their poverty
(c) so overwhelming that even lawyers attended their press conferences
(,d) mainly from commercial organizations who wanted to promote their sales

Structure
4 The public are often far more interested political events. (11.3-4)

(a) in people’s stories than (b) in stories about people than in
(c) with stories about people than (d) by people’s stories than by

5 The influence of newspapers is bring about major changes in the lives of ordinary people but
they can even overthrow a government. (11.8-9)
(a) such that not only can they (b) so that not only they can
(c) such that they cannot only (d) so that not only can they

6 A sixth child expected so they were faced ... (11.12-13)
(a) was (b) being (c) having (d) had been

7 While the five babies in oxygen tents ... (11.23-24)
(a) were remaining quietly sleeping (b) remained quietly sleeping
(c) remained to sleep quietly (d) remaining were quietly sleeping

Vocabulary >H
8 Stories about people are often (1.3)

(a) of great interest to everyone {b) in the public interest
(c) a matter of publicity (d) publicly attended

9 Newspapers tremendous influence over the lives of ordinary people. (1.8)
(a) press (b) invoke (c) impose (d) wield

10 Reporters interviews ... (1.22)
(a) went on strike for (b) went on printing
(c) made repeated requests for (d) were continually hurrying to

1 1 Lawyers were employed to act as spokesmen the family. (11.22-23)
(a) on account of (b) instead of (c) on behalf of (d) for the sake of

12 Instead of being five new family members, these children had become _ (1.26)
(a) victims of commercialization (b) something to be bought and sold
(c) a public convenience (d) a product of the market
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Listen to the tape then answer the question below.

Did the writer repair his lawn mower in the end? Why/Why
not?

So great is our passion for doing things for ourselves, that we are
becoming increasingly less dependent on specialized labour. No
one can plead ignorance of a subject any longer, for there are
countless do-it-yourself publications. Armed with the right tools
and materials, newlyweds gaily embark on the task of decorating
their own homes. Men, particularly, spend hours of their leisure
time installing their own fireplaces, laying out their own gardens; building garages and making furniture.
Some really keen enthusiasts go so far as to build their own computers. Shops cater for the do-it-yourself
craze not only by running special advisory services for novices, but by offering consumers bits and pieces
which they can assemble at home. Such things provide an excellent outlet for pent up creative energy, but
unfortunately not all of us are bom handymen.

Some wives tend to believe that their husbands are infinitely resourceful and can fix anything. Even men
who can hardly drive a nail in straight are supposed to be born electricians, carpenters, plumbers and me¬
chanics. When lights fuse, furniture gets rickety, pipes get clogged, or vacuum cleaners fail to operate, some
women assume that their husbands will somehow put things right. The worst thing about the do-it-yourself
game is that sometimes even men live under the delusion that they can do anything, even when they have
repeatedly been proved wrong. It is a question of pride as much as anything else.

Last spring my wife suggested that I call in a man to look at our lawn mower. It had broken down the
previous summer, and though I promised to repair it, I had never got round to it. I would not hear of the
suggestion and said that I would fix it myself. One Saturday afternoon, I hauled the machine into the garden
and had a close look at it. As far as I could see, it needed only a minor adjustment: a turn of a screw here, a
little tightening up there, a drop of oil and it would be as good as new. Inevitably the repair job was not quite
so simple. The mower firmly refused to mow, so I decided to dismantle it. The garden was soon littered with
chunks of metal which had once made up a lawn mower. But I was extremely pleased with myself. I had
traced the cause of the trouble. One of the links in the chain that drives the wheels had snapped. After buying
a new chain I was faced with the insurmountable task of putting the confusing jigsaw puzzle together again.
1 was not surprised to find that the machine still refused to work after I had reassembled it, for the simple
reason that I was left with several curiously shaped bits of metal which did not seem to fit anywhere. I gave
up in despair. The weeks passed and the grass grew. When my wife nagged me to do something about it, I
told her that either I would have to buy a new mower or let the grass grow. Needless to say our house is now
surrounded by a jungle. Buried somewhere in deep grass there is a rusting lawn mower which I have prom¬
ised to repair one day.

wives assume their husbands
will put things right
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Unit 3 Lesson 46

New words and expressions 4

fuse (1.14) /Quiz/ V. &T
rickety (1.14) /'rikiti/ ad/.
clog (1.14) /klDg/ v.
delusion (1.16) /di'lu:3an/ n.
lawn mower (1.18) /'b:n-'maoa/ H'J
adjustment (1.21) /a'd3Astmant/ n.
screw (1.21) /skru:/n. tUMlT
dismantle (1.23) /dis'maentl/ v.
chunk (1.24) /tfAgk/ n. (19) ife
snap (1.25) /snaep/ v. £H®T
insurmountable (1.26) /.msa'mauntabal/ adj. XilsÿL

IR«I, mjsZiim
jigsaw (1.26) /'djigso:/ n.
nag (1.29) /nasg/ v.
rust (1.31) /rAst/ v.

♦
Notes on the text
1 So great is our passion fordoing ..., so ... that ... great

ffl so great HittXigiSmm.
2 embark on, iff SoT- o

3 lay out, S »

4 go so far as to (do) , Hi1]T <=

5 cater for, ffl'p o

6 get round to, ttdjH'j'IB], o

7 I would not hear, ftA!5M Vt o

8 jigsaw puzzle, l&ScJlr o

smm . fifths-.
SSSBffl**® o *T»SJEea5s!iÿ»M*5,

ftfhfnXls]£££S6 = &*£I*i* o ft

E. tint*, «£»**&&*,

ffi7 o

sÿuiftWAfcSE-Tftfcwaw o ffl&mm£¥XA*)tif7, ta-jtaai
ddfntiH] o ftÿaufaÿwaR, taftBB&f*. -XSIBAMTX, fttEfijÿt/ifesijTÿsa, ,

4ft#A, RatBJiqiPISBppl . HJL'M'Mm, MJ L0S-T, fflta/lWtili, tt£f*»»-#7 . *£±. *3

plead (1.3) /pliid/ v. tic (ft P ) , M ffl-
ignorance (1.3) /'ignarans/ n. A£0, AS
publication (1.4) /.pAbh'keiJan/ n. &
newlyweds (1.5) /'njuiliwedz/ n. Hf j(f AH
gaily (1.5) /'geili/ adv. ti'l&ife,
leisure (1.6) /'\eÿs/ n.
keen (1.8) /ki:n/ adj. /IMW
advisory (1.9) /ad vaizari/ adj.
novice (1.9) /‘nDVis/ n.
consumer (1.9) /kan'sjuima/ n. '/$!$#, Mÿr
assemble (1.10) /a'sembal/ v.
outlet (1.10) /'autlet/n. it5l&
creative (1.10) /kri'eitiv/ adj. ftliattW
handyman (1.11) /'haendimam/ n. A,tel

E
resourceful (1.12) /ri'zaisfal/ adj.
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. -ÿunx, si*#ug«tifjfc-

a-tA*i«Lii4?E@i . . igismTWfcfcWT-nr .
sPGusmfl

»— 3b*3!i, o gHISI, o ®
£RT£K RfcPgtt o JlXfiÿ&iT, . ®#tJfife,
liffl, £fcitSt-KT*. SSSt&Ett&ttfcE c SB

Comprehension J$#-
Give short answers to these questions in your own words as far as possible. Use one complete sentence for
each answer.

I Why do we not rely on specialized labour so much nowadays?
2 How do shops encourage people to do things for themselves?
3 What do some women tend to believe about their husbands?

Vocabulary i*l >n
Explain the meanings of the following words and phrases as they are used in the passage: increasingly (1.2);
plead ignorance (1.3); gaily embark on the task (1.5); installing (1.7); novices (1.9); repeatedly (1.17).

Summary writing
Describe in not more than 80 words the author’s efforts to repair his lawn mower. Use your own words as far
as possible. Do not include anything that is not in the last paragraph.

Composition ft x
Write a composition in about 300 words on one of the following:
a Describe a similar ‘do-it-yourself experience of your own.
b Your favourite hobby.

Letter writing %it % ip

Write a letter of about 100 words to an uncle who gave you some good advice two years ago which you
acted on. This enabled you to do very well in your work. Thank him and give news of yourself.

Key structures and Special difficulties
Rewrite the following sentence without changing the meaning. Then refer to 1.20.

7 shall fix it myself, ' I said.
1 said that ...

Multiple choice questions £
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.
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Comprehension
1 Why did the writer’s wife suggest calling in a man to look at the mow-er?

(a) To get her husband to mend it, believing him to be a bom carpenter.
(b) She had forgotten that her husband had promised to mend it.
(c) She suspected it would otherwise remain unrepaired and the grass uncut.

(,d) Her husband had repeatedly tried mending it already without success.
2 The writer decided to dismantle the mower because .

(a) it was a Saturday and he had the time to spare
(b) he had discovered the cause of the trouble
(c) he thought it was a sure way of proving it would not work
(d) what repairs he had already carried out had not proved adequate

3 The writer’s house is now surrounded by a jungle because
(a) he lost several pieces of the mower in the process of dismantling it
(b) by now the lawn mower is too rusty to cut the grass with
(c) besides not having cut the grass, he has failed to cut down the trees
(<d) his wife was not prepared to let him buy a new lawn mower

Structure ikfa
4 - that we are dependent on specialized labour as we used to be. (11.1-2)

(a) increasingly less (b) becoming not so (c) not nearly as (d) becoming less
5 Whatever it is, a fused light, furniture, a clogged pipe, a broken-down vacuum cleaner, wives

automatically assume ... (11.14-15)
(a) shaked (b) a shaken (c) a shaky (d) shaky

6 -my wife said to me: ‘Darling, call someone in to look at the lawn mower?’ (1.18)
(a) why don’t you (b) why you don’t (c) would you be kind to (d) do you kindly

7 -which I have promised to get round one day. (1.19)
(a) to repair it (b) to repairing (c) repairing (d) to repairing it

Vocabulary >t
8 To plead ignorance of a subject is no longer a , for there are ... (11.2-4)

(a) wise precaution (b) literary discussion (c) legitimate excuse (d) reasonable allowance
9 Men, spend hours of their leisure time on do-it-yourself. (11.6-7)

(a) mostly (b) especially (c) rather (d) specially
10 Some women assume that their husbands will somehow put things _ (11.14-15)

(a) in order (b) well (c) in straight (d) correctly
1 1 I was left with bits of metal which did not seem to anywhere. (1.28)

(a) fasten (b) suit (c) go (d) fix
12-, our house is now surrounded by a jungle. (11.29-30)

(a) As a matter of fact (b) As you can imagine
(c) As a result (d) As a last resort
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Listen to the tape then answer the question below.

What does the writer describe as an ‘amusing old-fashioned
source of noise’?

Pollution is the price we pay for an overpopulated, over¬
industrialized planet. When you come to think about it, there are
only four ways you can deal with rubbish: dump it, bum it, turn it
into something you can use again, attempt to produce less of it. We
keep trying all four methods, but the sheer volume of rubbish we
produce worldwide threatens to overwhelm us.

Rubbish, however, is only part of the problem of polluting our planet. The need to produce ever-
increasing quantities of cheap food leads to a different kind of pollution. Industrialized farming methods
produce cheap meat products: beef, pork and chicken. The use of pesticides and fertilizers produces cheap
grain and vegetables. The price we pay for cheap food may be already too high: Mad Cow Disease (BSE) in
cattle, salmonella in chicken and eggs, and listeria in dairy products. And if you think you’ll abandon meat
and become a vegetarian, you have the choice of very expensive organically-grown vegetables or a steady
diet of pesticides every time you think you're eating fresh salads and vegetables, or just having an innocent
glass of water!

However, there is an even more insidious kind of pollution that particularly affects urban areas and invades
our daily lives, and that is noise. Burglar alarms going off at any time of the day or night serve only to annoy
passers-by and actually assist burglars to burgle. Car alarms constantly scream at us in the street and are a
source of profound irritation. A recent survey of the effects of noise revealed (surprisingly?) that dogs barking
incessantly in the night rated the highest form of noise pollution on a scale ranging from 1 to 7. The survey
revealed a large number of sources of noise that we really dislike. Lawn mowers whining on a summer’s day,
late-night parties in apartment blocks, noisy neighbours, vehicles of all kinds, especially large container
trucks thundering through quiet villages, planes and helicopters flying overhead, large radios carried round in
public places and played at maximum volume. New technology has also made its own contribution to noise.
A lot of people object to mobile phones, especially when they are used in public places like restaurants or on
public transport. Loud conversations on mobile phones invade our thoughts or interrupt the pleasure of meeting
friends for a quiet chat. The noise pollution survey revealed a rather surprising and possibly amusing old-
fashioned source of noise. It turned out to be snoring! Men were found to be the worst offenders. It was
revealed that 20% of men in their mid-thirties snore. This figure rises to a staggering 60% of men in their
sixties. Against these figures, it was found that only 5% of women snore regularly, while the rest are constantly
woken or kept awake by their trumpeting partners. Whatever the source of noise, one thing is certain: silence,
it seems, has become a golden memory.
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Unit 3 Lesson 47

New words and expressions

pollution (1.1) /p3'lu:J>n/ n. 7
overpopulated (1.1) /.auva'pDpjoleitid/ adj. A P &')
over-industrialized (11.1-2) /.ouvoin'dAstriolaizd/ adj.

sheer (1.5) /Ji3/ adj.
worldwide (1.6) /,w3:ld'waid/ adv.
overwhelm (1.6) /.auvs'welm/ v. rfrlft,
pollute (1.7) /pa'luit/ v. Yÿ
pesticide (1.9) /'pestisaid/ n.
fertilizer (1.9) /'f3:tilaiz3/ n. 1EW
salmonella (1.11) /.saelmo'nels/rt.
listeria (1.11) /li'stiarb/ n.
vegetarian (1.12) /.vecÿi'tearian/ n. A
organically-grown (1.12) /oi'gasmkli-groun/ adj.

mjimm &mm)
insidious (1.15) /in'sidiss/ adj. B# 41Til flr W
urban (1.15)/'3:b3n/a<#.

burglar (1.16) /'b3:gb/n.
burgle (1.17) /'b3:gal/ v.
scream (1.17) /skriim/ v.
profound (1.18) /pre'faund/ adj. W
irritation (1.18) /.in'teifan/ n.
incessantly (1.19) /in'sesantli/ adv.
whine (1.20) /wain/ v.
helicopter (1.22) /'hehkDpta/ n.
maximum (1.23) /‘maeksimom/ adj. HAM
technology (1.23) /tek'nDloclji/ n.
contribution (1.24) /.kontri bjuijÿn/ n. A®
mobile (1.24) /'maobail/ adj. M
snore (1.27) /sno:/ v. tf Iff
offender (1.28) /a‘fends/ n. H 2E#
staggering (1.28) /'staegÿng/ adj. 4" EM
trumpet (1.30) /'trAmpit/ v.
partner (1.30) /'paitno/ n. {Aft

Notes on the text
1 pay for, (AHft!A f#PJ|RjGZ .
2 Mad Cow Disease (BSE), 844ÿ =

o jltÿfSffc “S4W, .
3 you have the choice of very expensive organically - grown vegetables or a steady diet of pesticides every time

you think you’re eating fresh salads and vegetables ...fan skfli&ffll/i'tft en WIJUSfiM MM,

the choice of... or ..., ......ffl......A|s])3fcjÿ o

4 burglar alarm, P/ji&liFf&fl; go off, RfaS o

5 car alarm, o

6 large container truck, J£ ASi$1 $1EM4 'V =,

7 mobile phone, “AlfA” c

8 against these figures, tL =

iiJf X IMtM MfWff fh EKHttfr „ '*i$fiW ±£$|h]®[ft, ffcfl] RH

Stifflsllfc o jGWWJGa+totfnft*,
J*. w#ut«to
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lift, B#ÿS, asttft** . issr&»ft

tKfifflRftitMtfA, ffi£RU:ip?isa&«KASfT6 .
±, fcftAff]«*fl«*W->MiiB = ftifi-'M***#WftfflMiHft (ÿ>A
teÿnfe) #&, I as 7 att«**±j6jfl33ftrs«*#t5#i .

ft, #5S:##W$*,«pj5iJftSFi»a#WttffW«*ffi-ÿÿ,ÿ115ia«n5«l»l[?F#l,»?lfS!lÿ«J5f, ws
tffflftAttASMuKWfll . frSA&ÿÿÿfÿiilT'e&llwiSc . i4p£A»£tfB*&5$*«, 1#®lft£*HfiJ£. £

#iOW*a . &ÿÿ»ÿt5»wi«*aiiÿT-*#iiiA#ÿi®iRiB*tRiiiÿiA**w*ÿ*;t# . ££«*
•FT* . A£ft&7fffifttÿMlSir = iMilftt, 20% M 35 i£££ittfSAtJ*f; MSI 60 *fc>NMta,
±fl-SI*A*1§W 60% o k, Rtf 5% fflff, M*&M»J£tf*ÿtttnEIK.
©JfitT*nf*MMAl«>aS&#W«** o **#**0©#, tf-&ftHf£W:
tZ 0

Comprehension
Give short answers to these questions in your own words as far as possible. Use one complete sentence for
each answer.

1 What is meant by the clause ‘the sheer volume of rubbish we produce worldwide threatens to overwhelm us’?
2 What do farmers do to produce meat products cheaply?
3 Why wouldn’t you necessarily avoid pollution if you became a vegetarian?

Vocabulary R] >C

Explain the meanings of the following words and phrases as they are used in the passage: dump (1.3); sheer
volume (1.5); rubbish (1.5); leads to (1.8); dairy (1.11); abandon (1.11); organically-grown (1.12);

Summary writing ffi-&-%ft

In not more than 80 words give an account of noise pollution. Do not include anything that is not in the last
paragraph.

Composition ft x.
Write a composition in about 300 words on one of the following:

a ‘You are what you eat.’ What do you think this means and how does it apply to you or the people you know?
b Write about any serious pollution problems in this country.

Letter writing %\t%ft

In not more than 100 words write a letter which you would very much like to receive.

Key structure and Special difficulties &%>*££
Rewrite the following sentence without changing the meaning. Then refer to 11. 15-16.

Noise is an even more insidious kind of pollution which affects urban areas and invades our daily lives.
There is ...
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Multiple choice questions £
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.

Comprehension
1 - the sheer volume of rubbish we produce worldwide

(a) is heaped up like a great mountain (it) is spread over the world like a blanket
(c) is already beyond our control (d) is like a tide that will rise and drown us

2 The root cause of pollution in agriculture is ,
(a) the intensive use of pesticides and fertilizers
(b) the twin pressures to produce more food and at lower cost
(c) the conflict between good hygiene and cheap meat production
(d) the unrealistic price of organically-grown vegetables

3 For most people, the most distressing form of noise pollution is
(a) dogs barking all night (b) people using mobile phones
(c) heavy trucks in quiet villages (d) noisy neighbours having parties

4 Snoring causes a severe noise problem for
(a) young males in particular (b) a majority of middle-aged men
(c) women of all ages (d) young women especially

Structure
5 - there are only four ways rubbish. (11.2-3)

(a) of dealing with (b) which to deal with (c) can be dealt with (d) to be dealing with
6 We keep trying methods. (1.5)

(a) these all four (b) of these all four (c) all of these four (d) all these of four
7 Burglar alarms at any time of the day or night serve only to annoy. (11.16-17)

(a) that go off (b) that are going off (c) go off (d) which going off
8 A recent survey revealed that dogs barking incessantly in the night that we dislike most.

(11.18-19)
(a) it is (b) is (c) there be (d) there are

Vocabulary >c
9 New technology has also in noise pollution. (1.23)

(a) done its bit (b) done a share (c) played a role (d) given its all
10 A lot of people to mobile phones, especially in public places. (1.24)

(a) except (b) offend (c) take exception (d) take offence
11 The noise pollution survey a rather surprising source of noise. (11.26-27)

(a) brought to light (b ) gave birth to (c) came to be (d) took the lid off
12-these figures, it was found that only 5% of women snore. (1.29)

(a) Comparing with (b) By comparison with (c) In comparing (d) In comparing with
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Listen to the tape then answer the question below.
w/r °
Why was the village silent?

In this much-travelled world, there are still thousands of places
which are inaccessible to tourists. We always assume that villagers
in remote places are friendly and hospitable. But people who are
cut off not only from foreign tourists, but even from their own

countrymen can be hostile to travellers. Visits to really remote
villages are seldom enjoyable — as my wife and I discovered during
a tour through the Balkans.

We had spent several days in a small town and visited a number of old churches in the vicinity. These
attracted many visitors, for they were not only of great architectural interest, but contained a large number of
beautifully preserved frescoes as well. On the day before our departure, several bus loads of tourists de¬
scended on the town. This was more than we could bear, so we decided to spend our last day exploring the
countryside. Taking a path which led out of the town, we crossed a few fields until we came to a dense wood.
We expected the path to end abruptly, but we found that it traced its way through the trees. We tramped
through the wood for over two hours until we arrived at a deep stream. We could see that the path continued
on the other side, but we had no idea how we could get across the stream. Suddenly my wife spotted a boat
moored to the bank. In it there was a boatman fast asleep. We gently woke him up and asked him to ferry us
to the other side. Though he was reluctant to do so at first, we eventually persuaded him to take us.

The path led to a tiny village perched on the steep sides of a mountain. The place consisted of a strag¬
gling unmade road which was lined on either side by small houses. Even under a clear blue sky, the village
looked forbidding, as all the houses were built of grey mud bricks. The village seemed deserted, the only
sign of life being an ugly-looking black goat on a short length of rope tied to a tree in a field nearby. Sitting
down on a dilapidated wooden fence near the field, we opened a couple of tins of sardines and had a picnic
lunch. All at once, I noticed that my wife seemed to be filled with alarm. Looking up I saw that we were
surrounded by children in rags who were looking at us silently as we ate. We offered them food and spoke to
them kindly, but they remained motionless. I concluded that they were simply shy of strangers. When we
later walked down the main street of the village, we were followed by a silent procession of children. The
village which had seemed deserted, immediately came to life. Faces appeared at windows. Men in shirt
sleeves stood outside their houses and glared at us. Old women in black shawls peered at us from doorways.
The most frightening thing of all was that not a sound could be heard. There was no doubt that we were
unwelcome visitors. We needed no further warning. Turning back down the main street, we quickened our
pace and made our way rapidly towards the stream where we hoped the boatman was waiting.
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Unit 3 Lesson 48

New words and expressions

inaccessible (1.2) /inak'sesabal/ adj. $£§ci£PKl,

hospitable (1.3) /'hospitabal/ adj.
hostile (1.5) /'hDstail/ adj. WSAUPKl
vicinity (1.8) /vi'siniti/ n. JÿIB, i£4|S
architectural (1.9) /.aiki'tektfaral/ adj. 343&PKJ
fresco (1. 1 0) /'freskau/ n. fl
abruptly (1.13) /a'brAptli/ adv. .EAitL
tramp (1.13) /tramp/ v.
moor (1.16) /mua/ v. $1, 1$) ()Hp)
ferry (1.16) /’feri/ v.

Notes on the text
1 much-travelled world, °
2 be inaccessible to ..., H o

3 be cut off from ..., <>

4 Balkans, fWM. #JJS.
0CiWW#fnilinS#rft*£*H o

5 descend on, o

6 taking a path which led out of the town , which 3I path „ ;f£BP
“jfe±T .

7 (be) fast asleep, $111, itt&hfÿAEiin , boatman o

8 the only sign of life being an ugly-looking black goat,iiÿ:— 'T'P345iRlffl'5H5)IB £§$>(, fTTAn ,
ij&IB seemed deserted o

9 by shy of ..., “*f......gif”, “g-fl......” i.
10 come to life, $S!iiA, o

straggle (11.18-19) /'straegal/ v. Uli, ifcHLifr'tfJ
dilapidated (1.22) /di'laepideitid/ adj. ffl

m
sardine (1.22) /sa:'di:n/ n. 'fe, t!>T itt A
rag (1.24) /rag/ n. AHS
motionless (1.25) /'maojanlas/ adj.
procession (1.26) /pra'sejan/ n. TTT'J, J&IAWAflS
shawl (1.28) /Jail/ n.& rfr , ffl ft
peer (1.28) /pia/ v. MM, IT#
quicken (1.30) /'kwikan/ v. iP'tA

* . fi*. . fj*iEia«tww

»flte-«**±iEH7JlX, #*7 A-fXJiSAii

TMÿ/Nft, PJT-*8»a o o

% a&±W-fl&A£»?R?A® = im&fettftiflWfcB, . -
fffe, flig***, SH1RS7 .

o Sift, HPffi«l*8l3A<Jil£XJrF, ttl£#±*tfi.£ÿA«Pj3it&
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o mmmaj, . MM

g*, affi*#aw±if«ii±fT3twirt«, -BURÿftÿMBÿRSMiJ§& . »i*2to¥s«ssMtti£-
T7rilSK7&5lt, R£f M*ittl!AffM£S7*hffii4iMBT#M:i, #*lÿrfi«l*l3

**£ja-£W*£7, «#$$:*?, #si»*a£»UL
$*MI o

Comprehension *£$F
Give short answers to these questions in your own words as far as possible. Use one complete sentence for
each answer.

1 Why are visits to really remote villages seldom enjoyable?
2 Why did the author and his wife decide to spend their last day exploring the countryside?
3 How did the author and his wife get across the stream?

Vocabulary >;J ;c

Explain the meanings of the following words and phrases as they are used in the passage: inaccessible (1.2);
hospitable (1.3); hostile (1.5); vicinity (1.8); end abruptly (1.13); traced (1.13); eventually (1.17).

Summary writing
Describe in not more than 80 words the experiences of the author and his wife when they visited a remote
village in the Balkans. Use your own words as far as possible. Do not include anything that is not in the last
paragraph.

Composition ff i:
Write a composition in about 300 words on one of the following:

a Describe any village you know well.
b Continue the above passage. Imagine the boatman was not waiting for the author and his wife. Describe what

happened.

Letter writing $ It % if

Write a letter in not more than 100 words to a very old man congratulating him on the occasion of his eighty-
fifth birthday.

Key structures and Special difficulties
Rewrite the following sentence without changing the meaning. Then refer to 11.26-27.

Though the village had seemed deserted, it immediately came to life.
The village w...
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Comprehension
1 On the last day of their visit to a Balkan town, the writer and his wife--

(a) followed a path which they found to their surprise led them into a wood
(b) went exploring for churches further afield, having seen those nearby
(c) decided to visit a small village some distance away from the town
(,d) discovered their own countrymen to be hostile when they are cut off

2 The village looked forbidding in that .
(a) the road leading up to it was so steep and rough
(b) it had a deserted and gloomy appearance
(c) the mountain threw its shadow over the small brick houses

0d) there was nobody in the village
3 What made the writer and his wife feel they were unwelcome visitors?

(a) Apart from the children, no one had come out to greet them.
(.b) When they had first gone through the village, the people had hidden.
(c) Nobody said a single word as they watched them walk down the street.
(d) The men were too shy to speak to them and the women too shy to come out.

Structure Hlfa

4 that the path continued on the other side, we wondered how we could get across the stream.
(11.14-15)
(a) Being able to see (b) It could be seen (c) At the sight of (d) Seeing

5 Though he was reluctant to at first, we ... (1.17)
(a) ferry us across (b) ferry (c) take to the other side (cl) do that

6 - unmade road small houses lining it on either side. (11.18-19)
(a) with (b) which (c) by (d) and

7-of all was that not a sound could be heard. (1.29)
(a) It frightened us most (b) The thing that most frightened us
(c) What frightened us most (d) We were most frightened by

8 - where we hoped the boatman was waiting and- us back. (11.30-31)
(a) was ferrying (b) ferrying (c) ferried (d) would ferry

Vocabulary -;c
9 In it there was a boatman asleep. (1.16)

(a) dead (b) sound (c) quickly (d) hard
10 The fence the writer and his wife sat down on was (1.22)

(a) no longer in use (b) sheltered by trees
(c) in a state of disrepair (d) made of very hard timber

1 1 All at once, I noticed that my wife to be filled with alarm. (1.23)
(a) came (b) appeared (c) turned (d) looked

12 Men stood outside their houses and angrily at us. (11.27-28)
(a) stared (b) frowned (c) grimaced (d) winked
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Listen to the tape then answer the question below.
pÿr fa taJ &vx T i'°\ M. o

What was Bessie’s ‘little weakness’?

It is a good thing my aunt Harriet died years ago. If she were alive
today she would not be able to air her views on her favourite topic
of conversation: domestic servants. Aunt Harriet lived in that
leisurely age when servants were employed to do housework. She
had a huge, rambling country house called ‘The Gables’. She was
sentimentally attached to this house, for even though it was far too

big for her needs, she persisted in living there long after her
husband’s death. Before she grew old, Aunt Harriet used to entertain lavishly. I often visited The Gables
when I was a boy. No matter how many guests were present, the great house was always immaculate. The

parquet floors shone like mirrors; highly polished silver was displayed in gleaming glass cabinets; even my
uncle’s huge collection of books was kept miraculously free from dust. Aunt Harriet presided over an invisible
army of servants that continuously scrubbed, cleaned, and polished. She always referred to them as ‘the

shifting population’, for they came and went with such frequency that I never even got a chance to learn their
names. Though my aunt pursued what was, in those days, an enlightened policy, in that she never allowed her
domestic staff to work more than eight hours a day, she was extremely difficult to please. While she always
criticized the fickleness of human nature, she carried on an unrelenting search for the ideal servant to the end
of her days, even after she had been sadly disillusioned by Bessie.

Bessie worked for Aunt Harriet for three years. During that time she so gained my aunt’s confidence,

that she was put in charge of the domestic staff. Aunt Harriet could not find words to praise Bessie’s indus¬
triousness and efficiency. In addition to all her other qualifications, Bessie was an expert cook. She acted the
role of the perfect servant for three years before Aunt Harriet discovered her ‘little weakness’. After being
absent from The Gables for a week, my aunt unexpectedly returned one afternoon with a party of guests and
instructed Bessie to prepare dinner. Not only was the meal well below the usual standard, but Bessie seemed
unable to walk steadily. She bumped into the furniture and kept mumbling about the guests. When she came
in with the last course — a huge pudding — she tripped on the carpet and the pudding went flying through
the air, narrowly missed my aunt, and crashed on the dining table with considerable force. Though this
caused great mirth among the guests, Aunt Harriet was horrified. She reluctantly came to the conclusion that
Bessie was drunk. The guests had, of course, realized this from the moment Bessie opened the door for them
and, long before the final catastrophe, had had a difficult time trying to conceal their amusement. The poor
girl was dismissed instantly. After her departure, Aunt Harriet discovered that there were piles of empty
wine bottles of all shapes and sizes neatly stacked in what had once been Bessie’s wardrobe. They had
mysteriously found their way there from the wine cellar!
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New words and expressions

rambling (1.5) /'raembliq/ adj.
sentimentally (1.6) /.senti'mentli/ adv. frit!l
lavishly (1.8) /’lasvijli/ adv. AAJfe
immaculate (1.9) /I'maekjulit/arf/
parquet (1. 10) /'paikei/ n. IHAJ&'fS
gleam (1.10) /gli:m/ v. |X];)fc
preside (1.11) /pri'zaid/ v. ieW-
invisible (1.11) /in'vizibal/ ad/'.
scrub (1.12) /skrAb/ v. Wl'/ft
enlightened (1.14) /m'laitendI adj. ff

fickleness (1.16)/'fikalms/ n.
unrelenting (1.16) /,Anri1lentil]/ adj.

disillusion (1.17) /,disi'lu:3an/ v.
industriousness (11.19-20) /in'dAstriosnis/ n. UJS1
qualification (1.20) /,kv/Dlifi'keiJan/ n. fits A
mirth (1.27) /maiO/ n.
stack (1.31) /staek/ v.
cellar (1.32) /'selo/ n.

Notes on the text -ifx >±#
1 air one’s views on ..., “X't......’ i# o

2 be attached to, l4?i, H-Xii «

3 persist in doing sth., »

4 free from dust, —AAlft o

5 Aunt Harriet presided over an invisible army of servants ... preside over )E ”, “iaW” if) .§/ M o

(army); sufc&APAffi

6 refer to them as, »

7 what was, ..., an enlightened policy, ° in that HAffifflin, “0A’\ “EvEM” i# »

8 While she always criticized ...,
while ft “3.$" iM, to the end of her days, jit tit Htf *

£3?iiJtl7 . *8-**SfcJS*Wll8Aft3r . *ife££TW~fiE*&SLitt&7, B4
ft “iU*ffS" . Mi*tii1i&7£a5t»±*£j*# o £7££AA7, m£iik£tttg¥Js,
ftilUL o #A;AfI*l£, “ilj«ffiH" ft? . *#*£>£*, A

c Mi******, mi. m
m . «i#aawABi “S An”, HAMJA*ÿ, . ***ÿ}$WAS

MAAii.WAEAIfmil 8 /Mb), AW+tt«
All, S-#ffittX#£iamÿtt-ÿSfiWil8A = flkif fttt. -ifij
tfe5EA- .

Js, “'M'W3Sj&" o ttftÿr-yhaJH3tftft“ilji*ffB”ft . -AT7,
wr,$r3fc-AfttgA, o

mnm . ttasiTSrÿ±, pfmi£7®fPi‘iPi!?«iXfcgA . ---A«T—
W, flEJfi«±M£T-*S' . «Js3B3RJ6«£M± .

r, flEtf fe-aiftfiim, BnftisiiAsiAmABU, mm* . j/mÿBPMfe?®7 . WHÿJS,
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Comprehension MM
Give short answers to these questions in your own words as far as possible. Use one complete sentence for
each answer.

1 What did Aunt Harriet most like to talk about?
2 Why did Aunt Harriet continue to live in The Gables after her husband’s death?
3 Why did Aunt Harriet always refer to her servants as ‘the shifting population’?

Vocabulary >c
Explain the meanings of the following words and phrases as they are used in the passage: air her views (1.2);

favourite (1.2); persisted in (1.7); immaculate (1.9); invisible (1.1 1); enlightened (1.14); domestic staff (1.15).

Summary writing % 'ft
In not more than 80 words describe what happened after Aunt Harriet unexpectedly returned to The Gables
with a party of guests. Use your own words as far as possible. Do not include anything that is not in the last
paragraph.

Composition ft x
Write a composition in about 300 words on one of the following:
a Write an imaginary account of how Bessie’s ‘little weakness’ went undetected for three years.
b ‘It is a good thing that domestic servants have become a great rarity.’ What is your opinion?

Letter writing #\t %ft
Write a letter of thanks to an aunt who has sent you a generous amount of money for your twenty-first
birthday. Say what you intend to do with the money. Do not write more than 100 words.

Key structures and Special difficulties
Rewrite the following sentence without changing the meaning. Then refer to 11.21-23.

My aunt had been absent from The Gables for a week when she unexpectedly returned one afternoon with a
party of guests.
After ... my aunt ...

Multiple choice questions £
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.

Comprehension MM
1 In the days when the writer used to visit ‘The Gables’

(a) his aunt would employ a great many servants whenever she invited guests
(b) he always found the house spotlessly clean
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(c) he never stayed long enough to learn the names of the servants
(,d) his aunt was hard to please if her staff only worked an eight-hour day

2 Bessie was made responsible for the domestic staff--
(a) as a result of her hard work
(b ) because she was loyal to my aunt
(c) because she had such good qualifications
(d) because my aunt trusted her

3 When the pudding crashed on the table, Aunt Harriet was horrified
(a) to see how weak Bessie had become during her absence
(b) because the guests all found the incident very amusing
(c) because the pudding was not up to Bessie’s usual standard of cooking
id) because it was only then that she realized how drunk Bessie was

4 After Bessie’s dismissal, Aunt Harriet
(a) still hoped to find a servant who would please her in every respect
(£>) was so disillusioned by Bessie that she gave up entertaining lavishly
(c) found a great many bottles of wine in Bessie’s wardrobe
(d) could not understand how so many bottles had disappeared from her cellar

Structure Ufa
5 ______ guests were present, the great house ... (1.9)

(a) No matter the number of (b) Whatever many
(c) Whoever the many (d) However many

6 Though my aunt pursued a policy, , in those days, enlightened, in that she never allowed her
domestic staff... (11.14-15)
(a) that it was (b) what was (c) which was (d) being

7 Bessie seemed steadily. (11.23-24)
(a) impossible to walk (b) incapable to walk
(c) incapable of walking (d) not possible for walking

8 - came to the conclusion that Bessie had (11.27-28)
(a) been drinking (b) drunk (c) drank (d) some drinks

Vocabulary #T>c
9 Aunt Harriet in her praise of Bessie’s industriousness ... (11.19-20)

(a) Not a word was said by (b) Words were lost on
(c) Words failed (d) Word did not come to

10 -could not find words to praise Bessie’s and efficiency. (11.19-20)
(a) factory (b) hard work (c) dusting (d) business

11 She the carpet and the pudding went ... (1.25)
(a) fell over (b) slipped on (c) trespassed (d) stumbled on

12 - and, the final catastrophe, the guests had had a difficult time ... (11.28-29)
(a) far in front of (b) much behind (c) well before (d ) long ahead of
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Listen to the tape then answer the question below.

"if 1*1*1 o

What marked the end of the writer’s New Year resolutions?

The New Year is a time for resolutions. Mentally, at least, most of
us could compile formidable lists of ‘dos’ and ‘don’ts’. The same
old favourites recur year in year out with monotonous regularity.
We resolve to get up earlier each morning, eat less, find more time
to play with the children, do a thousand and one jobs about the
house, be nice to people we don’t like, drive carefully, and take the
dog for a walk every day. Past experience has taught us that certain
accomplishments are beyond attainment. If we remain inveterate smokers, it is only because we have so
often experienced the frustration that results from failure. Most of us fail in our efforts at self-improvement
because our schemes are too ambitious and we never have time to carry them out. We also make the
fundamental error of announcing our resolutions to everybody so that we look even more foolish when we
slip back into our bad old ways. Aware of these pitfalls, this year I attempted to keep my resolutions to
myself. I limited myself to two modest ambitions: to do physical exercises every morning and to read more
of an evening. An all-night party on New Year’s Eve provided me with a good excuse for not carry ing out
either of these new resolutions on the first day of the year, but on the second, I applied myself assiduously to
the task.

The daily exercises lasted only eleven minutes and I proposed to do them early in the morning before
anyone had got up. The self-discipline required to drag myself out of bed eleven minutes earlier than usual
was considerable. Nevertheless, I managed to creep down into the living room for two days before anyone
found me out. After jumping about on the carpet and twisting the human frame into uncomfortable posi¬
tions, I sat down at the breakfast table in an exhausted condition. It was this that betrayed me. The next
morning the whole family trooped in to watch the performance. That was really unsettling, but I fended off
the taunts and jibes of the family good-humouredly and soon everybody got used to the idea. However, my
enthusiasm waned. The time I spent at exercises gradually diminished. Little by little the eleven minutes fell
to zero. By January 10th, I was back to where I had started from. I argued that if I spent less time exhausting
myself at exercises in the morning, I would keep my mind fresh for reading when I got home from work.
Resisting the hypnotizing effect of television, I sat in my room for a few evenings with my eyes glued to a
book. One night, however, feeling cold and lonely, I went downstairs and sat in front of the television
pretending to read. That proved to be my undoing, for I soon got back to my old bad habit of dozing off in
front of the screen. I still haven’t given up my resolution to do more reading. In fact, I have just bought a
book entitled How to Read a Thousand Words a Minute. Perhaps it will solve my problem, but I just haven’t
had time to read it!
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New words and expressions

resolution (title) /.rezaiuijan/ n. AA
mentally (1.1) /'mentali/ adv. P*>] A M
compile (1.2) /kom'pail/ v. ilmrfrj
formidable (1.2) /'fmmidsbal/ adj. 4‘A-pH'JIM
recur (1.3) /ri'k3:/ v. WtO., 3Z.ii5SE
regularity (1.3) /.regju'laeriti/ n.
accomplishment (1.8) /o'kDmplifmont/ n. f$M
attainment (1.8) /a'teinmant/ n. J&PJ
inveterate (1.8) /in'vetarit/ adj. @ (Hi
self-improvement (1.9) /ÿclf-im prurvmant/ n. Il

scheme (1.10) /ski:m/ n. $J,
ambitious (1.10) /aem'bijas/ adj.
pitfall (1.12) /‘pitfoil/ n. aii£
modest (1.13) /'mDdist/ adj. IcA Aiil/)Aj

Notes on the text r A #
1 dos and don’ts, fv It) AW A £- (A) fr) A o

2 year in year out, AfiA’A <=

3 a thousand and one, =
4 beyond attainment, filtAi'lfi'J, )& AS'Jfl'J o

5 carry out. ALT, ffijfr, tMy =
fi slip back into our bad old ways, i#1“]5(1 U|5 A:A A AIM . |- j, 0

7 keep ... to oneself, f1: ......©ifl]Afa”, lift o

3 of an evening = in the evenings o

9 apply oneself to, Ulfci&A «

10 It was this that betrayed me.
HAMAS, ttawwas# this ta sat down ... in an exhausted condition o

11 fend off. #0, If A ,

12 doze off, tTBl&t «

(w-i&wmh m-xMM'm-, m&wikm-*-,AA«; w . u&Mgtt*
AATTSA . m\xÿWixmnm.%

#aiitpjAPA, c BP*E
ftii&iiMM&MKftistt .amsn&#i

I"]®, T-&, Ht&SBSTWgiiS+Wffÿ:
VAA o . AH, *frA$--A

r c,

assiduously (1.15) /a'sidjussli/ adv. M
self-discipline (1.18) /.self-'disiplin/ n. S
frame (1.20) /freim/ n. M.W
betray (1.21) /bi'trei/ v. HH, &fl
troop (1.22) /truip/ v. jft$&6M6j£3f
unsettle (1.22) /An'setl/ v. {£A$:
taunt (1.23) /tornt/ n. flÿAMiS
jibe (1.23) /cfcaib/ «• «*#, £=£
good-humouredly (1.23) /.gud'hjutmodli/ adv. fU'H

ife, Atf&fifc
wane (1.24) /wein/ v. iE$fjlEyJ\
diminish (1.24) /di'mmiJV v. MA\ 0/h
hypnotize (1.27) /'hipnotaiz/ v. {£$[8,
undoing (1.29) /An'du:iq/n. #|#l,
screen (1.30) /skri:n/n. AuJIf/lPlil
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W-LPJ 11 ft®, n BAUXtiyg

JEe&®J«#itflt78M«aF o . iypq AA*f;SS, fifteen
. AA, mfcittftto&ifiPJfciT » fft££«ws±Mir>t

ihlilMSA, tiff fife /A ii . S'J7 i A io 0, a«S7JS3l£»MWra o

«A«, 0£±Tffi0S?5f0mAJ®M?#8S# o tJlSHi, WBK
ST£A± = wr*. A -Al£S, Ki-iSiJXÿAima, fs!Aiy«Tÿ£*Mi!iHWf A o &T3i-nJ5r7, 0A7
-£JL, »Ka7WHuWLfqffi, «PÿBt|3TEii9SA » {§3&a&W$lF£#lSÿ&U „ g£±, 3MJAA
-AÿH KJA o 113ÿ— fiaÿfi3l0lA#Sÿ!

Comprehension
Give short answers to these questions in your own words as far as possible. Use one complete sentence for
each answer.

1 What has past experience of New Year resolutions taught us?
2 Why is it a basic mistake to announce our resolutions to everybody?
3 Why did the writer not carry out his resolutions on New Year’s Day?

Vocabulary A] >n
Explain the meanings of the following words and phrases as they are used in the passage: mentally (1.1);

formidable (1.2); recur year in year out (1.3); beyond attainment (1.8); inveterate (1.8); frustration (1.9); carrying out
(1.14).

Summary writing
In not more than 80 words describe the efforts the writer made to carry out his resolutions after New Year’s
Day. Use your own words as far as possible. Do not include anything that is not in the last paragraph.

Composition 3tx
Write a composition in about 300 words on one of the following:

a Write an account of resolutions you have made in the past and failed to keep.
b Describe New Year celebrations in your country.

Letter writing # it %#
Before you went abroad, you promised your parents that you would write once a week. Since then, you have
failed to keep your promise. Write a letter to them explaining why it has been impossible for you to write
more often. Do not write more than 100 words.

Key structures and Special difficulties QfarfL ,&

Rewrite the following sentence without changing the meaning. Then refer to 11.31-32.
It may solve my problem, but I just haven’t had time to read it!
Perhaps ...
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Multiple choice questions £
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.

Comprehension &M-
1 In making his New Year resolutions, the writer

(a) decided against choosing any of his old favourites
(b) did not tell his family of them in case they announced them in public
(c) was careful to choose two which he thought were within his scope
(d) underestimated the time it would take him to get up in the mornings

2 The family realized what one of his resolutions was when they_
(a) noticed how tired he looked when he came to breakfast
(.b ) heard him jumping about on the carpet in the living room
(c) came down earlier than usual and saw him doing his exercises
(id) saw him reading instead of looking at television

3 The writer’s efforts to read more have so far failed because
(a) he is not able to read quickly enough in the time he has available
(b) he enjoys watching television more than he does reading
(c) his room is too cold for comfort and he misses his family
(d) he has not been able to resist the hypnotic effects of television

Structure Ufa
4 Past experiences has taught us that we certain accomplishments. (11.7-8)

(a) never attain (b ) would never attain (c) are never attaining (d) will never attain
5 - we look even more foolish than we when we slip back into our old ways. (11.11-12)

(a) would (b) should (c) need (d) ought
6 1 jumped about on the carpet and uncomfortable positions that I sat down exhausted.

(11.20-21)
(a) so twisted me into (b) so twisted myself into
(c) twisted myself into such (d) twisted me into such

7 I argued that___ less time exhausting myself, I would ... (11.25-26)
(a) to spend (b) by spending (c) my spending (d) to have spent

Vocabulary >b
8 This year I attempted to keep my resolutions (1.12)

(a) private (b) personal (c) intimate
9 , I managed to creep down into the living room ... (1.19)

(a) Meanwhile (b) Little by little (c) Just the same
10 The whole family _____ to watch the performance. (11.21-22)

(a) gathered round (b) marched by (c) flocked in
11 My enthusiasm for my new resolutions soon (11.23-24)

(a) faded (b) evaporated (c) ran out
12 I soon-into my old habit of dozing off ... (11.29-30)

(a) returned (b) slipped back (c) went back

(d) solitary

(d) By all means

(d) joined in

(d) fell out

(d) took again
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Listen to the tape then answer the question below.

What was the ‘future’ electronic development that Leon
Bagrit wasn’t able to foresee?

Predicting the future is notoriously difficult. Who could have
imagined, in the mid 1970s, for example, that by the end of the
20th century, computers would be as common in people’s homes
as TV sets? In the 1970s, computers were common enough, but
only in big business, government departments, and large
organizations. These were the so-called mainframe machines.
Mainframe computers were very large indeed, often occupying whole air-conditioned rooms, employing
full-time technicians and run on specially-written software. Though these large machines still exist, many of
their functions have been taken over by small powerful personal computers, commonly known as PCs.

In 1975, a primitive machine called the Altair, was launched in the USA. It can properly be described as
the first ‘home computer’ and it pointed the way to the future. This was followed, at the end of the 1970s, by
a machine called an Apple. In the early 1980s, the computer giant, IBM produced the world’s first Personal
Computer. This ran on an ‘operating system’ called DOS, produced by a then small company named Microsoft.
The IBM Personal Computer was widely copied. From those humble beginnings, we have seen the develop¬
ment of the user-friendly home computers and multimedia machines which are in common use today.

Considering how recent these developments are, it is even mdre remarkable that as long ago as the
1960s, an Englishman, Leon Bagrit, was able to predict some of the uses of computers which we know
today. Bagrit dismissed the idea that computers would learn to ‘think’ for themselves and would ‘rule the
world’, which people liked to believe in those days. Bagrit foresaw a time when computers would be small
enough to hold in the hand, when they would be capable of providing information about traffic jams and
suggesting alternative routes, when they would be used in hospitals to help doctors to diagnose illnesses,
when they would relieve office workers and accountants of dull, repetitive clerical work. All these computer
uses have become commonplace. Of course, Leon Bagrit could not possibly have foreseen the development
of the Internet, the worldwide system that enables us to communicate instantly with anyone in any part of
the world by using computers linked to telephone networks. Nor could he have foreseen how we could use
the Internet to obtain information on every known subject, so we can read it on a screen in our homes and
even print it as well if we want to. Computers have become smaller and smaller, more and more powerful
and cheaper and cheaper. This is what makes Leon Bagrit’s predictions particularly remarkable. If he , or
someone like him, were alive today, he might be able to tell us what to expect in the next fifty years.

New words and expressions

notoriously (1.1) /nao'toirissli/ adv. mainframe (1.6) /'meinfreim/ n. it/l,
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full-time (1.8) /.ful'taim/ adj.
technician (1.8) /tek'nijan/ n. $t!)f
software (1.8) /'sDftwea/ n.
IBM (1.12) /'ai bi: em/ (US)

(International Business Machines)
DOS (1.13) /dDs/ (Disk Operating

System)
Microsoft (1.13) /'maikraosDft/ n. (US)
user-friendly (1.15) /juiza-'frendli/ adj.

um

multimedia (1.15) /,mAlti'mi:di3/ adj.
alternative (1.21) /o:l't3:n3tiv/ adj. '&&&}
diagnose (1.21) /'daisgnaoz/ v.
relieve (1.22) /ri'liiv/ v. '$M.
accountant (1.22) /a'kauntant/ n. zHt
repetitive (1.22) /ri'petitiv/ adj.
clerical (1.22) / klerikal/ adj. 'fr&'MT.if&J
Internet (1.24) / intanet/ n. S[%<:$!SI**]
network (1.25) /'netw3:k/ n. I**]i&

Notes on the text v±#
1 in the mid 1970s, % 20 tttffi 70 =
2 so-called, 77j', SfiiW °
3 Mainframe computers were very' large indeed ... software. /±32.'7/IS , iJEit Min occupying f0 employing lit

SilifeÿiSlMin run iÿftrEin mainframe computers o

4 take over, t£t|£, Seif °
3 home computer, =,

6 a then small company, »

7 dismiss the idea that ..., ......aÿNSu* =
8 the Internet, the worldwide system that In SflÿJiÿÿhMinfflÿiS— the Internet, Al'EfftRdfiin,

. #tf?!]-?»B, ■{￡ 20 70 20
WH*M£, MmHIMit it 70 7-ft, tt#tn,Bgtia»S7, jftflf
mw±mMRZ*, . itjwi±tniii£fli*, sumacs

TteW'hAfclft— pc #L—P/rftt 7 ,
1975¥, £BitHi7~&«»* “ apa” MJSJ&fllS! .

B”, o 70 ¥ft*,«*WS;£j5Xih»7-#ttffc* “¥£" WfllS o 80 7fm

*S&*»«** P]7r ft] .IBM M'hAftlfttt*
Mmatmiti c hknmrmmmm®.
« o

* m. eo w?mm;
*w atttwiflna -m&vt

sr Aflittnistsÿw. ±. \m
MSIKSÿISBI, wnw.

7w ®&&&ARm&M&mmteM. wM-m. * a*sr,*
*WAiBPiStrK*W-'Nftff —M£Ui.ftfctiiSftSSi® SO fMJWLifijfflffl17£S[«j&®W
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&A&X&iS%Mi£, fh;fc«nm#ift«CIT->t‘50 o

Comprehension Mfc
Give short answers to these questions in your own words as far as possible. Use one complete sentence for
each answer.

1 How have PCs affected the use of mainframe computers?
2 What was the first home computer called and when was it produced?
3 What did the first Personal Computer need to make it run?

Vocabulary ->1 >n
Explain the meanings of the following words and phrases as they are used in the passage: predicting (1.1);

imagined (1.2); whole (1.7); functions (1.9); primitive (1.10); humble (1.14); in common use (1.15)

Summary writing
In not more than 80 words describe what computer developments Leon Bagrit was able to predict and what
he failed to predict. Do not include anything that is not in the last paragraph.

Composition -ft x
Write a composition in about 300 words on one of the following:

a Predict the next 20 years in computer development.
b Describe your attitude to computers and give reasons for it.

Letter writing%\t%ft
You have arranged to place your house at the disposal of a friend of yours while you are away on holiday.
You are now about to leave. Write him or her a letter in about 100 words telling him or her what final
arrangements you have made.

Key structures and Special difficulties
Rewrite the following sentence without changing the meaning. Then refer to 11.6-8.

Indeed, very large were those mainframe computers which often occupied whole air-conditioned rooms, were
required to employ full-time technicians and ran on specially-written software.
Mainframe computers ...

Multiple choice questions P
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.
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Comprehension
1 In the mid 1970s, computers were ___ .

(a) notoriously unreliable (b ) rather rare
(c) in widespread use (d) not at all common

2 The importance of the Altair was that it
(a) did not need specially-written software to run it

(b) put computing power within the reach of ordinary people
(c) helped to establish Microsoft DOS as the standard system
(d) was widely copied by IBM and other big manufacturers

3 Leon Bagrit foresaw that before long,
(a) we would be able to teach computers to think like human beings
(b) computers would bring about the development of the Internet
(c) computers in hospitals would diagnose illnesses and prescribe treatments
(d) computers in commerce would take over many repetitive tasks

4 Leon Bagrit’s most important insight into the future development of computers was in terms of their

(a) ability to relieve people of boring tasks (b ) size, power and cost
(c) use in traffic management (d) commonplace use in offices and hospitals

Structure
5 It is notoriously difficult the future. (1.1)

(a) when predicting (b) the prediction of (c) to predict (d) that we predict
6 Who could have imagined that as many computers as TV sets? (11.1-4)

(a) there would be (b) there to be (c) their being (d) there were
7 People in those days liked to believe in computers the world. (11.18-19)

(a) taking over and ruling (b) that took over and ruled
(c) take over and rule (d) to take over and rule

8-Bagrit’s predictions so remarkable is their accuracy. (1.28)
(a) What makes (b) Why are (c) How many are (d) They make

Vocabulary i«] vL
9 Bagrit-the idea that computers would rule the world. (11.18-19)

(a) refuted (b) refused (c) rejected (d) discharged
10 Bagrit foresaw that computers would become small to hold in the hand. (11.19-20)

(a) adequately (b) sufficiently (c) capably (d) possibly
1 1 All these computer uses have become (11.22-23)

(a) relatively normal (b) more or less frequent
(c) taken for granted (d) unexceptionable

12 The Internet enables us to instantly with anyone in any part of the world. (11.24-25)
(a) get in touch (b ) contact (c) send a message (d) convey an idea
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Listen to the tape then answer the question below.

Why did Harry decide to give up his little game?

My cousin, Harry, keeps a large curiously-shaped bottle on
permanent display in his study. Despite the fact that the bottle is

tinted a delicate shade of green, an observant visitor would soon
notice that it is filled with what looks like a thick, greyish substance.
If you were to ask Harry what was in the bottle, he would tell you

that it contained perfumed mud. If you expressed doubt or surprise,
he would immediately invite you to smell it and then to rub some
into your skin. This brief experiment would dispel any further doubts you might have. The bottle really does
contain perfumed mud. How Harry came into the possession of this outlandish stuff makes an interesting

story which he is fond of relating. Furthermore, the acquisition of this bottle cured him of a bad habit he had

been developing for years.
Harry used to consider it a great joke to go into expensive cosmetic shops and make outrageous requests

for goods that do not exist. He would invent fanciful names on the spot. On entering a shop, he would ask for
a new perfume called ‘Scented Shadow’ or for ‘insoluble bath cubes’. If a shop assistant told him she had

not heard of it, he would pretend to be considerably put out. He loved to be told that one of his imaginary
products was temporarily out of stock and he would faithfully promise to call again at some future date, but

of course he never did. How Harry managed to keep a straight face during these performances is quite
beyond me.

Harry does not need to be prompted to explain how he bought his precious bottle of mud. One day, he
went to an exclusive shop in London and asked for ‘Myrolite’. The shop assistant looked puzzled and Harry
repeated the word, slowly stressing each syllable. When the woman shook her head in bewilderment, Harry
went on to explain that ‘myrolite’ was a hard, amber-like substance which could be used to remove freckles.
This explanation evidently conveyed something to the woman who searched shelf after shelf. She produced
all sorts of weird concoctions, but none of them met with Harry’s requirements. When Harry put on his act
of being mildly annoyed, the assistant promised to order some for him. Intoxicated by his success, Harry
then asked for perfumed mud. He expected the assistant to look at him in blank astonishment. However, it
was his turn to be surprised, for the woman’s eyes immediately lit up and she fetched several bottles which
she placed on the counter for Harry to inspect. For once, Harry had to admit defeat. He picked up what
seemed to be the smallest bottle and discreetly asked the price. He was glad to get away with a mere twenty
pounds and he beat a hasty retreat, clutching the precious bottle under his arm. From then on, Harry decided
that this little game he had invented might prove to be expensive. The curious bottle, which now adorns the
bookcase in his study, was his first and last purchase of rare cosmetics.
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New words and expressions

Unit 3 Lesson 52

permanent (1.2) /'paimonont/ adj. zJC AW
tint (1.3) /tint/ v. t»
delicate (1.3) /'delikeitI adj. iAtlW
shade (1.3) /Jeid/ n.
observant (1.3) /3b’z3:v3nt/ adj.
greyish (1.4) /'grei-ij/ adj.
dispel (1.8) /dis'pel/ v. MWi,
outlandish (1.9) /aut'laendiJV adj.
acquisition (1.10) /askwi'zij>n/ n. fitf#
cosmetic (1.12) /kDz'metik/ n. fLÿCnci
outrageous (1.12) /aot'reicjjos/ac//. jc M (l'J , AAA

fanciful (1.13) /’fasnsifol/ adj. itE{$.A A W
insoluble (1.14) /in’sDljubal/ adj.

prompt (1.19) /prompt/ v. fjttil, MMil
exclusive (1.20) /ik'skl u:siv7 adj. Aft n% Ai la! tin M
syllable (1.21) /'sibbal/«. R A
bewilderment (1.21) /bi'wildomont/ n.
freckle (1.22) /'frekÿl/ n. fjgfff
evidently (1.23) /'evidantli/ adv.
weird (1.24) /wiad/ adj. W,
concoction (1.24) /kan'knkjan/ n. iÿÿjnn
intoxicate (1.25) /.in'toksikeit/ v. |&j§A tlsi.AA
blank (1.26) /blaerjk/ adj. A-Atf M, itLMM
discreetly (1.29) /dis'krirtli/ adv.
clutch (1.30) /klvtf/ v. t!U±
adorn (1.31) /o'doin/ v. ¥<t$. tills

Notes on the text
1 a delicate shade of green, iALJfe „
2 If you were to ask. jjLMffl was/were tin 41] ASAAAAMA®A AAAILAAT W ,

3 come into the possession of, £A, °
4 cure someone of..., tnJf (ft AW =
5 on the spot, '1A o

6 put out, '©tiXf, AA, A PaiA =
7 out of stock, nm =>

8 keep a straight face, * "AlEtx: »

*****
o AtARffiAAAASft. fniBhLAj&Afgtt

a*#?*******, (tfc£AEP«itW4]. i-m

. IHAK ® 7 w-AA31® .
•Jirtt-HtiMrtrftttft* = ttLiemm, umn
Atm 51AAfft AAriimizÿAM, fife ;h AA-®tgffl A AWftA „ it!iÿ Atm AAlALAf? AAAfflAA

i£Atr Mm .*1x1111*.
m.mmrm. .*

o *S£tbAiftÿiS<jtf-m . nÿIAftLW*AMWAAfl
M, XU o A*O0rtf, , H'«
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**, . /AiPU/s, W

Comprehension
Give short answers to these questions in your own words as far as possible. Use one complete sentence for
each answer.

1 What does the curiously-shaped bottle which Harry keeps in his study contain?
2 Why did Harry often visit cosmetic shops?
3 What would he do when he was told that one of his imaginary products was temporarily out of stock?

Vocabulary >n
Explain the meanings of the following words and phrases as they are used in the passage: delicate (1.3);
observant (1.3); came into the possession (1.9); stuff (1.9); insoluble (1.14); to keep a straight face (1.17); is quite beyond
me (11.17-18).

Summary writing
In not more than 80 words describe Harry’s experiences on the day he bought a bottle of perfumed mud. Use
your own words as far as possible. Do not include anything that is not in the last paragraph.

Composition x
Write a composition in about 300 words on one of the following:

a A day’s shopping.
b The strangest person I have ever met.

Letter writing $ % ft

Your house was damaged during a recent thunderstorm. Write a letter of about 100 words to a friend telling
him what happened.

Key structures and Special difficulties
Rewrite the following sentence without changing the meaning. Then refer to 11. 22-23.

Myrolite ” is a hard, amber-like substance and you can use it to remove freckles, ’ Harry went on to explain.
Harry went on to explain that ‘myrolite’ ... which ...

Multiple choice questions %
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.
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Comprehension
1 The essence of the joke, from Harry’s point of view, was that--

(a) he would take up the shop assistants’ time without having to buy anything
(b) he enjoyed inventing fanciful names for outlandish products
(c) the shop assistants usually tried very hard not to disappoint him
(d) he was amused at the idea that he knew something the shop assistants didn’t

2 On Harry’s visits to expensive cosmetics shops, he
(a) always thought up a name for some nonexistent item before going into the shop
(.b) would walk out angrily if the assistant did not entertain his request
(c) was delighted if the shop assistant believed the product actually existed
(d) seldom bought the products he asked for as they were out of stock

3 When Harry was presented with several bottles of perfumed mud, he
(a) was surprised, as he had only expected one such bottle to be produced
(,b) told the shop assistant he was defeated
(c) felt obliged to offer twenty pounds for the smallest bottle
(d) picked up the smallest bottle, hoping it wouldn’t be too expensive

Structure
4 The bottle is filled with what a thick, greyish substance. (1.4)

(a) must be (b) seems to be (c) would be (d) would appear
5 He thought funny to ask for goods that do not exist. (11.12-13)

(a) that was (b) it being (c) it (d) they were
6 He requested goods that do not exist, he would invent names on the spot. (1.13)

(a) when (b) to which (c) for what (d) for which
7 He loved that the product was out of stock. (11.15-16)

(a) when he was told (b ) it when he was told (c) it to be told (d) that he was told
8 It was then that Harry decided the game he had invented might prove expensive and_

(11.30-31)
(a) he has not played it (b) had not played it (c) he does not play it (d) did not play it

Vocabulary vC
9 He likes to relate how he came into possession of this stuff. (11.9-10)

(a) foreign (b) rural (c) weird {d) unlikely
10 This explanation evidently something to the woman ... (1.23)

(a) sensed {b) reminded (c) informed (d) meant
11 Harry put on his act of being __

__
annoyed ... (11.24-25)

(a) slightly (b) little (c) barely (d) grossly
12 He felt that for a mere twenty pounds, he had (11.29-30)

(a) got a real bargain (b) made a fortunate choice
(c) little to lose (d) had a lucky escape

since
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Listen to the tape then answer the question below.

What could not be reported in the official files?

The Scandinavian countries are much admired all over the world
for their enlightened social policies. Sweden has evolved an
excellent system for protecting the individual citizen from high¬
handed or incompetent public officers. The system has worked so
well, that it has been adopted in other countries too.

The Swedes were the first to recognize that public officials like
civil servants, police officers, health inspectors or tax-collectors
can make mistakes or act over-zealously in the belief that they are serving the public. As long ago as 1809,

the Swedish Parliament introduced a scheme to safeguard the interest of the individual. A parliamentary
committee representing all political parties appoints a person who is suitably qualified to investigate private
grievances against the State. The official title of the person is ‘Justiteombudsman’, but the Swedes commonly
refer to him as the ‘J.O.’ or ‘Ombudsman’. The Ombudsman is not subject to political pressure. He investigates
complaints large and small that come to him from all levels of society. As complaints must be made in
writing, the Ombudsman receives an average of 1,200 letters a year. He has eight lawyer assistants to help
him and he examines every single letter in detail. There is nothing secretive about the Ombudsman’s work,
for his correspondence is open to public inspection. If a citizen’s complaint is justified, the Ombudsman will
act on his behalf. The action he takes varies according to the nature of the complaint. He may gently reprimand
an official or even suggest to parliament that a law be altered. The following case is a typical example of the
Ombudsman's work.

A foreigner living in a Swedish village wrote to the Ombudsman complaining that he had been ill-treated
by the police, simply because he was a foreigner. The Ombudsman immediately wrote to the Chief of Police
in the district asking him to send a record of the case. There was nothing in the record to show that the
foreigner’s complaint was justified and the Chief of Police strongly denied the accusation. It was impossible
for the Ombudsman to take action, but when hd received a similar complaint from another foreigner in the
same village, he immediately sent one of his lawyers to investigate the matter. The lawyer ascertained that a
policeman had indeed dealt roughly with foreigners on several occasions. The fact that the policeman was
prejudiced against foreigners could not be recorded in the official files. It was only possible for the Ombudsman
to find this out by sending one of his representatives to check the facts. The policeman in question was
severely reprimanded and wras informed that if any further complaints were lodged against him, he would be
prosecuted. The Ombudsman’s prompt action at once put an end to an unpleasant practice which might have
gone unnoticed.
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New words and expressions £#i

Unit 3 Lesson 53

evolve (1.2) /I'VDIV/V. ombudsman (1.12) /'ombudzmsn/ n.
high-handed (11.3-4) /.hai'haendid/ adj. £SA5) RliAMw
incompetent (1.4) /in'kompitant/ adj.

mm
over-zealously (1.8) /.ouva’zelasli/at/v.
safeguard (1.9) /’seifgcud/ v.
parliamentary (1.9) /.parb’menteri/ adj. 04;£$
qualified (1.10) /'kwDlifard/ adj. n*
grievance (1.11) /'grhvans/ n. W%3
Justiteombudsman (1.11) /'cÿAStait'Dmbudzmon/ n.

> F] tkWS.M

secretive (1.15) /'siikrrtiv/ adj.
correspondence (1.16) /.korr'spDndans/ n. ALLm
alter (1.18) /'oilta/ v.
accusation (1.23) /.askju'zeijonIn. it#,
ascertain (1.25) /.asso'tein/ v. Itch, ItPJj
prejudiced (1.27) /'predjudist/ adj. ffm JAl ,

prompt (1.30) /prompt/ adj.

Notes on the text ■&£>£#
1 in the interest of, ......(fj-FJfii o

2 in the belief that ..., StUl o

3 be qualified to do sth., 3i.itiiSl.MV- »

4 be subject to ..., S'......(KlS$!f, &.3HM. «

5 complaints large and small, I-EIS: large and small fLFiel complaint (P/Hia „ ff-MAit!SfH >X W

6 in writing, HA o

7 in detail, o

8 on one’s behalf, ASA <,

9 in question, 3Wi,VtB&M .
10 put an end to, "Hi!!it, iaVfL °

mmAttmw.mma: IFA«*qxwA IA. n . mx g H A
tE A AAflx f&STA. 1809 A, . RAPA-A

mmx-m\m-\m BP , mimmÿTÿitimÿmxmm . imm±&&?m
\tia, #jrm$2 «, 1,200 ?,

stixffe, **Hg*i*Mitn « t]&*maMitmwti- nr w, immmÿm. is

©a&jtB-srffejt'w® A , m
AJjfrift

ofn*j&-ts& , *!&«?« . njt,
ffcfcW*£iiHfc#ffir;feil«t .W W £AA-tW???$A£&&&«!*1

itÿiA.S#ttttÿHAW*ft«*«*+5PnnftJinWTea,
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Comprehension
Give short answers to these questions in your own words as far as possible. Use one complete sentence for
each answer.

1 Why did Sweden introduce the institution of Ombudsman?
2 How is an Ombudsman chosen in Sweden?
3 How can the public find out about the Ombudsman’s work?

Vocabulary AJ >c
Explain the meanings of the following words and phrases as they are used in the passage: evolved an excellent
system (11.2-3); safeguard (1.9); grievances (1.1 1); investigates (1.12); correspondence (1.16); altered (1.18).

Summary writing
In not more than 80 words write an account of the action the Ombudsman took when he received a com¬
plaint from a foreigner in a Swedish village. Use your own words as far as possible. Do not include anything
that is not in the last paragraph.

Composition #x
Write a composition in about 300 words on one of the following:
a Explain whether the Ombudsman institution is or would be useful in your country.
b Describe the work of any one of the following: a policeman, a civil servant, a health officer, a social worker.

Letter writing # it %
Write an imaginary letter of about 100 words to an Ombudsman complaining about postal services in your
district. Begin ‘Dear Sir' and end ‘Yours faithfully’.

Key structures and Special difficulties SI
Rewrite the following sentence without changing the meaning. Then refer to 11.26-27.

The policeman’s prejudice against foreigners could not be recorded in the official files.
The fact that ...

Multiple choice questions £
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.

Comprehension
1 In what respect does the institution of Ombudsman reflect enlightened social policy?

(a) Other countries have followed the Swedish example.
(b) Each party appoints its own Ombudsman to ensure equal representation.
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(c) It admits the possibility of official oppression and guards against it.
(.d) It aims to eliminate prejudice against foreigners living in Sweden.

2 The authority exercised by the Ombudsman is impartial in that
(a) the complaints he deals with come from all levels of society
(b) he will only take action if written evidence justifies a complaint
(c) every letter of complaint receives legal attention
(.d) his decisions are not influenced by any one political party

3 What happened to the policeman in the case?
(a) He was sent to prison.
(b) He was prosecuted.
(c ) He was officially rebuked.
(d) He was dismissed from the police force.

4 The case taken as an example of the Ombudsman’s work shows that .

(a) an official may not be prosecuted until a law is altered by parliament
(b) the Ombudsman cannot take action if he lacks supporting evidence
(c) it needs two similar complaints before the Ombudsman can take action
(d) the Swedish police are corrupt and prejudiced against foreigners

Structure
5 recognized that public officials like civil servants can make mistakes. (11.6-8)

(a) It was the Swedes who first (b) They were Swedes who had first
(c) The Swedes were the first who have (d) First it was the Swedes that

6 If a citizen has , the Ombudsman will act on his behalf. (11.16-17)
(a) the complaint justifiably (b) the justified complaint
(c) a justified complaint {d) justified his complaint

7 The policeman was informed that complaints were lodged against him, he ... (11.28-30)

(a) the next time any (b) after any further (c) unless no further (d) furthermore
8 If the Ombudsman hadn’t acted promptly, this unpleasant practice (11.30-31)

(a) might have continued (b) might continue
(c) will continue (d) would continue

Vocabulary i*l>c
9 - protecting the individual citizen from and incompetent ... (11.3-4)

(a) efficient (b) quick-tempered (c) officious (d) handy
10 The action he takes ____ the nature of the complaint. (1.17)

(a) depends on (b) alternates with (c) differs from (d) agrees with
11 The Chief of Police in the district _____ denied the accusation. (1.23)

(a) bitterly (b) firmly (c) mildly (d) roughly
12 The policeman__ was severely reprimanded ... (11.28-29)

(a) questioned (b) concerned (c) described (d) interrogated
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Listen to the tape then answer the question below.
zfc. -§ÿ , El Vj. T J“] M C

Was the writer successful in protecting his peach tree? Why
not?

We have been brought up to fear insects. We regard them as
unnecessary creatures that do more harm than good. We continually
wage war on them, for they contaminate our food, carry diseases,

or devour our crops. They sting or bite without provocation; they
fly uninvited into our rooms on summer nights, or beat against our
lighted windows. We live in dread not only of unpleasant insects
like spiders or wasps, but of quite harmless ones like moths. Reading
about them increases our understanding without dispelling our fears. Knowing that the industrious ant lives
in a highly organized society does nothing to prevent us from being filled with revulsion when we find
hordes of them crawling over a carefully prepared picnic lunch. No matter how much we like honey, or how
much we have read about the uncanny sense of direction which bees possess, we have a horror of being
stung. Most of our fears are unreasonable; but they are impossible to erase. At the same time, however,

insects are strangely fascinating. We enjoy reading about them, especially when we find that, like the praying
mantis, they lead perfectly horrible lives. We enjoy staring at them, entranced as they go about their business,

unaware (we hope) of our presence. Who has not stood in awe at the sight of a spider pouncing on a fly, or
a column of ants triumphantly bearing home an enormous dead beetle?

Last summer I spent days in the garden watching thousands of ants crawling up the trunk of my prize
peach tree. The tree has grown against a warm wall on a sheltered side of the house. I am especially proud of
it, not only because it has survived several severe winters, but because it occasionally produces luscious
peaches. During the summer, I noticed that the leaves of the tree were beginning to wither. Clusters of tiny
insects called aphids were to be found on the underside of the leaves. They w'ere visited by a large colony of
ants which obtained a sort of honey from them. I immediately embarked on an experiment which, even
though it failed to get rid of the ants, kept me fascinated for twenty-four hours. I bound the base of the tree
with sticky tape, making it impossible for the ants to reach the aphids. The tape was so sticky that they did
not dare to cross it. For a long time, I watched them scurrying around the base of the tree in bewilderment.
I even went out at midnight with a torch and noted with satisfaction (and surprise) that the ants were still
swarming around the sticky tape without being able to do anything about it. 1 got up early next morning
hoping to find that the ants had given up in despair. Instead, I saw that they had discovered a new route.
They were climbing up the wall of the house and then on to the leaves of the tree. I realized sadly that I had
been completely defeated by their ingenuity. The ants had been quick to find an answer to my thoroughly
unscientific methods!
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Unit 3 Lesson 54

New words and expressions

insect (1.1) /'insekt/ n.
wage (1.3) /weidj/ v. ittftr (4-#- )

contaminate (1.3) /ksn'taemmeit/ v. #jlli
provocation (1.4) /,provo'keijan/ n.
spider (1.7) /'spaids/n.
wasp (1.7) /wDsp/ n.
moth (1.7) /mD0/ n.
ant (1.8) /aent/ n.
revulsion (1.9) /ri'v\lj>n/ n. JAaL
horde (1.9) /ho:d/ n.
uncanny (1.11) /An'kaeni/ adj. 4ft?'\\j. 4 nI (ft A f’l'J
erase (1.12) A'reiz/ v. Ifg, IAA
praying mantis (11.13-14) /.preiip 'msentis/

entranced (1.14) /in'tra:nst/ adj.
beetle (1.16) /‘bi:tl/ n. tfe
sheltered (1.18) /’Jeltod/ adj.
luscious (1.19) /'IAJOS/ adj. W
cluster (1.20) /'klAsta/ n. —M
aphid (1.21) /'eifid/ n. fefife
underside (1.21) /Andosaid/ n. il&ffi, Tffi'J
colony (1.21 ) /'kolani/ n. —
sticky (1.24) / stiki/ adj.
scurry (1.25) /'skAri/ v.
swarm (1.27) /swo:m/ v. MM
ingenuity (1.30) /.mcfto'njunti/ n. UlM

Notes on the text 4x >i#
1 do more harm than good, 'P <,

2 wage war on, 4......JHife °

3 does nothing to prevent, fttbHih ■'

4 go about .... \$L o

5 stand in awe, 4A ilS

. #ffj£Ht£fs+, sttteÿAitJK&ma,

o fB£PAi£?8l& » [WM, * AW .
ft, lftMinS3S*r*&*W ft

PAJ t-n n A w K ¥ &simm y_ j IM. it.m ft&mmA %ÿ?

*4SA, ft A f411ftP17Mi t£ AH1M % J&ft M fe±ft»L-g (ft ftfcftt fi<Jftt7. IWIlife

.srrsA, ftAijmutftftjm
7 o tfaaSiJT-aiWMAitr, , ft A P4 Aft: i' -3Ktt4ft, Pÿiit-ÿAAW

4f£fttr*7 24 /jMT>t „ ft
tfc, o Stiftc-gfhtlii]®, Aftt«gPA0ÿÿ, **n0rJt . 7®,
fefffcpjfcss, MMM (f4httiwÿ) AILAA .rxii,
#H#sm®(e.0AigMÿA7ÿrA. o EtniEffiKtJf ftWMS&A

A4ft44W7J4A’
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Comprehension a#
Give short answers to these questions in your own words as far as possible. Use one complete sentence for

each answer.
1 What is our attitude to insects?
2 Why does man try to exterminate insects?
3 What do we enjoy most when reading about insects?

Vocabulary ;n

Explain the meanings of the following words as they are used in the passage: contaminate (1.3); devour (1.4);

provocation (1.4); dispelling (1.8); industrious (1.8); revulsion (1.9); pouncing (1.15).

Summary writing Jr #
Describe in not more than 80 words what the writer saw and did when he tried to prevent the ants from
climbing up his peach tree. Use your own words as far as possible. Do not include anything that is not in the
last paragraph.

Composition #x
Write a composition in about 300 words on one of the following:
a Write an account of any insect you have read about or observed.
b Describe man’s efforts to control pests.

Letter writing it %#
A friend took some amusing photographs of you when you were on holiday together some time ago. Write
him a letter of about 100 words asking him what he has been doing since then and requesting that he send
you copies of the photographs he took.

Key structures and Special difficulties xM fa

Rewrite the following sentence without changing the meaning. Then refer to 11.24-25.
The tape was sticky and they did not dare to cross it.
The tape was so ...

Multiple choice questions
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.

Comprehension
1 We may learn more about the behaviour of insects

(a) and become so fascinated by them that we are no longer moved by them
(b) but we are no less likely to lose our irrational fear of them
(c) provided they remain unaware of our presence while we observe them
id) as long as they only harm each other and not us
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2 The ant is an insect which .
(a) will eat its way through anything from picnic lunches to aphids
(b) lives in a highly organized society which we find disgusting
(c) once it has killed its prey, will bear it home in a triumphal column
(.d) shows great ingenuity at finding its way round any obstacle in its path

3 Had the peach tree been planted on the opposite side of the house
(a) it might not have survived the severe winters
(b) the writer would not have spent days looking at it
(c) the ants would have had further to go before reaching it
(d) the ants would not have found another route of access to the leaves

4 The reason for the ants’ swarming up and down the tree was that
(a) they collected a kind of honey from the leaves
(b) they fed on a kind of honey contained in the sap of the tree
(c) they were milking a kind of honey from the aphids on the leaves
id) they needed to go back to their nest in the branches of the tree

Structure
5 By reading about them, we may increase our understanding but dispel our fears. (11.7-8)

(a) we will not (b) it does not (c) this will not (d) not
6 Most of our fears are unreasonable, but we find (1.12)

(a) it impossible to erase them (b) that they cannot erase
(c) them to erase impossible (d) erasing them impossible

7 - an experiment which, failure to get rid of the ants, kept me fascinated. (11.22-23)
(a) even though it was (b) in spite of the (c) despite its (d) was a

8 long to find an answer to ... (11.30-31)
(a) The ants had not been (b) The ants had not been
(c) The ants had not spent (d) It had not taken the ants

Vocabulary >H
9 Even when we know that the ant is an industrious creature which leads a highly organized life, we cannot

being filled with ... (11.8-10)
(a) refuse (b) help (c) prevent (d) lose

10 - we have read about the sense of direction which bee possess ... (1.11)
(a) unknown (b) mysterious (c) infinite (d) disabled

11 The tree occasionally produces_
__

fruit. (11.19-20)
(a) deliciously fresh (b) sweet and juicy (c) tender {d) exotic

12 I had been completely defeated by the (11.29-30)
(a) speedy swarms (b) hungry hordes (c) inventive creatures (d) ingenuous insects
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Listen to the tape then answer the question below.

Which life forms are most likely to develop on a distant planet?

Recent developments in astronomy have made it possible to detect
planets in our own Milky Way and in other galaxies. This is a major
achievement because, in relative terms, planets are very small and
do not emit light. Finding planets is proving hard enough, but finding
life on them will prove infinitely more difficult. The first question
to answer is whether a planet can actually support life. In our own
solar system, for example, Venus is far too hot and Mars is far too
cold to support life. Only the Earth provides ideal conditions, and even here it has taken more than four
billion years for plant and animal life to evolve.

Whether a planet can support life depends on the size and brightness of its star, that is its ‘sun’. Imagine
a star up to twenty times larger, brighter and hotter than our own sun. A planet would have to be a very long
way from it to be capable of supporting life. Alternatively, if the star were small, the life-supporting planet
would have to have a close orbit round it and also provide the perfect conditions for life forms to develop.
But how would we find such a planet? At present, there is no telescope in existence that is capable of
detecting the presence of life. The development of such a telescope will be one of the great astronomical
projects of the twenty-first century.

It is impossible to look for life on another planet using earth-based telescopes. Our own warm atmosphere
and the heat generated by the telescope would make it impossible to detect objects as small as planets. Even
a telescope in orbit round the earth, like the very successful Hubble telescope, would not be suitable because
of the dust particles in our solar system. A telescope would have to be as far away as the planet Jupiter to
look for life in outer space, because the dust becomes thinner the further we travel towards the outer edges
of our own solar system. Once we detected a planet, we would have to find a way of blotting out the light
from its star, so that we would be able to ‘see’ the planet properly and analyse its atmosphere. In the first
instance, we would be looking for plant life, rather than Tittle green men’. The life forms most likely to
develop on a planet would be bacteria. It is bacteria that have generated the oxygen we breathe on earth. For
most of the earth’s history they have been the only form of life on our planet. As Earth-dwellers, we always
cherish the hope that we will be visited by little green men and that we will be able to communicate with
them. But this hope is always in the realms of science fiction. If we were able to discover lowly forms of life
like bacteria on another planet, it would completely change our view of ourselves. As Daniel Goldin of
NASA observed, ‘Finding life elsewhere would change everything. No human endeavour or thought would
be unchanged by it.’
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Unit 3 Lesson 55

New words and expressions

astronomy (1.1) /o'strDnomi/ n. A
relative (1.3) /'relstiv/ adj. M
infinitely (1.5) /'infimtli/ adv. A RIAL,
solar (1.7) /'souls/ adj. Affl &*J
Venus (1.7) /'viinos/ n. <a£ H
Mars (1.7) /ma:z/ n. AM
orbit (1.13) /‘o:bit/ n.
astronomical (1.15) /.aestronomikal/ adj.
generate (1.18) /'djenoreit/ v.

particle (1.20) /’paitikal/ n. W&L,
Jupiter (1.20) /'cfeuipito/ n. AM
blot (1.22) /blot/v. J£Bt
analyse (1.23) /'asnolaiz/ v.
bacteria (1.25) /baek'tiorio/ n. MM
oxygen (1.25) /'DksidÿnIn. $(A
realm (1.28) /relm/ n. §!{££
endeavour (1.30) /in'devo/ n.

Notes on the text
1 Milky Way, ISM .
2 Whether a planet can support life depends on ..., ~ A# AAA......° A, lit

whether .
3 up to, Ilf1! o

4 earth-based telescopes, Sit Mists o

5 in the realms of science fiction, „

6 NASA, HUM ft N.A.S.A. M Nasa) . ifc'HMPdiA 1958 ¥, fast
1959 ¥7M2i BIE-AA m um

11” SATES* o

. afi-Asswiasit, BA*a*fA
i£, 'frmwi\ rfffRtilAAA o fift*ftffM±*a£ii|r££»AI£»j« a fg-AiiW

AIS, MASlftMJSS'JA{l£ o ffiBPffift&M, 40
Mlu] o

. -atrSftÿii&fcaiWirfiriRfcAftMtis-—Bpe&ti “ART—WA/Jÿ®« .AS-T, -wtsstt
«tnwAKa*A, JSIP« 20 m, $nisti

*#£*ttMSIti?ft*figffiieWtt5I±Sfr, . fiJi, He
n»t»rÿ1!6ttiyji#-ilfTa«? aft, M-&l#KSiai5I«MMS!l#ft . ffiJF£J*#-£S5afc

ttfcMfift--■&H*AWiR4,W«featRttilii*ttttffi . aaaattaftÿffiaJÿaaMffSiÿftMftft

»frft«F'ewtiaitii3i5WJttti»i»t, “#m” ftutfra, o

lit/, M7&3IW fttrSA*«»ft#T*W*fll®. jEJHBMiÿiiiatnftitSJiABfiRMHn «

ftJdu*a*w*»ÿast, araiut**±i«-W£iirj&5C . fÿ*jftsir±weR, aciA#wjit¥W#a:
AAmSHetn, MMMWHHMlScyfL = ffiji, aÿ#SA*Rft«43*ift+ftft . in*fWniiB*ftB-*HT

JlltSfiMftE* • AÿTtSltlW: Mft«ffliJt**a4ÿa$-ttI . . ”
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Comprehension
Give short answers to these questions in your own words as far as possible. Use one complete sentence for
each answer.
1 Why is it a major achievement to be able to find new planets in space?
2 Why can’t all planets support life?
3 What will be one of the great astronomical projects of the twenty-first century?

Vocabulary >1 >c
Explain the meanings of the following words and phrases as they are used in the passage: detect (1.1); in
relative terms (1.3); emit (1.4); ideal conditions (1.8); capable of (1.12); alternatively (1.12); presence (1.15).

Summary writing
In not more than 80 words describe what would have to be done to find life on a distant planet and what kind
of life this might be. Do not include anything that is not in the last paragraph.

Composition x
Write a composition in about 300 words on one of the following:
a Extra terrestrials.
b Supposing the time came when we could send pictures of life on earth to intelligent creatures on other planets. What

sorts of pictures do you think would be most interesting to them?

Letter writing it %\\
You borrow from a friend a travel guide which you are now returning. Write him or her a letter of about 100
words thanking him or her for having lent it to you and saying how useful you found it.

Key structures and Special difficulties
Rewrite the following sentence without changing the meaning. Then refer to 11.20-21 .

A telescope would have to be far away— for instance round the planet Jupiter —— to look for life in outer space.
A telescope would ... as the planet Jupiter ...

Multiple choice questions P
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.

Comprehension
1 Why are planets in other solar systems so much more difficult to detect than stars?

(a) Because of the dust particles in our own solar system.
(b) Because of the limitations of earth-based telescopes.
(c) Because even the Hubble is not powerful enough to see beyond the Milky Way.
(d) Because planets are small and dark, and stars are large and radiant.
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2 What do we know about the kind of planet, other than our own, that might be able to support life?
(a) It will orbit closely round its star.
(b) It will be at least four billion years old.
(c) Its distance from its star will be such that it has a moderate temperature.
(d) It will have an atmosphere capable of supporting bacteria.

3 A telescope capable of finding life on other planets would have to be _
(a) far enough from the centre of our solar system not to be affected by dust
(b) infinitely more powerful than even the very successful Hubble
(c) orbiting in a different solar system a long way away from our own
(cO on the planet Jupiter, on the edge of our solar system

Structure Hfa
4 It has become possible recent developments in astronomy to ... (1.1)

(a) caused by (b ) through (c) as regards (d) for
5 Venus is far too hot and Mars is too cold there to be any life. (11.7-8)

(a) than (b) whether (c) for (d) nor
6 A planet would have to be a very long way from (11.11-12)

(a) so big a star (b ) such big star (c) a like star (d) a star as this
7 At present, the telescope ___ that is capable of detecting life. (11.14-15)

(a) does not exist (b) no exist (c) cannot exist (d) won't exist
8 __

__
in human endeavour or thought would be unchanged. (11.30-31 )

(a) All things (b) Everything (c) Nothing (d) None

Vocabulary -m >n
9 Imagine a star_____ twenty times larger than our own sun. (11.10-11)

(a) as much as (b) as well as (c) such as (d) as if
10 The oxygen we breathe on earth has been by bacteria. (11.25-26)

(a) manufactured (b) fabricated (c) produced {d) given being
1 1 As Earth-dwellers, we that we will be visited by little green men. (11.26-27)

(a) like to know (b) fondly dream (c) love to expect {d) profoundly believe
12 No human endeavour or thought would be by it. (11.30-31)

(a) unaltered (b) ineffective (c) unchallenged (d) unchecked
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Listen to the tape then answer the question below.
Jsr v'-A T i'°] °

Why had the neighbours left their farm?

The river which forms the eastern boundary of our farm has always
played an important part in our lives. Without it we could not make

a living. There is only enough spring water to supply the needs of

the house, so we have to pump from the river for farm use. We tell
the river all our secrets. We know instinctively, just as beekeepers
with their bees, that misfortune might overtake us if the important
events of our lives were not related to it.

We have special river birthday parties in the summer. Sometimes we go upstream to a favourite backwater,

sometimes we have our party at the boathouse, which a predecessor of ours at the farm built in the meadow

hard by the deepest pool for swimming and diving. In a heat wave we choose a midnight birthday party and

that is the most exciting of all. We welcome the seasons by the riverside, crowning the youngest girl with
flowers in the spring, holding a summer festival on Midsummer Eve, giving thanks for the harvest in the
autumn, and throwing a holly wreath into the current in the winter.

After a long period of rain the river may overflow its banks. This is a rare occurrence as our climate

seldom goes to extremes. We are lucky in that only the lower fields, which make up a very small proportion
of our farm, are affected by flooding, but other farms are less favourably sited, and flooding can sometimes
spell disaster for their owners.

One bad winter we watched the river creep up the lower meadows. All the cattle had been moved into
stalls and we stood to lose little. We were, however, worried about our nearest neighbours, whose farm was
low lying and who were newcomers to the district. As the floods had put the telephone out of order, we could
not find out how they were managing. From an attic window we could get a sweeping view of the river
where their land joined ours, and at the most critical juncture we took turns in watching that point. The first
sign of disaster was a dead sheep floating down. Next came a horse, swimming bravely, but we were afraid
that the strength of the current would prevent its landing anywhere before it became exhausted. Suddenly a
raft appeared, looking rather like Noah’s ark, carrying the whole family, a few hens, the dogs, a cat, and a
bird in a cage. We realized that they must have become unduly frightened by the rising flood, for their house,

which had sound foundations, would have stood stoutly even if it had been almost submerged. The men of
our family waded down through our flooded meadows with boathooks, in the hope of being able to grapple
a comer of the raft and pull it out of the current towards our bank. We still think it a miracle that they were
able to do so.
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Unit 3 Lesson 56

New words and expressions

boundary (1.1) /'baundari/ n. iil?-
pump (1.4) /pAmp/ v. ffl Hitt
overtake (1.6) /.aovo'teik/ v.
backwater (1.8) /'baekwoito/ n. ® tKM f%
predecessor (1.9) /'prcdiseso/ n. fluff,
meadow (1.9) /’medou/ n.

spell (1.17) /spel/ v.
stall (1.19) /sto:l/ n.
attic (1.21) /'aetik/ n. IS®

crown (1.1 1) /kraun/ v. ta M
holly (1.13) /'hDli/n. —
wreath (1.13) /ri:0/ n. ttif
occurrence (1. 14) /a'kArons/ n.
proportion (1.15) /pra'potjan/ n. nP'fr
site (1.16) /salt/ v. life{5T

sweeping (1.21) /'swiipirj/ adj.
critical (1.22) /'kritikal/ adj.
juncture (1.22) /'tfeAgktfa/ n. R'fM,
raft (1.25) /ra:ft/ n.
unduly (1.26) /An'djuili/ adv. ifciSiitfc
foundations (1.27) /faun'deij>nz/ n. ffeS
stoutly (1.27) /'stautli/ adv.
submerge (1.27) /sab'm3:cÿ/ v. W:'&
grapple (1.28) /'graepal/ v. MIL

Notes on the text x -;i.#
1 Without it we could not make a living. ic ° without it /hUf 3t3L if fl if , make

a living, „

2 hard by ..., £ ......i£# o

3 in a heat wave, A AII) A o

4 stand to lose, + =
5 put ... out of order, tt ......tb i&PS =
6 Noah’s ark, if MU ft . 6 <£#. • IH #U> = if 3E *A3S

JS-Mfr&ffl; if3Rf£ab-7jJ£*«, .

T-i o iÿrgfflTk, HiASf ffitt* .52tniSl*ÿMf»ilF«tnW«*.
MMttiti#, £fsiiMAM A w*x*ft&mm%M, anra*®*!*.

S.A,mi 0 . Win, WWlfUSÿ
m . sMcwas** . 3
inif&®£¥£ÿ£0*&) .3tn£MiAa«--¥H£ =
*s««±£s, KAummtk “itsMir’ , .

xmzfs, KWHS

w-¥*x, ®(i 1 01 M7k§& r tMm . 0rWftttnaftffir&&i!i&iii£, &W&. *fct, «nffi33ftfflWi£«}i* c

r* «?, mmikrmmmmu . /AM®mi#*, 3fli#sÿMi««ft**kMasat»ri*- .
Slfl$6EIEU 815Sfflit ft) P&‘If . «#J6-“EEiSÿS

tscHk-ÿTK-Witj o (HftiiiW'p, itt7m jj&mt'ZiMZmmm&±fi j . HUIT-Kÿ, mmamm
wirft, aw/iK#)«, ARM, IPIA-W-Kÿ% .mmm\. D3>iM]W/f-T-lfeSÿISI, KPfti# /k A tA M tilT'£1Wm .

♦##x
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Comprehension %.%
Give short answers to each of the following questions, in your own words as far as possible, using only
material contained in the passage. Use one complete sentence for each answer.

1 Why were the family so dependent on the river for their livelihood?
2 For what occasions did they hold festivities by the river?
3 In what was the position of their farm fortunate?

Vocabulary
Choose five of the following words or phrases and give for each another word or phrase of similar meaning
to that in which the word or phrase is used in the passage: instinctively (1.5); overtake (1.6); predecessor (1.9); hard
by (1.10); in a heat wave (1.10); a rare occurrence (1.14); goes to extremes (1.15); favourably (1.16).

Summary writing
Give an account in not more than 80 words of the author’s description of events during the bad flood, as
narrated in the last paragraph. Do not include anything that is not in the passage, and use your own words as
far as possible.

Composition ft x
Write a composition on one of the following subjects; the length should be between 250 and 350 words.
a What the world would be like without newspapers, radio, films and television.
b ‘It was a dark and gloomy street.’ Continue the story of an adventure you had in this street.

Letter writing %\t%ft
Write a letter of between 80 and 100 words in length on one of the following subjects. You should make the
beginning and ending like those of an ordinary letter, but the address is not to be counted in the total number
of words.
a You have accidentally broken a window of the house (or flat) next door. As your neighbour is not in when you call,

write a letter of apology, offering to make good the damage.
b Write a letter inviting a friend to go with you to a theatre, opera or ballet performance.

Key structures and Special difficulties
Rewrite the following sentence without changing the meaning. Then refer to 11.20-21.

There was no way of finding out how they were managing, for the floods had put the telephone out of order.
As the floods ... we could ...

Multiple choice questions £
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.
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Comprehension 3L#
1 People whose property was less favourably situated than the writer’s .

(a) had no means of pumping water away from the river
(b) farmed land which for the most part lay on a level with the river banks
(c) lived where the climate was more variable and the rainfall heavier
(d) had land which lay upstream where the river current was stronger

2 The writer’s family suspected that their nearest neighbours might have trouble managing __
(a) as their farm was liable to flooding and they had not lived there long
(b) because the floods had put the telephone out of order
(c) when they saw the river sweep over the boundary between the two farms
(d) as soon as they saw a dead sheep floating down the river

3 When the writer’s family saw a raft appear along the river, they .
(a) thought their neighbour’s house must have been submerged
(.b) rowed their boats down to the bank and pulled the raft in with the oars
(c) managed to get down to the river in time to save their neighbours
(d) were surprised that their neighbours had been able to save themselves

Structure Hfo
4 is only enough to supply the needs of the house. (11.3-4)

(a) Water of the spring (b) The water in spring
(c) The water from the spring {d) Spring water

5 We have parties at the boathouse, built in the meadow _
. (11.9-10)

(a) at the farm by a predecessor of ours (b) for us at the farm by a predecessor
(c) by our predecessor at the farm (d) by one of our predecessors at the farm

6 After it for a long time, the river may overflow its banks. (1.14)
(a) is raining (b) rained (c) has rained (d) had rained

7 The strength of the current would prevent anywhere before it ... (124)
(a) that it landed (b) it from landing (c) it to land (d) the landing of it

Vocabulary i*i
8 We the seasons by the riverside ... (1.11)

(a) greet (b) go out to greet
(c) celebrate the arrival of (d) invoke the start of

9 We were, however,___our nearest neighbours ... (1.19)
(a) concerned for (b) occupied with (c) agitated by (d) distressed about

10 - and we took turns in watching that point. (1.22) •

(a) in the peak of condition (b) in place of the most severe critic
(c) at the most dangerous boundary (d) when the flood was at its height

1 1 - and pull it towards our bank before the current carried it (11.28-29)
(a) out (b) in (c) off (d) under

12 we think it a miracle that they were able to do so. (11.29-30)
(a) To this day (b) Up till now (c) As yet (d) Even so
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Listen to the tape then answer the question below.
& o

Did the narrator find his mother’s grave?

I stopped to let the car cool off and to study the map. I had expected
to be near my objective by now, but everything still seemed alien
to me. I was only five when my father had taken me abroad, and
that was eighteen years ago. When my mother had died after a tragic
accident, he did not quickly recover from the shock and loneliness.
Everything around him was full of her presence, continually
reopening the wound. So he decided to emigrate. In the new country
he became absorbed in making a new life for the two of us, so that he gradually ceased to grieve. He did not

marry again and I was brought up without a woman’s care; but I lacked for nothing, for he was both father
and mother to me. He always meant to go back one day, but not to stay. His roots and mine had become too
firmly embedded in the new land. But he wanted to see the old folk again and to visit my mother’s grave. He
became mortally ill a few months before we had planned to go and, when he knew that he was dying, he
made me promise to go on my own.

1 hired a car the day after landing and bought a comprehensive book of maps, which I found most helpful
on the cross-country journey, but which I did not think I should need on the last stage. It was not that I
actually remembered anything at all. But my father had described over and over again what we should see at
every milestone, after leaving the nearest town, so that I was positive I should recognize it as familiar
territory. Well, I had been wrong, for I was now lost.

I looked at the map and then at the milometer. I had come ten miles since leaving the town, and at this
point, according to my father, I should be looking at farms and cottages in a valley, with the spire of the
church of our village showing in the far distance. I could see no valley, no farms, no cottages and no church
spire — only a lake. I decided that I must have taken a wrong turning somewhere. So I drove back to the
town and began to retrace the route, taking frequent glances at the map. I landed up at the same comer. The
curious thing was that the lake was not marked on the map. I felt as if I had stumbled into a nightmare
country, as you sometimes do in dreams. And, as in a nightmare, there was nobody in sight to help me.
Fortunately for me, as I was wondering what to do next, there appeared on the horizon a man on horseback,

riding in my direction. I waited till he came near, then I asked him the way to our old village. He said that
there was now no village. I thought he must have misunderstood me, so I repeated its name. This time he
pointed to the lake. The village no longer existed because it had been submerged, and all the valley too. The
lake was not a natural one, but a man-made reservoir.
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Unit 3 Lesson 57

New words and expressions

alien (1.2) /'eilian/ adj. Eft, fbfflEft
emigrate (1.7) /'emigreit/ v. (Bÿh)
absorb (1.8) /ab'soib/ v.
embedded (1.11) /im'bedid/ adj. fLÿEft
mortally (1.12) /'mo:tal-i/ adv. Wi(ujitll
comprehensive (1.14) /.kompri'hensiv/ adj. 7~?£Eft;

milestone (1.17)/'mailstaun/n.

territory (1.18). /'teritari/ n. ftfclX.
milometer (1.19) /mai'lomita/ n. if frl
spire (1.20) /'spam/ n. (ffcltEft)
retrace (1.23) /ri'treis/ v. oS[s], JEiL
stumble (1.24) /‘stAmbal/ v.
horizon (1.26) /ha'raizÿnV n.
reservoir (1.30) /'rezavwa:/ n. TKJ¥

Notes on the text -ifciiji#

1 I had expected to be near my objective by now, ftÿf WAi2[0iB£?.}l:j£@ fflMT °
“expect ftHilrcliScHf +A/Eitlft~)iK5t”, „

2 become (be) absorbed in ..., ff “ff'll'ifcjfeT......”, ......” i# o

3 lack for nothing, ft" £tilA3sfc °
4 he made me promise to go on my own, '(til3!fti§:JiZ— /E-M4‘fe[H]iliJl[ÿ~“§!l! o

promise JdAÿ to ffti#lis]ASft, ff IhJEfn; on one’s own ff “ftil ft? o

5 It was not that ... at all. fflTAlft But ... territory, not that ... but
that (Ai!k07'J......MilH A ) o

ftfrfA, laiitfsir— Tit® o ftA*s&s«jit!is&A&,
£.85#w¥, xmm&tuT®, mm is*mmr .
mmm, r . ant,.{HftiPff-£«l$A$, fliKax&XS#*. tlMi.&#F*|slS», {Aft A.f. KSHiET*,
tfe%Sc-#BgiEtsiSjfm«7ÿH6D±nfe± . fiji, . tt«ft

{f'J'Sm'E&ff AM7 o &$A#£ftim7m MJi'x:7<i1if{ffi£fti#7, 4&7*tt£ftiSM8P>M'«J5I. Hitt, o m, *issfMS7, mmmj .
ft#7#)lfea, Xg7~TMH3l . M'ftibJfe, ftÿ7 10 ISM o ftMMiiZJlt-AUjS,

SEaraaSJ8.**«-:FSW«SW5lSBi o flnaftftft#ASJiim, #AM##, M#AJ*l2fc#A
m, o . A&astÿ-isa/w&t, . s*
x*§ijRJAi5A$W&. . ft/i5iJSB*SftMLwÿÿ)ii5#itii«i!ÿJtei4]iii7

.8tft£*S*M-#, JLAfiHAAMWIWjft o Ail, ftJiÿisift, IHÿftÿ&AS§£ir>t, /AA;iM
fJif-'Aÿs,iftAMftÿ o r, . {lMWAa££&A7 . ftffilfe-SiMfS Aft EH)
*S, ASXift7-»tt£W£:?.&&(fcffl-7t£7-T2lMÿ . ttflEEA®##, SAEÿAzJcÿfft, distil
tt*ft»7 .&AJt-tA»tfl, fi-flSAIft&M*# .
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Unit 3 Lesson 57

Comprehension
Give short answers to each of the following questions in your own words as far as possible, using only

material contained in the passage. Use one complete sentence for each answer.
1 Why did the author’s father emigrate?
2 Why had the author come back to the land of his birth?
3 What made the author think that he would not need a map for the last part of his journey?

Vocabulary >n
Choose five of the following words and phrases and give for each another word or phrase of similar meaning
to that in which the word or phrase is used in the passage: objective (1.2); seemed alien (1.2); lacked for nothing
(1.9); embedded (1.1 1); mortally (1.12); comprehensive (1.14); positive (1.17); familiar territory (11.17-18).

Summary writing
Give an account in not more than 80 words of the author’s search for the village, as narrated in the last
paragraph. Use your own words as far as possible. Do not include anything that is not in the paragraph.

Composition #x
Write a composition on one of the following subjects; the length should be between 250 and 350 words.
a The house you wish to own.
b A day spent by the sea or by a lake or river.

Letter writing # it % ft

Write a letter between 80 and 100 words in length on one of the following subjects. You should make the
beginning and ending like those of an ordinary letter. Write the postal address in full at the head of your
letter, but do not count this address in the total number of words.

a You are ill and cannot go to work for a few days. Write explaining your absence and making arrangements for your
work while you are absent.

b You have received a gift from an old friend abroad. Write a letter of thanks, say how you will make use of the gift
and briefly give news of yourself.

Key structures and Special difficulties fa A
Rewrite the following sentence without changing the meaning. Then refer to 11.21-22.

It wasn't possible for me to see any valley, any farms, any cottages and any church spire — only a lake.
I could see ...

Multiple choice questions £
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.
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Comprehension
1 When the author thought he was near his objective, he stopped because_

(a) it was too hot for him to concentrate on where he was going
(,b) he wanted to find his way back to the nearest town
(c) he realized that he must have taken a wrong turning
(d) he did not recognize any familiar landmarks

2 Why did the author’s father want his son to go back on his own?
(a) He feared that his wound would reopen if he were to return himself.
(b) He wanted to hear what had happened to his village before dying.
(c) He was too ill to accompany his son on the cross-country journey.
id) He had always intended that his son should see the land of their birth.

3 What made the author feel he had stumbled into a nightmare country?
(a) According to his father, he should already have reached the village.
(b) Nothing he saw corresponded to what he had expected to see.
(c) He did not know how he could get to the other side of the lake.
(d) He was curious to know more about the lake but there was no one to ask.

Structure
4 I was only five when I . , and that was eighteen years ago. (11.3-4)

(a) had been taken abroad by my father
(c) had taken with my father abroad

5 - and I was brought up (1.9)

(b) took abroad with my father
(d) was taken by my father abroad

(a) without a care of women
(c) without a woman to care for me

(,b) without care by a woman
(d) careless of a woman

6 - leaving the town. It was here that my father had told me I _ farms and cottages ... (11.19-20)
(a) could see (b) would see (c) would be seeing (d) should have seen

7 I waited for his approach 1 asked him ... (1.27)
(a) until (b) when (<?) before (d) so that

8 I asked him to our old village. (1.27)
{a) what way it was (b ) if he knows the way (c) which way to go (d) how to get

Vocabulary ifJ
9 Everything around him , continually reopening ... (11.6-7)

(a) reminded him of her (b) presented her to him
(c) recalled him to her (d) remembered her for him

10 But my father had described what we should see ... (11.16-18)
(a) incessantly (b) overmuch (c) repeatedly (d) extensively

11 - the lake was not on the map. (1.24)
(a) signed (b) written (c) shown (d) spotted

12 The lake was not a natural one. It was one. (11.29-30)
(a) an unnatural (b) a man-made (c) an unreal (d) a manufactured
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Lesson 58 A spot of bother

Listen to the tape then answer the question below.
'A % $ jg W T ft M o

What did the old lady find when she got home?

The old lady was glad to be back at the block of flats where she
lived. Her shopping had tired her and her basket had grown heavier
with every step of the way home. In the her thoughts were on
lunch and a good rest; but when she got out at her own floor, both

5 were forgotten in her sudden discovery that her front door was open.
She was thinking that she must reprimand her home help the next

morning for such a monstrous piece of negligence, when she
remembered that she had gone shopping after the home help had left and she knew that she had turned both
keys in their locks. She w.alked slowly into the hall and at once noticed that all the room doors were open, yet

10 following her regular practice she had shut them before going out. Looking into the drawing room, she saw
a scene of confusion over by her writing desk. It was as clear as daylight then that burglars had forced an
entry during her absence. Her first impulse was to go round all the rooms looking for the thieves, but then
she decided that at her age it might be more prudent to have someone with her, so she went to fetch the porter
from his basement. By this time her legs were beginning to tremble, so she sat down and accepted a cup of

15 very strong tea, while he telephoned the police. Then, her composure regained, she was ready to set off with
the porter’s assistance to search for any intruders who might still be lurking in her flat.

They went through the rooms, being careful to touch nothing, as they did not want to hinder the police in
their search for fingerprints. The chaos was inconceivable. She had lived in the flat for thirty years and was
a veritable magpie at hoarding; and it seemed as though everything she possessed had been tossed out and

20 turned over and over. At least sorting out the things she should have discarded years ago was now being
made easier for her. Then a police inspector arrived with a constable and she told them of her discovery of
the ransacked flat. The inspector began to look for fingerprints, while the constable checked that the front
door locks had not been forced, thereby proving that the burglars had either used skeleton keys or entered
over the balcony. There was no trace of fingerprints, but the inspector found a dirty red bundle that con-

25 tained jewellery which the old lady said was not hers. So their entry into this flat was apparently not the
burglars’ first job that day and they must have been disturbed. The inspector then asked the old lady to try to
check what was missing by the next day and advised her not to stay alone in the flat for a few nights. The old
lady thought he was a fussy creature, but since the porter agreed with him, she rang up her daughter and
asked for her help in what she described as a little spot of bother.

New words and expressions it

lift (1.3) /lift/ n. prudent (1.13) /'pruidÿnt/ adj. iStHfH)
monstrous (1.7) /'monstrosI adj. composure (1.15) /kom'pacÿo/ n. ?7LH
negligence (1.7) /'neglid33ns/ n. fflA A;® intruder (1.16) /in'tru:da/ n. Aft# (
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Unit 3 Lesson 58

lurk (1.16) /l3:k/v. ft
hinder (1.17) /'hinda/ v. #jli#
fingerprint (1.18) /'fiqga,print/ «. taSt
chaos (1.18) /'kei-os/ n. WfL,

toss (1.19)/tDS/v. ffl
discard (1.20) /dis'kcud/ v.
constable (1.21) /'kDnstabal/ n. !r3
ransack (1.22) /'raensaek/ v.

inconceivable (1.18)/,inkan'siivabal/ ad/'. 'FSJ balcony (1.24) /“baelkoni/ n. PS a
veritable (1.19) /'veritabal/ ac//'. HlEf-ft, ilkÿkilitM fussy (1.28) /'f,\si/ adj.
magpie (1.19) /'maegpai/ n. an (ft A

Notes on the text

1 with every step of the way home, with “I5fi......’ »

2 her thoughts were on lunch and a good rest, flt&RSfl -fSflllif (tf »

3 reprimand sb. for ..., H)'J ......jfn fill ffSA o

4 yet following her regular practice, =,

\m had shut „
5 as clear as daylight, °
6 it might be more prudent to have someone with her, o

it -F /EAfeili to have someone with her Jc jstlEMii§ o

7 being careful to touch nothing went through c

8 skeleton key, ;ymm o

-LS .a&®%mmmmmmk k ■

mm?-, wmwstM&km. mFm«&&*FAitztmw.
ie*rm± r .m&tiummwiFf, £BP»«0fwwfcn«M*7F#, MtttefiftainÿHiw,
an—«i±w . ttaegsm#*, *??£»-«•«# , sj««Niia*n.mn-

*tt#nwA.m\, «7-ff»*. mwikÿmmmÿ

mkfemm .*juA4a*&*s£7 30 A. .#»iftÿ*A®«irr
tak, .a#-*,.«iiBifjiflii#i4Tsaiÿ*aawga.iitffi&aiMga,
f»&#;fcHtH0Uafc.EÿemM, sE#Jifl*Stw&3i3|6W
»*a7-ÿs*rsm SaiWfffitft o .mm,

fflfltt--«Ji3E7«iiF o mtimtik&ikazmim&mkTmttk,mmnfcz tr*wttu~
A&&8H&.*tlAHttliEW*tt/J'«, fitt»#nAtfcra*fl!iM*J*lf MRt#?T%iSlft£JDfclg, ttttigij
7-FULF&'M.
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Comprehension
Give short answers to each of the following questions, in your own words as far as possible, using only

material contained in the passage. Use one complete sentence for each answer.
J Why was the old lady surprised to find her front door open?
2 What made her realize that burglars had entered the flat?
3 Why did she go down to the basement?

Vocabulary i*j

Choose five of the following words and phrases and give for each another word or phrase of similar meaning
to that in which the word or phrase is used in the passage: reprimand (1.6); piece of negligence (1.7); regular

practice (1.10); as clear as daylight (1.1 1); prudent (1.13); her composure regained (1.15); intruders (1.16); lurking (1.16).

Summary writing ft

Give an account in not more than 80 words of what took place in the flat after the old lady had returned to it
with the porter. Use your own words as far as possible. Do not include anything that is not in the last
paragraph.

Composition ft x
Write a composition on one of the following subjects; the length should be between 250 and 350 words.
a Public festivals in your own country.
h Your adventures when you first visited a foreign country.

Letter writing # it % ft

Write a letter of between 80 and 100 words in length on one of the following subjects. You should make the
beginning and ending like those of an ordinary letter, but the address is not to be counted in the total number
of words.
a You are ill and cannot meet a friend (who has no telephone) as arranged. Write explaining why you cannot meet,

and invite him or her to visit you.
b An English friend has written asking you to help in finding, for a seventeen-year-old English student, a school or

place for training or study in your country. Answer the letter giving any helpful information.

Key structures and Special difficulties M *£ A
Rewrite the following sentence without changing the meaning. Then refer to 11.26-27.

‘Try to check what’s missing by tomorrow and don’t stay alone in the flat for a few nights, ' the inspector said.
The inspector asked the old lady ... and advised her ...

Multiple choice questions £
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.
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Comprehension
1 The old lady’s thoughts were on lunch and a good rest--

(a) because she had done so much shopping on her way home
(b ) as she climbed the steps to the floor her flat was on
(c) but the sight of the open front door put them both out of her mind
(d) until she remembered she had gone shopping after the home help had left

2 When the old lady and the porter got back to the scene of the crime .
(a) he made her a cup of strong tea and then telephoned the police
(b) they searched the rooms for any burglars who might not have escaped
(c) they took care not to touch anything the burglars had touched
{d) they waited for the police before going into every room in the flat

3 What made the police think the burglars had been disturbed?
(a) They had been forced to leave the front door open.
(b) There was no trace of their fingerprints.
(c) They had made no attempt to disguise the fact they had been there.
{d) They had left behind some jewellery which did not belong to the lady.

Structure Ufa

4 She was thinking that she ___ reprimand her home help ... (1.6)

(a) would have to (b ) had to (c) was having to (d) has to
5 - the room doors were open, yet she never went out. ... (11.9-10)

(a) without shutting them (b ) before she shut them
(c) except to have shut them (d) in case they were not shut

6 - so she went to fetch the porter. (11.13-14)
(a) down to the basement (b) below to his basement
(c) from his basement (d) along to the basement

7 At least it was now being made easier out the things she should have discarded years ago.
(11.20-21)
(a) than she sorted (b ) that she sorted (r) for her to sort (d) sorting

8 - locks had not been forced, that the burglars ... (11.23-24)
(a) which proved (b) by this proving (c) so that he proved {d) in that it proved

Vocabulary
9 - for thirty years and had hoarded (11.18-19)

(a) anything of value (b ) every conceivable article
Cc ) quite a few items of interest (d) odd bits and pieces

10 - and advised her not to stay in the flat ... (11.26-27)
(a) single (b) on her own (c) lonely (d) selfish

11 The old lady thought he was concerned. (11.27-28)

(a) rather (£>) quite (c) hardly (d) unduly
12 In describing the burglary as ‘a little spot of bother’, the old lady was . (1.29)

(a) underestimating her losses (b) undercharging the burglars
(c) underlining the evidence (d) understating the case
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Listen to the tape then answer the question below.
t'ff Jt=r T i'*] M o

What in particular does a person gain when he or she
becomes a serious collector?

People tend to amass possessions, sometimes without being aware
of doing so. Indeed they can have a delightful surprise when they
find something useful which they did not know they owned. Those
who never have to move house become indiscriminate collectors
of what can only be described as clutter. They leave unwanted
objects in drawers, cupboards and attics for years, in the belief that
they may one day need just those very things. As they grow old, people also accumulate belongings for two

other reasons, lack of physical and mental energy, both of which are essential in turning out and throwing
away, and sentiment. Things owned for a long time are full of associations with the past, perhaps with
relatives who are dead, and so they gradually acquire a value beyond their true worth.

Some things are collected deliberately in the home in an attempt to avoid waste. Among these I would
list string and brown paper, kept by thrifty people when a parcel has been opened, to save buying these two
requisites. Collecting small items can easily become a mania. I know someone who always cuts sketches out
from newspapers of model clothes that she would like to buy if she had the money. As she is not rich, the
chances that she will ever be able to afford such purchases are remote; but she is never sufficiently strong-
minded to be able to stop the practice. It is a harmless habit, but it litters up her desk to such an extent that
every time she opens it, loose bits of paper fall out in every direction.

Collecting as a serious hobby is quite different and has many advantages. It provides relaxation for
leisure hours, as just looking at one’s treasures is always a joy. One does not have to go outside for amuse¬
ment, since the collection is housed at home. Whatever it consists of, stamps, records, first editions of books,
china, glass, antique furniture, pictures, model cars, stuffed birds, toy animals, there is always something to
do in connection with it, from finding the right place for the latest addition, to verifying facts in reference
books. This hobby educates one not only in the chosen subject, but also in general matters which have some
bearing on it. There are also other benefits. One wants to meet like-minded collectors, to get advice, to
compare notes, to exchange articles, to show off the latest find. So one’s circle of friends grows. Soon the
hobby leads to travel, perhaps to a meeting in another town, possibly a trip abroad in search of a rare
specimen, for collectors are not confined to any one country. Over the years, one may well become an
authority on one’s hobby and will very probably be asked to give informal talks to little gatherings and then,
if successful, to larger audiences. In this way self-confidence grows, first from mastering a subject, then
from being able to talk about it. Collecting, by occupying spare time so constructively, makes a person
contented, with no time for boredom.
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New words and expressions
Unit 3 Lesson 59

amass (1. 1 ) /o'maes/ v. IRIK
indiscriminate (1.4) /indi'skrimmit/ adj.
clutter (1.5) /'kUte/n. —
string (1.12) /strnj/ n.
requisite (1. 13) /’rekwizit/ n. ifn
mania (1.13) /‘meinb/ n.
sketch (1.13) /sketf/n. IfMÿ
remote (1.15) /ri'maut/ adj. (#lz?, Pjfb'14)

strong-minded (11.15-16) /.strog maindid/ adj. Hife
mm

relaxation (1.18) /.riilsek'seijan/n.
verify (1.22) /'verifai/ v. SiiH,
bearing (1.24) / beorirj/ n. Fk£
like-minded (1.24) /.laik'maindid/ adj.

mm
specimen (1.27) /’spesiman/ n.
constructively (1.30) /kan'strAktivli/ adv. W,

MW
contented (1.31) /kan'tentid/ adj.
boredom (1.31) /'boidam/ n. jtW

Notes on the text x ji#

1 in the belief that, is])®in failin'tillis] leave Wttiin ■>

2 those very things, very («)”, “iEJiffSW'’,
?> for two other reasons, lack of physical and mental energy, ... and sentiment, , lack of ... fO

sentiment JL [W] TR ?U 67ItL jj, fL reasons fffi both of -which ... )E physical and mental energy Wlf-PK
o

4 beyond their true worth, °
5 to such an extent that, iLI1!TSff that extent WIÿHiin' o

6 as just looking at one’s treasures is always a joy, !=} z?7£$f7 » as Srilrie]. 71 0-,PH
ES«i5/ARl o

7 have some bearing on it, —j'h-ff jk 0

.Mn-nw
o iMmsms, -miming. mn.....kmmrmmmrm. --iiftUj, ffi

xw&m, a-'NSHMtiisfE =

®«*0, «BWll!liR**SJKESS*TI»it«». . -ffftWAfl]
tf#0/5*ÿ . mi

&#M£ . o vx

'£JUfr#££*h o

E, 1a >1is-it gate®07 A & ,

w*. "lit, $#, tm.
M.>Jtrit$Mi&&& ,f«««<£*nm.*t M m*, &ia#<ntn&.

ww'ta+ssitfcw, .m;zh, zuxtim&it .
zmzm..
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x . M'STZK 0
mmMT'-ftmmi . -AMT£¥&&&I&IH 1e*mmmM,
mi . nummus-, . &#, «T*JI
S$fll#SWfc££JILl¥ o *n%%WZB o

Comprehension 3S.M-
Give short answers to each of the following questions, in your own words as far as possible, using only
material contained in the passage. Use one complete sentence for each answer.

1 Why do some people tend to hoard things which they never use?
2 What special reasons cause old people to keep possessions which they no longer need?
3 Why was it not very sensible of the author’s friend to collect sketches of model clothes?

Vocabulary ;c

Choose five of the following words and phrases and give for each another word or phrase of similar meaning
to that in which the word or phrase is used in the passage: amass (1.1); being aware (1.1); move house (1.4); attics
(1.6); gradually acquire (1.10); thrifty (1.12); in every direction (1.17).

Summary writing
Give an account in not more than 80 words of the advantages which the author attributes to having collect¬
ing as a hobby. Use your own words as far as possible. Do not include anything that is not in the last
paragraph.

Composition #x
Write a composition on one of the following subjects; the length should be between 250 and 350 words.
a If you could choose, in which country would you like to live and why?
b Write a short story beginning ‘There was a knock on the window ...’

Letter writing # it % ft

Write a letter of between 80 and 100 words in length on one of the following subjects. You should make the
beginning and ending like those of an ordinary' letter, but the address is not to be counted in the total number
of words.

a A friend is coming to visit you. Write a short letter giving him (or her) directions for finding your house.
b Write a letter to a friend explaining that, through illness, you will be unable to go to stay with him (or her) as

previously arranged. Say how you are progressing and suggest alternative arrangements.

Key structures and Special difficulties Hit 5]

Rewrite the following sentence without changing the meaning. Then refer to 11.27-28.
Over the years, it is quite likely that one will become an authority on one’s hobby.
Over the years one ...
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Multiple choice questions £ *&&&$i
Choose the correct answers to the following questions.

Comprehension
1 What differentiates the indiscriminate collector from the serious one?

(a) What he collects is only of personal rather than communal interest.
(b) He lacks the physical and mental energy to go out and about.
(c) His possessions are varied but over the years they gain in value.
(d) He confines his collection to the home and therefore does not travel.

2 The author’s friend is typical of the indiscriminate collector in that
(a) she keeps newspapers in the hope that one day they may come in useful
(,b ) she collects sketches of clothes to save herself the cost of buying them
(c) she is too narrow-minded to be able to stop a sentimental practice
(d) she never gets round to sorting out the clutter she has accumulated

3 The serious collector can spend his leisure time
(ia) at home, as his collection is sufficient entertainment in itself
{b) at the same time as looking joyfully at his treasures
(c) educating himself and others by verifying facts in reference books
(d) occupying himself by constructing a house for his collection

Structure Hfa
4 belongings people accumulate. There are two reasons for this ... (11.7-9)

(a) As they get older more (b) In getting older there are more
(c) Only when they get older, do more (d) The older they get the more

5 in the home in an attempt to avoid waste. (1.11)
(a) People deliberately collect (b) People deliberately collect some things
(c) People collect deliberately (d) People collect deliberately some things

6 - but it litters up her desk that every time she opens it ... (11.16-17)
(a) so far (b) as long as (c) in as much (d) so much

7 Something to do, from finding the right place the latest addition to ... (11.21-22)
(a) where he puts (b) in order to put (c) for to put (d) to put

8 - and then, if successful, to larger audiences. (11.28-29)
(a) they will be (b) one is (c) it has been (d) they were

Vocabulary >n
9 Some things are collected in the home so as to avoid waste. (1.11)

(a) systematically (b) intentionally (c) purposefully (d) organizationally
10 Collecting as a serious hobby is and has many advantages. (1.18)

(a) altogether separate (b) rather unlike (c ) fairly diverse (d) very distinguished
11 - the right place for the latest addition to facts in reference books. (11.22-23)

(a) insuring (b) certifying (c) identifying (d) checking
12 - but also in general matters which _ . (11.23-24)

(a) stand up to it (b ) relate to it (c) bear it out (d) carry it off
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Listen to the tape then answer the question below.

”/f 3$. -§ÿ, M fa & -S' M T 1°} M o

Why did the young girl miss the train?

Punctuality is a necessary habit in all public affairs in civilized
society. Without it, nothing could ever be brought to a conclusion;

everything would be in a state of chaos. Only in a sparsely-populated
rural community is it possible to disregard it. In ordinary living,
there can be some tolerance of unpunctuality. The intellectual, who
is working on some abstruse problem, has everything coordinated
and organized for the matter in hand. He is therefore forgiven if
late for a dinner party. But people are often reproached for unpunctuality when their only fault is cutting
things fine. It is hard for energetic, quick-minded people to waste time, so they are often tempted to finish a
job before setting out to keep an appointment. If no accidents occur on the way, like punctured tyres, diversions
of traffic, sudden descent of fog, they will be on time. They are often more industrious, useful citizens than
those who are never late. The over-punctual can be as much a trial to others as the unpunctual. The guest
who arrives half an hour too soon is the greatest nuisance. Some friends of my family had this irritating
habit. The only thing to do was ask them to come half an hour later than the other guests. Then they arrived
just when we wanted them.

If you are catching a train, it is always better to be comfortably early than even a fraction of a minute too
late. Although being early may mean wasting a little time, this will be less than if you miss the train and have
to wait an hour or more for the next one; and you avoid the frustration of arriving at the very moment when
the train is drawing out of the station and being unable to get on it. An even harder situation is to be on the
platform in good time for a train and still to see it go off without you. Such an experience befell a certain
young girl the first time she was travelling alone.

She entered the station twenty minutes before the train was due, since her parents had impressed upon
her that it would be unforgivable to miss it and cause the friends with whom she was going to stay to make
two journeys to meet her. She gave her luggage to a porter and showed him her ticket. To her horror he said
that she was two hours too soon. She felt in her handbag for the piece of paper on which her father had
written down all the details of the journey and gave it to the porter. He agreed that a train did come into the
station at the time on the paper and that it did stop, but only to take on mail, not passengers. The girl asked
to see a timetable, feeling sure that her father could not have made such a mistake. The porter went to fetch
one and arrived back with theÿstation master, who produced it with a flourish and pointed out a microscopic
‘o’ beside the time of the arrival of the train at his station; this little ‘o’ indicated that the train only stopped
for mail. Just as that moment the train came into the station. The girl, tears streaming down her face, begged
to be allowed to slip into the guard’s van. But the station master was adamant: rules could not be broken.
And she had to watch that train disappear towards her destination while she was left behind.

i
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Unit 3 Lesson 60

New words and expressions

punctuality (1.1) /.pAgktfu'aeliti/ n.
rural (1.4) /'ruaral/ adv.
disregard (1.4) /.disri'gcud/v. AM, 3cM
intellectual (1.5) /.inti'lektfual/ n.
abstruse (1.6) /ab'struis/ adj. SUM
coordinate (1.6) /kau'a:dmeit/ v.
reproach (1.8) /ri'prautf/ v.

puncture (1.10) /'pAgktfa/ v. $!l®£ ($£flp)
diversion (1.10) /dai'v3:Jan/ n. i&iS, tjtiM.
trial (1.12) /'traial/ n. itKMfL A
fraction (1.16) /'fraekjan/ n. .&JL
flourish (1.29) /‘flAnJV n. WM (JT7-!£)
microscopic (1.29) /.maikra'skopik/ adj. HM'M
adamant (1.32) /'asdamant/ ad/'.

Notes on the text vi#
1 Only in a sparsely-populated ... is it possible ..., only 0

2 for the matter in hand, AA 4* M♦ »

3 if late for a dinner party,
W if, when, though SgiSigA be tf, tBM,
K#±i§ftilHS**. if ;SSMrfc7 he is.

4 cut things fine, °
5 The over-punctual can be as much a trial to others as the unpunctual.

flJ#ja-ÿMAlfljSSIJMA!3l#{£AA?££g » as much as, ft o

6 half an hour too soon (= half an hour earlier), o

7 in good time, i# »

<f»«&£pgA?isLA«M&
Kb . RG&AnM'mmi, . *0#4ft+Atnÿw#s-sge«ttÿ*N' . -'Mr

**— I&fcffl® . Hitt, ««£&«

*tt, fflsnJiftÿjSSdW . Mlÿ&SMAigaiMAttH:, .
iit*»ffctnn:»iw*A«fe3iEÿMrt o &#, .

m&fcfcefefij*?, 8M6*S«-ÿUMj .

»:ÿaibnifc«ai7iifft»R .

&&WA, TWAAthl, tt¥fl§*i£-

ttfi£*«*&&7»61.*JsI
tt, fi'ERffttRAMt, XttSfcg . 0}j

7 o fci&R
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Comprehension Jf

Give short answers to each of the following questions, in your own words as far as possible, using only
material contained in the passage. Use one complete sentence for each answer.

1 What are the dangers of leaving the bare minimum of time for appointments?
2 Why did the author’s family ask some guests to come half an hour later than others invited for the same day?
3 Why, according to the author, is it better to choose to wait on the platform before the train arrives than to be

forced to wait after it has gone?

Vocabulary X >u
Choose five of the following words and phrases and give for each another word or phrase of similar meaning
to that in which the word or phrase is used in the passage: a state of chaos (1.3); sparsely-populated (1.3); disregard
(1.4); reproached (1.8); setting out (1.10); diversions (1.10); industrious (1.11); destination (1.33).

Summary writing
Give an account in not more than 80 words of the girl’s experience on the railway station, when she was not
allowed to get on the train. Do not include anything that is not in the last paragraph. Use your own words as
far as possible.

Compostition fp x
Write a composition on one of the following subjects; the length should be between 250 and 350 words.

a Write a short story beginning ‘A piece of paper was blowing in the wind ...’
b What science has done to make our lives easier and more comfortable.

Letter writing
Write a letter of between 80 and 100 words in length on one of the following subjects. You should make the
beginning and ending like those of an ordinary letter, but the address is not to be counted in the total number
of words.

a Write a letter informing your employer (or the Principal of your school) that you have to be absent for a few days
and explaining why this is necessary.

b A friend with several young children has fallen ill. Write offering help or suggesting a way in which help can be
obtained.

Key structures and Special difficulties
Rewrite the following sentence without changing the meaning. Then refer to 11.27-28.

‘May I see the timetable, please?’ the girl asked.
The girl asked ...

Multiple choice questions £
Choose the correct answers to the following questions:
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Comprehension a#
1 The only people who can afford to neglect the exercise of punctuality are

(a) ordinary citizens who have nothing to do with publicity
(.b) people who live in remote places where there are few people
(c) intellectuals who have to deal with unexpected problems
(<d) people who are forced to work overtime in order to finish a job

2 People who cut things fine are usually
(a) delayed by accidents on the roads
(h) energetic, quick-minded people
(c ) no more irritating than the over-punctual
(dj reproached for being late for appointments

3 The girl was very upset when the train came into the station because
{a) her parents would not forgive her for missing it
(b) she had two hours to wait before the next train arrived
(c) she was going to have to make a second journey to reach her destination
(d) the station master insisted that passengers were not allowed on to it

Structure
4 Without it, it would bejnypbssTbleÿ_ to a conclusion. (1.2)

(a) to have ever bright anything (b) ever to bring anything
(c) to bring nothing ever (d) nothing to be brought ever

5 The time you waste through being early will be less than ... (1.17)
(a) must (b) might (c) should (d) can

6 If you are catching a train, you ____ comfortably early than ... (11.16-17)
(a) are better being (b) would be better (c) had better be (d) will be better to be

7 - the frustration of arriving the train is drawing out ... (11.18-19)
(a) just as (b) immediately that (c) in a while {d) as soon as

8 And she had to watch that train disappear towards her destination (1.33)
(a) and left her behind (b) and leave behind her
(c) leaving her behind (d) while it left behind her

Vocabulary i*\ >n
9 In ordinary living, unpunctuality can be tolerated ... (11.4-5)

(a) out of kindness {b) on occasion (c) to a certain extent (d) in varying degrees
10 The over-punctual can be just as to others as the unpunctual. (1.12)

(a) detestable (b) trying (c) provident (d) inconsiderate
11 - since her parents had that it would be unforgivable ... (11.22-23)

(a) stressed the point (b) given the impression (c) marked it down (d) given notice
12 the train came into the station. (1.31)

(a) Only then (b) Instantly (c) At that very moment (d) Precisely
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Appendix 1 : Personal names 1 : AÿÿUAX'fM

XX (*) &£ (i*)
Aleko (16) Hans Bussman (36)

Alfred Bloggs (4) Harriet (49)

Alan Fielding (32) • $4 T Harry (52)
Alf (4) Hubert Latham (20)

Bessie (49) jn. & Jackson (21) A A St
Bill Wilkins (2) ft/f- • Jane Butlin (7) $ • £.##ÿ
Bob (30) Joe (30) 4
Bruce (39) John (7)
Byron (21) Mb (*) John Hawkwood (14)

Charlie Chaplin (29) iS. • 4- S'] Leon Bagrit (51)

Correggio (34) (•&) Louis Bleriot (40)
Daniel Goldin (55) Mary (16) J-% sa
Daniel Mendoza (21) • n 2 ? Noah (56) it IE.
Dickie (31) Northcliffe (20) i£J&r&£4 (#)

Dimitri (16) it*.#4 Othmar Ammann (17) 4#r-% • P=f£
Eleanor Ramsay (19) Richard Colson (31) • #fr&
Eric Cox (30) Richard Humphries (21)

Frank Halliday (34) Richards (13) ?E4# (4±)

Franz Bussman (36) fate* ■ Robert (23)
George (15) Robinson Crusoe (12) 4 2J' • 4
George Carlton (24) • -f fr*S Sabrina (9)
Giovanni Acuto (14) Sebastian (24) £:e,*r4-4
Giovanni Haukodue (14) Taylor (6) (ÿ&)

Gouffre Berger (42) itj 4 ■ A Verrazano (17) Miÿit (*)
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Appendix 2 : Geographical names Pftifc 2 :

MX (*) &£ (*) HfX
Aberdeen (45) MftT Italy (8)
Aleko (16) Java (25) Jh*k
America (1) AW Kea (3) Sj
Angouleme (17) London (1)
Asia (8) Mediterranean, the (23) & + #•
Australia (25) &*.4']i£ Miami (12) PTif
Ayia Irini (3) M&-3L ■ New York (city) (9) £a.#j (ijr)
Balkans, the (48) Newcastle (7) HL-f%rK
Barents Sea, the (32) North Atlantic, the (10) 4b k Sj if
Bastille, the (22) Parramatta (33)
Britain (7) Perachora (16)
Brooklyn (17) Persia (28)
Calais (20) Piccadilly (6) il-f-i* 4']
Caribbean, the (12) Russia (32) SI
Chicago (14) Shanghai (25)
China (25) t a South Dakota (45)
Dauphine Alps, the (42) Southampton (10)
Dover (20) St. Bernard Monastery,

Endley Farm (30) &***!&« the (8)

England (21) St. Bernard Pass (8) SrlS vh °
English Channel, the (20) ■# 4') Stilton (21) -t- 4$
Europe (8) Staten Island (17)
Everest, Mount (42 ) Sweden (53)

Florence (14) Switzerland (8) $dr
Gouflre Berger, the (42) Sydney (33)

Greece (16) U.S.A., the (29)

Greenwich (25). Virgin Islands, the (12)

Grenoble (42) Western Germany (36)

India (28) (fJt Westhaven (37)

Indian Ocean, the (25) Widley (37)
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